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ABSTRACT
To provide basic information" on new educational

methods and programs, this catalogue describes 315 projects
designated as exemplary by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel of
the U.S. Department of Education (DOE). The catalogue is divided into
12 categorical sections, including (1) adult education, (2)

alternative schools and programs, (3) bilingual and migrant
education, (4) career and vocational education, (5) early childhood
and parent involvement programs, (6) physical, environmental, and
social sciences, (7) educational organization and administration, (8)

preservice and inservice training, (9) mathematics and language arts,
(10) special education and learning disabilities, (11} fine arts and
communication technology, and (12) health, physical education,
special interest, and gifted-child programs. Data on each project
comprise the title, capsule summary, target audience, description,
evidence of effectiveness, financial and implementation requirements,
services available, and name and address of a contact person.
Projects are indexed by state, categorical section, ERIC descriptors,
and title. Appendices list 54 projects added since the cetalogue's
1?st edition and exemplary projects that receive DOE funds for
disadvantaged or handicapped children or for follow-through programs.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Diffusion Network Division, Department of Education, is pleased to present
the eighth edition of Educational Programs That Work, the annual National Diffusion Net-
work catalog of exemplary educational programs. Current descriptions of all the pro-
grams described in previous editions are included, together with 54 new programs ap-
proved for national dissemination since publication of the seventh edition in 1980.

The term exemplary is conferred only after a project has been reviewed by the Depart-
ment of Education's Joint Dissemination Review Panel This panel examines the
evidence for cognitive and affective gains presented by each project. Positive endorse-
ment of a project's claims of effectiveness by a majority of the attending Panel members
constitutes approval, and a date of validation is assigned. Projects that continue
development and submit additional evidence of effectiveness to the Panel carry two
validation dates All projects that are approved after publication of this edition of Educa-
tional Programs That Work will be described in the next edition.*

The staff at the National Diffusion Network are dedicated to helping !oval school
districts, intermediate service agencies, state departments of education, and postsec-
ondary institutions in their continuing efforts to improve educational opportunities and
achievement for all To promote the transfer of successful programs from the develop-
ment sites, the Department of Education, through the National Diffusion Network Divi-
sion, supports the National Diffusion Network (NDN), a nationwide system established
to help those involved in education acquire the materials and assistance they need to in-
corporate improved practices into their own programs.

The NDN operates through two kinds of projects Developer/Demonstrators and
Facilitators Developer/Demonstrators are exemplary projects that provide training,
materials, and technical assistance to those who adopt their programs. NDN
Facilitators (one or more in every state) are the principal link between Developer/Dem-
onstrators and those seeking new programs. They help to identify suitable NDN pro-
grams and assist with adoption, training, and operation. Many Facilitators also he,p local
school districts with other planning. A list of NDN Facilitators follows this introduction.
Facilitators should be contacted for additional information on any program described in
this catalog.

Currently, 89 of the JDRP-approved projects are NDN funded Developer/Demonstra-
tors Others receive funds from the Department of Education's Division of Follow
Through and Office of Special Education to provide dissemination and adoption ser-
vices Still others receive ESEA Title IV-C money for dissemination within their own
states, and adoption sites of many projects also provide assistance.

Numerous federal, state, intermediate, local, and postsecondary agencies share
responsibility for improving education through nationwide dissemination. A major goal
of the NDN is to promote cooperation among the many public agencies that provide
educational services to the nation's children. The Department of Education encourages
the broadest possible use of programs that proved successful, and this catalog is one
means to that end.

For further information about the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, contact Ihe Executive Secretary. Joint
Dissemination Review Panel, Department of Education, Room 802, Riviere Building. 1832 M St, N W,
Washington, DC 20236
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Educational Programs That Work

The series of questions and answers that follows will help you to become more familiar
with the eighth edition of Educational Programs That Work. A few minutes spent review-
ing these questions and answers will enable you to appreciate its full potential.

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF Educational Programs That Work?
A Educational Programs That Work, an overview of all educational programs approved

for national dissemin-tion by the federal Joint Dissemination Review Pane!, provides
basic information cn new methods and programs to those who wish to Improve their
educational programs and services It introduces the National Diffusion Network
(NDN). its Facilitators and Developer/Demonstrators, and their services to schools,
institutions, and agencies that want to implement these programs, and it enables the
U S Department of Education to acknowledge the achievements of their developers.

Q. WHAT IS IN Educational Programs That Work?
A Educational Programs That Work describes all programs approved by the JDRP

since its inception in 1972 Programs fall into three categories. active projects that
receive funds from the National Diffusion Network to support dissemination efforts
(these Dr3jeCtS have full-page descriptions), active projects that do not receive funds
from the NDN to support dissemination efforts (these projects have half-page
descriptions), and inactive projects that offer only limited services. This edition of
Educational Programs That Work identities all 315 programs approved by the JDRP
between 1972 and June 1981

Q. HOW IS Educational Programs That Work ORGANIZED'?
A Educational Programs That Work is divided into 12 sections. Each section groups ac-

tive projects with a common focus:
Section 1, Adult Education
Section 2, Alternative Schools/Programs
Section 3, Bilingual/Migrant Education
Section 4, CareerNocational Education
Section 5, Early Childhood/Parent Involvement
Section 6, Environmental Education/Science/Social Science
Section 7, Organizational Arrangements/Administration
Section 8, Preservice/Inservice Training
Section 9, Reading/Language Arts/Mathematics/Writing
Section 10, Special Education/Learning Disabilities
Section 11, Arts/Communication/Technology
Section 12, Gifted and Talented/Health/Physical Education/Special Interests

Q. HOW ARE THE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS ARRANGED IN THE 12 SECTIONS'?
A Within each section. programs are divided into two categories funded and non-

funded and then arranged alphabetically by project title within each grouping. A
special table of contents precedes each section (For example, see page 1-1.)

VH



Q. HOW CAN I MAKE A QUICK PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF THE PROGRAMS IN
EACH SECTION?

A. A capsule phrase that summarizes the exemplary program follows each title in the
sectional tables of contents. See page 1-1, for example: the first entry, Adult Perfor-
mance Level Project (APL), is described as "A competency-based system of educa-
tion that combines the diagnosis, prescription, teaching, evaluation, and credential-
ing of life-coping skills."

Q. IS EACH PROGRAM REPRESENTED IN ONLY ONE SECTION?
A. Each program description is placed in only one of the 12 sections, as determined by

content. Because many programs could well have been placed in two or more sec-
tions, a sectional cross-reference index listing all programs under all appropriate
headings is provided on page 14-10.

Q. HOW CAN I LOCATE PROGRAMS FOR A GIVEN CONTENT OR PROBLEM
AREA?

A To help you locate programs for a given area, selected ERIC (Educational Resources
Information Center) descriptors have been assigned to all active projects described
in the catalog. These descriptors act as headings for the alphabetical ERIC descrip-
tor indek on pages 14-16 through 14 "M.

Q. HOW CAN I LOCATE A DESCRIPTION FOR A GIVEN PROGRAM IF I KNOW
ONLY THE NAME OF THE PROGRAM?

A. The alphabetical index on pages 14-25 through 14-30 lists all JDRP-approved pro-
grams by title. .

Q. HOW CAN I LOCATE A DESCRIPTION FOR A GIVEN PROGRAM IF I KNOW
ONLY THE STATE IN WHICH IT IS LOCATED?

A. The index of exemplary projects by state on page 14-3 lists all JDRP-approved pro-
grams by the state in which they are located.

Q. IS THERE ANY OTHER HELPFUL INFORMATION I SHOULD BE AWARE OF
BEFORE I BEGIN TO USE THE CATALOG?

A. The catalog contains five appendixes, which provide the following information:
The list of Follow Through Projects, pages 13-8 and 13-9, identifies projects that re-
ceived funds for development from the U.S. Department of Education's Division of
Follow, Through.
The list of Office of Special Education (OSE) Handicapped Children's Early Educa-
tion Outreach Programs, page 13-10, !dentifies projects that receive dissemination
funds from the U.S. Department of Education's Office of Special Education.
The list of ESEA Title I Exemplary Projects, page 13-7, identifies projects that re-
ceived funds for development under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act.
The list of Exemplary Projects Approved Since Fall 1980 Edition, on page 13-6, iden-
tifies new projects.
The list of JDRP-Approved Projects With Limited Availability, pages 13-3 through
13-5, identifies inactive projects.



Q. IF I WANT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, SUCH AS DETAILS ON COSTS OF IN-
STALLING AN NDN PROGRAM IN MY SCHOOL, HOW DO I OBTAIN IT?

A. All entries, full- and half-page, include the name of a contact person who can
answer questions about the program. A mailing address and a telephone number
are included in the contact statement. NDN Facilitators can also give detailed in-
formation.

Q. HOW CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE NDN?
A. Contact your state or regional NDN Facilitator to learn more about the NDN and its

programs. A description of the Facilitator's role and a list of Facilitators begins on
page xi. You may also contact the federal office that administers the National Diffu-
sion Network:

National Diffusion Network Division
U.S. Department of Education
Riviere Building, Room 802
1832 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Division telephone numbers:
For questions about Developer /Demonstrator projects, (202) 653-7003
For questions about Facilitator projects, (202) 653-7006



NATIONAL DIFFUSION NETWORK (NDN) FACILITATORS
To help public and private schools and districts identify suitable National Diffusion Net-
work programs, the National Diffusion Network Division, federal sponsor of the NDN,
supports Facilitator projects in every state, the District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands,
and Puerto Rico.

Facilitators work with schools and institutions to define their problems, determine which
NDN programs hold prom.se for solving those problems, and help with formal adoption
of NDN programs Facilitators can supply additional information on all of the programs
described in this catalog, and they can arrange for demonstrations. When a school or in-
stitution decides to adopt an NDN program, Facilitators can make arrangements for
training Many Facilitators also provide follow-up and perform or oversee monitoring and
evaluation at adopter sites.

NDN Facilitators are based in local school districts, intermediate service agencies,
state education agencies, and private nonprofit organizations. The funds that Facilita-
tors can draw on vary from state to state, and tneir funding policies vary as well. In some
states, schools and districts that adopt NDf 1 programs can be reimbursed by the
Facilitator for such start-up costs as instructional materials and teacher training. In
other states, the costs of travel to awareness conferences or do nonstration site can be
covered by the Facilitator. Readers are encouraged to telephone or visit their
Facilitators to learn what services are available.

ALABAMA

R Maack Guy
Alabama Facilitator Project
Alabama Information and Development System (AIDS)
Alabama Department of Education
Room 607. State Office Building
Montgomery. Alabama 36130
(205) 832.3138

ALASKA

Gladys Foris
Alaska State Facilitator Pro,ect
Alaska Department of Education
Pouch I", State Office Builoing
Juneau. Alaska 99811
(907)465-2841, -2842, or -2843

ARIZONA

L. Leon Webb
Arizona State eacilitator
Educational Diffusion Systems. Inc
161 East First Street
Mesa, Arizona 85201
(602) 969-4880

ARKANSAS

Emil R Mackey
Arkansas State Facilitator Project
Arkansas Department of Education
Communication and Dissemination Division
State Capitol Mall. Room 111
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
(501) 370-5038

XI

Regional Facilitator

Mary B Gunter
Arkansas State Facilitator Project
Region I
Boston Mount Cooperation
PO Drawer 248
Prairie Grove, Arkansas 72753
(501) 846-2206

CALIFORNIA

Ira Barkman or Ginna Lurton
California State Facilitator
State Department of Education
Exemplary Programs Replication Unit
721 CapitorMall
Sacramento. California 95814
(916) 322.6797

COLORADO

Charles D Beck. Jr
Colorado State Faclitato:
830 South Lincoln o

Longmont, Colorado 80501
(303) 772-4420 or 442.2197

CONNECTICUT

Carolyn McNally
Connecticut Facilitator Project (CFP)
Area Cooperative Educational Services (ACES)
MK) Dixwell Avenue
New Haven. Connecticut 06511
(203) 562.9967



DELAWARE

Peter Bachmann or Wilmer E. Wise
Delaware Facilitator Project
Planning. Research & Evaluation Division
State Department of Public Instruction
John G Townsend Building, PO Box 1402
Dover. Delaware 19901
(302) 736-4583

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-

Susan Williams -
District Facilitator Project
Edmonds School
9th and D Streets, N.E.
Washington. DC 20002
(202) 547-8030

FLORIDA

Sue Merkhofer
State Facilitator for the Department of Education
Knott Building
Tallahassee. Florida 32301
(904) 487-1078

GEORGIA

Les Bishop or India Lynn King
Georgia Facilitator Center
226 Fain Hall
University of Georgia
Athens. Georgia 30602
(404) 542-3332 or -1343

HAWAII

Richard Port or Kathleen Steffen
Hawaii Educational Dissemination Diffusion System

(HEDDS)
Office of Instructional Services
233 South Vineyard Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
(808) 548-3425

IDAHO

Ted L Lindley
Idaho Slate Facilitator
Idaho State Department of Education
Len B Jordan Office Building
650 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720
(208) 334-2189

ILLINOIS

Shirley M Menendez
Illinois Statewide Facilitator
1105 East Fifth Street
Metropolis, Illinois 62960
(618) 524.2664

INDIANA

Ted F Newell
Indiana Facilitator Center
Logansport Community School Corp
2829 George Street
Logansport. Inaiana 46947
(219) 722.1754

IOWA

David C. Lidstrom
Iowa State Facilitator
Iowa Department of Public instruction
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
(515) 281.3111

KANSAS

James H Connell
Kansas State Facilitator Project
KEDDSFLINK
1847 N Chautauqua
Wichita, Kansas 67214
(316) 685-0271

KENTUCKY

John C. Padgett
Kentucky State Facilitator
State Department of Education
Capitol Plaza Tower Office Building
Office of Research and Planning. Room 1928
Frankfort, Kentucky 4060t
(502) 564-4394

LOUISIANA

Charles Jarreau
The Louisia,ta Facilitator Project
Louisiana State Department of Education
ESEA Title IV Bureau Office
PO Box 44064
Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70804
(504) 342.3375

MAINE

Robert G Shalto or Catherine Harding
Maine Facilitator Center
PO Box 1391
Gardiner, Maine 04345
(207) 582-7211 or -7212

MARYLAND

Raymond H Haman
Maryland Facilitator Project/Educational Alternatives

Inc
PO Box 265
Port Tobacco, Maryland 20677
(0m) 934.2992



MASSACHUSETTS

John Collins. Denise Blumenthal. or Mane Hoffman
Massachusetts State Facilitator
The NETWORK. Inc
290 South Main Street
Andover, Massachusetts 01810
(617) 470-1080

MICHIGAN

Deborah Clemmons
Michigan State Facilitator
Michigan Department of Education
PO. Box 300)8
Lansing. Micmgan 48909
(517) 373-1806

Regional Supplemental Centers

William Banacn
Educational and Management Improvement Center
44001 Garfield Road
Mt Clemens. Michigan 48044
(313) 2E6-8800

Ron Berg
Cheboygan-Otsego-Presque Isle ISD
Basic Regional Supplemental Center
6065 Learning Lane
Indian River, Michigan 49749
(616) 238-9394

Richard D. Ander le
Kent Intermediate School District
Region 8 Supplemental Center
2650 East Be Wine, S E
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(616) 957-0250

Roy Butt
Oakland Intermediate School District
2100 Pontiac Lake Road
Pontiac. Michigan 48054
(313) 858-1940

Gerry Geik
Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate School District
Region 12 Supplemental Center
1819 E Milham Road
Kailmazoo, Michigan 4902
(616) 381-4620. ext 247

Bobbie Ann Robinson
Saginaw Intermediate School District
MEHC (Mid-Eastern Regional Consortium)
6235 Grahot Road
Saginaw, Michigan 48603
(517) 799-9071

Paul Kimball
Marquette-Alger Intermediarci School District
Lighthouse Schools
427 W. College Avenue
Marquette. Michigan 49855
(906) 228-9400

XIII

Olga Moir
Wayne County Intermediate School District
Project VALUE
33500 Van Bern Road
Wayne. Michigan 48184
(313) 326-9300

Shirley Rappaport
Bay-Arenac Intermediate School District
Region 6 Supplemental Center
4228 Two Mite Road
Bay City. Michigan 48706
(517) 686-4410

Sylvia Ruscett
Ottawa Area Educational Service Building
13505 Pon She'don Road
Holland, Michigan 49423
(616) 399-6940. ext. 359

MINNESOTA

Gene Johnson
Nc-thern and Central Minnesota State Facilitator

Project
Chicago and Filth
Star Route. Box 15
Staples, Minnesota 56479
(218) 894.1930

Carol Johnson or Diane Lassman
Southeast Minnesota Facilitator Project
TN EXCHANGE
166 Polk Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
(612) 376-5297

Richard L Peterson
State Facilitator Project
ESCU Office
Southwest State University
Marshall, Minnesota 56258
(507) 537.1481

MISSISSIPPI

John Hartman
Mississippi Facilitator Project
Mississippi School Board Association
PO Box 203
Clinton, Mississippi 39056
(801) 924.2001

MISSOURI

Jolene Schutz. Director
Missouri State Facilitator Center
310 ,,rorth Providence Road
Columbia. Missouri 65201
(314) 443.2561. ext. 218/238. or 449-8622



MONTANA

Wayne Pyron
Montana State Facilitator Project
Office of Public Instruction
State Capitol
Helena, Montana 59601
(406) 449 -2059

NEBRASKA

Mary Lou Palmer
Nebraska State Facilitator Protect
Nebraska State Department of Education
301 Centennial Mall
P.O. Box 94987
Uncoln, Nebraska 68509
(402) 471.2637

NEVADA

Victor Hyden
Nevada State Facilitator Protect
Nevada Department of Education
400 West King Street
Capitol Complex
Carson City, Nevada 63710
(702) 885-5700

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Jared Shady -
New Hampshire Facilitator Center
RFD 3, Box 36A
Loraco Plaza
Concord. New Hampshire 03301
(603) 224-9461

NEW JERSEY

Sarah Banks
New Jersey State Facilitator Projbct
New Jersey State Department of Education
225 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
(609)984-7300

NEW MEXICO

Amy Atkins or Susan Carter
New Mexico State Facilitators
DEEP Ditlusing Exemplary Educational Practices in

New Mexico
Department of Educational Foundations
College of Education
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Memo 87131
(505) 277-5204

ot
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NEW YORK

Robert N King or Samuel Corsi, Jr
New York State Facilitator Project
Office of Federal Demonstration Programs
Educational Building Annex. Room 860
New York State Education Department
Albany. New York 12234
(518) 474-1280

Regional Facilitators

John T. Donovan
Regional Facilitator
Syracuse City School District
409 West Genesee Street
Syracuse, New York 13202
(315) 425-4284

Grace Fairl:e
School 86
756 St. Lawrence Avenue
Butlalo. New York 14216
(716) 833-5865

Evelyn Jones
Office of Special Protects
347 Baltic Street
Brooklyn. New York 11201
(212) 855-3608

Eleanor Peck
City School District
Office of Urban Funded Programs
131 West Broad Street
Rochester, New York 14608
(716) 325-4560

Robert Raub
Madison-Oneida BOCES
Spring Road
Verona, New York 13478
(315) 363 -t.000

Richard Solomon
r,55 Warren Road
Ithaca, New York 14850
(607) 257.1555

Arthur Sullivan
Sutfolk County BOCES III
507 Deer Park Road
Dix Hills, New York 11746
(516) 549-4900

Frank Thompson
ECOS Training Institute
Box 369
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598
(914) 245-6919

Charles Weed
Regional Planning Center
1015 WatervtietShaker Road
Albany. New York 12205
(518) 456-9281



NORTH CAROLINA

Henry A Helms, Jr
Division of.Development
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
Education Annex fl
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611
(919) 733-7018

Regional Facilitators

Glen Arrants
North Carolina Facilitator Center
Paton School
102 Old Clyde Road

Canton, North Carolina 28716
(704) 648-6960. ext 31

Richard Barnes
North Central Regional Educat on Canter
PO, Box 21889
Greensboro, North Carolina 27402
(919) 379-576A

Maxine Brown
Northeast Regional Education Center
Box 1028
Williamston, North Carolina 27892
(919) 792.5166

Robert R Byrd
North Carolina Facilitator Service Southwest Site
619 Wall Street
Albemarle. North Carolina 28001
(704) 983-2127

Brenda Phelps
Central Regional Education Center
Box 549
Knightdale, North Carolina 27545
(ipis) 266-9282

Ruth Sabre II
South Central Regional Center
PO Box 786
Carthage. North Carolina 28327
(919) 947-5871

Maria Vecchio
Southeast Regional Facilitator Service
Education Center. Room 200
612 College Street
Jacksonville, North Carolina 28540 ,

(919) 455-8100

J R Brendelli
Northwest Regional Center
303 "E" Street
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659
(919)667.2191

XV

NORTH DAKOTA

Hank Landes
North Dakota State Facilitator
Department of Public Instrucbon
State Capitol
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505
(701) 224-2293

OHIO

Gordon Behm
Ohio Facilitation Center
The Ohio Department of Education
Division of Planning and Evaluation
65 South Front Street, Room 802
Columbus, Ohio 43215
(614)466-3825

OKLAHOMA

Kenneth Smith
Oklahoma Statewide Facilitator Project
Edmond Public Schools
1216 South Rankin
Edmond, Oklahoma 73034
(405) 341-2246

OREGON

Dick Pedee
Oregon State Fac.litator
Multnomah County Education Service District
220 S E 102nd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97216
(503) 255-1841

PENNSYLVANIA

Richard Brickley or Carolyn Trohoski
RISE Pennsylvania State Facilitator
198 Allendale Road
King of Prussia. Pennsylvania 19406
(215) 265-6056

RHODE ISLAND

George McDonough
Slate Facilitator Center R I S FC
CIC Building
235 Promenade Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
(401) 277.3840 or -3841

SOUTH CAROLINA

James R Buckner or Sharon Ray
ioSouth Carolina State Department of Educatio

Basic Skills Section'
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(803) 758-3690 or -3526



SOUTH DAKOTA

Gene K Dickson
South Dakota State Facilitator
South Dakota Division of Elementary and Secondary

Education
Richard F Kneip Building
Pierre, South Dakota 57501
(605) 773-3395

TENNESSEE

Martin McConnell or Charles M Achilles
Tennessee Statewide Facilitator Project (TSFP)
College of Education/BERS
2046 Terrace Avenue
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
(615)974-4165 or 2272

TEXAS

State Facilitator
Texas Education Agency
201 East 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 475-5601

George Frariklin
Region I Education Service Center Dilly:ion Project
1900 West Schunior
Edinburg, Texas 76539
(512) 383-5611

Madalyn Cooke
Region II Education Service Center
209 North Water
Corpus Christi, Texas 78401
(512) 883-9288

Bill Powell
Region III Education Service Center
1905 Leary Lane
Victoria, Texas 77901
(512) 573-0731

Jake Parker
9egion IV Education Service Center
PO Box 883
Houston, Texas 77001
(713) 868-1051

Edith Peacock
Region V Educatidn Service Center
2295 Delaware Street
Beaumont, Texas 77703
(713) 835-5212

Everett Youngblood
Region VI Education Service Center
3332 Montgomery Road
Huntsville, Texas 77340
(713) 295-9161

XVI

Mike Owens
Region VII Education Service Center
PO Drawer 1622
Kilgore, Texas 75662
(214) 984.3071

Leroy Hendricks
Region VIII Education Service Center
100 North Riddle Street
Mt. Pleasant, Texas 75455
(214) 572-6676

Art Phillips
Region IX Education Service Center
301 Loop 11
Wichita Falls, Texas 76305
(817) 322-6928

Jacquelyn Harrison
Pegion X Education Service Center
400 East Spring Valley Road
P0. Box 1300
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-6301

Mary F Hull
Region XI Education Service Center
3001 North Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas 76106
(317) 625-5311

Rosemary Richards
Region XII Education Service Center
401'Franklin
PO Box 1249
Waco, Texas 76703
(817) 756-7494

Patricia Conner
Region XIII Education Service Center
7703 North Lamar
Austin, Texas 78752
(512) 458-9131

Robert E Maness
Region XIV Education Service Center
PO Box 3258
Abilene, Texas 79604
(915) 677.2911

Nancy Lowe
Region XV Education Service Center
PO Box 5199
San Angelo. Texas 76902
(915) 655-6551

Jack Shelton
Region XVI Education Service Center
1601 South Cleveland
PO Box 30600
Amarillo, Texas 79120
(806) 378-5521
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Travis Brown
Region XVII Education Service Center
4000 22nd Place
Lubbock. Texas 79410
(806) 792-4000

Bill Whitfield
Region XVIII Education Service Center
PO. Box 6020
Midland Texas 79701
(915) 563-2380

George Chancellor
Region XIX Education Service Center
PO. Box 10716
El Paso. Texas 79997
(915) 779-3737

Bill Lafferty
Region XX Education Service Center
1314 Hines Avenue
San Antonio, Texas 78208
(512) 828-3551

UTAH

Kenneth P Linctuay
Utah State Facilitator Project
Utah State Office of Education
250 East Fifth South
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111
(801) 533-5431

VERMONT

Joseph M. O'Brien
Vermont State Facilitator
Bennington-Rutland Supervisory Union
Manchester Center. Vermont 05255
(802) 362.2452

VIRGINIA

J.B Under, Jr: or Robert Foster
Virginia State Facilitator
Education Services, Inc.
2845 Rollingwood Road
Petersburg, Virginia 23803
(803) 536-5932 or (804) 732.3584

WASHINGTON

Keith Wright
Washington State Facilitator
Yakima Public Schools
104 North Fourth Avenue
Yakima. Washington 98902
(509) 575-3234

WEST VIRGINA

Kenny J. Smith
West Virginia State Facilitator
P.O Box 1907
Elkins. West Virginia 26241
(304) 636-6918

WISCONSIN

State Facilitator
Department of Public Instruction
Instructional Services Division
125 South Webster
P.O. Box 7841
Madison, Wis-onsin 53707
(608) 266-21(..

xvii

WYOMING

Alan Wheeler
Wyoming State Facilitator
Wyoming State Department of Education
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002
(307) 777-7416

PUERTO RICO

Helen Sosa
Puerto Rico State Facilitator
Center for Dissemination. 5th floor
Department of Education
P.O. Box 759
Hato Rey. Puerto Rico 00919
(809) 759-d240

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Phyllis Betz
Virgin Islands State Facilitator
Virgin Islands Department of Education
P.O. Box 630
St Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801
(809) 774-0807



SECTION 1

ADULT EDUCATION

NCN-FUNDED DEVELOPERMEMONSTRA OR PROJECTS

ADULT PERFORMANCE LEVEL PROJECT (APL) - Texas 1-3

A competency-based system of education that combines the, diagnosis, prescription, teaching,
evaluation. and credentialing of life-coping skills.

project CLASS (Competency-based Live- Ability 51:1115) - California 1-4

A series of competency-based modules for teaching survival Skills to adults of low-level
reading ability.

OTHER JORP- APPROVED PROJECTS

FLIT: Functional Literacy - Virginia 1-5
A functional reading literacy education program.

NEW YORK STATE EXTERNAL HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA PROGRAM ((DPI - New York 1-5
A competency-based alternative high school credentialing program for adults.

See Sectional Cross-Reference Index, p. 14-10, and ERIC Descriptor Index. p. 14-16, for related prOgraAS.



PROJECT AD3L1 PERFORMANCE LEVEL PROJELT (APL)

A competency-based system of education that combines the diagnosis. prescription. teaching.
evaluation. and credentialing of life-coping skills.

target audience Approved by JOR1' as a program for general .nglish-speaking population over 13.
Curriculum materials for undereducated adults also have implications for elementary

and secondary curricula, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted.to or approved by the Panel.

description Project research measured specified minimum competencies an adult must possess to function
successfully.

Based on the objectives Identified by API-research. a complete curriculdm applies reading. writing. speaking-

listening-Aiewing, compute: cn, problem-solving. and interpersonal relations skills to the content areas of
consumer economics. occapationel knowledge. health. community resoor;es, and government and law, For example.
adults learn how to read job descriptions or open savings accounts. The curriculum provides the activities and
materials needed to ,each toward e..h of the APL life-coping skills objectives. Printed materials are supple-
mented with cassette tapes. A pre/post diagnostic instrument for each objective is also included.

The APL.comdetency-based high school Jiplcna program offers adults a relevant alternative to the conventional
four-year Nigh school program end to the General Educational Development Test (GED). Adults can earn a regular
high $0001 diploma by demon.t.ating competencies gained through life stills - oriented adult education programs
in combination with those gained through exnerience. The hasic steps to the competency-based diploma are
Placement tests. the competency -based curriculum described above (if indicated by scores on placement tests). a
series of life-skills activities. and demonstration of an entry-level job skill or postsecondary education skills
or skills in home management /maintenance.

APL staff offer awareness. training. and 'ollow-up technical assistance to adopters.

evidence of effectiueness Program graduates demonstrate functional competence Sy scoring at APL
level 3 in every objective within the five APL Content A,ea Measures

(American College Testing Program) and by showing 10J% comPetence in Life Skills Activities. Six-month follow-
up surveys of graduates indicate higher levels of self-satisfaction. Graduates frequently recommend the program
to others.

implementation requirements The APL curriculum can be adopted by a unit as small as a single
teacher. The APL Diploma Program can be adopted by a unit as small

as two persons perionming counseling. teaching. and assessing functions. Preimplementation training conducted
by APL staff is required. Reassignment of existing personnel usually suffices.

financial requirements Materials sets of five Content Area Me,sures available from American Col'ege
Testing Program. Each set contains 25 copies and costs $37.50. The full APL

curriculum is available from Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Inc.

seruiees available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in he state and out

of state. roject staff are jvj. shle to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Train-

ing is conducted at project site ,adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site
(tra,ner travel and per diem most be .fail). Implementation and fallow-0 serves are available to adopters
(costs to be negotiated).

contact Elaine Shelton, Manager. APL 3-0 Project, Jn versity of Texas at Austin, College of Lducation.
Education Annex 5 -21. Austin. TA 18112. (512) 411-4623.

Developmental Funding:

Coviled Swaner 1981

JSOE GOAL
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PROJECT PROJECT CLASS (Competency-based Live-Ability Ski 11S)

A series of competency-based noddles for teaching Survival skills to admits of Inw-level reading
ability.

target audience Approved by JORP for adults readrng at 9-8 grade 1pvels. phis progra.m.has been used Id
high schools fur basic skills remaediation, In continuation schools, middle schoOls. and

correctional institutions. and by programs for the mentally and physically handicapped, cortounlv outreach
programs. and the oilrtary, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by tne Panel.

description Adult students often have difficulty in transferring academic learning from classroom settings
to situations encountered outside school. To address this proble.i, Project 'LASS has Zeveloped

two series of competency -based modules -- one for use with teacher-directed instruction. one for independent

study -- providing instruction in survival skillS to adult students at low (0-J grade equivalent) reading leve.s.
In classroca situations. students learn survival skills while improvidy their reading. writing. and oath.
Students who read at a higher level lay use independent nodules to vet course requirements or to earn elective
credit.

The moduleS, which address useful topics in consumer econwics, commnity resources. health, jovernment and law.
Interpersonal relationships. and occupational knowledge. contarn between one and nine objectives (average
four). lbjectives are clearly stated. taught. and tested and show participating teachers, students. and others
what the student has accomplished. Sixty noddles have been developed. divided equally between AP.. level 1

(0.4 grade equivalent) and 11 (5-8 grade equivalent). To enable Students to learn concepts at :herr own reading
level, level 1 modules include two versions of the sane concepts. one written at grade 0.2 reading level. the
Other at grade 3-4 level. Level !I modules cover different objectives. Each module includes a teacher's
guide (containing objectives. concepts, skills. teaching/learning strategies. resource list, evaluation report,
annotated bibliography. answer keys. and specially written teacher's resources). student handouts. and a pre/
posttest. An average of six hours (one to three class sessions) is required to complete a module.

Modules can 050 be nod to provide rdkedation for the APL and SHARP tests.

evidence of effectiveness Field testing using a locally developed instrument In a pre/post design to
measure mastery of ,module objectives was conducted in fill 1979 dt Adult

Basic Education and rnglish as a Second Languaje programs at.four California sites ranging from rural (Clovis)
to highly urban (San Diego). Pretest data were used to re love bias in or of treatment classes. differences
between treatment ant control groups In gain to percent of students mastering objectives were highly significant.
as reflected in differences in median gains 'A individual sites (e.1.. Clovis 80 vs J. in 91egO 29 vs 0).

implementation requirements Adopters must purchase .1 vet of CLASS and Life School roduleS and
provide inservice training and staff development ti.me for teachers

involved. Program can be implemented by a sprigle teacher. an entire school, or a district. facilities for
reproducing tests and handouts are needed. to other special facilities or equipment are required.

financial requirements CLASS noddles $225 per set (Level I Independent Study, S15. Level 1)
Classroom': S/5, Level 11 Independent Study. $75). Life School revel I Class-

rood replaces CLASS level t Classroom nodules. I IfeSchool Level l Classroom four binders $2/5 (o, $59.50 each)
including a classroom management manual, available from Pitman Learning, Inc. Several classes can use sane
materials. Two-day implementation workshop at adopter site $300 diA travel expenses. Continuation costs
are limited to reproductron of tests and handouts.

services available Awareness materials are available at ny cost. Project staff are available to
attend out-of.state awareness meetings (costs to be negerated). Traininj is

conducted only at adopter site (all exoenses oust be paid, including irarner's fee, trade], and per diem).
Implementation and follow.%) services are available to adopter.

CO:11Oct Mary Rrcn, Pro,ect director, or Lorraine Ruston, Assistant Director, Clovis Adult Schoo., Clovis
Unified School District. 914 raurth St., Moils, CA 9302. (209) [99-4361 or .2961.

Developoental Funding. USOF BOAE, Adult Eddcation Act,
Sections 309, 310

Compiled Sumnor 1981

1.4
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JORP No. 80.1 Approved. 1/31/80



PROJECT FLIT: Functional Literacy

A functional reading literacy education program.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a reading program for adults with reading equivalency of sixth grade
or lower. This program has been used in other settings for regular and remedial classes

(grades 5-12), vocational education. adult education, and adult basic education. but no evidence of effectiveness
has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description FLIT is an educational program of task-related/functional literacy trainin, developed original-
ly by HtmARO (Human Resources Research Organization) for U.S. Army recruits with low reading

ability. Since that time. the program has been revised Into an educational program specifically for a wide range
of students -- both children and adults -- who need to increase their functional reading skills. The program is
designed or persons with a fifth-grade reading ability who have difficulty in using their reading skills effec-
tively.

The program, has five learning nodules How to Use a Table of Contents, Extracting Information from Textual
Material. How to Read Graphs, How to Read Tables, and How to Use Indexes. A Teacher's Manual and answer key
provide a covplete description of the materials. the sequence of instruction, and the teacher's role in the
program. The Student Practice Text provides opportunities to rehearse and generalize newly acquired skills.
Placement and Module Skill Tests measure entry-level skills as well as those acquired as a result of the teach-
ing program. The material can be used by a teacher in a classroom of 20-30 students, in smaller groups, or as
Individualized, self-paced instruction. The program is performance-oriented and has application over a wide
range of job or task-related toolc areas.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Devali Galloway, Homan Resources Research Organization, 300 H. Washington St., Alexandria, VA
22314. (703) 549.3611.

Developmental Funding' U.S. Army Research Institute

Compiled Sonnet 1981

JDRP No. 74.22 Approved: 3/25/74

PROJECT NEW YORK STATE EXTtRNAL HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA PROGRAM (EDP)

A competency-based alternative high school credentialing program for adults.

target audience Approved by JDRP for English-speaking adult students over the age of 18.

description This is an alternative high school credentialing program for adults who have acquired skills
through their life experience awl who can demonstrate those skills in applied performance

tests. 'he project's object ve is to provide adults with an assessment and credentialing process that is an
alternative to traditonal diploma programs such as General Educational Development (GED). The program provides
no instruction it Is an assessment system through which adults can earn a regular high school diploma. The
drdgram has two phases. In the first phase, diagnosis. the adult is tested on six diagnostic instruments that
help hiolher identity learning deficiencies In the basic skill areas. If.a deficiency is identified, the adult
is given a 'earning presc-idtIon and is sent to the cotmunity to utilize the learning resources available. After
The deficiencies have been corrected, the adult enters the second phase, final assessment. In this phase. the
adult must demonstrate b4 generalized competencies in the basic and life skill areas of communication, compute-
tiOnv-self-awareness, social awareneis, scientific awareness, occupational preparedness. and consumer awareness.
The adult must also demonstrate an Individualized ccnpetency in one of three skill areas. occupational. special,
ar advanced academic. The assessment system is an open testing system characterized by flexibility in time and
location of testing. It offers adults the opportunity to demonstrate process skills through a variety of documen-
tation forms. There is an explicit understanding and discussion of all required competencies. Graduates of the
program are surveyed I) months after they receive their diplomas to determine the impact that graduation has had
on Their lives. To date. graduates report an increased interest in continued learning, jou promotions and raises.
and increased self-eSteob and self-confidence.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact- Kathleen Porter, Director. External Diploma Provam, 405 Oak St., Syracise, NY 13203.
(315) 425 5259 or -5253.

Developmental Funding' USN BOAE

Compiled Sonnet 2981
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SECTION 2

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS/PROGRAMS

hDR-FUNDEO DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES PROGRAM (DEEP) - zansas 2-3

2-4

A new method of organizing and managing an academic classroom.

FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT - Minnesota

A s¢ccessful secondary program fortvaining teachers to deal with disaffected youth.

OTHER JDRP-APPROVED PROJECTS

ALTERNATE LEARNING PROJECT (ALP) . Rhode Island

A cam:unity-based alternative to traditional school, emphasizing basic skills. career
eduCation, performance-based graduation, and parent and student participation, that
offers both a complete high school program and Special Focus Programs to supplement
existing curricula.

a COMMUNITY APPROACH TO YEAR.ROUND OUCATION (Project C.A.Y.R.E.) Colorado
A prbgram designed to meet stude t learning needs effectively through the use of an
alternative calendar while ace dating a greater number of students within existing
facilities.

2-5

2-5

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR SCHOOLAGE P1NRENTS (ESSP) - New Jersey 2-6
A special education program providing educational, nutritional, social, and health services
to expectant school -age students.

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION (ME) [Far West Laboratory (FRO) - California 2-6
:41 alternative program of secondary education that uses the entire community as a school.

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION (EBCE) [Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory] Oregon 2 -1

A competency -based alternative thit asks students to step outside the classroom walls for
approximately half of their school time.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE: High School In the Community (HSC) - Connecticut
2 -1

An alternative secondary school of choice within the public school system.

SENIOR ELECTIVE PROGRAM . New Jersey 2-8
A program exclusively for seniors designed to update curriculum In order to complement an
open-space building.

ST. PAUL IOPEN SCHOOL - Minnesota

An alternative school program using the concept of the open school to enrich the .-12
education.: experience.

See SectiOnal Cross-Reference Index, p. 14-10, and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14-16, for related programs.
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PROJECT DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES PRCCRAM (DEEP)

A new method of organizing and managing an academic classroom.

target audience Approved by JDRP for the apathetic learner, the discipline prubler," the poor attender,
and the potential dropout in grades 9-12. It has been used in other Settings in grades

6-8 and with the gifted, the talented, and the creative learner, but no evidence of effectiveness has been sub-
mitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The major goal of Project DEEP Is to develop an instructional orotevs for secondary school
classrooms that allows instructors to create an academic enviromrent emphasizing success for

every learner while decreasing learner hostiliq to educational inStstutiOnS.

DEEP offers students and instructors a method of organizing and managing an academic classroom that differs
from the usual classroom model. Students in the DEEP classroom identify needs, formulate objectives, develop
tasks based upon these object'ves, present group and individual projects based upon fulfillment of objectives,
receive teacher debriefing following presentation of the projects, and participate in their own evaluations.
DEEP offers learners in academic subjects alternative ways to create, gather, develop, and display information.
Extensive use is made of electronic dad nonelectronic media. The role of the teacher is that of advisor,
consultant. and learning-systems manager. The classroom environment is casual, open. trusting, and task-
oriented. A workshop atmosphere exists. Community resources are utilized.

The DEEP classroom is highly structured, but the structure is not the same as in the typical academic classroom.
Teachers rho demonstrate the ability and desire to change their methods of instructionare trained in the use
of these new management techniques. They must be willing to teach one or more PEEP classes aleig with their
regular classeS. The teacherS are trained as learning facilitators, and the conflict-management process is
based on human relations and peer group interaction as well as on teacher-student interaction. Once the training
has been acomplished, students can be enrolled in the program as part of the normal scheduling procedure. The
project provides management Charts and materials along with evaluation procedures.

evidence of effectiveness DEEP Students had a 30% lower incidence of absenteeism than non -DEEP
Students, and the dropout rate was decreased 37% compared with non-UEEP

classes. DEEP students showed statistically Significant gains in attitudes of affection, respect, and the
value of knowledge as measured by the Risk-Taking-Attitudes-Values Inventory. Yinety-eight percent of students
completing DEEP classes later graduated. Eighty-five percent of student, enrolled In DEEP classes completed
at least Six academically sound projects per MP class.

implementation requirements The DEEP classroom management model is adaptable to a variety of
school structures. It canserve as an alternative within the

traditional high school, junior high School. or middle school or in a separate alternative Ssho6 . The manage-
ment model Can be uti'lzed in many academic subject areas, primarily language arts, social studies, and science.
The model is adaptable to regular, modular. and other types of flexible Scheduling.

financial requirements PEEP training manuals with student activities cost $5 per inserwice workshop
participant. DEEP teachers are usually volunteers from existing staff.

Adopting districts pay costs relating to release time for teacher training. if the adopter has audiovisual equip-
ment, the cost of adoption should not exceed the normal pee-pupil allotment.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project ste and additional demonstrvtion sites 'n home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). training is also available at adopter site (costs
to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to De negotiated).

contact
(316) 268-7801.
Jane Connett, Director, Project DELP, Wichita Publi4 SChoolS, 640 D. Emporia. aichita. K5 67214.

Developmental Funding:

Costpled Smsler 2982

JSOE Esta title :11
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PROJECT
locus DISSEMINATION PROJECT

A successful secondary prograa for training teachers to deal with disaffected youth.

target audience Approved by JORF for diSaffected secondary students of all ability levels, rnd all
,weondary educators, School :',Oard melbers. and community members who have an ir, :rest

in developing local programs to meet the needs of the disaffected students in their settings.

description Focus provides an alternative education plan for students who have been identified as
disaffected, showing a lack of mOtivatien, lack of confidence. and low self-esteem. The

program effects responsible institutional change and positive student attitude and performance by helping
students learn responsibility to se'f. SCh001, and society. Through a grOzp Counseling experience, the peer
group is guided to deal with the problems causing disaffect ion.

Focus is a "school within a school" for secondary students who are not achieving ur functionin, in a way bene-
ficial to themselves and /or those around them. The Focus program seeks to reduce stzdent disaffection with
school and learning, to improve each student's grasp of basic Skills. to build a classrow rzlture that demon-
strates the caring principle, to enhance each student's ability to relate effectively with peers and adults, and
to give each student a reason to be optimistic about the future.

Focus is a highly structured program offering courses in English, social studies, math, and work experience.
Instruction in Focus classes is based on ability and need. .Curriculum m. cerials are itodifiod to meet the
student's level of skill-development and are presented in relation to survival beyond graduation. Students

are actively involved In the selection, modification, and evaluation of these materials. Focus students take
such classes as science, physical education, health, and electives in the regular school program.

All Focus students are involved in a group counseling experience called Family. Each Family consists of fight

to ten students and one teacher who :met together one hour daily throughout the year. Family attempts to help
the student develop feelings of caring, self-worth, and concern for others. It includes examination of one's
on behavior in relation to the reactions of others within an atmosphere of ,ositive suppnrt from the group.

evidence of effectiveness A three-year evaluation ,(done at the original site) demonstrated that
Focus immroved student attitudes toward school. enhanced self-concept,

increased academic aebieveent, ant, decreased disciplinary referrals. school suspensions. and absenteeism.
Evaluation available on request.

implementation requirements Many replication plans are possible. ranging from staff training
in skills and strategies to enhance an existing progran tr. A full-

scale replication of the original site model. Size of program Is determined by the miner of target students
identified by the adopter. Maximum advised for any one program Is lb StudentS. Successful replications have
been made in urban. Suburban. and rural settings. The humanistic. carte; emphasis of the program makes it
effective regardless of the ethnic or economic factors present at the repilcation site.

financial requirements Focus staff training imnual and curriculuai manual are crovided at cost to
sci,;'s attending inservice training. A wide variety of conlercially avail.

able materials a ready found in must classrooms is also used. Focus staff are generally selected fro., existing

employees. but need release time to attend inservice training and prepare materials.

services available Awar,ness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welccoe any time by

appointment at pr.:ogee?. site and additional demonstration sites in he State and
out at state. ProJec stiff are available to attend ort-of-State awareness .eetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is cJoducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). TraTning is also available it adopter site

(costs to be negisted). Implerentition and follow-up sercices are available to adopterS (cnSts to be

negotiated).

contact Sue Schillingef, roans ),SSegini ion Project. 1 ..rower Exchange, 121 c. Second St.,

Hastings, MI 5,033. (012) 437.391i.

Developmental Funding 4E4 sown Developrent AL'
()ff. if Hunan level.)

Corpiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT ALTEPNATE LEARNING PROJECT (ALP)

A community-based alternative to traditional school, emphasizing basic skills, carer educa-
tion, performance-based graduation, and parent and student participation, that °firers bot' a
complete high school program and Special Focus Programs to supplement existing curricula.

target audience
Approved by JDAP for students of all abilities, grades 9-12. This program also has been
used in other settings (-"Ale school and adult level), but no evidence of effectiveness

has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description ALP, a comprehensive public secondary school, provides students with an individualized basic
skills program, a college preparatory course, community-wide carter exploration activitieS,

and a broad arts program. The emphasis throughout is on continuous personal counseling and student responsibility.
Students enroll In ALP by choice. Participants are selected by lottery, using such factors as race, family
income, intone, sex, and grade level to achieve a population that reflects the city and school system profile.ALP has five major objectives:

to Improve student performance in basic academic skills; to improve student
career decision-making skills, to provide needed counseling for planning, evaluation, and SuPpOrt of student
activity, to involve students and parents in school governance and decision making; and to maximize learning
opportunities in the ccreunity. Graduation requirements at ALP involve: the ALP life Skills Competency Assessment
(an evaluation of individual student Competencies In practizal, real-11fe situations where applied performance
is required) and the ALP Core Diploma requirements (in which students must pass proficiency exams in English,
math, and science. d...n credit In U.S. history, and complete a minimum number of courses and educational
activities). The ALP model consists of two major components adoption and Special Focus Programl. The five
essential element: of an ALP adoption are: project administration and design, curriculum development. counseling
and student evalLatIon, community resource development, and governance and decision making. The Special focus
Programs designed to supplement existing curricula are: Family Life Peer Counseling Service. College Local
Educational Agency Relationship (CLEAR) Program, ALP Child Care Center, Competeay-Based Education and Basic
Skills, and Transitional Program for Special Needs 'tudents.

Contact project about available training and Other services.

contact Paul R. Gounaris, Dissemination Services. Alternate learning Project, Providence School Department,
3?1 11dy St., Providence, RI 02903. (401) 456-9195.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compulim suave, SACS

JDRP No. 74.86 Approved: 6/6/14

PROJECT A CCKMUNITY APPROACH TO YEAR-ROUND EDUCATION (Project C.A.Y.R.E.)

A program designed to meet student learning deeds effectively through the use of an alter-
native calendar while accommodating a greater number of students within existing faci'Ities.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-8 in any school district experiencing concerns with

growth in student population or any school /district desiring to investigate alterna-
tive calendars. This program has been used in other settings for grades 9.12, but no evidence of effectiveness
has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The 45-15 rear -round calendar divides the student population into four groups, Each group
attends school ,or 45 school days (nine weeks) and then has a vacation of 15 school days

(three weeks). These :dtterns are stzogered so that one track Is always on vacation. This allows the building
to Acconuodate 33 percent more student:. In addition, the program can create a more consistent total learning
program by eliminating large blocks of timu (i.e., three sonmer months) between learning segments. Initially,
the adoption of a yeariirouna program is no more than a calendar change. As such, changes in staffing ratios,
materials, facilities, operational costs, and curriculum are not necessarily integral parts of the program.

Contact.'the project about available training and other services.

contact Pumas Balakas, Project Director, Year-Round Project Dissemination Center 3855 S. Alicia Pkwy.,
Aurora, CO 80013. (.1113) 693-3611.

Developmental Funding: OSOE ESEA Title III

Coppi;o4 Suamar SASS
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PROJECT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR SCHOOLAGE PARENTS (ESSP)

A special education orOgram providing educational, nutritional. social. and health services
to expectant school-age students.

target Approved by JDRP for any pregnant student in [kw public school system. In practice,
these students rarge in age from 11-19 and are primarily from grades 8-12.

description With Its program at the Family Learning Center (FLC). the New Brunswick Board of Education is
addressing some well-known teenage pregnancy prObless. These include poor academic motivation

and achievement and a significantly higher infant mortality rate and lower birth weight than are found in the
babies of any Other age group. The FLC provides small classes with highly motivated teachers and emphasizes setts
factory academic achievement, maternal and child health. and nutrition. While a pregnant student way remain in
the regular school setting, she is encouraged to transfer to the FLC, continuing her regular subjects there. In

addition. she takes Family Life Education, which includes nutrition. planning and preparation of Leith, sewing
and consumer education. and health. Areas covered In the health course include pre- and postnatal care of herself
and her baby. the study Of human reproduction, the labor and birth process, and birth control options. She is
assisted in reaching ApprO:riate sOCial agencies, and informal rap sessions with the head teacher and the guidance
cornselor are encouraged. When the student enters the program. the nurse Contacts her obstetrician. checks to see_--
that her!recoros are complete. fellows her progress, and sees that regular appointments are kept. There are {dery
odic touts of local hospital maternity facilities. A head teach,. coordinates the program under .he direction
of the Director of Pupil Personnel. Two full-tine and four part.time teachers plus a part-time nurse and a part-
time guidance counselor complete the FLC staff. After delivery and a two -meek maternity leave, a student may
continue her Classes at the FLC for six weeks. This period of adjustment facilitates her introduction to the
double role of mother/student and encourages her to comPlete her education.

Contact project about available training and other services.

contact Dana Klein. Dissemination Specialist. Family Learning Center. 22S Cmrstock St.. New Brunswick, NJ
08901. (201) 745-5168.

Developmental funding: USIA (SEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 74.5,, Approved: 5/14.15/74

PROJECT EXPERIENCE-BASEC CAREER EDUCATION (EU() [Far West Laboratory (FWL))

An alternative program of secondary education that uses the entire corlunity as a school.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 9-12. This program was designed for a cress section of
high school students. It is adaptable to special target groups. 'ncluding gifted

students. Potentia' dropouts. adults. and college students, but no evidence of effectiveness has been sabritted
to or approved by the Panel.

description Through direct experience in a wide variety of real-life settings. EBCE helps students to
acquire the stills and knowledge necessary to choose. enter, advance in. and find satisfaction

in adult roles. Individually planned learning progress utilfZe large and small businesses. goverrmental agencies,
consunity organilations, and individual professionals and entrepreneurs. Learning is accomplished through individ-
ualized projects COmbining growth in academic subjects. Career awareness. and basic and interpersonal skills.
While learning programs are planned and monitored with the assistance of EBCE staff located at a school center,
students spend much of their time in the community, working with volunteer resource persons and organizations.
Seminars and other group sessiwis support and expand students' experiences and assure them broad exposure to major
fields of study and work. Project Planning Packages contain goals and guidelines for planning individualized pro-
jects In career/subject fields AS well as criteria for assigning credit. Students with skills deficiencies as
well es those desiring advanced study use individualized materials (assisted by tutors). Or they enroll in regular
high school or comsunity college courses. Learning Coordinators work with groups of 25-30 students, helping them
to develop long-range goals, shorter-range objectives, and project plans. A resource analyst develops and 4ain.
tafns the external resources, a skills specialist diagnoses student needs (e.g.. in reading skills) and coordinates
supplementary learning activities (such As tutorials or worksnops in basic skills). Program emphasis is on skills
needed for lifelong learning. _Using an Inquiry process. students design their own projects under staff supervi-
sion. Program handbooks and materials offer guidelines within which students and staff make deCisions, anti tools
for documenting student plans and progress.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Karen Chathan, Director, EBCE Developer/Demonstrator Project, Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development, 1855 Nilson St.. San Francisco. CA 94103. (415) 565-3133.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Compiled Summer 1911
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE -BASED CAREER EDUCATION (EBCE) [Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory)

A comestency-based alternative that asks students to step outside the classroom walls for
approximately half of their school time.

,--

target-alidienue Approved by JORP for grades 9-12. This program has also been used with grades 7-13. with
adults, and with disadvantaged. migrant/bilingual. gifted, talented, and handicapped

populations, but no evidence of effectiveness has been subuitted to or approved by the Panel.

description (BCE can be a full -time alternative program distinct from the traditional school (even located
off-campus). or it can be operated as an in-school option to supplement traditional Instruc-tion. Teachers become coordinators of student learning and help student; select and use community sites (busi-

ness. Industrial. labor, Cultural, professional, governmental, and environmental) as primary resources to meet
curriculum objectives. Preliminary exploration Is followed by intensive visits. Utilizing the experience of
these visits, as well as a wide variety of traditional and nontraditional

resources. students complete individual-
ized projects that are written to specific academic, life skill. and career development objectives. Students are
assisted In developing skills In time management and short- and long-range planning. They are held accountable
for their own time, learning, and behavior, with expectations of increasing maturity and responsibility. Before
completing (BCE, students must demonstrate proficiency in a variety of competencies to the satisfaction of
community experts. The program Jsually relies on an advisory committee composed of parents, students, and repre-
sentatives of Education, business, and labor. Students earn both required and elective credit and receive a
regular high school diploma.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Larry McClure. Program Oirector, Education and Work Program; Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 300 S.W. Stith Ave.; Portland, OR 97204. (503) 248 -6800. eat. 430.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education JORP No. 75.22 Approved: 5/7/75

Compiled Sum- 1981

PROJECT PUBLIC SCHOOLS cc CHOICE: High School in the Community (MSC)

An alternative secondary school of choice within the public school system.

target audience Approved by JORP for students cf all abilities, grades 9-12.

description High School in the Community (MSC) is a small, innovative alternative to the traditional high
school. It is designed to provide students and their parents with a choice of learning

environments within the public school system. MSC Is a highly personalize.. humanistic program that seeks to
improve students' attitudes toward learning and to give them a sense of Shared responsibility In the process of
their education. Students plan their own programs with staff adviso.l. Family Groups (in which a staff member
meets with his/her guidance students for an hour each day) allow for open discussion about school and life. ThePolip Council (governing body of MS:, composed of students, teachers, and

parents) provides the opportunity for
students to participate in decisions about their education. Tne C Orientation Program places students
with volunteer teachers, In various community institutions and exposes them to work situations before they leave
high school. HSC does not give letter grades. Students receive descriptive evaluations of mark accomplished
and suggestions for improvement. No single teaching approach is required. A general atmosphere of high student
involvement, innovation, teacher support, and student-to-student affiliation, together with low teacher control
and student co4etition, has emerged. HSC has consistently compared favorably with other high schools In both
cognitive and affective areas. The greatest gains have been made in students' reading sklYIS and attitudes towardschool.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Geoff Smith. Public Schools of Choice. 45 Nash St.; New Haven, CT 06511. (203) 787 -8635.

Developmental funding: USOE ESEA TezIe III

Complied Summer 1981

A..

JORP No. 75.45 'Approved:5/15/75



PROJECT SENIOR ELECTIVE PROGRAM

A program exclusively for seniors designed to update curriculum In order to complement an
open -space building.

target anima Approved by JORP for students in grade 12.

description The Senior Elective Progna was designed by students and faculty during the summer of 1911 to
update curriculum In order to'complement an open-space building exclusively for seniors.

The program involved revamping the school calendar into, five marking periods, called facets, each concluding
with a vacation period. Students were encouraged to telescope their traditional academic courses into the first
three years of high school, to ',row's!' time during the senior year for 80 elective ms.!-ccertek aeveloped for
the program. Each Senior was required to comp,ete an independent stab, project or a toe:malty involvement activity
or to participate in a work experience activity. All seniors were ran4omly assigned to small discussioregroups,
called precepts, led by faculty members who provided program support and helped students adjust. All seniors
were allowed open campus privileges.

No one teaching approach was required. However, teachers were encourages] to develop methods conducive to
teaching in open-space areas. Careful guidance was needed to ensure that students who planned to enter college
earned sufficient college entrance units during their four years of high school.

In its present form, the Senior Elective Program divides the school year into tour marking perlOOS and the
independent study project is elective rather thAn required.

Contact .he project about available training and other services.

Contact Newton Beron, Project Director, RumsonFair Haven Regional High School, Ridge Rd.: Rumson,
NJ 01160. (201) 842-1591.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer :nsz

JORP lo. 74-91 Approved: 9/18/74

PROJECT ST. PAUL OPEN SCHOOL

An alternative school program using the concept of the open school to enrich the K.12 educa-
tional experience.

target infinite Approved by JORP for students of all abilities, grades K-12.

description These basic elements distinguish the St. Paul Open School:

Advisor-Advisee System. Students select their own advisors, who have 10-23 advisees. Before school begins,
conferences are held among students, parents, and adviso-s to establish individual goals for each student.
These goals are reviewed biweekly in advisor-advisee meetings and quarterly with parents. Use of Volunteers.
Parents, senior citizens, college students, and other community members are brouoht into the building. Volun-
teers are carefully screened, trained, and followed as, they work with students. Shared °elision Making:
Parents, staff, students, and community si5ebers help make decisions in a number of areas, including budget,
curriculum, hiring, and student evaluation, Use of the World Beyond Building. Our building is viewed only
4S a headquarters. As Fart of their studlesstudents take hundreds of local field trips, wort as interns
Or apprentices in local businesses, take classes at other area high schools and college courses, and go on
cross-country trips. Evaluation: Extensive evaluation of students, staff, and the total program continues
throughout the year. Written evaluations replace grades. Comp.tence-Based Graduation. No credits are given
at the St. Paul Open School. Students develop a graduation packet through validations in six major areas:

educatio. consumer awareness and current issues, cultural awareness, community involvement. Information
finding, and perulal/interpersonal stills. Consumer Action Service: Students learn their rights and respon-
sibilities as iuven..es and consumers while working on consumer problems referred to them. The Consumer Action
Service is part of a 01; that combines basic-skill instruction with community service.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Director, St. Paul Opin School, 1023 Osceola Ave.. St. Paul, WI 55102. (612) 297-8531.

Developmental funding: USOE ESEA,Title III JDRP No: 14.85 Approved: 6/6/74

Complied Summer 1,81
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SECTION 3

BILINGUAL/MIGRANT EDUCATION.

NON-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

project CHILD: Comprehensive Help for Individual Learning Differences - New York 3-3
A comprehensive program utilizing all possible community and other resources to meet
physical, emotional, educational, and social needs of migrant farmworkers and rural
families, infants through adults, days, evenings, and weekends.

EARLY PREVENTIONIGF SCHOOL FAILURE MIGRANT PROGRAM (For Spanish and English-Speaking
Children) - Illinois

3-4
A program designed to prevent school failure -- adapted for migrar.: zhildren -- through
early identification and remediation of developmental learning deficiencies that could
affect later school performance.

INDIVIDUALIZED BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION (IBI) - Washington
3-5

A comprehensive instructional program for preschool through third-grade children; systematic
training for instructional staff in skills necessary for implementation of the instructional
program. including classroom management.

OTHER JORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

CONFLUENCE OF CULTURES FOR AN AFFLUENT TOMORROW Texas 3-6
A program designed to attack the problem of deficiencies in English performance for the
Spanish-speaking child.

CORPUS CHRISTI FOLLOW THROUGH BILINGUAL PROJECT - Texas
3-6

An early childhood education program providing bilingual instruction, ancillary services,
parent involvement, and staff development.

HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BILINGUAL PROGRAMS - Texas 3-7
A bilingual/bicultural program that provides initial instruction in the children's native
language and cultural environment.

MIGRANT STUDENT RECORD TRANSFER SYSTEM (MSRTS) - Arkansas
3-7

An educational and health system for migrant children, preschool-12.

NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant Advancement and Development - Michigan 3-8
A school year tutorial program, a summer education program, and a family unit program
designed to meet the special needs of migrant students Through individualized instruction.

SECONDARY CREDIT EXCHANGE PROGRAM - Washington
3-8

A continuation school for secondary-grade migrant students who have been attending school
in another district or.state and are not able to continue school beacause of the need to
wort.

'See Sectional Cross-Reference Index, p. 14-10, and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14-16. for related programs.
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PROJECT PROJECT CHILD: Comprehensive Help for Individual learning Differences

A comprehensive program utilizing all possible community and other resources to meet physi-
cal. emotional, educational, and social needs of migrant farmworkers and rural families,
infants through adults, days, evenings, and weekends.

target audience Approved by JDRP for infants through adults of 311 abilities, English-, French-, or
Spanish-Speaking.

description A child's education cannot take place in a vacuum -- isolated from family and community or
Ignoring personal and family needs that may be handicaps to learning. CHILD Incorporates

individuals, agencies,' and comiunity resources, daytime, evening, and weekends. The project serves Black,
Algonquin Indian, Mexican-Aserican, Puerto Rican. and white rural/migrant families. A 12-hour day-program
(Children's Demonstration School, Child Development Center) is complemented by: the In-Camp Learning Program.
an evening educational component In hones and camps for parents and older siblings, a Weekend Recreational
Program for entire familins, dental and health services; an Aide Training Program, which trains and employs
parents and older siblings as classroom aides, and pre- and inservice education for teachers and staff. Stu-dents' needs are assessed, objectives are behaviorally stated, related resources and high-interest learning
experiences (rather than textbooks) are identified, and evaluative devices are determined. Academic Instruction
emphasizes reading skills for all age levels. Career education is an integral part of all programs. Staff
development prior to and during the program improves teaching skills and sensitivity.

evidence of effectiueness, Evaluation is specified for each objective. Teacher recycles learner to
- other learning experiences if objective Is not met. Wide Range Achievement

lest posttests indicate students gain three months in reading and math skills over five-week period.

implementation requirements Project CHILD program components are replicable at individual
local, district, or regional levels, depending on adopter/adapter

site needs. Staffing, training, and facilities depend on components selected by adopter/adapter.

financial requirements Several handbooks and inservice training manuals, costing between $2-$6,
are available. Most instructional materials used are teacher- and student-

made, and of minimal cost. When commercial materials are used, they are generally adapted. Staffing for each
component of Project CHILD includes a program coordinator, teachers and/or tutors, and trained target group
paraprofessionals and volunteers. Cost per student depends on component selected.

seruices auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project Site (costs to be negotiated).

Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).
Implementation and follow-up services are

available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Gloria Mattera, Director, NCB Geneseo Migrant Center, liolcomb Learning Center, Geneseo, NY
14454. (716) 245-5681.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA title I (Migrant)

Compiled Summer 1981
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JDRP No. 23 Approved: 09/73



PROJECT EARLY PREVENTION OF SCHOOL FAILURE MI1AANT PROoRAM (For Spanish And Lnglish-Speaxing Children)

A program designee to prevent school failure -- adapted for migrant children -- through early
identification and remediation of developnental learning deficiencies that could affect later
school performance.

target audience
Program included.

Approved by JORP as a screening and curriculum planning program adpropriate for migrant
children ages 3.6 in regular or short-term programs. Teacher and parent training

description The Early Prevention of School Failure Migrant Program provides the necessary screening assess-
ment to determine the migrant child's strengtns and needs in developmental ill competencies.

The project provides a follow-up program for teachers and parents that hel,is children with developnental lays
prepare for formal reading and writing. The program was adopted during the su,mier of 1914 by 10 migrant sites
in Illinois, Ohio. and Michigan and 13 in Minnesota. Since AMP approval, the prove has been adopted in 10
other states for summer and/or regular programs.

The directors of the sinner migrant program selected Early Prevention of Scnool Failure during spring 1914 to
assess the developmental level of children age 4 and 5 entering the salter migrant progri. The highly demanding
work of learning to read and write requires the development of many prior skills before a child can undertake
the complex neurological task of understanding written and oral language. Migrant children at age b often are
introduced to many formal aspects of reading and writing considerably out of harmony with their developmental
timetable. The Early Jrevention of School Failure Migrant Program provides instructional activities in gross
and fine motor, visual and auditory perception. Ind receptive and expressive language. Training in these areas

is valuable for subsequent readies Ir.r writing experiences.

Literacy for America's Spanish-Speaking Children, by 9r. Eleanor Thonis, and The Young Child Who Speaks Spanish,
by Dr. Doris Ching, cite studies that support Early Prevention of School Failure Migrant Program goals. The

sequence of developing the pre-academic skills before undertaking fornal reading halls true for all children in
all cultures.

evidence of Ornaments The achievement gains (for Spanish-dominant, English-dormant. and bilingual
students ages 4 -c) as measured by three standardized instruments were

statistically significant at or beyond the .05 level using a one-tailed test of siplificance. Teacher and

parent attitudes concerning the program were extremely positive.

implementation requirements Training and follow-up services include an initial two-day training
workshop and a one-day follow-up consultant service. Local adopter

district comeitment requires a team composed of a principal, a classroom teacher, an aide and/or volunteer, and
a special service staff ember. No special facilities are required.

financial requirements Stiff tralnIng, SIO per child, consumable materials, SIO per child.
Subsequent costs' consumable materials, S5 per child.

seruices auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and out
of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter

site (costs to be negotiated). Follow -up services are available to adopters (travel and per dien 'lust be paid).

contact Lucellle 'Werner, Project Director, Peotone School District 201 -U, 1 4 N. Second St., Peotone.

IL 60468. (312) 258'3470.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I (Migrant)

Compiled Summer 2912
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S PROJECT' INDIVIDUALIZED BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION (IBI)

A comprehensive instructional program for preschool through third-grade children; systematic
training for instructional staff in skills necessary for Implementation of the instructional
program, including classroom management.

target audience
equivalent).

Approved by JORP for Spanish/English bilingual children, preschool through grade 3,
teachers, and aides (adult paraprofessionals with a high school education or near

description Originally used with children whose primary language was Spanish, the program has been success-
fully extended to other languages. Trained paraprofessionals, supervised by professional

staff, provide instruction to children in English and Spanish oral language, English and Spanish reading, math,
handwriting, and cultural heritage. Paraprofessionals work with groups of six to eight youngsters. The program
is individualized...although some instruction is conducted with homogenecus small groups.

Training materials for Instructional staff emphasize classroom management, with focus on positive reinforcement,
and provide skills necessary for implementing every curriculNm area. Training covers the use of observation
instruments for comparing actual teaching behaviors with criterion performance levels. The monitoring system
measures maintenance of teaching behaviors and adequacy of children's progress through curriculum mastery tests.

In English, the Language Component uses SRA OISTAR Language I and II (Science Research Associates, Inc.). Level
I was translated into Spanish for the project by Bilingual Mini-Schools, which is now making the Spanish edition
available at cost for dissemination to other sites. In English, the Reading Component uses Phonics Primer (Stu-
dent Behavior Lab), followed by the Sullivan Programmed Reading Series (McGraw-N111). In Spanish, the Reading
Component uses the project-developed primer Comenzando a Leer to prepare children to work in Aprendiendo a Leer
(Behavioral Research Laboratories). The MatperiSinger Sets and Numbers (Random house) with project
adaptation. The Academic Preschool Component uses project-developed pre- DISTAR language (Spanish and English),
pre-math (Spanish and English), and cultural activities, the University of Kansas Follow Through handwriting
levels; and reading prime/. and English and Spanish DISTAR, identified above,

evidence of effectiveness In 1973, children's concepts were measured using the Cooperative Preschool
Inventory before and after 200 days in the program. Pre/post percentile

scores were as follows age 3, 38/55, age 4, 56/72, aye 5, 52/74. Corresponding data cumulative through 1977:
age 3, 34/69; age 4, 35/70; age 5, 48/75.

implementation requirements Personnel: one teacher or aide for every six to eight children
for small-group instruction (scheduling may allow one teacher to

serve several groups during the day), a trainer for on-site inservice training, a part-time tester (can be para-
professional). Training: two days for every curriculum component adopted. Five days for trainer providing
inservice to adopting staff. Also, adopters must furnish certain monitoring and test data to developer.

financial requirements Training, curriculum, and testing materials are rechlired for every component
adopted. Free brochures and S-mple Material Packets are available from the

Dissemination Office. Adopters pay travel and per diem expenses of project staff providing adopter site services.
Developer can send staff either from Texas or from Washington state.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcoce any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstratioh sites in home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). Training is also available at adopter site
(trainer travel and per diem must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters
(travel and per diem must be raid).

comae t Dianne Barr-Cole. Dissemination Coordinator, IBI, P.O. Box 2367; Pasco, WA 99302.
(509) 547-8441.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles I and VII. and OCD

Compiled Summer 1911
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PROJECT CONFLUENCE', OF CULTURES FOR AN AFFLUENT TOMORROW

A program desi§r.o to attack the problem of deficiencies in English performance for the
Spanish - speaking chile.

target audience Approved by JDRP for bilingual students of all abilities in grades 4-6.

description The project incorporates both Spanish and English to help students achieve their educational

goals. It stresses the need for proficiency in both languages, while acknowledging English

as the first language. Curriculum structure consists of performance objectives (for math, reading, language
arts, culture, and heritage), evaluation tests, and mastery charts of each child's objectives. No single approach

is used. Teachers enroll voluntarily and receive training through Texas Education Agency Institutes.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Socorro A. Garza. Alice Independent School District, 200 N. Reynolds St., Alice, TX 78332.

(512) 664-0981, ext. 41.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title VII

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 75-56 Approved: 6/21/75

PROJECT CORPUS CHRISTI FOLLOW THROUGH BILINGUAL PROJECT

An early childhood education program providing bilingual instruction. ancillary services,
parent involwement, and staff development.

target audience Approved by JDRP for Hispanic students of limited English-speaking ability. grades
X-3, from low- income fakilies.

description The Corpus Christi Independent School District Follow Through program Is a research and devel-
opment program deseped to extend the benefits of Head Start into the primary grades. The

program serves approximately 800 students in two elementary schools.

The primary objective of the instructional program is to provide for the unique needs of Hispanic students of
limited English-speaking ability. Instruction is designed to acconnodate the individual student's English and

Spanish oral language proficiency and learning style.

The Follow Through Project incorporates the Southwest Educational Development Laboratory (SEOL) model into the
local cistrict's regular instructional program. The SEOL .vadel is based on the premise that children froa low-

Incoae families need a developmental program. At the kindergarten level, the model stresses visual, auditory,
language, motor, and pre-writing skills. In the first, second, and third grades, the language development and
reading components of the model Stress the development of the student's ccncunication skills. Initially, instruc-

tion is given in the child's dominant language, so that skills acquired In the first language may be transferred
to the,second. The Social Education program utilizes a multimedia approach to develop social concepts and promote
culturalNdwareness.

N,

Contact the project about available training and other services. $

contact Resource Center -Specjalist, Follow Through Resource Center, Zavala Elementary School,
3102 Highland. Corpui-theisti, TX 78405. (512) 884-0611.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Corpiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

A bilingual/bicultural program that provides initial instruction in the children's native
language and cultural environment.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students grades K-12.

description This program is designed to serve Spanish speaking students by developing culturally and
linguistically appropriate Curricula, providing relevant training for teachers and aides.

developing parent and community involvement in the educational process, and generally effecting a change in
attitudes toward bilingual education. The intent of this program is threefold; to help students become fluent
and literate in English, to increase stodentS' achievement in all content areas in Englith or Spanish. and to
facilitate students' cultsral growth. Initial instruction in all content areas is given in the students' native

-language, while a strong English language development program is provided. As students attain proficiency In
English they are phased into instruction. in English, but may continue instruction in Spanish language development
and Spanish reading in schools where the program is provided through the sixth grade.

State-adopted materials are now provided for grades K-3. Other materials are provided through state and local
funds for grades 4-6. In addition. curriculum guides. performance objectives. and other materials for all grade
levels have been written locally.

At the secondary level, the program includes English as a second language for monolingual Spanish tudents, and
hilingual courses for students who have already attained some degree of bilingualism.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Augustina Reyes, Executive Director. Bilingual Department, Houston Independent School District.contact, Augustina
Richmond Ave.; Houston, TX 77027. (713) 623-5126.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title VII

Ccopl led Simms 1911

JDRP No. 75-52 Approved: 6/24/75

PROJECT MIGRANT STUDENT RECORD TRANSFER SYSTEM (MSRTS)

An educational and health system for migrant children, preschool-12.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a prch,ram for migrant children, preschool through secondary, and
teachers, teacher's aides, nurses, counselors, and administrrthrs,

description This computerized system with 180 teletype terminals located in 44 states serves all 50 states.
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and American Samoa. Terminals submit student

data on migrant children on a daily basis. Curriculum being taught to migrant children is established by each
state through an application submitted to the United States Office of Education. The curriculum varies according
to the established needs of migrant children at their various levels. Through the MSRTS, teachers have at their
disposal special programs, tests, criterion test data, and special interest, health, and other data. This allows
teachers to formulite ideas on what the student has mastered and what level program should be developed. No
single approach is used, however, many programs have been developed ariund the tutorial.

Presently, the computer is being programed to provide skill-based information on all children in the areas of
reading, math, oral language, and early childhodd skills. This information will then become a part of the total
history of every child in the development of hi} or her profile.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Nolfn McMurray, Administrator for Special Services and Technical Advisor, Migrant Student Record
Transfer System, Arch,Ford Education Building. Little Rock. AR, 12201. (501) 311-1657.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title 1 (Migrant)

Compiled Sumner i al
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PROJECT NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant Advancement and Development

A school year tutorial program, a summer education program, and a family unit program designed
to meet the special needs of migrant students through individualized instruction.

target audience School year program approved by JORP for students of all abilities. grades K-12. summer

program approved for students ages 2.5-17 and young adults to age 21 if they have not
received a high school diploma, family unit program approved for total family, all abilities, all ages.

description The School year tutorial program operates in conjunction with the county's school districts.

Certified teachers provide daily intensive instruction in reading, math, and language usage to
each student at his or her development level. Enrichment activities in appreciation of culture and the arts and
self-concept development are integral parts of the curriculum. The teacher counsels students in social behavior,
adjustment to new school situations and teachers, attendance, completion of school. and the advantages of educa-
tion. The summer program provides six to eight weeks of experiences planned to compensate for the migrant child's
interrupted education. Curriculum includes nutrition and health care, cultural enrichment, career awareness, pre-
vocationAl opportunities, and reading, math, language arts, science, and social studies. Students 10 years of age
and older participate in three of the following prevocational program. on a half say basis. secretarial/clerical.
power mechanics, building trades, and agricultural science. Students are pretested, identified needs dictate
behavioral objectives for each child. The curriculum includes a preschool program designed to prepare migrant
children for school. Children are assessed individually and assigned development skills. Social, motor, and oral
language development are emphasized. Classrooms are staffed with a teacher and an aide, one of whom is bilingual.
Preschool and kindergarten classes have additiOnal aides. A mobile unit provides support services to migrant
families at the Camps. Activities include basic education, recreation, and human resource assistance. Parental
involyemei is encouraged through recruiters, evening open houses, and a Sunday fiesta celebration. The family
unit component is an evening program designed to encourage total family involvement. The Curriculum Includes in-
struction it basic skills, home economics, and training parents in preschool education.

Contact the project about available training and other seryTOes.

conta:i John H. Dominguez, Jr.. Director, Van Buren Intermediate School District, 791 S. Paw Paw St.;
Lawrence, MI 49064. (616) 674.8091, ext. 214.

Developmental Fundirg: USOE (SEA Title 1 (Migrant)

Coo:Wed Summer 1981

JDRP No. 21a Approved: 4/9/71

IPROJECT

target audience Ap,roved by JDRP for migrant high school students who must transfer credits from one
district to another.

SECONDARY CREDIT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

A continua ion school for secondary grade migrant students who have been attending school
in another district or state and are not able to continue school because of the need to work.

description The students tranaer into the credit exchange alternative schools and are enrolled in the
sane schedule of classes they followed at their home-base school. They are given individu-

alized and mil-group instruction and complete their course of study in the receiving school. Upon completion
of the term, their credits are transferred to the home school on an official high school transcript.

Classes meet at a time when the students can attend, usually in late afternoon or early evening. Certificated
staff are employed and the content Of the work at the credit exchange school is identical to the work at the
home school. Students can attend a combination of their home school and the credit exchange schools for all
four years of high school and graduate on target with their classmates who do not migrate.

Provisions are also made for non-English-speaking students and students who have dropped out but wish to
return to school or ours,* a GED.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact David V. Randall, State Coordinator. or Tito J. Moreno, Developer/Demonstrator, Secondary
Credit Exchange Program, P.O. Box 7197Sunnyside, WA 98944. (509) 817-4144.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title 1 (Migrant) JDRP No. 77.111 Approved: 4/18/77

COPP111.4 Summer 1981
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SECTION 4

CAREER /VOCATIONAL EDUCATION'

NON-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

projeilt CAP: Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative's Carper Awareness Program - ArkansaS 4 -3

A grogram for infusing career awareness Into the regular elementary curriculum, emphasizing
the relationship between careers and basic academic skills.

CAREE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM - Ohio 4-4
A areer education effort that exemplifies the integrated approach to career development
by utilizing career education activities as part of the ongoing curriculum.

CARE EDUCATION RESPONSIVE TO EVERY STUDENT (CERES) - California 4-5
A areer education progrim in which students practice their basic skills as they develop
altitudes and decision.makIng skills In a world-of-work code.

proj 'ct DISCOVERY - Iowa 4-6
A

i

systematic approach to career/vocational exploration that allows the participant to
s arch for a 'career theme,' not just 'a job.'

proj ct EQUALITY - Washington 4-7
project aimed at reducing sex-role stereotyping and expanding students' perceptions of

ob Options open to females and males alike.

HE : Human Educational Awareness Resource (A Career Education Program to Reduce Lffects
of ex Rote Stereot pig) - New Jersey 4 -8

program that manes career education with human growth and development processes, sex
Stereotyping a ect, anO.vocatiopal choice psychology to reduce the effects of gender-role
'limitations.

I

MA CHING ATTI ES ANO TALENTS TO ;AREER HORIZONS (HATCH) - California 4-9
A program signed to infuse carter education into the regular K-8 curriculum. with a
component or staff development and self-evaluation.

i

OCCUPATIONS. VERSATILITY [OA.) - Washi ton 4-10
An expl atory vocational experieri for all students in a general multiple-activity

, industr al arts sho
i

RENILOWITY nivEtoPmmAr-rwER GUIDANCE PR ECT - Arizona 4.11
A K-12 inOlon model designed to help stu nts develop knowledge and skills in self-
awareness d self- esteem, the world of work, and decision making.

OTHER PROJECTS

CAREER EDUCATin" CE CENTER PROGRAM (CERCP) - District of Columbia 4.12
A prograp 'nc*ea a Self-appraisal', occupational information, goal selection. and planning
and probiem solving mong urban tenth graders.

4.12CAREER INTERN PROGRAM - 7Apnsylvanta
A program aimed aqdro ut prevention at the secondary school 'evel.

CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYST - Ohio.. 4 -13
A set of materials for impT nting a Comprehensive high school career development program.

project COCt: Career Developmen Centered Curriculum - Michigan 4-13
A sequentially coordinated car er development program with teacher-developed classroom units
that focus on career awareness, serf-awareness, and Introduction to decision making.

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION (BCE) [Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEI)] - west Virginia 4-14
An experience-based career education program operating in a community setting rather than
in a traditional classroom.

EXPERIENCE-EASED CAREER EDUCATION (EKE) -- FOND DO LAC. WISCONSIN . wisconsin 4-14
A career exploration program that integrates community experiences, academic experiences.
and basic life skills.

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION (EBCE) [Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS)) - Pennsylvania 4-1S
A program of inquiry and planning that integrates school and community experiences to help
students develop life goals. career choices, and postsecondary plans.

FREESTYLE - California 4-15
A series of television programs aimed at reducing sex-role stereotypes and expanding career
awareness for children ages 9-12 and their parents.

See Sectional Cross-Reference Index. P. 14-10, And ERIC Descriptor Index. p. 14-16, for related programs.
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OCCUPATIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT - Georgia 4-16
A sequential education program focusing on Student awareness. exploration. and
preparation.

OPENING THE DOORS - New Jersey 4-16
A nongraded. nonjudgmental career education curriculum combined with reading readineSs and
writing.

OCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS PUBLICATIONS - California 4-17
A three-year student-oriented program designed to introduce secondary school Students to
allied health occupations.

4-2



PROJECT CAP. Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative's Career Awareness Program

A program for infusing career awareness Into the regular elementary curriculum, emphasizing
the relationship between careers and basic academic sktlls.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades 1-6. supplementary Learning
Activi'y Packets approved by JDRP for grades 7 and 8. A kindergarten program is

available. but no evidence of etfectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel. The program now

operates primarily in grades 1-6.

description Career awareness beccnes an integral part of the total curriculum of pupils grades K-8
through the use of Learning Activity Packets (LAPs). Foeach grade level, there are 32

different packets representing 30 occupations. Each packet includes a career story incorporating the concepts

of work as a way of life, tools, tasks, training and education, traits, and economics. Pupils are provided

the opportunity to exercise individual preferences, to use problen-sol ring skills, to be creative. and to do

sox decision making. Each packet also Includes an academic skill. The worker's need for this skill. teaching
facts or information, and practice activities for developing or improving pupil skill are provided in ea:11

packet. A posttest (review) covering the career concepts completes the packet. Care has been taG.,, ..hOw

students that school subjects are important and related to the world of work.

The packetS are designed to be completed in 15-30 minutes. They may be used to introduce. review. or rein-

force their comPanion academic Skills at the appropriate times.

Key Elements. teachers and administrators have received inService training in infusing Project CAP into
classroom, sufficient materials have been provided for all participating teachers and pupils, pretest is

aSministered (posttest planned for), teachers are using materials in a,cordance with plans made at training
workshops.

evidence of effectiveness Project pupils Show a significantly greater (.01 level) awareness of
careers than .tudents in comparable schools not Infusing a career aware-

ness prograi into their curricula (Evaluat've Research Associates' Occ pational Career Concepts and Worker

Activities Tests. adwinistcred in 1976). This shows that at minimal cost and without adding time to the

daily schedule, infusion of career concepts into a regular academic skill area results in greater career
awareness.

implementation requirements Project staff provide a workshop (of one or more days) for adopting

district teachers and administrators and return for monitoring

or further inservIcr visits if requested. Experience has shown that eminIstrator and teacher support results
In a strong program.

financial requirements
by the adopter.

A set of 32 CAPS-LAPs (25 copies of each) for a sing'e grade level 5105.

Tea6er'5 manual $5. Student materials may be purchased or reprcduced

seruices auailable Awareness materials are available at no test. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment at project sift and additional demonstration sites in he state.
Project staff are available for out-of-state awareness .meetings .costs to be negotiated). Training is conducied
only at adopter site (trainer travel and per diem must be paid). follow-up services are available tw adopters

(costs to be negotiated).

contact Jeanne Leffler. Director. or Martha Rothrock, Assistant Director, BOX. 13, Greenland. KR 72;37.

(501) 443-3336.

Developmertal Funding USOE tSEA Title III

Complied Summer 1981
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PROJECT CAREER DEvELORAEAT PROGRAM

A career education effort that exemplifies the integrated approach to Career development by
atilizIng career education activities as part of the ongoing cbrricalum.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all ability levels in grades K.10. This program has
been used in other settings with grades 11 and 12. but no evidence of effectivenesshas been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description This program continually demonstrateS the many relationshos between school subjects and
aspects of the world of work. The program COnforms to the State of Ohio model: thus. itProvides for three career development stages.

Career Motivation (K-6), Career Orientation (7-8), and Career
Exploration (9.12). At the elementary level, the program develops positive attitudes toward task completion.
pride In accomplishment, and awareness of the variety of workers, the dignity of work, and self-worth. In
grades 7.8, the wide range of occupations available, worker characteristics,

relevance of school subjects to
occupational areas. and evaluation of 'nterests, aptitudes, and abilities receive the major emphasis. For
grades 9.12. the exploration phase introduces in-depth studies

in occupational areas of Student choice. actual
exploration and work experience, and value and interest clarification, with o heavy emphasis on decisionmaking.

During all three stages of the program. seven developmental
areas are integrated into all segments of thecurricular; individual and environment, education and training, world of work, etOnaliCS, self. enployabillty

and work adjustment, and decision making. A major element of the program is the involvement of community mem-
bers and workers of all types as collaborators with educators in the career education process.

evidence of effectiveness Process and product evaluation designs utilized were developed and conducted
by Studies in Education. Testing included a large number of students in

program 4nd nOnprOgram Sth0c1S. Results Indicated that program efforts provided knowledge gains cOnSistently
higher 'Or program studentS.

implementation requirements A single teacher. a school. Or an entire district can adopt the
program. One or more project coordinators are needed, depending

On the size of the population to be served.
Successful Implementation depends on intensive staff Inservice

where concepts. materials. and suggested activities are introduced. The project makes extensive use of com-
munity resources Dy means of spetial ongoing community-based programs

involving local business, industry, andlabor.

financial requirements Start -up costs Jill vary depending On the intensity of activity expected in the
the beginning year and the size of the adoping district. A rinummn suggestion

for Initial training and purchase of materials needed by teacher and counselors is $3.000. The Akron ,chools
serve 26.000 students with a budget of SIO oer Student.

services available Awareness materials are available at cost. Visitors are welcome at project site any
time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness

memo (travel and per Jiem ,uSt be paid).
Training Is Conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own

costs). Tritning is ilso available at adopter site mid-August through mid-June (trainer travel and per diem
1,s' be implementation ow follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact '11C. Director of Career Educe,lon Programs. or Jerry Ryan, Project Coordinator,
bs Steiner Ave., Arm, Ott 443)1. (216) 434.3404.

Developmental Funding: Sot. DIME

Compiled Summer iltl r)
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PROJECT CAREER EDUCATION RESPONSIVE TO EVERY STUDENT (CERES)

A career education program in which students practice their basic skills as they develop
attitudes and deCisio.making skill, in a world -of -work mode.

target audience Approved by JDRP for primary school Children grades K-3. This program has been used in

other settings with grades 4.6, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to
or approved by the Panel.

destription Project CERES has developed instructional procedures to facilitate the infusion of career edu-
cation concepts into the regular curriculum. Project staff have developed a Career education

matrix that identifies pals and objectives in seven areas. numerous infusion units, a variety Of career education
learning centers. a simulation program, a career education test for measuring student gains. a Program and Manage-
ment Evaluation System (PARES) that establishes staff responsibilities, and a Career Education Inservice Model
(CEIM) that guides career education activities. The project strongly stresses staff develop lent.

evidence of effectiueness When compared with a control group, project students showed significant
growth in their career development as reflected by their achievement of

jectives representing seven areas of career education. Student growth was measured with a project-developed
career education test.

implementation requirements The pioject's activities are easily transportable since they can be
implemented without disr.pting existing programs. The program can

be adopted by individual teachers and/or schools. Two days of staff training are advisable.

financial requirements toPies of unit development and staff inservice materials, instructional

materials. tests, and reverts are helpful. Release time is required for
staff during inservice training.

services auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are weli.om at project
site by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness

meetings (Costs to be negotiated). Training is available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementa-
tion and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be regotiated).

contact Lish. Curriculum Specialist. Ceres School Jistrict, P.O. Box 301, Ceres. CA 95301.
(109) 538-0148.

Developmental Funding. USOE Career Location and YE. Part J JDRP No. 18-182 Approved: 5/25/1C

Compiled Summer 1541
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PROJECT PROJECT DISCOVERY

A systematic approach to career/vocational exploration that allows the partkc)dant in
Search for a 'career theme,' not just 'a job.-

target audience Approved by JORP for individuals of all abilities, Ile 12 and up, including minority
groups, the deprived, and the handicapped, as well as 'typical' populations.

description Project Discovery package activities can be used alone for exploration, or combined with
other activities ( career information materials, shadowing, Experience-based Career Lducation,

work evaluation, and employability skill; training) to form amore comprehensive sistea. Thirty-seven explora-
tion packages and a F.Jidance and Counseling Component comprise the 'Regular Edition." Packages contain hardware
and software necessary to perform work activities. These activities include individualized, written instructions
(fourth- through sixth-grade reading level) in cartoon-style format. Participants gain experience and a feeling
for work by performing these activities.

Guidance and counseling activities assist in processing information.

Fifteen exploration packages ('Special Edition') are designed for special needs populations. including disabled
renders. Modifications of the Regular Edith.* were based on fell testing in schools. The resulting changes
include a lower reading level (second through fourth grade), addition of an Introductory book fur each package.
and a revised set of guidance and counseling materials. The Guidance and Counseling Component allows staff to
help participants more effectively 'process' these experiences. Guidance materials include a manual. Instructor's
notes for each package, and a 16.-m film. These materials support five functions staff orientation. partici-
pant orientation, package details, experience processing, and Integration.

tv

S

evidence of effectiveness 'Project Discovery increases participants' experience base and heightens
. awareness of the kinds of work foe which their abilities and interests

suit them. Experimental and control groups (37d StudentS at four schools) were pre- and posttested over a
two-year period with the Majure Assessment of Discovery Exploration. Evaluation of test results shows that
the greater the group mean for Project Discovery packages explored. the greater the mean change on all scales.
Data available,

Implementation requirements The Discovery approach to career exploration offers various adop-
tion possibilities. There are numerous models, but most follow

one of three basic formats the Career Exploration Center Approach, where all packages are located in one
large open or subdivided area with students scheduled for explorations, the Multiple ClassroomApproach, with
packages located in two or more rooms with separate staffings, and Mobile Approaches, where packages are circu-
lated among different buildings or transported in a mobile lab. Staffing requirements vary accordingly. Lab
course teachers are often selected, but any teacher dedicated to individualized instruction is suitable,

financial requirements Complete system of 3/ Project Discovery Exploration Packages plus Guidance
and Counseling Component, $14,620. Special Edition system of 15 Project

Discovery Exploration Packages plus Guidance and Counseling Component. $7.980. lndivioual packages, from 560
to $2,185. Guidance and Counseling Component included at no cost on all orders over $3,000 for the Regular
Edition, over $2,000 for the Special Edition.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (all expenses lust be paid.)
Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid.) Implementation and follow-to services
are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

Icontact Philip A. Olive, experience education. 401 Reed St., Red Jak, IA 51066. (112) 623-4913 or
(COO) 811-5886.

Developmental Funding: 050E BEM. and Career Education

Compiled Sumner 1981
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PROJECT PROJECT EQUALITY

A project aimed at reducing sex-role s.ereotyping and expanding students' perceptions of job
options Open to females and males alike.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-6.

description Project Equality proposes to reduce sex-role stereotyping in students. grades K-6. with mate-
rials designed to counter Such stereotypes in Occupational and home sex roles. Project-

developed materials Watch nay be used independently or in combination pro.tde students with nontraditional
sex-rol models. All materials are szlf-contained, easily ad...ed to a variety of classroom settings, require
no additional staffing. and fit withim the context of subjects the teacher is already expected to cover. Host
require 15-45 minutes' use Per day over a two- to three-week period Activities are simple. Interesting. and
experiential. making them usable with students of different ability evels. Six Occupation Simulation Packets
($6.25 each) feature a hands-on career education activity based on he isolated job skill concept. This concept
singles out a saleable skill required fo- a wide variety of jobs and Oready possessed In some measure by students.
As st..Ients identify and use the skill in a hands-on simulated work experience. it becomes clear that a skill
required for one type of work can often be transferred to another. Discussion questions emphasize these
points. The six packets ('Color Discrimination" and 'Crawling and Squatting' for grades K-2. 'Assembling' and
'Creativity' for grades 3 -4, and 'Measuring' and 'Oral Persuasion' for grades 5-6) are sensitive to many kinds
of discrimination. Illustrations show a mix of races and sexes. and K-2 packets include a discussion of how to
.uSe the activities with handicapped children. Packets Include lesson plans and a list of required support
materials. Kits containing all required support materials are available, ranging in price from 055-2375. The
\lellow, Blue and Red Book. for grades K-6 (S26). is d large loos -leaf notebook containing many ideas for
sort -tern activities that help teacher and students ex;.wind their awareness of sex-role stereotyping and
bMoaden their views of sex roles in the home and appropriate Job opportunities for qualified people. Activities
In the yellow area take 10-20 minutes to carry out. those in the blue area require 20-40 minutes. and those in
the red, more than 40 minutes. Many Thousand Words -- Work Pictures. for grades K-6 (126). is a loose-leof
book containing pictures of women and men. girls and boys in a variety of nonstereotyped work settings at
hone. at school. and in the community. a variety of skills and abilities is depicted. Discussion questions
focus on the job skills needed and on whether possession of those skills is limited by sex.

evidence of effectiveness Pre- and posttesting of 5.259 students in six school districts with the Who
Should test (an objective instrument designed to assess degree of sex-role

stereotyping) was conducted In 1977-78. Primary students showed a 17.3% reduction and intermediate students a
16.1% reduction in sex-role stereotyping after exposure to just one set of Equality materials. Control groups
showed little change. Results were statistically significant at less than the .005 level. The materials are
even mare effective when used in combination.

implementation requirements Staff: district career education director and/or curriculum director.
principal, school librarian. and fix teachers. Training: one one

and one-half day training session. optional one -day follow-up meeting. Total cost for staff development of
implementation team and all interested teachers (tu a maxima' of 60). $800 plus tra.el Posts for two trainers.

financial requirements If all materials are used, total cost is $1.789. Estimated continuation
cost Is $75 a year. Materials can be used by all district elementary

schools in turn. Asstrning 3.010 K-6 students in a district. first year cost of implementing the program is 85e
per pupil.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (travel and per diem muss be paid). Training is conducted at project (adopter pays only its omm
costs). Training is also availanle at dopter site and at turnkey sites in Bellevue. Washington and Farmington.
Utah (all expenses must be paid. including trainers' stipends). Implementation and follow-up services are
available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact John Ross. Director of Federal Programs. Highline School District, 15675 Ambaum Blvd. SW, Seattle.
4A 98166. (206) 433-2454.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III and IY-C and
Women's Educational Equity Act Program

Compiled Sumer 2982
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PROJECT HEAR: Human Educational Awareness Resource (A Career Education Program to Reduce Effects of
Sex Role Stereotyping)

A program that combines career education with human growth and development processes. sex
stereotyping affect, and vocational choice psychology to reduce the effects of gender-role
limitations.

forge t clam Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades 4-9. It has been used in
other settings with grades 1-3 and 10-12. but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project HEAR consists of Primary. Intermediate. and Secondary Learning Units, each integrated
into a student's regular curriculum over a 45 -day time span. Learning Units are sequentially

organized, ungraded, and designed for use in any existing classroom structure with any discipline, theymay be
adapted to multiple learning needs. The.developmental tasks of each learning unit are geared to differences
in learning level. Because the learning needs of twelfth-grade students are different from those of efghth-
and fourth-grade students and because individual learning styles also differ. Project HEAR's materials combine
reading, writing, verbal, auoiovisual, simulation gaming. and kinesthetic learning experiences. Activities
are varied and afford students opportunities to work individually and in large and small groups.

Project HEAR aims to expose students to the concepts of growth and change and to make them aware of their
needs, skills, strengths, aptitudes, feelings, and motivations. The program relates a variety of occupational
information to the student's self-concept. Emphasis is placed on choosing and examining alternatives in order
to make decisions. At the elementary school level, the primary goal of the program is to change students'
attitudes toward the world of work and to break down occupational stereotypes. At the upper levels, the program
aims to increase students' knowledge of the world of work and to align their occupational choices with their
occupational Interests, aptitudes, and abilities.

Project HEAR's curriculum is designed to help students explore themselves without judgement of success or
failure, to lead students to a successively widening exploration of the world outside themselves, and to teach
them decision - making skills and provide skill-building activities. Self-awareness, career awareness, and
decision making are the threads that weave the project's components together and the respective foci of the
Primary. Intermediate. and Secondary Learning Units.

evidence of effectiveness The program is effective in reducing the impact of gender-role limita-
tions. Data collected from locally developed instruments in 1976 were

analyzed by a pre/post contrast of experimental and control groups. Two years later, a second experimental
design confirmed Project HEAR's effectiveness.

implementation requirements No special.facilities or equipment are needed for successful
implementation. Curriculum units are packaged in classroom sets

with supplies for 30 students. Staff training, evaluation of student impact, and follow-up are required for
adoption. Each training session Is uniquely developed for adopters and averages two days.

financial requirements Materials costs for 1981-82. $395 for a classroom unit. The only consumables
are the unit workbooks. which can be replaced for S2.50 each (Primary and

Intermediate) and S4 (Secondary).

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site an) time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meettngS (travel and per diem must be paid). Training is conducted onlx at adopter site (costs to be
negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters -costs to be negotiated).

Lcon tac t Joel Geller, Director, Project HEAR. Cogent Associates, 306 Alexander St., Princeton, NJ 08540.
(609) 921-1484.

Developmental funding: USOE ESEA Titles III and IV-C

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT MATCHING ATTITUDES AND TALENTS TO CAREER HORIZONS (MATCH)

A program designed to infuse career education into the regular K-8 curriculum, with a component
for staff development and self-evaluation.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, K-8, and their teachers.

description Project MATCH is designed to infuse a career education component into the regular curriculum
of a K-8 school district program. The program emphasizes career education in three ways:

by an Infusion process built around the various content areas, by experiential activities within the classroom
for real -world understanding, and by wide-ranging study and research opportunities that are centered in career
education yet keyed to the content areas. The project has developed behavioral objectives in 10 area of
career education, a grade-by-grade guide to achieving these objectives, a series of curriculum infusion units
that integrate career education concepts into most curricilium areas, special individualized programs, a simula-
tion program in civics, and career education evaluation instruments (both formative and summative). Training
sessions for program implementation have also been developed. During the two-day inservice session, teachers
are introduced to the project and to ways they can assist in planning for implementation and evaluation.
Optional inservice for professional development is also available.

The 10 goal areas of MATCH are career awareness, self-awareness, attitude development, education awareness,

economic awareness, consumer competencies, career orientation, career exploration, career planning and decision-
making skill development, and civic responsibility. Of the program's 67 objectives, a third are introduced at
the kindergarten level and all are included in the materials for grade level 7-8. Project materials include
teacher guides, consumables for students, game designs, bulletin board idea sketches, evaluation instruments,
administrative guides, and a filmstrip for general program description.

evidence of effectiveness When compared with a comparable control group, project students showed far
greater growth in career development as evidenced by their achievement of

objectives in 10 areas of career education. Student growth was aSsessed by project-developed evaluation instru-
ments with a high degree of validity and reliability.

implementation requirements The project's activities are easily transportable, they can be
implemented by teachers without disrupting existing programs and

without adding special periods, special counseling, or staff. The program can be adopted by individual teachers
or schools. Project materials and evaluation instruments are needed for implementation. A staff training
program of one to three days should be planned, based on needs of the adopter and the adoption plan. Implementa-
tion shoui6 cover an 18-24 week time span.

financial requirements One set of project materials (K-8), 5400. Consumables, $100. Costs are
less if grade span of adopting school is less than K-8. Guides for imple-

mentation are included in the project materials.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own
costs). Training is also available at adopter site (trainer travel and per diem must be paid). Implementatioi,
aid follow-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem must be paid).

contact Darvel Allred, Project Specialist, Ontario-Montclair School District, 950 West "U" St.,
P.O. Box 313. Ontario, CA 91761. (714) 983-7412 or -9501, ext. 235.

Developmental funding: USOL ESEA Title 1V-C

Compiled Sumer 1901
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PROJECT OCCUPATIONAL VERSATILITY (0.V.)

An exploratory prevocational experience for all students In a general multiple-activity Indus-
trial arts shop.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 6-9 in industrial arts. This Program has been used in
other industrial arts settings with grades K-5 and 10-12, but no evidence of effec-

tiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Occupational Versatility is a method whereby students learn in an exploratory industrial arts
program. Throughout the learning procedure, the educator creates the scene in which the

learner functions, and provides Counsel. Th. learner is responsible for selecting, directing, managing, and
evaluating his/her performance. The degree of learner responsibility increases as he/she progresses through the
program.

Facilities provide opportunities for work in areas that include, but are not limited to woods, plastics, power,
electricity/elect-oniCs, sheet metal, wrought iron, forge and foundry, welding, graphics, drawing, career infor-
mation. and general industries.

Classes are heterogeneous, composed of boys and girls fray different grade levels. Two or three instructors
form a teaching team to supervise student activities. Students have access to a variety of information
resources, to ipstructors, and to more-experienced peers. 0.V. has been applied in one-teacher stops.

The O.V. method has been expanded into four phases. the Awareness Phase, for the elementary school, the Explor-
atory and Emphasis Phases, for the junior high school, and the Preparatory Phase, for the high school. Efforts
are under way to merge the 0.V. method with the American Industry Project, a study of the free-enterprise system.
Adaptations of the O.V. method have also been applied to the he economics and art areas.

evidence of effectiveness In 1970-71, on the Childhood Attitude Inventory for Problem Soloing, 0.V.
students (n.118) scored 111.72 ccepared to non-O.V. students (n.137), who

scored 107.46 (significantly higher at .01 level). In 1977, O.V. students (n40) on the same test scored 111.32
(significant at .01 level).

implementation requirements 0.V. is more comonly adapted than adopted, specific requirements
are not listed here, due to the flexibility of adaptations. The

0.V. Installation Manual has worksheets that cover all expenses and obligations. A workshop and/or visitation to
demonstration sites (not mandatory) will assist the adapter in detenmining the extent of implementation desired.
A model adoption proposal for Title IV-C funding is available through NON Facilitators and/or the project office.

financial requirements Installation costs vary greatly, since they depend on what materials are
available and what degree of implementation a district wants. Installation

Manual has a section intended to aid adopter in determining toe cost of desired program. Manual may be purchased
for 517.50 (including postage and handling) frog. Jim Grossnicklaus, Albany Union B.S. Castrict 8J, 2310 S. Elm
St., Albany, OR 97321.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in he state and out

of state. Project Staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated,.
Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter
site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be
negotiated).

contact John Lavender, Director. Occupational Versatility, Hipline School District, 15675 Anbaua Blvd.,
S.W., Seattle, WA 98166. (202) 433-2453.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT PIMA COUNTY DEVELOPMENTAL CAREER GUIDANCE PROJECT

A K-12 infusion model designed to help students develop knowledge and skills in self-
awareness and self-esteem, the world of work, and decision making.

target audience Approved by JDRP for student: of all abilities grades 4-12, teachers, administrators,/
counselors, and community merbers. This program has been used in grades K-3, but not'

evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project is a state-fonded interdistrict or ant-
zation that coordinates or delivers a variety of career education services to all coun

schools. The project has several major components. direct services to students, services to school staffs
who need help in planning or implementing career education activitieS, selection and maintenance of up-to-date
cireer education media and materials for use by all county school stiffs, coordination of community resources,
such as volunteer aides, speakerS, and work experience/exposure sites: conduct of parent discussion groups,
and a variety of other services, such as career education implementation unit development and services to
special education teachers.

The approach to career education in Pima County is often referred to as infusion," that is, the continued
demonstration of the relationships between academic subjects and particular occupations or the world of work
as a whole. Infusion redirects the focus and intent of school subjects without changing subject content. For
example, addition may be taught by totaling prices on restaurant checks in a simulated coffee shoP instead of by
adding nuebers on blank paper.

Elementary level activi.ieS focus on self-awareness, self-esteem, and an introduction to career areas. Activi-
ties in grades 7-9 focus on wider study of careers and use of decision-making skills. Activities at the high
school level are aimed at giving students actual exoosure to work.

evidence of effectitorros As a result of high levels of exposure to this career education program,
a sample of county students in grades 4-12 performed better in all

categories tested, as measured by a locally developed Careers Test, than a comparable Sample of students with
low exposu-e to the program. The program has been externally evaluated since 1912.

implementation requirements The model is a counselor/consultant design that may be adapted to
any educational setting, according to available personnel, facil-

ities, and other resources within the adopting district. Requirements for adopting districts include qualified
counselors or student-services personnel, commitment to the model, appropriate media and materials, and teacher-
training time. Between two and two and one-half days of preservice training and additional follow-up inservice
training are required.

financial requirements A wide variety of commercially available curriculum materials already found
in most schools is used. Costs of preservice and inservice training for

adcbting staff and evaluation (testing, scoring, reporting) are borne by adopters.

services available r Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment (one scheduled visit per semester). Project staff

are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at
project site (all expenses must be p.id, including trainer's fee, cost of training materials, trainer's travel
and per diem). Implementation and folloa-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Barbara Hanson, Program Manager, Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project, 645 N. Camino
Seco, Tucson, AZ 85110. (602) 296.5451 or .2391.

Developmental Funding: USOE Educational Professions
Development Act

Compiled Summer 2982
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PROJECT CAREER EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER PROGRAM (CERCP)

A program to increase self - appraisal, occupational information, goal selection. anc planning
and problem solving among urban tenth graders.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students in grade 10.

description Although this program was developed for large, urban, principally minority-student school
systems, project staff belie that it can be used by any system whose graduates face potential

unemployment owing to inadequate training in career planning and insufficient knowledge of career possibilities
and requirements.

Coordinated activities take place in the Career Education Resource Center, the classroom, and the community. The
project employs the infusion approach to weave career education content into instruction in academics, counseling,
and supplementary student activities. In the academic disciplines, competency -based lesson plans and instruc-
tional materials are used to integrate career education into subject area content. Each semester includes a
minimum m 40 instructional sessions lasting between 45 and 70 minutes.

Program activities include student assessments, teacher training, Individual and group guidance, field experi-
ences, minicourse instructionsin test taking, life skills, and career decision making, career research and explo-
ration, a career-focused newsphper, parent seminars, and community involvement activities. c)

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Contact Essie Page, State Coordinator of C- Education, Ellington School 0 the Arts, Roan 102, 35th
and R Sts., N.W.; Washington, DC 20007. (202) 282-0186.

Developmental Funding: USOE Emergency School Assistance Act JDRP No. 80.4

Compiled Summer 2952

Approved: 4/22/80

PROJECT CAREER INTERN PROGRAM
A program aimed at dropout prevention at the secondary school level.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students grades 10-12 who have been designated by school officials
as having dropped out of school or as having the potential to drop out.

description Applicants are dropout and potential dropout students from Philadelphia high schools. The
selection criteria art: lack of consistent school attendance, inability to adjust to public

schools, no major disciplinary problems, family adjustment problems, negative shifts in academic achievement
levels. After prospective interns (students) are recruited, they are exposed to the intake interview. They
are also tested to determine if they have attained the minimum fifth-grade reading level requirements for
admission. They are then scheduled for orientation and admitted to the program. Interns participate in the
following courses during the first phase of the program: math, English, history, science, reading, career
counseling seminar, cultural arts, typing, graphics, consumer math, humanities, and foreign language. In

addition, career-oriented activities are employed, such as field trips, seminars, mini-fairs, and resource
speakers. the curricula consist of career-oriented subject matter integrated into academic subject matter.
At least one counseling session is conducted every two weeks. During the second phase, interns are involved
in individualized instruction and independent study. Advanced courses in the aforementioned disciplines ensue.
On-site exploration of careers in which 'erns have expressed interest is conducted. Career-oriented activities
and counseling support continue. The t. phase eminences when the interns are prepared to graduate College
preparatory actisities are implemented for college-bound interns. Arrangements are made to place interns
into OJT, advances skills training, and employment slots.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Robert Jackson, Program Manager, Division of Special Programs, On of America, Inc., 100 W.
Coulter St.; Philadelphia, PA 19144. (215) 438 -9800.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Compiled Sumer 2902
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PROJECT CAREER PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM

A set of materials for implementing a comprehensive high school career development program.

target audience Approved by JDRP for high school staff.

dacription The Career Planning Support System was developed between 1971 and 1973 by the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education in response to an apparent need for the application of

systex methodology to career education. The result is an extensive set of printed materials and filmstrip-

tapes describing a comprehensive educational framework and probedures that school staff can use to setup an
accountable, school-wide high school career development program. (Career development has been defined as the
acquisition of nontechnical skills needed for a person to be able to work.)

Five elements are considered essential for a systematic planning process: a structure that makes provision for
leadership and active committee work, assessment of local career education needs and use of the results in
establishing the program, a set of career development goals listed to order of importance, behavioral objectives
related to these goals, and activities for students related to these objectives. The printed materials and
filmstrip-tapes provide the necessary training.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Linda Pfister or Marla Peterson, Natiowal Center for Research in Vocational Education, 1960 Kenny
""w" Rd.; Columbus,-6H 43210. (614) 486-3655.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Compll.d Summer 2981

JDRP No. 80-5 Approved: 5/23/80

PROJECT PROJECT 'MC. Career Development Centered Curriculun

A sequentially coordinated career development program with teacher-developed classroom units
that focus on career awareness, self-awareness, and introduction to decision making.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all ability levels in grades X-6.

description A career is the combination of a person's continually changing occupational, family, civic,
and leisure life roles. This program intends to help children move through '.he career devel-

opment process as smoothly as possible and to help them understand that basic skills such as math, reading, and
writing are used daily in the 'outside world.' The three major outcomes of the program are: increased awareness
of life roles, development of and practice with decision-making skills, and enhanced self-concept formulation.
The program consists of 27 curriculum units focused on a variety of career awareness and self-awareness topics.
Each unit contains goals, objectives, specific instructional strategies, suggestcl resources, and evaluation
instrumentation. The units are interdisciplinary in that they include learning and practice in math, communica-
tion arts, science, and social studies while contributing to the career development aspects of each individual's
growth. The units molt), a variety of teaching strategies, such as role playing, discussions, work sheets, field
trips, use of role modcls, and use of audiovisual materials. They include evaluation strategies based on unit
performance objectives. Time of implementation for each unit is approximately two instruction hours per day for
a period of one to three weeks. One unit is taught during each nine-week grading period at each grade level.
The project's inservice component assists teachers in planning for and implementing unit activities in their
classrooms. Many of the unit topics and activities are familiar to many teachers. However, what this program
has to offer is a set of well-developed teaching materials that are sequenced, coordinated between grade levels,
easily adapted, and designed to be incorperated into existing social studies and science curricula, with built-in
evaluation components and high-interest activities for children.

Contact the project about availab,e training and other services.

contact Lee Downey, Project Director, Coloma Community Schools, Adninistration Building, P.O. Box 218,
Boyer Rd., Coloma, MI 49038. (616) 468-6785, ext. 46.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III JDRP No.78-168 Approved: 3/16/78

Complied SU.Mer Inn
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PROJECT EXPER1ENCE-BASE) CAREER EDUCATION (EBCE) (Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL))

An experience-based career education program operating in a community setting rather than in
a traditional classroom.

target audience Approved by JORP for students grades 9-12 who wish to learn about and explore career
options through experience and want minimal entry-level skills, and for those entering

college who want to test tentative career cho.ces.

description The Experience-Based Career Education ((BCE) program developed by the Appalachia Educational
Laboratory (AEL) is an alternative program implemented by the school systems of 20 states

at the Junior /senior level of high schdol. Through EBCE, students earn academic credits, explore the real
dimensions of many careers. learn about who they are and what they want to become, and master some of the
skills they will need to successfully negotiate the complex world of adult living. Their goal should not be
to train for one preselected job, but to discover by direct experience which career(s) they consider most
potentially rewarding, not to use occasional field trips to supplement classroom study. but to actually do
their studying in the context of real sites with people in the connunity. not Limply to learn about responsi-

bility. values, and meturity, but to become more responsible and mature and to begin initiating plans for
career development. Implementation of (BCE requires the tra.ning of two kinds of professionals not found in
the traditional school: a learning coordinator and an experience-site analyst.

Contact the project about available training and Other services.

Contact Jack Sanders. Appalachia Educational Laboratory. P.O. Box 1348, Charleston. WV 25325.
(334) 341.0411.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Co91184 Smarr 1981

JORP No. 7541 Approved: 5/7/75

PROJECT EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION ((BCE) -- FOND DU LAC. WISCONSIN

A career exploration program that integrates community experiences, academic experiences, and
basic life skills.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities. grades 11 and 12. who wish to explore
careers while earning high school credit.

description The goal of the Fond du Lac Experience-Baseil Career Education program is to neip students
look at thenselves and at various career oglons in a realistic and mature manner. through

Lse of cormunity resources with the guidance of a professional staff. Students experience responsibility and
develop the decision-making skills necessary to form a career plan.

The Fond du Lac program allows high school Juniors and senluirs to earn academic credit while exploring careers
in the community. Academic work Is related to career exploration experiences. which helps students realize the
relevance of subject matter to the real world of work. Heavy emphasis is placed on problem-solving and decision-
making skills. Students are required to complete activity sheets on such basic life skills as banking, insurance,
personal loans. and budgeting.

Instruction Is on a one-to-one basis, and academic work is geared to each student's interests, abilities, and
needs. A Career Guide helps the student to relate each career experience to his/her own values and needs.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

I
contact Ronald R. Nelson, Director. Franklin School -- Goodrich Annex, 401 S. Military Rd.. Fond du Lac.

WI 54935. (414) 921-1937 or -2440.

Developmental Funding: 050E BOAE JORP No. 79-4

4 b'! !Corpiled Surrey 1981 it
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION ((BCE) Research for Better Schools. Inc. (RBS))

A program of inquiry and planning that integrates school and community experiences to nelp
students develop life goals, career choices, and postseCondary plans.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities, grades 9-12, teachers who develop Communi-
ty-based learning activities for students, and school/community cooperation groups. This

program has also been used in eighth grade, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by
the Panel.

description This progrml focuses on five basic goals for students. preparation for career opportunities.
Tuwmil in communications skills and mathematics; increased accuracy and breadth in student

perceptions of their environment, enhanced motivation to learn, and increased ability to plan, solve problems,
make decisions, and take action. Three interrelated components form the RBS EfiCE Program. Career Development,
Career Guidance, anetheAcademic Resource Center. The most visible component, and the one that distinguishes
this (BCE program from others. is Career Development. Career Development directs students into the community
for career explorations and contact with working adults. Career Guidance helps students to integrate their Job -
site activities with personal and academiC interests, needs, and skills through structured group and individual
guidance sessions. The Academic Resource Center provides individualized instruction in mathematics and communi-
cation skills. The existing school program, of which RBS (BCE is designed to be part, provides the remainder of
students' academic needs. Once a week students leave school and Spend the day in the community at a business,
government office, or service agency participating In specific preplanned activities. Stu? nts spend two periods
a week in group guidance sessions. Guidance sessions serve both as an instructional setting in which to learn
and apply problem- solving skills and as a forum in which students Can Share information about community learning
experiences. The group works with a process skills curriculum, the Career Clarification Program. A P.oblea-Solv-
ing Approach, designed primarily for students in their first year of the program. RBS Elia was not develoTerali
use fn a rigid, predetermined manner. It was meant to be stretched and molded to fit the circumstances of the
particular community and school district.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact 1005 Maguire, Developnent Division Director. Research for Better Schools, Inc., 444 N. Third St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19123. (215) 574-9300.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education JDRP ho. 75.22

Compiled Summer 1901

APProved:5 /7/75

PROJECT FREESTYLE

A series of television programs aimed at reducing sex-role stereotypes and expanding career
awareness for children ages 9.12 and their parents.

target audience 4Provta by JDRP for children ages 9-12 and their parents.

description freestyle seeks to develop tore positive attitudes toward both nales and females engaging in
activities and occupations that traditionally have been seen as appropriate for only one sex,

to promote the belief that males and females have more abilities and engage in more varied activities and Occupa-
tions than the prevailing s;_eeotypes suggest, and to increase each Child's interest in childhood activities and
adult occupations that traditionally have been the domain of the opposite sex. Freestyle television programs are
centered around three content areas child pre-occupational activities (activities that may lead to specific
career interests), childhood behavioral skills (skills that children can begin to develop that may be useful in
educational progress and in careers), and adult work and family roles. The series consists of 13 half-hour dramas

ided into 26 15- minute segments for classroom use. The programs portray a multiethnic group of young teenagers
ant their families. As the teenagers engage in nanstereotypical interests and activities, they model behavior
strategies needed for successful achievement in school and in work. iiewers learn about the changing roles of men
and women through the setting and plots of the dramas. Freestyle can for the basis for a new emphasis in career
enitcstion programs or my be integrated into the regglar language arts and social science program in the middte
grades and in Junior high schools. It is useful in the implementation of Title IX and in sex equity programs for
teachers, administrators, parents, and community groups. The publication Curriculum for the Television Career
Awareness Project FREESTYLE contains materials that can be copied for classroom use and Information to support
cu;717771771eve °poen,. staff mining, and parent education in career awareness and sec equity programs. The
FREESTYLE Guide, the teachers' guide fur the television programs, suggests classroom activities.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact 'it SOeiev. "AnS4I'dflt, freestyle. Division of Educational vedia. Los Angeles County Education
'ewe,. 9300 ,. Inuerts1 vighway. Downey. CA 9D242. (2I3) 922.6223.

Developmental Funding National Instlt;te of LO6cation

'tiled SrUMMP 1781
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PROJECT OCCUPATIONAL AND CAREER OEVELOPHENT

A sequential career education program focusing In student awareness. exploration, and
preparation.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all ability levels, grades K-12.

description The program emphasizes awareness and drientation at the elementary level, exploration and
orientation at the middle-school level, and preparation and information at the secondary

level. The program is built around a career education theme that has as its process loots: student evaluation
of self-characteristics, exploration of broad occupational areas. introduction to the economic and social values
of work. Introduction to the psychological and sociological values of work, consideration of educational and
training alternatives, and development of stuuent decision-making skills related to the other goals. Analysis
of the process goals has led to the development of six elements that have been Incorporated into career education
activities on all grade levels. These elements are: handl-on activities, role playing, field trips into the
community. resource people in the classroom, subject matter tie-ins, and Introduction to occupations in the
community relevant to Students' interests and abilities.

The unit approach was chosen as the original structural framework for implementing career education because
Cobb County teachers felt more comfortable with units. The concurrent and overlapping nature of the elements
stimulated individual creativity and permitted flexibility within any given unit. Teachers were encouraged to
plan unit activities related to the curriculum and focused on students' interests and abilities. Through use
of the six elements and the unit approach, teachers were given a basic framework with which to develop activ-
ities to meet their students' needs.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Judy Comer, C Education Supervisor, Cobb County Public Schools, P.O. Box 1088,
Marietta, GA 30061. (404) 422-9171.

Developmental funding: USOE BOAC

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 74-7 Approved: 1/18/74

PROJECT OPENING THE DOORS

A nongraded, nonjudgmental career education curriculum combined with reading readiness and
writing.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students in grades K-3.

description Almost 90 percent of all American women will work for part of their lives -- two out of three
because of economic need. Nevertheless, girls still aspire to a narrower range of careers

than boys, and bogs still view girls within a narrow occupational scope. The developers of this interdisci-
plinary. multimedia education curriculum assume that if children in the early yea's can be tought norms
and attitudes that allow flexibility in role identification, their future occupational choices can be based not
on sex-role sterwtyping or societal expectations but on individual potential. On the precise that children
learn by doing aml that learning Is fun, learning activities combine reading readiness, writIni aural, verbal,

visual, simulatiol, gaming, and kinesthetic learning experiences. Students work individually or in small or
large groups. In the K-1 curriculum, four dramatic play units give children opportunities to construct a work
environment and to role-play occupations, In the process, they are encouraged to assume stereotyped roles.
Learning centers allow children to select. their oetn activities, thus enabling them to become more independent.
responsible, and socially cooperative. language art& activities improve verbal skills and build positive self-
image. Learning activities for grades 2-3 follow a logical sequence and help students to look at themselves,
the world of wort, and decision making. An activities resource guide describes 150 activities, the rationale.
goals. and objectives for each, suggestions for implementation; and alternative strategies.

Contact the project about available training and other sere'ces.

contact Joel beller, Cogent Associates, 306 Alexander St., Princeton, NJ 08540. (609) 921-1484.

Developmental funding:

COmp11ed Summer 1981

USOE Office of Career Education
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PROJECT UCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS PUBLICATIONS

t three-year student-oriented program designed to introduce secondary school students to
allied health occupations.

target audience Approved by JORP for secondary students.

description The purposes of the program are to acquaint students with the allied vealth field and provide
them with training in it; to offer students positive educational experiences to encourage and

motivate them to continue their education, to give students skills and information with which they can compete
and move upward in the world of work, to give students a better understanding of the health field to make them
better cons6mers of its services, and to guide them into positions, occupations, and training programs for further
education. The sequenced series of student objectives is based on inventories of tasks requisite to specific
health careers, ranging from biomedical photography to ward management.

Contact the project about available traling and other services.

contact Miles H. Anderson, University of California Extension, Allied Health Professions, Sakin Bldg.,
10962 LeConte Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 40024. (213) 825-2608.

Developmental Funding: DSO( BOAS

Coopilod Summer 1991
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JORP No. 13 -1 Approved: 12/13/13
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SECTIUN 5

EARLY CHILOHOOD/PAI6T INVOLVEMENT.

NON-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

COPE: Cognitively Oriented Pre-Primary Experience - Pennsylvania
5.5

A comprehensive sequentially programmed preprimary curriculun and manageoent system that
provides for individual developmental growth and learning of basiC readiness skills.

DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY (OP): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services DessonStration
Project - Florida

= 5-6
A training' program for adults who wish to work with young children in a relationship-focused
activity-based intervention program.

EARLY PREVENTION OF SCHOOL FAILURE - Illinois
5-7

A program designed to prevent school failure in children ayes 4-6 through early
identification and reaediation of developmental learning deficiencies that would
adversely affect their school performance.

SIGHP/VIP: Mother-Child Home Pr/gram of the Verbal Interaction Project - New York 5-8
A voluntary home-based program for preventing educational disadvantage in Children two t,
four years old by enhancing parent-child interaction.

PARENT READINESS EDUCATION PROJECT (PREP) - Michigan
5.9

An early-intervention project for academically high-risk preschool children in which
pa.entS attend classes to learn to become effective change agents for their own
children and high school students learn preparenting Skills while working with
children.

PERCEPTION. - New Jersey
5-10

A prerequisite to any formal learning discipline.

the PORTAGE PROJECT A He Approach to the Early Education of Handicapped Children - Wisconsin 5-11
A home teaching program serving multicategorical handicapped children from birth to six
years of age.

OTHER 4ORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

ADDED DIMENSIONS TO PARENT AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION - Colorado 5.12
An early childhood education program built on the belief that parents are their child's
first and most effective teachers.

AAA FOLLOW THROUGH. Project SELF (Selected Educational Learring Fundamentals) Ohio 5.12
An individualizet, structured, sequential instructional curriculum in readiness, reading,
and mathematics leading to proficiency in the basic Skills.

BAPTIST HILL KINDERCORTEN - Alabama
5-13

A school readineS project for five-year-old children who are educationally disadvantaged.

CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT - Missouri 5-13
A program designed to help parents issupe their natural role as the child's primary
language teacher through parent-child interaction.

the CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER - California
5.14

A model community center designed to identify children's Special developmental needs and
provide appropriate interventions before scnool begins, through joint cooperation of
arents, kindergarten teachers, and special educators.

CHILD- PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY (CPC) - Illinois 5.14
An early intervention program stressing language development and reading readiness for
three-, four-, and five-year-old children.

CLINCH-POWELL EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE. HcvseBased Early Childhood Education
Program - Tennessee

5-15
A home-based early childhood education program using parents as the primary teachers of
their own children.

COGNITIVELY ORIENTED PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM - Michigan
5-15

A preschool program with the designated purpose of mainstreami-g mildly and moderately
handicapped children with nonhandicapped Children.

COMMUNICATION PRO:RA/ES - Washington
5-16

A program L, nelp young children who have a variety of communication and language handicaps.

COMMUNITY SCHOOL 77 BRONX BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENTER - New York 5-16A public school K-3 program.

*See Sectional Cross-Reference Index, p. 14 -10, and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14-16, for related programs.
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T
a COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES
IN RURAL AND NON -URBAN AREAS - North Dakota 5-17

A comprehensive program providing for maximal growth and development of handicapped
preschool children and their families In rural areas.

COMPREHENSIVE TkAINING PROGRAM FOR INFANT AND YOUNG CEREBRAL PALSIED CHILDREN
(C.P. Project) - Wisconsin 5-17

A program serving children three years of ago and younger having a primary disability of
moderate to severe neuroxotor nandicap with physical impairment severe enough to limit
motor activity.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -- ALL DAY KINDERGARTEN - Ohio 5-18

A program aimed at strengthening the child's perceptual and auditory skills, improving his
or her language development, and developing the potential of the family to motivate the
child's learning. .

EAST ST. LOUIS DIRECT INSTRUCTION FOLLOW THROUGH - Illinois 5-18

A comprehensive early childhood program for students in grades K-3.

FAMILY ORIENTED STRUCTURED PRESCHOOL ACTIVITY (Seton Hall Program) - Minnesota 5-19

A program that prepares the parent to be the child's first and most significant teacher.

FOLLOW THROUGH NONGRADED LEARNING MODEL: New York City/Hampton Institute - New York 5-19

A continuous-progress program in developmental skills for a multiaged nongraded classroom.

FOLLOW THROUGH .- PORTAGEVILLE UNIT - Missouri 5-20

A highly structured behavior modification approach to primary education.

project HOME BASE - Washington 5-20

A program for 'helping parents teach their own.'

INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - Indiana 5-21

A program using the behavior analysis approach to teach basic skills in reading, arithmetic,
handwriting, and spelling.

KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT. Resource Center - Missouri 5-21

An individualized K-3 basic skills program with built-in motivation.

MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving - Connecticut 5-22
An intervention Program for vulnerable children (with a deficit in a skill area) in
regular classes in their first years of schooling.

NORTHERN CHEYENNE FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - Montana 5-22

An individualized early childhood approach to the teaching of basic Fkills, utilizing
parents as classroom teachers' aides.

OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM: Learning Through
Literature - California 5-23

An interdisciplinary approach for students in grades (-2 utilizing a literature-centered
curriculum.

PARENT-CHILD EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM (Saturday School) - Missouri 5-23
'A program. available to all four-year-old children and to high-risk three-year-olds.
structured to increase each child's chances for success in school.

PREVENTION-OF LEARNING DISABILITIES. An Interdisciplinary Model - New York 5-24
A program to prevent the cognitive and emotional effects of learning disability by early
identification and educational intervention.

PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN WITH DOWN SYNDROME Washington 5-24

A program designed to accelerate and maintain developmental gains of children with Down
syndrome and other-developmental delays, to give help and training to their parents. to

develop a transportable model, and to provide an exemplary demonstration program.

project REAL - New Hampshire 5-25

A program providing comprehensive services for low -income children an their families.

RICHMOND (VIRGINIA) FOLLOW THROUGWRESOURCE CENTER - Virginia 5-25
A program teaching parents to establish a home environment that promotes active
participation in their children's education, and to augment their children's self-

esteem and learning abilities.

project STAY School To Aid Youth - Oklahoma 5-2u

A program providing early identification and treatment of social. emotional, and academic
needs of pupils.

TITLE I ESEA PRESCHOOL - Alabama 5-26

An early childhood diagnostic/prescriptive program providing individuz:izeo instruction
for each child.

TRENTON FOLLOW THROUCN. Behavior Analysis Approach - New Jersey 5-27

A complete program in the basic skills of reading. arithmettc, handwriting, and spelling.

TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH - California 5-27

Five separate components proeoting children's chances for success in school. with parents
as contributing partners in their children's education.

5-2 L.' in)



WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH: Individualized Early Learning Program Iowa
5-28An individualized sequential program of instruction in readiness skills and reading forstudents in grades K-3.

WAuKEGAM FOLLOW THROUGH DEMONSTRATION RESOURCE CENTER - Illinois
5-28A behavioral analysis approach program emphasizing

the basic skills of reading, mash,spelling, and handwriting.

the wEEKSvILLE SCHOOL/BANK STREET COLLEGE FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM - New York
5-29A project focusing en the total development of the child and his or her family through

instruction, staff development, parent involvement, health and nutrition, and social
and psychological services.

5-3
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PROJECT COPE: Cognitively Oriented Pre-Primary Experience

ccmprehenSive sequentially prograxmed preprimary curriculum and management system that
provides for individual developmental growth

And learning of basic readiness skills.

target audience Approved by JDRP for preprimary students in
pre - kindergarten. kindergarten. and

transitional first grade from low- and middle-income
families, including those withdevelopmental lags and learning disabilities.

description COPE's wide range of activities and objectives
(2-6 years deve.opmentally) makes it effective

for use with preprimary children from varied
socioeconomic O,ckgrounds and with varied learningneeds.

The program is diagnostic /prescriptive.
Based oil the child's skills and development at entry, he/she worksthrough a series of activities to reach advanced objectives. With its well- defined. step-by-step, closely

sequenced levels, the 850 -page curriculum is extremely
helpful Loth in determining a child's needs and instimulating outstanding intellectual, lahguage, and socioemotIonal growth. Each level Is essentially a mini-lesson plan complete with objective. materials, method, and evaluation. Children pursue the objectives throughindividualized. small- group, and large-group

instruction, as well as in free - inquiry situations.

The curriculum consists of two areas: the Developmental Area contains levels in
perceptual-motor, conceptual-language. and soCioemotional development, the

AchiereimeArKFia contains units of instruction in reading, math,science, social studies, and health/safety.

Teachers and paraprofessionals who attend
a COPE workshop not only learn to use the curriculum materials butcome to understand a complete classroom management

system that helps them put the program to use in their ownparticular teaching situations.

evidence of effectiveness In data collected from 1972-25, participating
children demonstrated an

average gain of 2.98 months per month of attendance as measured on theSlossonnIntelligence Test, equivalent to about three times the normal rate of growth. Compar.ble gains wereshown In testing for language development and
socioemotional development.

implementation requirements Program may be implemented in an individual classroom, a single
scnool, or a district. Any teacher wishing to implement programand management system most attend a two-day workshop.

Workshops are most often conducted at district or regionalsites, with administrators and paraprofessionals
frequently attending with teachers. Workshops are also con-ducted at demonstration site

Facilities, Space, and instructional equipment required are those typically foundin elementary schools.

financial requirements One set of COPE curriculum required per classroom at cost of $50 per set.
Workshop handouts necessary for all participants at cost of $12 per person.Wide variety of inexpensive,teacher-made

and commercially available materials may be used with curriculum.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welemte any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state andout of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings. Training is conductedat project site (Costs to be negotiated).

Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopterS (costs to be negotiated).

contact Mary Alice Felleisen Program Coordinator. Project COPE, Research for Better 'Jots, 444 4.Third St., Philadelph.a, PA 19123. (215) 574-9300.

Developmental Funding: OSOE ESEA Title III

Coupiled Sumer 1981
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PROJECT
DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY (DP). A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project

A training program for adults who wish to work w ,h young children in a relationship-focused

activity-based intervention program.

tome audience Approved by JDRP for small groups of children ages 2-6 with learning and social

behavior problems. This program may Offer greater potential for larger groups of

nonAal children ages 2-6. but no evidence of effectiveness has been Submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Developmental Play is both a relationship-focused activity-based intervention program for

young children and a training model in child development and behavior for college students.

pupil service workers. teachers, parents, and paraprofessionals. Although the focus is on play rather than

School wode, it is a structured program In which participants (first child-to-adult and then child-to-child)

get to now each other by having a good time together. In addition CO having fun, the children are encouraged

to become aware of and express their feelings. When successfully implemented, the program creates the atmo-

sphere of a large family whose members experience warmth, caring, and openness with each Other.

Small groups of children meet together with the sane number of adults. Each child is assigned to one adult

who becomes that child's parent for that hour. The goal is to stimulate an attachment relationship between

the adults and children just as 'good' parents become attached to their children. The rationale is that

through this attachment process the child learns the basics for being able to learn reading, writing, and

arithmetic in a,school setting.

weekly sessions are divided into three parts. individual child adult play, circle time for group activities,

and juice tine for Llosurn. Supervision is provided for participating adults to help them analyze their

eperiences with thr children.

evidence of effectiveness Children participating in the DP program one hour per week for a minimum
Of five months made gains in intellectual functioning as measured by the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. Children in control groups did not make gains.

implementation requirements Internship training for people with backgrounds in psychology,

social work, early childhood education. Follow-up visits to sites.

Follow-up and advanced training for leaders. On one level, the DP approach can be utilized as an enr4Anent

program for whole classes. grades C-3, by using the circle time activities. It is primarily a training program

that requies intensive training for the adult leaders.

financial requirements When implementing DP as a remedial program for small groups Of children

with learning and social behavior problems the per-learner start-up costs

40r a three-year program are less than S20. There would be no additional per-learner monthly operational costs

for a school with an elementary school counselor or psychologist who could devote a minimum of one half-day per

wee( to the proyran.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project

site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (ail expense: must be paid). Training is conducted at project site (alt expenses must be

paid). Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses oust be paid). lmplenentation and follow-up

servIceS are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Ralph E. galley. Director. Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project, Euclid Center; 1015

Tenth Avenue 4orth. St. Petersburg. FL 33105. (813) 822-0158 or 442-1171.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title 111

Compiled Sumer 1981
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PROJECT EARLY PREVENTION OF SCHOOL FAILURE

A program designed to prevent school failure in children ages 4-6 through early identification
and remediation of developmental learning deficiencies that would adversely affect their school
perfdrrance.

target audience Approved by JORP as a Screening and curriculum program appropriate for children ages
4.6.

description The goal of the nationally validated Early Prevention of School Failure program is achieved by
successful arcomplishnent of the following objectives: screening all kindergarten and/or

first grade children to identify their skill development in-the modalities of language development, fine and
gross motor, and auditory and visual perception necessary for success in formal reading and writing curricula,

providing professional training for teachers so that they may acquire skills and competencies in providing suc-
cessful learning experiences for all children (talented, learning disabled, etc.), providing special education
services for children identified as having moderate or severe learning problems, providing management guidelines
that include parent volunteers and learning center concepts for greater individualization in the learning
environment.

In addition to using educational strategies already found successful, a teacher should provide 20-30 minutes of
Small-group and/Or Individualized activities daily (based upon screening results and utilizing the tPSF management
system) for all pupils.

Early Prevention of School Failure program materials include screening instrument>. classroom management guides.
classroom activity guides, and parent materials.

evidence of effectiveness Evaluation data demonstrate that achievement growth in all modality areas
exceeded project objectives. Further, children initially identified as

having severe learning prublems made sufficient achievement gains. proving that early identification prevents
failure when children are screened and given a systematic educational follow-up.

implementation requirements A team of at least four (including kindergarten and/or first grade
teachers, special education teacher and psychologist. speech teacher,

and an administrator) is involved in a two -day leadership training workshop that covers screening instruments,
staffing, educational plAnning, and management systems. Involvement of parents is encouraged. Follow-up by
project site determines effectiveness along with growth as shown on the pre/posttesting data.

financial requirements Cost of a two-day leadership training session at project site and/or local

school site for school district team (mlninun of four persons). One set of
carricalwi Tildes and screening oaterials, S:00 per set for each team involved in leadership training. Cost of
Subs'itutes for a one -day follow-up inservice training for adopter teal.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visiturs are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in hone state and

Jot if state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
'raTellg ;. c-indocten ar oruject site (adopter ,,ays only its own costs). Training is also available to adopter
site (costs .9 be negotiated). Fallua-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem must be paid).

contact lave die 4ernr, Pr.,iect Oirecter, Peo.one School Jistrict 207 -U, 114 N. Second St., Peotone,
R :3121 25S-34/R.

Developmental Funding SIA 111

Complied Sum,, Pica
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PROJECT MCHP/V1P- Mother-Child Home Program of the Verbal Inttraction Project

voluntary home-based program for preventing educational disadvantage in children two to four
years old by enhancing parent-child interaction.

target audience Approved by JORP for two-year-olds at risk foi educational disadvantage.

description MCHP/VIP's theory is that cognitive and socioelotional growth 1; fostered by the preschooler
and mother eschanging language (symbols fur events and concepts) around interesting, conceptu-

ally rich materials. "Mother" may be any adult who has a primary. nurturing relationship with the child. Goals
are to increase mother's positive interactive behavior, aid child's cognitive-sucioemotional growth, and prevent
school problem.s.

The program is based in the child's home, with twice-weekly, half-hoar Home Sessions over two school years. the
child's starting age is two. The number of sessions is geared to the mother's needs, with a maximum of 4b per
year. Home visitors ("Toy Demonstr.nrs") model techniques for the mother frol a structured curriculum and
involve the mother and child togctner in play. Materials consist of 12 books and 11 toys, given to the child
each year in weekly installments. There is a Guide Sheet for each. The Guide Sheet is intended for the Toy
Demonstrator. but it may also be used by the mother. IT Guide Sheets list the same core concepts (e.g.. colors.
shapes) and related behaviors (e.g., matching, imagining), but examples of each froi the related book or toy are
given to encourage the adult to devise more examples of his/her own. The books and toys (chosen on 37 specific
criteria, of high quality, and commercially available) and the uaide Sheets are progressively more complex. Toy
Demonstrators are women. paid or volunteer. They need no work experience or education beyond high school. They
learn their program skills fro, 3 college-degreed program coordinator in an initial eight-session training
workshop, which is followed by weekly meetings and individual conferences.

91 ique program features are the explicitly detailed two-year method, the structured yet flexible curriculum, the
permanent gifts of quality curriculum materials, and specific techniques to guard against the program's possible
intrusiveness (bale visitors are trained not to teach or counsel).

evidence of effectiveness Rigorous research, 1965-73. with low-income minority families. 1973
PostProgram group surpassed controls in maternal interactive behavior

OA VIP's "MI11" (26' to 157) and 11 child Binet I.Q. (107 to 101). Third grade program group surpassed compar-
ison on BRAT subtests (reading. 100 to 89, arithmetic, 102 to 91). Acceptance 85.100%. Visits failed: 15%.
leneralizabflity. 29 certified out-of-VIP replications, 1969-73. including two funded by Title I.

implementation requirements Staff consists of coordinator with college degree to supervise one
paid or volunteer Toy Demonstrator per 15 mother-child dyads. Coor-

dinator trained at 070 site. Adopter agrees to follow standards and methods of 0/0. with minor variations for
local adaptation, and to provide coordinator with office space for conferences and supplies, telephone, and
part-tine secretary. School districts. single schools. or other service organizations (family service agencies
or mental health clinics). alone or in cooperation with a school system, may aooOt.

financial requirements Based on 60 dyads (30 in start-up year). U/D per-unit cost for first two
years is 5143 (staff training by 0/0, 23%, overhead, 7%, books and toys,

708), salaries not included. After first two years, per-unit cost is $113 (staff training by 0/0, 3%, over-
head, 9%, books and to) 88%). Additional costs 0/0's occasional long-distance telephone calls to adopter.
and four visits to adopter Site during the first two years.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment? Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness

meetings (travel and per diem must be paid). Training is conducted at project site (all expenses lust be paid.)
Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid). Imple,eitation and follow-up services
are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Naoli 'eldheim. Director. Demonstration Center. or Phyllis Levenstein, Executive Director,
Verbal Interaction Project, SONY at Stony Brook,7 Broadway, Freeport. NY 11520.
(515) 868-7770.

Developmental Funding: NEW Children's Bur., (Ofc. of Huron
Devel.), Nat'l. Inst. of Mental Health,

Compsled Summer 1911 Nat'l. Ctr. for Ed. Comm. (OSOE)
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PROJECT PARENT READINESS EOUCATION PROJECT (PREP)

An early-intervention project for academically high-risk preschool children in which parents
attend classes to learn to become effective change agents for their own children and high
school students learn preparenting skills while wonting with children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for preschool children with developmental delays and for parents and
high school seniors.

description PREP is appropriate for special education. Head Start. and Title I programs. The goals of
PREP are to identify preschool children with potential learning problems and develop a plan

of remediation, to teach parepts how to develop the skills necessary for academic achievement by these children.
to teach child development and management techniques, and to train high school students for effective parenthood.
This is a cost-effective program that enables two part-time professionals to reach 52 families. The model

has been successfully adopted in inner-city, suburban. rural areas. and diverse socioeconomic areas throughout
the United States. The PREP model provides for intensive parent involvement in an atmosphere of openness and
trust. Continuing contacts provide opportunities for modeling. trying new parenting behaviors, and changing
parent-child interaction patterns. Increasing parents' awareness of how their everyday activities can be
learning experiences is a major goal.

All children are tested in the fall of the year before they enter kindergarten. Based on indications of
potential learning problems and parental willingness to participate. 48 children P e selected. Priority is
given to children with younger siblings. The children attend PREP one morning a week In groups of 12. Activi-

ties that the parent and child do togetner at he are tne key to skill development. Language and conceptual
development. visual skills. auditory skills, small- and large-muscle coordination. enhancing the self-concept.
and the world around us are emphasized in the classroom and he curriculum. One parent agrees to attend PREP
class one morning a week with the child. The parent observes the children in the classroom and receives activi-
ties to do at hone daily with the child. Parents also meet in a group to discuss topics related to raising and
nurturing children. Twelve high school seniors work individually with the preschoolers to stimulate language and

conceptual development and to enhance self-concepts during the second semester. The high school students also
attend weekly seminars and receive course credit in child development. Topics such as the origins of behavior
and responsibilities of parenthood are discussed.

evidence of effectiveness P.articipants made great gains in school-readiness areas. Mean scores
fron the Caidwell Cooperative Preschool Inventory. administered 1912-74.

pretest. 24.35, posttest. 49.92. Control mean pretest. 24.95, posttest. 40.20. Results are significant at
.01 level. Parents had excellent attendance. reporting that their parenting styles evolved toward promoting
cognitive growth and positive self-concepts in their children.

implementation requirements Staffing to reach 52 families requires two teachers (can be .6
time), one part-time secretary. and one part-time aide. Training

sessions last three days. A large classroom equipped for young children. an observation room. and a ,neeting
room for parents are required. Program can be adopted by an individual school. , an entire district. or a region.

financial requirements Staff (all can be part-time) two teachers. one secretary. one aide. Cost

of equipping preschool classroom. $1,200. observation room, 51.000. PREP
manuals. S25. parent library, 5500, curriculum materials. 5800.

services (mailable Awareness materials are available at shared cost. Visitors are welcome any time
by appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in nom? state

and out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness deetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). Training is also available at adopter site
(costs to be negotiated). Implementation and fallow -up services are available to adopters (all expenses oust
be paid).

contact Diane Bert, Project Director. Redford Union School Jistrict, 18499 Beech Daly Rd., Redford.
MI 48240. (313) 535-2000. ext. 201 or 202.

Developmental Funding' USUE ESLA Title III

Coopled Sumer 1981
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PROJECT PERCEPTION.

A prerequisite to any formal learning discipline.

target audience Approved by JORP for kindergarten (Level I) and first grade (Level 11). This progran
has been used with other grade levels, but no evidence Of effectiveness has been sub-

mitted to or approved by the Panel.

description PERCEPTION. addresses the Student's ability to learn, it is based on the premise that learning
can be learned as a skill. PERCEPTION. Is not a reading, writing, or arithmetic program, it

prepares students to learn to read, write, and do arithmetic. It is not a remedial program, but it is being
used for remediation. It is designed to be introduced at the kindergarten level, but it is being used effec-
tively frm preschool to junior high.

PERCEPTION. is perceiving: seeing what is looked at. hearing what is listened to, feeling what is touched.
These are fundamental_ requisites for learning, the foundation for the 'basics," and they are attainable through
the 15-minute PERCEPTION. lessons, given three times a week throughout the school year. An entire class, not
just those identified as having perceptual deficiency, participates as a group. The teacher offers experiences,
and the students describe then in their own words. PERCEPTION. Is also processing. Unprocessed information ismeaningless and irrelevant. In each lesson of the Level I and 11 instructional units, PERCEPTION. students
continually process data. They analyze, relate, compare, judge, sequence, decode. They critique and self-CorreCt. They internalize infOrmation through their individual and group interaction with experiences. The
teacher functions as the provider of experience and director of the

process of internalization, not as an exposi-
tor of Information. Pe PERCEPTION. program provides children :with the means for making information meaningful.
Finally, PERCEPTION. is applying information that has been internalized can be easily and readily applied.
Understanding generated in one context can be transferred to new and different contexts without reteaching. The
PERCEPTION. program addresses its activity to the transfer of understanding. Students become sensitive to the
interrelatedness of experience. They also come to perceive the subtle differences, the uniqueness of experience.
Students who know what they know are willing to investigate that which they don't know. Teachers who know what
their students know can determine logically what they have to know. As students apply internalized understanding
to new experience, teachers will know what their students know.

evidence of effectiveness EvalJation through pre/posttesting with Knobler Perceptual Development
series and teacher's subjective-response questionnaire showed 1001 greater

' growth for experimental classes in skills tested than for co itrol classes. Teachers consistently report above-
average impact on perceptual awareness, communication skills, eye-hand coordination, thinking, and decisionmaking.

implementation requirements In recognition of the unique character of each classroom situation,
PERCEPTION. is a program more to be adapted than adopted. It may

be initiated in a single class or district-wide. It requires no special staff or physical arrangements. Teachers
Can be trained by project staff in two and one-half hours, or they can replicate the program from the teacher's
guide and available filmstrip-tape or from the TV presentation on project philosophy, rationale, and methodology.

financial requirements The program can be implemented for as little as $30 (the cost of one
instructional kit) by the regular classroom teacher in the regular class-

room. There are four instructional kits Level I (first year). Level II (second year), and Tactual Level I and
Tactual Level II as Supplements for children with deficiencies. Each kit IS $30. These are totally self-
contained and nanexpendable and are for use with an entire class regardless of size.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out -of -state

awareness meetings. Training IS Conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is
also available at adopter site (trainer travel' and per diem must be paid). Implementation and follow-up
services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Arlene Soho'. Director. or Edward Tittel, Project Disseminator. PERCEPTION. Union. Township
Board of Education, 2369 Morris Ave.. Union, NJ 07083. (201) 688.1200, ext. 257 or 288.

Developmental Funding: USUE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1904
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PROJECT THE PORTAGE PROJECT: A Home Approach to the Early Education of Handicapped Children

A he teaching program serving nulticategorical handicapped children from birth to six
years of tge.

target audience Approved by JDRP for handicapped children. mental age 0-6. preschool programs,
nonhandicapped Head Start hone-based programs.

description The Portage Project is financially supported by 23 local school districts in south-central
Wisconsin in cooperation with the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. The program

provides a hone teacher to each family each week to aid parents in assessing the child's present skill level
in five developmental areas. targeting elarging skills, developing skills necessary to teach the child. defining
appropriate teaching techniques. and evaluating the child's performance.

The program follows a precision teaching model and is based on the premise that parent involvement is the main
ingredient in effective. long-term early childhood intervention. During the home visit. the home teacher
demonstrates how the parent Is to teach the child during the week, and baseline data are recorded. The parents
then model the teaching process for the home teacher and a system for recording child performance is determined.
Three or four prescriptions are left weekly, and parents teach the child daily and record progresS. On the
following hone visit. the hone teacher records post-baseline data on each task that serve as the basis for
weekly curriculum modification.

A new aspect of the project is the Portage Parent Program. a systematic parent-training component to improve
parental skills in the teaching and child-management domains. During the regular home visit session, instruction
is provided for the parent as well as for the child.

evidence of effectiveness As measured by the Cattell Infant Test and Stanford-Binet, childrer in the
project (mean I.Q. 75) gained 15 months in an eight-month period. Another

evaluation measure showed that greater gains were made by Portage Project children in mental age and in language.
Academic. and socialization skills than by children receiving only classroom instruction. The Portage Project
has been replicated in approximately 30 sites. All have demonstrated stmilar gains.

implementation requirements At least two teacherS,
should be employed on

available to the staff for assessment and curriculum planning. Al

The only facility necessary ,s a small office for storing material
consists of four or five days of intensive instruction at the rept
must be scheduled during the year to assess program effectiveness
tion. and the he teaching process.

including one master teacher (professional).
the project. Resource personnel should be
1 instruction takes place in the child's home.
s and for staff meetings. Initial training
ication site. One or two follow-up visits

and evaluate Curriculum planning. data collec-

financial requirements Based on a nine and one-half month school year. per-pupil cost averages $650.
Start-up cost ranges from $775 - $1,600 per child per year (data secured from

replication sites).

orifices auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site. (adopter pays only its own costs).
Training is also available at .4:inter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are
available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Neal Schortinghuis. Director, Cooperative Educational Service Agency 12, 626 E. Slifer St.. P.O.
Box 564. Portage, WI 53001. (608) 142 -8811.

Developmental Funding' USOE BEN

CorplIed Summer 1981
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PROTECT ADDED DIMENSIONS TO PAR6T AND PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

An early childhood education,program built oh the belief that parents are their child's
first and most effective teachers.

target audience Approved by JORP for preschool Children of all abilities, age 3-4, and their
parents.

description Added Dimensions offers a comprehensive program with four interrelated components. Preschool,
Parent Involvement, Developmental Screening, and Home Visits. For districts with no pre-

school and parent programs, Added Dimensions offers a comprehensive plan for beginning them. For districts
with programs in these areas, it offers the opportunity to add components. The Preschool Program offers twice-
weekly sessions of two and one-half hours each for all three- and four-year-olds in the district. The curricu-
lum includes objectives in the areas of personal-social, motor, aesthetic, language, and cognitive development.
It stresses a hands-on approach with individual attention to children with special needs. The emphasis of the
Parent Involvement Program is on reinforcing the concept that parents are the most influential educators of
their children and on providing support to parents in their role as educators. Parent activities include two
to six preschool sessions with their child, regular work assignments at the preschool, small-group discussions
led by trained teachers, and largn-group meetings. The Developmental Screening component utilizes the Denver
Developmental Screening Test (DDST), a widely used screening tool that can be administered by trained parapro-
fessionals. It points up any developmental lags a child may have. Parents are involved in the screening
procedure and discuss results with the teacher assistant. Through the Home Visiting Program, every family
receives an initial visit during which the DDST is given. Families that will benefit from follow-up calls are
visited on a biweekly basis. Play Materials Lending Libraries, from which home visitors can select appmpniate
activities for home use, are located throughout the district.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Contact Betty Benjamin, Project Director, Early Childhood Education, Jefferson County Public Schools,
1209 Quail St.; Lakewood, CO 80215. (303) 231-2346.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III
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PROJECT AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH: Project SELF (Selected Educational Learning Fundamentals)

An Individualized, structured, sequential instructional curriculum in readiness, reading,
and mathematics leading to proficiency in the basic skills.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3. It has also been used with preschool and special
education students and with intermediate grades, but no evidence of effectiveness has

been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description SELF is a combination of the Primary Education Project (PEP) and Individually Prescribed

Instruction (IPI) developed by the University of Pittsburgh Learning Research and Development
Center. PEP is the kindergarten or readiness component, while IPI focuses on developing specific skills in
reading and mathematics. PEP presents 400 hierarchical prereading and math objectives to kindergarten children
in six learning areas quantification, classification, visual motor, general motor, auditory motor, and letters
and numerals. IPI Reading is taught using a phonetic approach emphasizing mastery of specific reading skills
plus group instruction. IPI Math stresses individual progress with continuous growth in numeration/place value,
addition/subtraction. multiplication, division, fractions, money, time, systems of measurement, geometry, and
applications. The Akron SELF Program provides a continuous individualized educational experience for primary-
grade children. The major goal of the program is to enable each child to make steady progress toward mastery
of academic skills. Achievement of this goal is facilitated by a structured curriculum in which each content
area is comprised of behavioral objectives arranged by unit and level, an assessment system comprised of
criterion-referenced tests, a management system that enables the teacher to provide individualized educational

experiences for students, individualized instructional materials, and a monitoring and record-keeping system
that depicts the location of each student in each curricular area and facilitates diagnostic teaching. Test
results are used to Prescribe learning tasks. Although students progress througa the curriculum at various
rates, a management system has been dedeloped to provide group experiences.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact 'eanette Brown, Crosby School, 05 Smith St., Akron, Oil 44303. (216) 253 -3281.

Developmental Funding' USOE Follow Through JORP No. 77-155 Approved: 9/12/77
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PROJECT BAPTIST HILL KINDERGARTEN

A school readiness project for five-year-old children who are educationally disadvantaged.

target audience Approved by JDRP for kindergarten students.

description Experiences are provided to h, p children increase their vocabularies. learn to speak in
sentences, ccranunicate more effectively. grow in independence and initiative, understand

and deal with the world around them, and develop , ul,lem-solving skills. Learning centers are set up in each
classroom. Daily programs emphasize the development of psychomotor skills. Children experience success daily,

interact with peers and adults. and learn to respect the rights of others. Student needs are assessed and
continuous evaluations are made to ensure program effectiveness. Each teacher has a trained aide. The program
is monitored by a parent Involvement component.

One way this kindergarten differs free, others is that it is housed in a separate building. In addition to the

10 kindergarten classes, there is a large indoor play area, a roan for musical or rhythmic activities. and a

cafeteria. The interior is unusually attractive, with appropriate colorful furnishings. open shelving, and dis-
plays of students' art.

It also differs fro, many other kindergartens in the multiplicity of materials and equipment available. The

abundance and variety of material, enable teachers to vary their approaches to meet the Individual learning
styles and needs of five-year-olds.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Georgia Gaither Lucas, Butler County Board of Education, P.O. Box 160, Greenville, AL 36037.

(205) 382-2665.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I
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PROJECT CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

A program designed to help parents assume their natural role as the child's primary language
teacher through parent-child interaction.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children under four years of age who have educationally
significant hearing impairments. and their families.

description The core of the program consists of weekly individual sessions in a Home Demonstration
Center. The sessions are parent-oriented so that families may realize their primary responsi-

bility in the language development of their children. Sessions are individualized so that the program developed

is the most apprOpriate for each family and child. They are held in a hale-like setting and focus on typical

daily household activities. This setting and focus aid parents in learning strategies and techniques suitable

fur use in their own haaes. Emphasis is placed on helping parents provide a learning environment that takes

into account the child's impaired auditory ability. Regular audiometric evaluations are conducted by staff

audiologists. Since all hearing-impaired children have some residual hearing, early amplification combined with
auditory training can significantly affect the child's acquisition of speech and language. Therefore. amplifi-

cation is provided in order to maximize the child's use of his/her residual hearing. The Carly Education Project

or Clinic may lend the child an aid and follow up with observation and retesting before recalrending a specific
aid for purchase. Parent group oeetings are an integral part of the program. They include group discussion

meetings, which allow parents to explore their feelings and share their prublems and solutions with other parents,

as well as core didactic meetings, respond to the parents' need for current, accurate, scientific informa-

tion. Children over two are enrolled in short nursery class sessions taught by a teacher of the deaf trained
in early childhood education. Parent participat on is an important part of these classes. he development of

,OCIJI and hehavioral skills in preparation for preschool is emphasized. Activities are designed to provide

children with opportunities for social-caTiunicative interaction paving the way for verbal interaction.

Contact the project but available training and other services.

contact Audrey Simmons-Martin, Director. Early Education. Central institute for the Deaf, 813 S. Euclid,
St. Louis. MO 63110. (314) 652-3200.

Developmental Funding. gso, 4E4 MP No. 77-158 Approved' II/7/77
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PROJECT THE CMILO DEVELOPMENT CENTER

A model community center designed to identify children's special developmental needs and
provide appropriate interventions before school begins. through joint cooperation of parents,
kindergarten teachers, and special educators.

target audience Approved by JDRP for three- to five-year-olds of ill abilities, their parent:,
kindergarten teachers, and special educators.

description The Child Development Center is based on the conviction that tne sooner educators identify
young children's developmental needs and work together with parents to achieve effective

interventions, the stronger the chanCe of children's early success in school. This program offers an ongoing
format of child/parent services starting the September before the child is age-eligible for kindergarten.
This format includes a diagnostic center, where preschoolers

receive evaluations from a school nurse. speech/
language specialist. and psychologist, a parent resource

center, where parents meet with educators to discuss
early-childhood topics and concerns, a child-study center,

where preschoolers meet periodically with peers for
group interaction while being observed by parents and center staff, and a referral center, which provides
Children having special developmental needs with interventions before school begins, and which transmits infor-
xiatIon on all program children to parents and kindergarten teachers.

The program supplies a motivational slide-tape
Presentation for parents and educators, a parent handbook con-

taining Child-development articles and materials, a teacher's manual containing instructions and materials for
implementing the program, and an end-of-year program booklet for retarding and relaying developmental informa-
tion about the child to parents, kindergarten teachers, and special

educators.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

.contact Helen Reichman, Project Director. The Child Development Center, 3325 Laurelaood Jr., Huntington
Beach. CA 92646. (714) 964-3229 or 847-2551.

AO"

Developmental Funding' USOF ,SEA Title IV-C JDRP No. 79-'1 Approved: 5/23/79
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PROJECT CHILD-PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY (,..PC)

An early Intervention program stressing language development and reading readiness for three-,
four-, and five-year-old children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for educationally deprived pupils, preschool to grade 3, from low-
income families. This program now operates only for preschool and kindergarten.

description The Child-Parent Centers provide an individualized, locally designed. highly structured half-
day instruction program for preschool and kindergarten children. Supplementary and support

services are provided by school nurses, speech therapists, and curriculum spes.ialists.

CPC activity heavily emphasizes parent involvement, recognizing that the parent is the child's first teacher
and that hone environment and parental attitude toward school influence a child's academic success. A parent.
resource teacher is provided to work solely with parents. Parents ere trained to instruct their children at
home and are also involved In the school program.

Potential adopting school districts may be interested in
adopting the parent component in conjunction with their existing early childhood programs. The program can beeasily adapted for any audience.

Contact the project abo,t available training and other services.

contact Velma Thomas, Director. or Dorothy Kellberg, Ad"inistrator,
Child-Parent Centers. Chicago Board of

Education. Room 1150, 227N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 60601. (312) 641-4585 or -4590.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA Title I
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PROJECT CLINCH-POWELL EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE' Home-Based Early Childhood Education Program

A home-based early childhood education program using parents as the primary teachers of
their own children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for three- and four- year -old children and their parents. It has also
been used with children from birth to age 3, but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description This program consists of an integrated three-phase approach to early learning. The curriculum
compinent has three elements. The first is designed for use by parents in the home. A weekly

publication, the four-pge Parent Guide, contains a descriptive text on some topic of interest -- child develop-
ment, health and nutrit on, parenting, the role of social services -- and suggested activities for every day of
the week to be performed by parent and child. The second element is a summary of Parent Guide contents which
goes to the teacher, while the third is addressed to the he visitor and coordinates activities prescribed by
the Parent Guide with the weekly visitation. The he visitation component entails a visit to the home of each
child enrolled in the program once a week. Tailored to the needs of each individual child, these visits last
approximately one hour. The home visitor delivers the Parent Guide and helps prepare the parent to teach the
child by explaining the curriculum materials and, when needed, by demonstrating each suggested daily educational
activity. The home visitor also lends toys, books, and other child-centered materials to parents. The classroom
component, under the direction of a teacht. certicated in early childhood education, makes use of a paraprofes-
sional aide and parent volunteers. The teacher and aide travel to selected locations and spend one half-day per
week teaching 10-15 local children. Sessions last between two and three hours, and otfer the children an oppor-
tunity to socialize and learn in a group situation. In areas where facilities are available, the classroom
sessions are conducted at stationary facilities.

Contact the project about available training and other services. '

contact William W. Locke. Executive Director, Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative, P.O. Box 279,
Tazewell, TN 37879. (615) 626-4677.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III
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PROJECT COGNITIVELY ORIENTED PRESCHOOL CURRICULUM

A preschool program with the designated purpose of mainstreaming mildly and moderately
handicapped children with nonhandicapped children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for preschool children of all abilities.

description The Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum is an open-framework model derived from Piagetian
theOry. Through designated key experiences for children, teaching and parenting strategies,

and child-obse-vatior materials, the curriculum provides a decision-making framework. Within this framework,
teachers design a classroom program that reflects the expressed needs and intefests of the children being served.
This approach emphasizes the identification of the child's status on a developmental continuum by examining
his/her strengths and accomplishments. The project dews discrepancies in behavior between handicapped and
nonhandicapped age peers as developmental delays, not as deficiencies. Basing their tasks on this orientation,
teachers initiate developmentally appropriate experiences in the classroom that reflect the basic long-range
goals of the program. These goals are. to develop children's ability to use a variety of skills in the arts
and physical movement, to develop their knowledge of objects as a base of educational concepts, to develop their
ability to speak, dramatize, and graphically represent their experiences and communicate these experiences to
other children and adults, to develop their ability to work with others, make decisions about what to do and how
to do it, and plan their use of time and energy, and to develop their ability to apply their newly acquired
reasoning capacity In a wide range of naturally occurring situations and with a variety of materials. The plan-

do-review sequence encourages children to achieve these goals by Involving then in decision-making and problem-
solving situations throughout the day. The teacher's role is to support the children's decisions and encourage
then to extend learning beyond the original plan. Similarly. teachers rely on a basic room arrangement and

daily routine designed to stimulate and support active learning.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Clay Shouse, Acting Director, Preschool Education Department, High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation, 600 N. River St., Ypsilanti, MI 48197. (313) 485-2000.
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PROJECT COVIIINICAT ION PROGRAMS

A program to help young children who have a variety of communication and language
handicaps.

target audience Approved by JUR', fon children Ages bnrh to 6 to early chIldh000 -rograns with
identified or suspected communication deficits (not related to current hearing loss).

description The Communication Programs serv, classes of young children whose delays and disorders result
from a variety of known and unknown etiologies frequently accompanied by other developmental

lags or associated handicaps. The program offers training ;wr classroom teacherS and Communication Disorders
Specialists (COSS) in classroom management of oommunicatiori behaviorS.

It also provides experience in teamdecision making. Teachers and/o- parents are asked to identify their ,onCerns about a child's communication
ability or language skill. Assessment tools are used to support the ..oncen and document the Severity of theproblem. Data trken during classroom activities provide Supplem:mx.n- infonmation. Team members plan individu-
alized programs for each child. arrange for implementation of ttese

n'ograms, and see that data are gathered.
Indimduallzed instruction essential to management of target behaviors is achieved by furthering Comunication
SkIllS in every activity of the school day. Ail language programs are related to the child's conaunication
needs in the environment. Mutual decision making and implementation of programs immediately useful to the
child are Critical elements of the procedures. Personnel trained in this program have identified the following
competencies as uniquely acquired at the training site. ability to identify language problems through classroom
observation, ability to plan management strategies that can be implemented in the clasSroom, ability to arrive
at decisions with members of a different discipline. The classrooms are staffed by teacherS and Communication
Disorders Specialists who work together. The CDS assists the teacher in developing strategieS to promote
communication, and plans and implements finely sequenced programs in a variety of language areas. .arents arean integral part of the team.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Rebecca F. DuBose, Director, Model Preschool Center for Handicapped Children, Experimental
Educattin Unit W1-10, Child Development and Mental Retardation Center, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195. (206) 543-4011.

Developmental Funding: gsgE SEH
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PROJECT COMMUNITY SLHOOL 77 BRONX BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS FOLLOW TR, RESOURCE CENTER

A public school I-3 program.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children grades K-3 and their families. This program has been used
in private and public school settings for children with learning and/or emotional handi-

caps. but no evidence of effectiveness has been Submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The primary programmatic goals of Community School 77 Bronx Behavior Analysis Follow Through,
developed in cooperation with he University of Kansas Behavior Analysts staff, are gradelevel

performance in reading, mathematics, handwriting, ark spelling. The instructional program, which provides
structured early 0,ildhood basic skills development, em)hasizes three key conponentS. Instructional procedures
and curricula that allow for close and systemattc mon, .oring of children's academic progress to ensure grade-level
achievement by the end of the school year, positive

einforcement and motivational techniques that facilitate the
maintenance of a warm, appromng classroom environment, and a rotating 40day cycle training parents to teach to
ensure their influence on classroom aims and practices. Policy formation on the parent level takes place in a
Parent Policy Advisory Council which, in ronjunction with the efforts of school personnel, creates an environment
suited to reversing the history of academir failure among low-income children.

Other critical factors contribut-
ing to academic progress are frequent classroom planning sessions and intensive staff trainingactivities. Provi-
sion is made for supporting health. nutrition. and social services through the assignment of staff, ensuring a
comprehensive approach to the total development of each child.

Contact the droject about available train n9 and other services.

contact Ruth Kheiseau, Coordinator, or Louise Cooper Sneed, Resource Center Manager, Con nity School 77
Bronx Follow Through Resource Center. 1250 ,lard Ave., Bronx, NY 10472. (212) 893-8991 or -9855.

.ft
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PROJECT A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR HANDICAPPED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES IN RJRAL
AND NON-URBAN AREAS

A comprehensive program providing for maximal growth and development of handicapped preschool
children and their families in rural areas.

target audience Approved by JORp for mult1categorically handicapped preschool children, birth to age 6.
and their families.

description The program consists of four components on a continuum from prevention to.intervention. On

the prevention end of the continuum is The Magic Kingdom: A Preschool Screening Program,
which identifies children ages 3-1/2 through 6 who require more intensive follow-up evaluation, and which
maintains cost effectiveness through extensive parent invol -tent. Next on the continuum is Parents and Children
Together (PACT), a parent education program that provides pr ention and early intervention activities. In

PACT, parent facilitators are recruited and parent groups are formed. These groups meet in members' licimeS to
discuss prepared written packets concerning behavior management and social-emotional, speech and language,
motor, and cognitive development. Stimulating to Potential (SIR) begins the intervention end of the continuum,
providing in -home education services to handicapped preschool children. Children enrolled in STP are seen weedy
by a home teacher, who develops individual education plans (IEPs) for the children and trains the parents to
implement these plans. Guidance and instruction from the home teacimr are provided to parents while they imple-
ment the ILPs with their own children. The Therapeutic Evaluation and Treatment Center (TUC) provides the most
intensive intervention of the four components. In this classroom program, ILPs are developed for each child and
implemented by-a multidisciplinary staff,.with parents observing and participating. In both TETC and STP,
observational data collection procedures are used to monitor implementation and to make program updates and
revisions as needed.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact William F. Hoehle 11, Director of Children's Services, Southeast Mental Health and
Retardation Center, 108 S. Eighth St., Fargo, ND 58103. (101) 231 -4513, ext. 350.

Developmental Funding: USOE BCH
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PROJECT COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM FOR INFANT 00 YOUNG CLREBRAL PALSILD CHILORLN (C.P. Project)

A program serving children three years of age and younger having a primary disability of
moderate to severe neuronotor handicap with physical impairment severe enough to limit motor
activity.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children three years of age or younger possessing a primary
disability of moderate to severe neuromotor handicap with physical impairment of

severe dimension limiting motor activity, and the professionals who serve them.

description Children admitted to the Cerebral Palsy Project exhibit feeding, speech, and/or language
problems. The children receive a panorama of services, including physical therapy, nutrition,

psychological therapy, speech pathology, occupational therapy, special education, social service, and medical
service. The primary focus of project activities Is on two instructional programs, the Pre-Speech Program and
the Language Stimulation Program. Parents take an active part in their children's therapy programs.

To date, 75 agencies in the following states are replicating components of the program Alabama, Ari-ona,
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nei. Hampshire,
New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennesse , Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. Replicating .....ncies include
school systems, rehabilitation centers, and h,spitals serving children ayes birth to three year,. These- member

teams fron each agency are trained in a,six-Jay Fundamental Iuidelines Course, and speech pat'ologists are trained
in the use of the Pre-Speech Assessment Scale, which has been specially developed through ti'im project.

Contact the project about availabi, raining and errices.

contact Rona Alexande,, Demer-Kiwanis Children's Center, Curative Rehabilitation Center, 9001 W.
Watertown Plank Rd., Wauwatosa, 41 53226. (414) 259-1414.

Developmental Funding* uSUE BEM JORP No. 75-62
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PROJECT EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION -- ALL DAY KINDERGARTEN

A program aimed at strengthening the child's perceptual and auditory skills. improving his or
her language development, and developing the potential of the family to motivate the child's
learning.

target audience Approved by JDRP for kindergarten children.

description Teachers complete skills observation checklists for each child. These data, along with
Boehm Test results, are used to group students for work with the Sullivan Reading Readiness

materials on language and concept development. Six headphone units and one central console in each classroom
facilitate Individual or small-group work. Perceptual skills are sharpened through use of manipulative materials.
Inservice for teachers and aides is continuous, requiring approximately one half day per mond...

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Jane F. Pope. Project Director, Early Childhood Education -- All Day Kindergarten, Cincinnati
Public Schools, 230 E. Ninth St., Cincinnati. OH 45202. (513) 369-4720.

Developmental Funding: USOE (SEA Title I
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PROJECT EAST ST. LOUIS DIRECT INSTRUCTION FOLLOW THROUGH

A comprehensive early childhood program for students tan grades K-3.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3. The program was developed for educationally and eco-
nomically disadvantaged students. It has been used in other settings with students

from a variety of geographic, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds, but no evidence of effectiveness has been
submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Components of the East St. Louis Follow Through program are Instructions, staff development.
health, and parental involvem*At. The primary emphasis is on the instructional components.

The Core of the instructional program is the Direct Instruction (Distar) curriculum materials in reading, mathe-
matics, and language. Daily programmed learning tasks require istmediate oral responses and must be mastered
before advancement to highe, eves of difficulty. Follow Through teaching strategies are applied to SuPPlemen.
tary classroom materials.

Continuous monitoring of tae system is provided by observation, videotaping of classroom performances, and a con-
tinuous testing program. Students are divided into groups. with a maximum of 10 pupils in low-performing groups.

The program IS governed b., a Parent Advisory Council which nakeS ree&mmendations pertaining to all phases of the
program. The three incepedent programs were developed in conjunction with Becker-Englemann from the University
of )regrn. An adopter may isolement the reading, maCheriatACS. Or language program in early childhood classesfrom 0-3. 'he three instructional programs are correlated but Independent. Teachers and administrators should be
involied in the selection and us, of the progrmn. Initial training requires one to three days for all three pro-
grans. Each adopter is provided with awareness sessions, awareness materials, preservice and InService training,
am' monitoring of classroom progress at no cost.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Geraldine I. Jenkins. Director. or Cretta Jenkins, Resource Director. Project rollow Through.
Fay. St. Luis Board of Educatio7 1500 Kansas Ave. East St. Louis, IL 62201. (Oa) 174 -2838.

Developmental Funding 'JSR Follow ThrOugh JDRP No. 71-144 Approved: 9/6/71
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PROJECT FAMILY ORIENTED STRUCTURED PRESCHOOL ACTIVITY (Seton Hall Program)

A p-ogram that prepares the parent to be the child's first and most significant teacher.

target audience Approved by JORP fdr parents and their children ages 4-5. This program has also been
used with parents and their children age 3 through kindergarten, and with Title I and

special education classes, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description A child's Capacity to learn is not entirely inherited, but is developed. Most of a child's
basic intelligence is formed by the time he/she reaches school age. Parents are very effective

educators, but need information on teaching methods and materials. lime environment has a greater effect on

academic achievement than does the quality of the school. A warm, Intimate, continuous loving and sharing can
grow from the parent's role as first teacher. Such relationships with parents give the child support, confidence,
motivation. and feelings of self-worth basic to Continuous success in education. This is the philosophy basic to

District 742's venture into early childhood/family education.

Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity is designed to involve all parents and their children in preschool

and/or kindergarten activities that stimulate and reinforce interaction within the family. Parents accompany

their child to the neighborhood elementary school once a week from September to May for a two-hour session. While

at school, parents work and play with their children at learning stations set up in basic skill areas within an

environment designed to meet the developing needs of the whole child. Parents observe formal model teaching and
informal child- teacher interaction and participate in a discussion group facilitated by a parent educator. In

this suPpertive, caring environment, they learn how to be with their child as they teach. Home-ortivity kits are

designed to promote parent-child interaction and growth in basic skills, based on a validated assessment of the
child's ,skills. Both parent and child become ,nre confident in relating to the staff. principal. and kindergarten
teacher, and this atmosphere of trust between home and school continues in grades K-6.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Clain. McCormick Wray, Program Director, District #742 Community Schools, ANTI Parent-Child
Programs; Seton Hall; 1204 7th Street South; St. Cloud, MN 56301. (612) 253-5828.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title ill
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PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH NONGRADEO LEARNING MODEL. New York oty/Hampton Institute

A continuous-progress program in developmental skit s for a multiaged nongraded classroom.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3, especially for disadvantaged students.

description To promote cognitive. affective, physical, and social development of disadvantaged children,
three nonpublic schools in the Archdiocese of Kew York developed this comprehensive early

childhood program in cooperation with the Hampton le titute and the Board of Education of New York City. The

program features flexible grouping of children, indiv.'ualized instruction, and a multifaceted approach to
instruction. Nongraded classrooms group children of varying ability whose ages span two or thr..-a years. Multi-

aged grouping allows children of different ages to work together and to learn from one another. Every classroom

'has a cleared floor space fur group meeting f. tables for small-group activities, and learning centefs for individ-
ual reinforcement and enrichment. A c 'd moves Oran one developmental skill to the next as proficiency grows.

To ensure constant progress, each child is monitored and evaluated continuously. The teacher. assisted by an
aide, directs constant attention to the needs, interests, and past experience of the individual children. The

language-experience, multicultural, and multitext approach enables the instructional team to draw on the child's

experiences and abilities and to foster pride i.e self and ethnic background. The instructional team is trained
in use of instruments developed for this purpose in the Nongraded Model. 'pfull-time staff trainer called the
implementor instructs teachers and aides In nongraded techniques, mdnitors ..,Se of these techniques, and assists

in selecting and designing curriculums materials. To foster cooperation between school and home. a Policy Advisory
committee involves parents in decision making at every level, and parents participate in ongoing school activities.

Conta-t the project about available training and other services.

contact Project Director, Guardian Angel School, 193 Tenth Ave.. New York, NY 10011. (212) 924-14/0.

Developmental Funding USOE Follow Through (EGA)

Complied Summer
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PROJECT FOLLOW THROUGH PORTAGEVILLE UNIT

A highly structured behavior modification approach to primary educatior.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description This project has as its major goal the provision of a broadly enriched environment for poor
childrin, both at School and in the home, including a full range of services in the areas

'hat affect children's lives. Within the classroom, the Behavior Analysis Approach of the University of KansasIs Implemented. The objectives of this approach are to facilitate the Child's mastery of basic skills, partic-
ularly in reading, arithmetic, and language, through the establishment of

a "token economy' within classrooms; to
train instructional staff to teach appropriate academic and social skills through the systematic use of positive
reinforcement, to train instructional staff in the use of curriculum materials So that each child is enabled to
work at his/her on level, and to train parents to work as paid staff in

claSsroonS SO they will have the oppor-
tunity to influence their children's education.

Contact the project about available tr4lning and other services.

contact elat-e Martin; Follow Through Portageville Unit, New Madrid County School District,
0.0. Box 280, Portageville. tIZI 63873. (314) 379-3612.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Cowpiled Sumner 1982

JORP No. 25a Approved: 4/4-5/73

PROJECT PROJECT HOME BASE

A program for "helping parents teach their own.'

target audience Approved by JORP for parents and their children ages eight months through four years.
This program has also been used by parents and their children ages 5-8, but no evidence ,

of effect tveness haS been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project Home Base was founded on the belief that parents are their child'S first and best
continuous teachers. It is aimed at supporting and enhancing the parents' teaching/parenting

behavior. thereby influencing development of the child's growth/learning potential. The central feature of
the project is a weekly home visit by a paraprofessional parent-educator who gives the parents information about
child growth and development, health care. etc., and presents them with a task selected to meet the needs of the

-parent and child. The parents then work on that task with the child during the week. As a result of the weekly
contacts, tne parents are better able to identify and meet their child's developmental needs and to increase
their use of 1,.", identified desirable teaching behaviors. As the child's developmental needs are identified and
me-, his/her growth/learning potential should be positively affected, consequently the child will be better
prepared to learn, becoming a more efficient and more effective learner.

Home Base Council consists of all project parents plus community agency representatives.
Topics related to child

develcorent and parenting skills -- behavior patterns, discipline, self-concept, child
health and nutrition --

are discussed at monthly Council meetings. Other parent concerns are shared at small-group home meetings.

Possible adaptationS of Acme Base include using the home visit component with other programs such as handi-
capped. bilingual. Indian, or day-care, Serving families with Head Start, kindergarten, and primary - school age
target children, and using teachers, counselors, or social .orkers as parent-educators (home visitors).

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Carol A. Jackson, Director, or Darlene Monte, Diffusion Coordinator, Project Home Base, Yakima
Public Schools, 104 N. Fourth Ave., Yakima, WA 98902. (509) 575-3295.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA Title III
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PROJECT INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT

A program using the behavior analysis approach to teach basic skills in reading. arithmetic,
handwriting, and spelling.

target audience Approved by JDRP for low - Income children grades K-3 in racially mixed inner-city

schools, parents of low-income children, and certified teachers working in low-income
neighborhood schools. This program can be used in other socioeconomic settings to accommodate diversity of chil-
dren's interests and abilities, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The main purpose of the Irdianapolis Follow Through Pr 'ect is to teach basic skills in reading.
arithmetic. handwriting, and spelling to children K-3. Teaching teams composed of a certified

lead teacher, a teacher's aide, and one parent aide conduct small-group instructional sessions during the school
day. Kindergarten and first-grade classroOms are run on a "token economy." i.e., children earn tokens during
instructional periods and later exchange them for whatever items they choose (and car afford) from a "menu" of
teacher-prepared special activities. In grade 2 and 3 classrooms, children make daily work contracts with teachers
in each subject Area. By the terms of the contract, a child agrees to complete an individually prescribed assign-
ment to earn a period of free time for a self-selected activity. Individualized curriculum materials are used
in the classrooms. The teaching teams monitor each child's advancement toward a year-end book and page target
in reading and arithmetic by keeping progress graphs.

Parents of I-FT children are encouraged to apply for classroom positions as aides. Prospective members of
teaching teams participate in one or more weeks of training in a demonstration classroom staffed by an experienced
team. Before assignment to a teaching team. trainees must have demonstrated criterion levels of proficiency in
behavior analysis instructional methods. A staff trainer visits each classroom monthly to conduct observations
and offer guidance. More frequent visits may be made if needed.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Bessie Chumley-Jones. Project Director. Indianapolis Follow Through. 901 N. Carrollton Ave.,
Indianapolis. IN 46202. (317) 266-4137.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1982

JDRP No. 11 -120 Approved: 8/17/7-

PROJECT KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT. Resource Center

An indioidualized K-3 basic skills program with built-in motivation.

target audience Approved by JDRP for low-income inner-city children in grades K-3 and their parents.

description The Kansas City Follow Through program introduces readinc, mathematics, handwriting, and
spelling at the kindergarten level and emphasizes the continuous mastery of these skills

through third grade. Classroons are staffed with at least one aide, enabling children to receive small-group
and individualized instruction.

Positive motivation is a program keynote. The school day is divided into "earn" and "spend" periods. A token re-
inforcerent system is used to motivate kindergarten and first-grade students to work up to their maximum achieve-
ment levels. During earns, or instructional periods, the children receive tokens and praise for attentibn to
and improvement of their work. Children spend the tokens, buying an activity selected from a number of teacher -

prepared activities. Second- and third-grade students make daily work contracts with their teachers to complete
assignments in all subject areas in return for a period of sel' selected activity.

Inservice training is provided at no cost for all teachers and aides. Costs of instructional materials and
training manuals are minimal. A teacher aide or a volunteer is needed for each classroom. The program may be
adopted by any school regardless of location or population served. li.plementation is normally begun in kinder-

garten. Program achievement scores are significantly higher than Comparison groups and are at or above national
norms. Contact Project Director for detailed effectiveness data and adoption information.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Hattie G. Story, Project Director, 160U t. Linwood Blvd., Kansas City, MO 64109.

(i16) 923-2299.

Developmental Funding USOE Follow Through JDRP No. 17-130 Approved' 8/22/77
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PROJECT MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving

An intervention program for vulnerable children (with a deficit in a skill area) in regular
classes in their first years of schooling.

target audience Approved by AAP for kindergarten and first grade.

description In the MECCA program, a learning disabilities teacher, with the help of the classroom teacher
and a classroom aide, provides observation, profiling, and intervention within the regular

kindergarten classroom for children with potential learning problems. The program utilizes a team made up of
a special education teacher, a classroom teacher, and an aide, who together analyze the activities of the curricu-
lum into the tasks that a child must accomplish in order to be successful in the activity. The purposes of this
task analysis process are to think carefully about what is asked of the child and to observe where the child is
successful and where he/she needs help. The intervention aspect of the MECCA program is based on the principle
of beginning at the level where the child achieves success and proceeding sequentially through the difficult
steps to new successes. After the initial training period, the classroom teacher and the special education
teacher train each other to combine teaching strategies and curricula for individualized instruction.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Peter R. Chester, Supervisor, Board of Education, City Hall, Meriden, CT 06450.
(203) 634-0003. ext. 317.

Developmental Funding: USOE BEll Title VI-G

Compiled Sumner 1981

JDRP No. 77-111 Approved: 3/23/77

PROJECT NORTHERN CHEYENNE FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT

An individualized e, ly childhood approach to the teaching of basic skills, utilizing parents
as classroom teachers' aides.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K -3.

description The Northern Cheyenne Follow Through Project focuses on the basic skills of reading, math,
and handwriting. It utilizes six concepts token delivery or contract system for motivation,

individualization, programed curricula, progress monitoring: staff training and career development, and parent
Involvement.

A unique feature of the project is the use of traditional native activities as reinforcement for appropriate
social and academic progress. Thus. culturally relevant motivators are used to sustain efforts in basic skills
reas.

tht utilization of parents as classroom'teachers' aides has provided an opportunity for active parent and com-
munity involvement. The parents also serve as advisors in making policy decisions concerning the project. With
the ase of programmed materials and effective progress monitoring, children are progressing at a rate that enables
them to work at a level comparable to their respective grade levels.

Contact the Project about avai`able training and other services.

contact Moneda Cady. Director. Northern Cheyenne Follow Through Project, B.E.A. Bldg., Lame Deer, MT
59043. (406) 477.6386 or -6387.

Developmental Funding usdi. Follow Through JDRP No. 77-151
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PROJECT OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM. Learning Through Literature

An interdisciplinary approach for students in grades K-2 utilizing a literature-centered
curriculum.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-2. This program is applicable to other grade levels. but
no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The Learning Through Literature model emphasizes the writing process and has as its overall
goal children becoming authors. Reading comprehension and oral language skills provide entry

into the writing process. Nutrition education is built into the cur iculam through literature selections.

Units of work are organized under a central theme. All possible subject areas are integrated througn the theme,
with concentration on language development activities.

The literature program supplements the existing basal reading program. it replaces the basal reader only in gifted
and talented classrooms, where children have mastered decoding skills.

Learning Through Literature utilizes the library for literature selections. "Books" written by the children are
used for additional reading material.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Marilyn M. Jones, Resource Center Coorainator, Oakland Unified School District Follow Through
Program, Resource Center; 1011 Union St.. Oakland, CA 94607. (415) 465-5073.

Developmental Funding: USUE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1901

JDRP No. 11.150 Approved: g/9/7/

PROJECT PARENT-CHILD EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM (Saturday School)

A program, available to all four-year-old children and to high-risk three-year-olds, struc-
tured to increase each child's chances for success in school.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a program for four-year-olds, including those with special
problems. This program has been used in other settings with three-year-olds and

their parents, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The overall objective is to increase each child's chances for success .n School, with a partic-
ular concern for loCating, testing, and treating children with Special problems. We test

children beginning at age three, then provide the specialist staff for weekly home-teaching follow-up nth child
and parents on any problem that coula interfere with later learning. When the children are four, we i -ovide a
comprehensive program -- called Saturday School -- that not only is still home-based and parent-child .entered
but brings child and parent to school. Saturday School has four major components. The first unites assessment
with diagnosis and follow -up. Every child is individually tested in language, motor, perception, general know-
ledge. hearing, and vision. Twelve to fifteen percent require through-the-year specialist help. A, additional
number receive short -term attention. The second component is a three-hour school "day" on Saturda a that main-
streams even the most severely handicapped. Four-year-olds rotate in small groups to four learnii , centers. led
by a teacher or parent. for skill and concept development activities in language. math, motor. ar.. auditoi,. or
visLal discrimination. Seventy-eight percent of the parents teach once every six weeks. The th rd component
involves weekly one-hour home viS Cs which include two or three neighhoring children and their ;arents. Home
visits are provided to all chi'dren, with additional ones by a teacher-specialist for those witt pedal problems.
The fourth component consists of hone teaching by parents. who receive a weekly home activity gaue suggesting
learning 'games." Child Development Consultants provide consultative services they work with .eaL.mr-specialists
in diagnosis and individual programming, consul, with parents and teachers. and provide teacher Cr-a-mil, during
the year. Staff development is a continuous process.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Marion M. Wilson, Director, Early Education. Ferguson-Florissant Sct 1 District. 655 om'qarY
Ave.. Ferguson, MO 63;35. (314) 595-2354 or -2355.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA Title III

CompLl.d Summer 1981
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PROJECT PREVENTION OF LEARNING DISABILITIES: An Interdisciplinary Model

A program to prevent the cognitive and emotional effects of learning disability by early
identification and educational intervention.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children in grades 1-2. This program has beer used in other
settings with children in kindergarten and clinically with older children whO have

neuropsychological deficits, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The program provides a three-part approach to the prevention of learning disabilities
scanning, diagnosis, and intervention. Scanning locates vulnerable children through SEARCH,

an individual 20-minute test administered by teachers and educational assistants to all children in kindergarten
or early in first grade. SEARCH taps the neuropsychological precursors of learning problems in young Children,
yielding data required for setting intervention priorities, allocating diagnostic services, and building teaching
plans to guide intervention. Raw test scores may be evaluated either by age or local noras. Age norms permit
comparison of a child's score with a broad reference group. the standardization sample of 2,319 children from
intact kindergarten classes in inner-city, suburban, small-town, and rural areas. Local norms permit comparison
with the immediate peer group with whom children will he learning in their own schools. Diagnosis helps to
clarify the reasons for the child's vulnerability. The Learning Disorders Unit offers training in diagnostic
skills to school district interested in developing or expanding these services. Intervention is based on TEACH,
a prescriptive approach th helps to meet the educational needs defined by SEARCH. TLACH ;asks are organized
into five clusters relating o SEARCH components, tasks have been chosen for their experimentally demonstrated
contribution to the job anal is of reading. The 55 tasks proceed through three stages of increasing complexity
recognition-discrimination, c ying, recall. Mastery criteria are provided to ensure automaticity in the applica-
tion of these skills in reading and the language arts. TEACH provides a two-year sequence of activities, with
emphasis on accuracy of perception in the first year and on internoda. and prereading skills in the second.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Rosa A. Hagin, or Archie A. Silver, Learning Disorders Unit, Department of Psychiatry, New York
University Medical Center, 560 First Ave., New York, NY 10016. (212) 340-6209 or 561-4078 or
-4079.

Developmental Funding: USOE BEH Title VI-G

Compiled summer BIZ

JDRP No. 79 .33 Approvul: 9-12-79

PROJECT PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN WITH DOWN SYNDRCHE

A program designed to accelerate and maintain developmental gains of children with Down
syndrome and other developmental delays, to give help and training to their parents, to
develop a transportable model, and to provide an exemplary demonstration program.

target audience Approved by JDRP for Down syndrome children, birth to age 6.

description Children and parents participate in three programs Infant Learning, Early, Intermediate.
and Advanced Preschools, and Kindergarten. The Infant Learning Class provides individualized

instruction in early motor, social, and cognitive development for children from birth to 18 months of age.
Parent and Child cone to the center for weekly one-hour sessions. Training is also Continued by parents in the
home. Early and Intermediate Preschool and Kindergarten parents participate weekly as teacher's aides and

, data takers to learn techniques for maintaining the child's progress at hone. The Developmental Sequence
Performance Inventory is used as an assessment tool and guide for setting curriculum objectives. The skills
are developmentally sequenced and provide a recorri of the child's performance and progress.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Rebecca F. Dubose, Director of Model Preschool Center for Handicapped Children, Experimental
Education Unit, WJ-10, Child Development and Mental Retardation Center, University of
Washington, Seattle, WA 98195. (206) 543-4011.

Developmental Funding no( BD( JDR° No. 75.64b Approved: 9/3/75
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PROJECT PROJECT REAL

A program providing comprehensive services for low-income children and their families.

target audience Approved by JDRP for elementary schools, especially grades K-3, teachers and teacher
assistants, all school staff, and parents.

description Key elements of Project REAL are. a personalized educational program that emphasizes the
basic areas of reading, writing, and mathematics/problem solving within an integrated learning

process, provision for a variety of parent involvement activities aimed at helping parents become effective educa-
tional decision makers, informed educational advocates, direct participants in their children's education, and
active learners, and a staff development system that provides for ongoing teacher consultation by district staff
in areas of the helping process, decision making, the educational process, and program management.

Project REAL uses an instructional model based on tne Responsive Education Program developed by Far West Labora-
tory for Educational Research and Development. Under this program, the Responsive Principles and the Responsive
Process are guidelines for planning and implementing activities in the key elements of classroom instruction,
parent involvement, and staff development, The four Responsive Principles form conditions essential to the learn-
ing environment. They are. Assets, which focuses on learners' strengtns and interests. Decision Making, which
helps learners become self-directed, Integrated Learning, which teaches basic skills in practical contexts, and
Interaction, which promotes valuing individual differences and similarities. The Responsive Process provides a
systematic set of procedures for planning and implementing learning activity. It helps to make learning objec-
tives. activities, and ,ssessments personally meaningful by stressing the need to gather information about the
learne, , determine the learner's experience as a basis for program planning, and integrate the activity and apply
the knowledge and skills gained to new situations.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Joan Garipay, Project Director, Project REAL/Follow Through Resource Center, 85C Mechanic St.,
Lebanon, NH 03766. (603) 448-3797.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No 77-154 Approved. 9/12/77

PROJECT RICHMOND (VIRGINIA) FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENTER

A program teaching parents to establish a he environment that promotes active participation
in their children's education, and to augment their children's self-esteem and learning
abilities.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children in grades K-3 and their parents.

description The Richmond Follow Through program is based on the active involvement of parents in the
education of their children. This concept Is founded on the premise that patterns of and

motives for academic achievement and personality development in primary -grade children (K-3) are largely the
result of home -study Influences. The Richmond program is designed to provide a systematic means of linking he
and school for the ultimate purpose of improving the educational performance of the children involved. The key
element in the Parent Education process is a group of paraprofessionals called Parent Educators. Two are assigned
to each Follow Through class. Parent Educators spend approximately 50 percent of their time as classroom aides,
the remaining time (two days per week) is spent visiting the homes of Follow Through children. The weekly hone
visit is an integral part of the Home Learning Cycle. In simplest terns. this weekly cycle involves an individu-
alizqd Home Learning Activity (HLA) which is taught by the teacher to the Parent Educator, who teaches the HLA
to the parent, who in turn teachis the HLA to the child, thus providing continuous reinforcement of the child's
educational achievements. The guiding principle throughout the Hone Learning Cycle is a set of 10 basic tenets
(Desirable Tewching Behaviors). Teachers and parents are encouraged to use open-ended questions. positive
reinforcements. and the discovery approach to stimulate and expand the intellectual processes of the learner.
Materials for individualizing Instruction are used at each grade level to supplement school district curricula.
The project is continuously developing a library of Home Learning Activities consisting of tasks designed to
reinforce students' cognitive skills and affective behavior.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Virgie M. Binford, Project Coordinator, Follow Through Program, 30' N. Ninth St., Richmond,
VA 23219. (804) 780...341.

Developmental Funding. 0SOL Follow Through
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PROJECT PROJECT STAY: School To Aid Youth

A program providing early identification and treatment of social, emotional, and academic
needs of pupils.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 1-3.

description Children enter on screening administered during kindergarten year. They remain in Project
STAY for one half of the day and in the regular classroom for the other half. Activities

are organized and teachers are acquainted with specific instructional patterns to enable pupils to function at
levels consistent with their potential. The specific objectives are: identification of achievement levels of
high-risk pupils, provision for individual instruction in math matics and reading to correct specific deficien-
cies; identification of social problems, poor self-concepts, and attitudes of potential dropouts, and provision
for information and referral of parents and pupils to various community agencies for help. Counseling sessions
offered to parents and teachers create awareness and understanding which help in meeting problems. No one
teaching. approach is required. All information available regarding the child (from teacher, counselors, test
date, APO determines approach used. Program designed for each child is given to regular . meroom teacher.
Project STAY has used the innovative teaching devi:cs designed by the teachers, and it has and that they are
highly successful.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Pat Ross, Project Director; Project STAY, Moore Public Schools, 2009 N. Janeway, Moore, OK
73160. (405) 794-8282.

Developmental Funding USN ESEA Title III

Compliod Summor 1961

JDRP No. 43 Approved: 4/9/73

PROJECT TITLE I ESEA PRESCHOOL

An early childhood diagnostic/prescriptive program providing individualized instruction for
each child.

target audience Approved by JORP for kindergarten students.

description This program provides an open classroom design for kindergarten activities. Measuring and
weighing activities, number concept activities, nature observation, book viewing, musical

activities, home life simulation, water activities, and flannel board sharing occur in learning centers in each
classroom. Intellectual development is stressed. Instruction is divided into the following units. home and
school, health and safety, community helpers, the farm, the city, pets, woodland animals, holidays, seasons, the
five senses, foods, and our bodies. In addition, children are taught over 10C specific concepts in language,
math, and science.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Bonnie Nicholson, Bessemer City Schools, 412 N. 17th St., P.O. Box 868, Bessemer, AL 35021.
(205) 424-9570.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I JDRP No. 26
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PROJECT SPENION FOLLOW THROUGH: Behavior Analysis Approach

A complete program in the basic skills of reading, arithmetic, handwriting, and spelling.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities, grades K-3, and their parents.
especially from low-income families. This program has been used in other settings

with grades 4-6, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description ihe Follow Through program employs a wide array of systematic techniques involving the precise
use of positive reinforcement to attain clearly stated instructional objectives. The program

introduces reading, arithmetic, handwriting, and spelling at the kindergarten level and emphasizes the continued
mastery of these skills through the third grade. Augmented classroom staff, including a certified lead teacher,
a teacher's aide, and a parent educator, allow for small-group instruction.

Programmed instructional materials are used primarily, because they enable each child to progress at his or her
Own maximum rate. A high level of motivation is maintained with a token and contract systxm used by all members
of the teaching team. The curriculum materials recommended for use in the Trenton program have been selected for
their capacity to accommodate a continuous-progress monitoring system.

Trenton Follow Through was specifically approved by JORP for its parental involvement program. Parents became
involved in two ways as classroom instructional personnel and as participants in the Policy Advisory Council.
As parent educators, their priamry instructional duties focus on the teaching of handwriting and spelling (for a
five-month term). The rotation of parent educators provides ample opportunity for interested parer s to become
acquainted and involved with their children's educational experiences. Each parent educator parti stes in a
five-day training sequence. The Policy Advisory Council assists with the planning and operation o 'yam
activities.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Dorothy N. Barber, Project Coordinator, Follow Through Program, Trenton Board of Education,
Administration Building, 108 N. Clinton Ave., Trenton, NJ 08609. (60S) 989-2876.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 77.139 APProved: 8/26177

PROJECT TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH

Five separate components promoting children's chances for success in school, with parents as
contributing partners in their children's education.

target audience Approved by JDRP for all students grades K-3 and their parents.

description The Oral Language Development component stresses a flexible, sequential system of instruction
leading to improved reading and oral communication skills.

The Concepts and Language component focuses on concept development with kindergarten children aid teaches motor,
visual and auditory Skills. The focus of Bilingual Kindergarten is similar, but uses both Spanish and English.

The Thinking and Reasoning component is designed to help children become indeoendent problem s avers by developing
their problem - solving skills. personality skills, and independent working skills.

The Social Cducation component p.omoteS the development of multicultural awareness. gives the children an under-
standing of cultural diversity, and helps them to develop a positive self-image.

The Parent Involvement component includes five activities designed to encourage parents to become involved in
their children's education as partners with the school and to help them become lore effective parents through
participation in parent education sessions.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Mike Wenn. coordinator. Tulare Follow Through Resource Center, 909 L. Cedar. Suite B, Tulare, CA
93214. (209) od8 -7892.

Developmental Funding TOE Follow Through
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PROJECT WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH: Individualized Early Learning Program

An individualized sequential program of instruction in readiness skills and reading for
students in grades K-3.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children in grades K-3, especially adaptable to low-income students.

description The Waterloo Follow Through project provides a sequenced progran of individualized instruction
with emphasis on student self-management skills and classroom management techniques. Active

parent participation is strtssed. -

The instructional program is based on the Individualized Early Learning Program (ILLP) sponsored by the Learning
Research and Development Center (1.RDC). University of Pittsburgh. A readiness program (emphasizing basic skills
in d hierarchical sequence) includes classification, quantification, and four perceptual areas visual motor,
auditory motor, general motor, and letters and nthnerals. An individualized and adaptive reading program for
grades 1, 2, and'3 follows the readiness rrogram.

Staff training is provided for increasing teacher and teacher-associate skills in diagnosing individual student

learning needs, prescribing, record keeping, and organization ano management of an individualized classroo0 set-
ting. The development of instructional materials and teaching strategies that provide a variety of paths for
student attainment of objectives is stressed. A five-week training progran is provided for parents to help then
gain skills to facilitate student learning at home and in the classroom.

Contact the project about available training and'other services.

contact Dorothy Winter, Project Director, Follow Through Resource Center Project, Waterloo Coanunity
Schools, 1516 Washington St., Waterloo, IA 50702. (319) 233-8461 or (800) 553-1775.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through
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PROJECT WAUKEGAN FOLLOW THROUGH DEMONSTRATION RESOURCE CENTIR

A behavioral analysis approach program emphasizing the basic skills of reading, math, spelling,
and handwriting.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all airlines. grades K-3, especially for low-income
disadvantaged students.

description The Waukegan Behavior Analysis Follow Through progran has reversed the trend among low-
achievers in grades K-3 through emphasis on the basic skills -- reading, math, spelling,

and handwriting. The program promotes active parent partiCipation in their children's education.

The Behavior Analysis Follow Through model used in Waukegan was developed at the University of Kansas. Com-
ponents of the model are. emphasis nn basic skills, positive reinforcenent techniques, continuous progress
monitoring, and parent involvement.

The program introddces reading. mathematics, spelling, and handwriting at the kirdergarten level and emphasizes
continued mastery of these skills through the third grade. Programmed instructional materials are used at the
project site for reading and spelling because they enable each child to progress at his or her own rate. Other
curriculum materials can be used if adapted. A high level of motivation is maintained through use of a token
economy or contract System by all members of the teaching staff.

Teachers and assistants are trained In the use of positive motivation techniques. Parents are encouraged to
become trained classroom assistants and they are given priority for employment.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Harry Bowen, Follow Through Director, Waukegan Public Schools, 1201 N. Sheridan Rd., Waukegan,
IL 60085. (312) 336-1100. ext. 418, 419.

Developmental Funding USOE Follow Through JDRP NO 77.12o

Compiled Summer 19171
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PROJECT THE WEEKSg1LLE SCHOOL/BANK STREET COLLEGE FOLLOW TROUGH PROGRAM

A project focusing on the total development of the child and his or her family through
instruction, staff development, parent involvement, health and nutrition, and social and
psychological services.

target audience Approved by JDRP for K-3 children of all abilities and their families.

description The program is geared toward preventing early school failure and developing attitudes in the
Child that enable him/her to maintain his/her academic competencies throughout the school

years. There is systematic assessment of all entering children. Diagnostic teaching in the language and reading
areas and an integrated curriculum are developed based on trained observation by staff, standardized testa, and
a wide range of analytic tools developed by Bank Street College. A consistent record of skills attainment is
maintained. Periodic review and evaluation of the children's progress is made by an interdisciplinary seam in
cooperation with parents. Emphasis is placed upon understanding each child's strengths, prior learning, competen-
cies, needs, and learning style. The daily instructional program is organized around individual, small- and
large-group instruction, and child- initiated activities. With social studies as the core, other curriculum areas
are interwoven in Study of the child's immediate environment that later extends to the larger environment. A
wide variety of materials is used. Classroom and curriculum management are based upon agreed limits, with children
participating in discussions and understanding the reasons for decisions. Ongoing workshops and parent-training
programs are designed for greater parent understanding and participation. The program maintains a curriculum
resource room yid a children's ethnic heritage resource room. The Follow Through Program comprehensive team
(consisting of the school administrators, project coordinator, the classroom team of teacher and educational
assistant, staff nurse, social worker, family assistant, senior school neighborhood worker, and Bank Street
College field staff and staff developers) facilitates the process of adult learning through demonstration, team
planning, workshops, and supportive techniques.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact June Douglas, Follow Through Program; P.S. 243, 1580 Dean St., Brooklyn, NY 11213.
(212) 773-2850 or -2880.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Co011od Summr 1991
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SECTION 6

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION/SCIENCE/SOCIAL SCIENCE.

NDN-FUNDED DTVELOPER/DEM3NSTRATOR PROJECTS

project ADVENTURE - Massachusetts
6-3

An interdisciplinary program involving experience-based learning in academics along with
group problem solving and an alternative physical education program In the out-of-doors.

project CREATION: Concern Regarding the Environment And Technology In Our Nation/
Neighborhood - Illinois

6-4
An interdisciplinary curriculum (science-social science) in environmental education
designed to prepare students to examine local environmental problems and understand
why citizens must develop an environmental ethic based on sound technological choices.

project Ft0Logy (Environmental Career-Oriented Learning) - Washington 6-5
A project aimed at infusing ecological concepts, career information, and futures under-
standings into basic skills subject matter by utilizing a format that is convenient for
teachers to implement.

project I-C-E (Instruction-Curriculum-Environment) - Wisconsin 6-6
A concept-based, integrated, interdisciplinary, total K-12 envirJ.vental education program.

INSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL EDUCATION (IPLE) - New Jersey
6-7

A secondary social Studies program designed to turn students on to active citizenship.'

ISIS: Individualized Science Instructional System Di semination Project - Florida 6-8
An interdisciplinary, modular science program preparing students who do not plan to major
in postsecondary science to understand practical, real-world, science-related problems.

project KARE (Knowledgeable Action to Restore our Environment) - Pennsylvania 6-9
An environmental studies approach based on investigating real environmental concerns in
local communities using "down-and-dirty' interdisciplinary learning activities.

LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIETY (ICS) - Texas
6-10

A social studies program designed to improve the citizenship skills and attitudes of
students by providing them with an operational understanding of the law, the legal
process, and its institutions.

POLLUTION CONTROL EDUCATION CENTER -- PRIORITY ONE: ENVIRONMENT - New Jersey 6-11
An interdisciplinary environmental education program focusing on values clarification and
decision making.

RELIGION IN HUMAN CULTURE (RING) - Minnesota
6-12

A complete program on the major religious traditions of the world for social studies classes,
grades 9-12.

OTHER JORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

APEC America's Possible Energy Choices - Illinois
6-13

A program of energy education, with training for secondary science and social studies
teachers and materials and study units for Students.

CURRICULUM MODIFICATION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES: Environmental Studies Center - Florida 6-13
Sequential, hands-on, field-oriented study of an estuarine ecosystem as representative of
the natural system and the effects of human interaction with it.

DUVAL CONSUMER EDUCATION CURRICULUM - Florida
6-14

Sixteen units on consumer education for grades K-12.

FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES: Holocaust and Human Behavior - Massachusetts 6-14
An eight. to ten-week unit using the history of 20th century genocide to teach the meaning
of human dignity, morality, law, citizenship, and behavior.

FOUNDATIONAL APPROACHES IN SCIENCE TEACHING - Hawaii
6-15

A course in the concepts and methods of the physical, biological, and earth sciences and
their relation to the environment.

LAW EDUCATION GOALS AND LEARNINGS (LEGAL) - Florida
6-15

A comprehensive law-related CurriCuluM program designed to promote student understanding
of the criminal justice system and of the civil justice system (particularly as it
relates to consumers).

WWAS: Women in'World Area Studies - Minnesota
6-16

Four two- to four-week units for high school students on the roles, status, and symbolic
representations of women in world culture.

See Sectional Cross-Reference Index, p. 14-10, and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14 16, for related programs.

6-1 +'7'1
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PROJECT PROJECT ADVENTURE

An interdisciplinary program involving experience-based
learning in academics along wit: groupproblem solving and an alternative physical education program In the out-of-doors.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities. grades 6 12. Parts of the program have
also been applied in therapeutic and camp settings, but no evidence of effectiveness

has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project Adventure is designed to add an experience component to standard high school and middle
school courses. For many students, learning is essentially a passive process offering little

opportunity to take responsible action or to test abstract ideas in the real world. Project Adventure representsa combination of Outward Bound techniques and philosophy with a humanistic group-process approach to learningdad teaching. Small groups of students learn by actually working
on specific reality-base' tasks or problems inthe orru-fty and the natural environment.

The teacher's role is to state the problems and limitS, giving
students the responsibility for finding solutions.

This approach has produced measurable improvements in self-
concept. physical agility. and competence. It encompasses and supports a wide variety of teaching and learningstyles.

The project is made up of two separate components. which may be used singly or together a physical education
program involving initiative ganes, outdoor activities, and a Ropes Course apparatus that can be constructed by
teachers and students, and an academic curriculum component designed

to give hands-on experiences and a practicalapplication of the basics. The program's aim is to educate the whole student through sound academics. physical
'activity, and learning activities that enhance self-concept.

The project's strengths are its flexibility. the
variety and quality of its curriculum models, and its ability toinspire and rekindle the enthusiasm of both teachers and students.

The project offers training programs in both academics and physical education to give teachers skills in program
management. teaching strategies. and techniques necessary for implementation. Ideally. a core group of enthu-
siastic teachers from a single school attends a five-day workshop. Follow-up sessions and assistance with
construction nay also be part of the adoption process.

Many of this Project's adoptions have been in the area of environmental education.

euklence of effectiveness Evaluation data (1971-72) show that participation in Project Adventure

significantly improved students' self-concept and level of achievement
motivation as measured by the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, the Rotter Scale of Internal vs. External Control,and a School Climate Survey. There has been measurable improvement of physical functioning on five of sixmeasures. Students and parents see growing self-confidence and more active participation in schoOl programsas outcomes.

implementation requirements Attendance at the five-day workshop is essential. Ideally, one or
more interested and enthusiastic teachers are trained in the physical

education or curriculum workshop or in both. (Both programs can be taught by teachers who are willing to try.)
A supportive (or at least neutral) idministration willing

to incorporate new teaching styles and programs that
nay involve some flexibility in scheduling is also required. No special facilities die needei, although the
Ropes Course apparatus for the physical education program calls for sole open space arOund playing fields or in
a wooded area. Mo special staffing is required.

financial requirements The five-day residential teacher-training progral costs approximately $235
per teacher. including room. board, and materials, travel costs are not

included. ,or toe physical education component, schools should allow a minimum of 51,800 for Ropes Course
material; (actual costs vary). for the academic component, costs may include transportation, substitutes, and
Camping eguldneni, depending nn the curriculum developed.

services available Awareness naierials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in he state and outof state. Project stiff are available to a tend oat-of-state awareness leetings (costs to be negotiated).

Training is conducted at ,r,,,ect site (all expenses must be paid, including tuition, and room and board).
frenl,g it also available J. adapter site (cos's to be negotiated ). Implementation and follow-up services are
available rn adopters (costs to "e negotiated).

Contact Jitf Prouty. Prflect Advenfire, P.J. Box 157, danilton, MA 0143o. (617) 4b8-176b.
Alan ',entFuw...1, Pro,ect Adventure Snatheast. d.'.). Box b573, 'Avannah. i,A 9I4J4. (911) 354-5104.

Developmental Funding

(omp):.4 Sum", 1181
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PROJECT PROJECT CREATION. Concern Regarding the Environment And Technology In Uur Nation/Neighborhood

An interdisciplinary curricalum (science-social science) in environmental edJcation designed
to prepare students to examine local environmental problems and understand why citizens must

develop an environmental ethic based on sound technological choices.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all ability levels. grades 9-12. This program haS
been used in other,settlngs in selected middle schOOls and. with modificatiOns, in

high school-level special education classes. but no evidence of effectiveness has been sabmltted to c. approved

by the Panel.

description Project CREATION is a curriculum for high school teachers to use as the basis for a semester-
or year-long course in environmental education. The curriculum is divided into four major

categories. land use, pollution. urban managerent, and energy. A student studies one unit in each category

during a semester, choosing units of his/her interest. The units available In each category are. land use --

urbanization and zoning, streets and roads, parks and recreation, pollution -- air, water. noise, and rural,
urban management -- solid waste, waste water, and population, energy -- gasoline, electricity, nuclear power.

Coal, and solar.

The curriculum is intended to teach a series ofepbjectives. those universal to all people on the planet, those

particular to each of the four broad categories, and those unique to each unit. At the beginning of each unit,

a student takes a pretest to assess understanding. The student completes the unit readings/activities. working

individually, in a small group, or as part of the larger class. Progress is monitored on the basis of the

student's objectives. Since the curriculum is designed around performance levels, students do not move forwand_

in the unit until ;hey demonstrate competence on objectives. When a unit is completed, students are asked to

examine real environmental problems in the local cormunity. Often, such problems exist within the school

setting itself. Local problems selected for study may be simple. advanc,d, or open-ended, depending on student

ability. A unit posttest measures student growth in terms of cognitive gains. In some districts, various media

(slides, videotapes, etc.) have been used to record local problems for examination.

A cocoon problem-solving model is used as a guide for examining local problems, weighted between sociological

and purely scientific concerns. The program presents a balanced view of the needs of a technological Society

and the needs of the environment. Emphasis is placed on an acceptable balance within the framework of an

environmental ethic. The program has been successfully adopted/adapted in over 120 high schools located in 18

states in rural. suburban, and urban settings.

evidence of effectiveness Three standardized tests were used in a pre /posttest design with CREATION

students and control groups. Morehead Environmental Awareness Test
(1975.76. 07647. 077-78), Test of Reasoning in Conservation (ETS, 1976-77, 1977-78), and a local instrument

(1975-76, 1976-77. 1977-78). CREATION students showed significantly higher cognitive gains on all tests as

compared to control groups,

implementation requirements The curriculum can be implemented as a new course or as a modifi-
cation of an existing ecology/environmental education course. A

one-day workshop introduces teachers to the curriculum design and shows the how to adapt it to their own set-

tings. Uistricts must pre/posttest students with the evaluation Instrument designed for the course, and students
must study a minimum of four units per semester. Many adopters have integrated their own classroom activities/

exercises with program objectives, showing that CREATION is highly adaptable to individual districts.

financial requirements There are 15 CREATION units, with sapport materials. Each unit costs 52.25.

(Cost is subject to incrrase.1 Curricalum materials remain in the classroom

and can be used by any different classes each day. A claSsrocn of 2S students doing iitill-group work could

rotate 25 units. Schools using all IS units should estimate costs based on 52.75 per unit. Travel expenses

and per diem must be paid for stiff who visit an adopter site.

services available
state. Project staff are
is conducted at project si
available at adopter site
are available to adopters

Awareness materials are available at cost. Visitors are welcome any time by appoint-
ment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and out of

available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training

to in August and November, 1981 (all expenses must be paid). Training is also

strainer travel and per diem mast be paid). Implementation and follow-Jp services

(costs to be negotiated).

contact Barbara A. [larch', LaSalle-Peru Township High -achool, 541 :h.rtres St., LaSalle, IL 61301.

(8151 ?23-6S96. Jean u. 4auser. 7320 'arist Mill Rd., Raleign, NC 27609. (319) 847.0207.

Oeveloprental Funding JSJE tStA ',ties and I1 -C

Complied Summer 1981
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PROJECT ECDLogy (Environmental Career - Oriented Learning)

A project aimed at infusing ecological concepts, career information, and futures understandings
into basic skills subject matter by utilizing a format that Is convenient for teachers to
implement.

target audience Approved by JDRP fo grade 2 students of all abilities, teachers, Curriculum planners,
and progrom managers. This program haS been used in other Settings with Students in

grades K-1 and 3-12. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by toe Panel.

description The project's goal is to infuse ecology /science concepts. career infowmation, and futures
understandings into basic skills subject matter using an easily implemented format. Cycles.

recycling, food, nutrition, pollution, and careers are all topics of the ECOLogy program. The project uses a
motivating series of lessons /units /strategies /activities designed by teachers. Each unit is packaged to be used
in a Classroom over a four-week period, typically For one hour per day. The units are called Envinumental
Learning Experiences (ELEs), and many-of them have supporting Project Activity Kits (PAY.$). Six primary. 14
intermediate, and eight secondary units, some of which have Supporting Project Activity Kits. are available.

Fifteen of the units have activities that relate specifically to the development of higher-level thinking
Skills -- analyzing data, identifying trends/patterns/sequences, predicting

outcomes, testing outcomes, and
exploring open -ended questions. Fourteen of the units have information and activities that relate Specifically
to career information and career undestandings. These materials are coded to understanding jobs, relatinglialSiC
Skills to occupations, entry into the labor force, job availability, relating jobs to personal potential, educa-
tional and training opportunities, and job - Securing skills. Each Ell is attractive' ackaged with a nicture of
thb Project Activity Kit, background information, conceptual overview, master ssater, list, and preunit activi-
ties and guided lessons. The contents of the unit focus on energy, water. air, Solid te, and noise. The
materials are easily adopted by individual classroom teachers.

evidence of effectiveness Analysis of test results showed a significant pupil gain at the .05
level of confidence. The instruments were developed locally to evaluate

changes in cognitive knowledge as a result of project intervention and to measure the lower cognitive processes
identified in Bloom's taxonomy. The JDRP report is available.

impleirentatimi requirements jnder system/unit 'adoption, teachers review project ECOLiry units,
a cost worksheet is prepared, the decision to adopt is formalized,

and a one -day workshop is scheduled. Cost range 5484 to 57,414, depending on the napber and type of units
Sele.te-l. Under teacher adoption, individual teachers order and teach the unit(s) that suit their curriculum,
using the pre/aosttest format supplied by the prcject. No workshop is required. Cost range 53 to 51,200. For
a nu-cost adoption, adopters select only units that nave no supporting PAKs.

financial requirements If the total arogram is anbpted, a district purchases 27 ELEs, 14 PAKs, 24

evalti tion packages, ,applies to replenish kits, and training and follow-up
by uroject perSonne', at a naKimJ", cost of 57,414. Cost of unit adoption starts a Sl. A cost worksheet is
available upon request.

services annul* Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in hone state and

ou' o1 s' nr,ject staff are available to attend Out-of-State awareness meetings (costs to be negotiat hi).
tra,,,n) Is conducted at dr0Jett site ',adopter pays only its own costs). Training is alsm available at adopter
51,0 ;t1_, !I be neptied). lmplermentation and follow, up services are available ti AtiapterS (costs to bt
nequ'iited).

contact 301 ,i ihIlne Scsi

Developmental Funding

t,lep, Iid Supynr 48:

)1strict, 15615 Ambaum Blvd., SW, Seattle, WA 98166. (206) 433 -c'+3.
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PROJECTPROJECT I.C.E (Instruction-Ctxriculan-Environnent)

A concept-based, integrated, interdiscfplinary. total L-12 envirowental education 0r6'jra,

target audieme
levels.

Approved by JORP as a s-12 integrated environoental education prayrd,i 'or all teachers
In major discipline areas, excluding foreiya languages, and fur Most student ability

description 'roje.t l.C.: offer', a total X-12 curriculum and instruction prograi fur envirunmantal educa-

tion. Its primary goal is to lead students directly or subtly to awareness, appreciation,
recognition. and action regarding the vital issues, concerns. and factors shaping en,,iromiental attitudes and

Twelve major envirorane,a1 .ancat categories urov ide a framework for the program. as well as for each grade
level and subject area. The entire program is neither sciei.tifically nor technical-1y oi.ented, it is based on

tne assumptions that all teachers can and should teach environmental concepts and that all dis idlines (subject
areas) mast he used to reinforce envaroniental learning.

'hrough the use of a supplementary ep.sode (nini-lesson) design, the learning activities nay be integrated
into traditional cpurses of study by substitution of content or activity, hence, the program does not oake
additional instructional demands on teachers. The lessons are referenced as to concept, they have subject-
area and topic designations, suggest several alternative student-centered activities based on cognitive and
affective objectives and necessary skills, and inclo3e suggested reference and instructional resources for

teacters. orogran eripha:Izes use 'if the urban and natural comtunity as an extension of and reinforce-

sent for classroom activities. 'in special eguix,ent, facilities, or staffing are necessary.

Project curriculum guides and yodel field-activity units can be adapted and ised by individual teachers, g,uups

of teachers, school,, or a K.1, system regardlesS of locale or circunstances.

Since 1315, has accumulated over 113 adoptions/adaptations sir 23 states and the virgin islands, involving

lore than 5.000 teachers. A nAnber of tne adoptions include total <-12 district staff.

evidence of effectiveness An evaluation design using project-developed criterion-referenced
instruments tested for validity and reliability showed statistically

s'Inificant student ,ognitive gains in the 12 major environmental concept categories for sample grades. Coils

from pre. to posttest were as follows grade 2, 5.20, gripe 5, 5.14, .ride 8, 2.95, grade 11, results were

Incontloi.ve. A complete evaluation reoort is aal'able.

implementation requirements Tb adoption /adaptation agreement to ii ylemient the program

requires a M1114,41 of 20 teachers in the district to be trained,

or. if less than 20, a total building staff. distri,t/school acquisition of curriculum materials for staff
training, a one-day (five-hour) pert i available for training, 10-al staff comnitient to teach a mini of

1 a of the 12 program concepts, locil re.uonsibility for eonitoriny implementAion, evaluation feedback fry,
teachers on lessons and activities via S, Idle monitoring reports, and. whet possible, the pre- and pas:testing

Of students at sample grades 2. a. 4, and

financial requirements
approximately $5 per teacher.

Th., 39 1 -C-E curriculum juries range in price from 754 to 53.75. The cost

of th^s, together with other program implementation materials, averages

services available Awareness materials are available no cost. Visitors are welcome at project

site any tine by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out -of -state

awareness neetings ;costs to he negotiated). Training is conducted only at adod'er site (c ists ,o he

negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to aCupters (costs to be neyot,ated).

contact Robert J darpinsal, Oirettor, Protect 1-C-E, Cooperative rducational Service Agency ho. 9.

14:' 4,1 St., oretn Bay. WI ,4301. (414) 191.365.

Oevelognqntal Funding. ;SIP SrA hide III
cowpilpd Summer 17P1
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PROJECT INsirrun FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL EDUCATION (IPLE)

7., A secondary social studies program designed to turn students on to active citizenship."

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades 9-12. Present materials are
adaptable to grade.t. 5-8, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to orapproved by the Panel.

description National polls and IPLE tests show that rost secondary students have insufficient knowledge or
skills to be inclined to assume their political and legal rights and responsibilities. IPLE

was funded to design and field-test uni.s that give secondary students
knowledge, understandIng, and practical

experiences in plaice]. governmental, and legal processes. Staff have trained over 600 teachers and work
with educators in more than 40 states. With the increasing interest in law-focused education programs and the
commitment being ,ride by nulerous states to develop effective citizen

education courses for students, the IPLEmotel is particularly timely.

the curricuktn, developed initially by the IPLE staff together
with teachers and students in eight New Jersey

distracts, comprises an Integrated mixture of innovative printed
and audiovisual materials, role playing, simula-

tion games, and practical expertence through internships and contact with community lead&s. Crucial to the
curritAlom are the voluntary services of resource people who Contribute their expertise. The League of yoTen
Voters and the Bar Association work closely with the project.

The three components (focusing on political struc-
ture governmental organization and processes, and law - related Concerns) are based on three curriculum guides.
Voter Education. Goverment the Decision Making Process, and individual Rights. While thee is a logical
sequence from one component to another, each is independent and can be offered as a minicourse. Additionally.Juve Ile Justice and Law and the family are two new guides for, the legal component. hundreds of IPLE students
in New Jersey and across the cougtry not only acquire political and legal

knowledge and develop organizational.
leadershtd, and coAeunIcation skills. Aare Importantly. they successfully use their new abilities to register
voters, poll the electorate, Intern In local and county offices,

and involve themselves constructively in
community-based activities.

Instruction stresses a two-fold approach acquisition of knowledge and skills and participation by students,
first in classroom and school activities, then in the actual coliunity, most often in local and state agencies.
Field s'udy and internships are vital aspects.

No specific Instructional approach is required, however, an inquiry-oriented peer-teaching approach is recommended. Approaches to Political/Legal Education. Al Implementation Guide
provide, instructional assistance to teachers, stressing the program's key elements which-ere. use of various
experimental classroom methods with teacher acting as facilitator of learning (e.g. simulations, role plays,
mock trialsPloot courts), ise of community resources, community/school

involvement projects, internships, peerteaching.

evidence of effectiveness In comparison with a control group (1973-74). IPLE students showed
substantial gains in"bah cognitive and affective areas based on pre/post

responses to the Test Of Political Knowledge (p e .001) and the
Inclination to PartICipate Test (p < .01).

That many students have built,upon their IPLE
course experiences is demonstrated by th.ir choice of college

majors and careers.

implementation requirements An adopting/adapting district agrees to implement IPLE materials
and model in a year-long course or in minicourses, to have at least

one teacher partic.pate in a trainirg workshop. to purchase the IPLE
teacher currir.,1 m guides, and to assumetravel and per diem expenses for IPLE rsonnel to conduct follow-up consultatiOns strengthening the adoption/adaptation. To fully implement IPLE, attendance at a three- to five-day teacher training workshop is recommended.

Experience has demonstrated that a stronger program results
when adninistrator, teacher, and student attendtogether.

financial requirements Major Implementation cost is training of teachers. Depending on where work-
shops are conducted, how trainer expenses are paid, and under what funding

auspices workshops are held, costs can be as low as cos: of workshop materials,
which include one set of all

teaching manuals required fur a quality adoption, or approximately $65.
After initial start-up investment for

staff training and materials, program maintenance should not require an increase In operating expenses.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state andout of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).

Training at project site is conducted August 23-21, 1981 (all expenses must be paid). Training is also ..amiable
at adopter site (all expenses must be paid, including travel, per diem, and consultant fee). Implementation
and follow-.0 services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid, including project staff's travel
and per diem and consultant fee).

contact Katherine Wallin, Program Administrator, Institut:, for Political and Legal Education, Educational
improvement Center South, 207 Delsea Dr. (Rte. V), RD $4, Box 209, Sewell, NJ 08080.(609) 228.6000.

Developmental Funding: JSOE ESIA Title !II JDRP No, 74.92 Approved. 9/18/74
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PROJECT ISIS Individualized Science Instructional System Dissemination Project

An interdisciplinary. modular science program preparing students who do not plan to major
in postsecondary science to understand practical, real-world. science-related problems.

target audience Approved by JOIRP for science students of all abilities, grades 9-12. The program

has been used In grades ,-8 and in health, social science, and physical education
courses, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The program consists of S2 short, independent w,nicourses (34 of which currently have JDRP

approval). The courses cover a broad range of topics of practical significance, they are
Intended to help students meet the diverse needs of today's world. Since tle minicourses are independent.
they can be used separately or grouped to tom year-long courses in life science, general science, physical
science, health, and environment science. Individual minicourses cover topics related to health, physical
education. ecology, and so:Ial science as well as the traditional science areas. An accompanying teacher's
manual can assist teachers in using individualiZed, small- group. or whole-class teaching methods.

Each minlcourse is based on 15-20 learner objectives that were drafted at the beginning of the six-year
development period by a panel of science educators. scientists. classroom teachers. parents. and students. A

minicoJrse is normally completed by a student in three to four weeks (15-20 class periods). For every mini-
course there is a test in two forms, and several minicourses have incillary items such as cassette tapes.
instructional games, atlases, maps. and wall chars. The reading level of the minicourses averages grade 8,
as verified by the Fry Readability Graph. Remedial material on basic skills is also available.

Lech mtnicourse, its accu.panying test items, and all ancillary mater als were reviewed for their science content

at every stage of development and testing by at least two scholars considered to be experts in the content
'scipline. The materials were also reviewed by a panel from the National Congress ut Parents and Teachers.
wno judged then for bias and appropriate treatment of sensitive issues.

Trial editions and revisions of the minicourses were used by tore than Zbu Leachers with over 25,000 students in
/SO. classroois in 10 states. The schools were in urban, suburban, and rural areas and included a s,ectrum of
raciaiilhd socioeconomic populations.

evidence of effectiveness Thirty-three teachers and 1.468 high school students in seven states
participated in the 19/7.78 study of effectiveness, using tests developed

by ISIS. Compared to control groups, project students demonstrated statistically and educationally significant
gains.

implementation requirements ISIS can be implemented in a variety of ways. A single minicourse

can be used by a single student or an entire class to supplement
an existing program, or minicourses can be grouped to form a one- to four-year complete science program. The

ego ioment called for in the minicourses is usually available in school science laboratories. A few oinicourses

can be used outside a laboratory setting. Teachers who the management manual generally need no more than
two days of training to initiate the program.

financial requirements Cost, vary. depending on the minicourses chosen and the quantities requested.
Since oinicourse activities are usually completed in class. multiple classes

can use one set of minicourses. The per-pupil cost for full-year installation compares favorably with single-
textbook-based programs. Most ISIS materials are nonconsumable, so recurr,ng costs are minimal.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
,.,

appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to negotiated).
Training is conducted only at adopter site (all expenses oust be paid). liylementation and follow -up services
are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Ernest flurkman. Director, ISIS Dissemination Project, ESC, Inc.. P.O. B04 3/92, Tallahassee, FL
32304. (904) 386 31/6.

Developmental Funding, National Science Foundation ,JORP No. 79-11 Approved 4/17/79
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PROJECT PROJECT KARE (Knowledgeable Action to Restore our Environment)

An environmental studies approach based on investigating real environmental concerns in local
communities using 'down-and-dirty' interdisciplinary Iaarning activities.

target audience Approved 5y JDRP for students of all abilities, grades K-12.

description Project KARE was ,stabliShed to develop an effective approach for strengthening environmental
studies in local schools. The KARE approach uses process-education techniques that encourage

students to confront real environmental problems in action-oriented inte-disciplinary activities. This approach
has been adopted in over 600 Local Action Programs conducted in local scnools throughout the country. These
schools differ significantly in size, demography, and wealth. Programs focus on a variety of environmental
problems, including water pollution, ccnnunity deterioration, and air contamination. Dealing with reality -based
problems leads to cognitive development at awareness, transitional, and operational levels. Attitudes toward
environmental issues are questioned, clarified, and frequently reformed. Multischool cooperation develops,
since environmental problems ignore socio-political demarcations. The KARE approach is implemented by classroom
teachers working as an interdisciplinary team.

In elementary schools, teachers from two to eight classes at
various grade levels cooperatively install the approach. In secondary schools, teachers of two or more discipline'
are involved. The local school staff shoulo consist of enthusiastic teachers and creative, re.ourceful adminis-
tration willing to work with students in planning and conducting environmental

studies activities. in addition,
staff should be willing to leave the school building with their students, coordinate

community involvement, and
carry out curricular change on an incremental basis.

Project KARE has produced a series of 13 curriculum activities guides in environmental studies. KARE has also
produced two 16mm color/sound films. "Environmental Studies -. The KARE p.,proach,' arts "Urban Studies: TwoWays.'

The KARE approach was developed and refined in 75 schools in southeastern Pennsylvani during 1971-75. Selected
sites may be visited, and a "Guide for Visitors' is available upon request.

evidence of effectiveness The CARE approach was evaluated during development by ERANDA, Inc. A com-
prehensive evaluation design measured general and localized cognitive

growth, mastered competencieS, attitudinal growth, effective learning atmosphere, and behavioral changes. Pre/
prsttesting data showed student growth both in knowledge and attitude. Control groups were used. Test data
are available on request.

implementation requirements Adopters must be willing to attempt curricular change in small,
discrete steps. In this process, schools initiate Local Action

Programs utilizing activities from KARL Curriculum Guides. School personnel must participate in a three-day
training workshop conducted by KARE staff, in which they acquire process skills, prepare plans for Local Action
Programs, design evaluation procedures, and receive a set of KARL curriculum materials.

financial requirements Since each adopter school initiates and generates a unique Local Action
Program, cost varies considerably. Set of 13 KARE Curriculum Guides costs

S65. Schools need not purchase guides to install a Local Action Program. Costs of the required training work-
shop (5300-$1,800), hell at adopter sites, are shared by KARE, MAti Facilitators, and adopters. Trainees may
expend an average of S100-$500 I iCal money per school 'or equip,ent as they establ.sh their Local Action Programs.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional deco nStration sites in home state and

out or state. Project Staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
tinning is conducted at project Site (adopter pays only its own costs). Project prefers to conduct trainirg
at adopter site ;costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up iervicoS are available to adopters
(costa to be negotiated).

contact Mat,Lw M. iiKkey, Direct,r, Pruject CARE. Montgomery County intermediate Unit .23, mcntgomery
Ave. and Pacer mill .41., Erdenheim, PA 19118. (215) 233 -o900.

Developmental Funding usof LStA 'itle III JDRP No. 75-40 Approved 5/14/75
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PROJECT LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIET1 (LCS)

A social studies program designed to improve the citizenship skills and attitudes of, Students
by providing them with an operational understanding of the law, the legal process, and its
institutions.

target audience Approved by JDRP for teachers and tneir students in grades 5-12. This program has

also been used with students in grodes K-4, but no evidence of effectiveness has been
submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Curriculii ,materials cemplement subjects traditionally taught in social studies classes. A

broad range of topics and concepts is addressed in the uni,s, in whiCh constitutional issues
and the functioning of our legal systei predominate. The six organizing generalizations that provide continuity
thrOughOut t'e entire curriculum are as follows All people have law. law provides for order in human relation-
ships and make; life more predictable. Diversity and conflict are ever present in society, the law and legal
system provide a mechanism for balancing conflicting interests. Law evolves as a result of the changing needs
and values of the people. Lws and values of a society are interrelated. values are reflected in the laws, and
the laws reinforce the values. Law in a democratic society defines the legitimate powers of government and
protects tne rights of the individuals within the society. The vitality of our democratic system is dependent
on the choices wade and the responsibilities assumed by each individual.

Curriculum materials are activity-oriented. and legal content provides a natural vehicle for developing skills
related to critical thinking and moral reasoning. The strategies used encourage students to respond at higher
thinking levels, consider alternatives and consequences. and evaluate both their own and society's solutions to
the social. political, economic, and moral issues that have been resolved through judicial questions. Attitude
change is brought about by increasing students' knowledge of tne legal systen's strengths, teaching them ways to
part.cipate in the system, and providing opportunities fur positive experiences with functionaries in the legal
system. The format 0 the class,00n Materials makes them easy to use. Each unit contains a detailed teacher's
lesson Plan, materials for students, and a handbook describing 27 strategies to be used. These materials are
supplemented by optional audiovisual ma erials usually found in school district libraries. An important part of
the curriculum is the use of coinunity resources. The local bar association, police department. judiciary, and
other legal agencies and groups provide resource speakers and field trip opportunities essential to the program.

evidence of effectiveness Extensive evaluations were conducted with students of teachers using the LCS
methods and materials in 1972-73 and 1975-76. Tests developed by teams of

independent evaluators assessed knowledge, attitudes toward law. and attitudes toward legal careers questions.
Results showed that experimental students outperformed control students in both evaluations.

implemehlation requirements Numerous options are available to adopting districts. A district

nay adopt the program at any or all level(s). Teachers imple-
menting the materials should be introduced to the program through ore of the models for inservice training,
either .ne videotape model or the three-week seminar model. This training is meant for teachers who will imple-

ment the wogram, trainers who will conduct staff training in the adopting district. or a combination of the two.
Each teacher will need a set of classroom units designed for his/her grade level or subject area. A social

studies staff person to coordinate the implementation efforts should also be designated.

financial requirements Cost of classroom materials, ;10418 per set. Major costs are for teacher
training. Costs rill vary depending on ability of adopting district to

provide time for training. number of persons trained, and training model used. If using videotape model, cost
Is approximately $35 per teacher plus :ravel costs and consultant fees for workshop consultant. Additional

duplicating paper and transpareicies and some supplementary audiovisuals may be required.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcone any time by
appointment at prOject site and additional demonstration sites in home state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is

conducted at droject site (all expenses must be paid). Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be
negotiated). Impleneqation and follow-up sc vices are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Gay LucKle. Director, lay in a Changing Society, 3700 Ross Ave.. Box 175, Dallas. TX 7,201.

(214) 71d-2284 or -9991.

Developmental Funding u>OL ISLA Titles 111 and 1,1-C. U.S.
Dept. of Justice (LEAA)

Complied Summer 19e1
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PROJECT POLLUTION CONTROL EDUCATION CENTER -- PRIORITY ONE: ENVIRONMENT

An interdisciplinary environmental education program focusing on values clarification and
decision making.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1-6 and junior and senior high science, health, and
social studies classes.

description The Pollution Control Education Center's program, Priority One. Environment, is a 13-unit
interdisciplinary environmental education program for grades 1-12. Values clarification and

decIsion-making activities lead to high student involvement in seeking honest and practical solutions to problems
of immediate concern to today's pupils. Each multimedia instructional unit contains comprehensive student and
teacher materials. The elementary units cover air and water pollution, solid waste management, recycling,
and conservation of ocean and land resources. Four secondary units -- The Energy Challenge, Protecting Our
Water Supplies, Air Pollution and Your Health, and Open and and Wildlife -- are most often used in the science
program. However, they have been designed to be equally effective in social studies and health presentations.
Schooli interested in interdepartmental cooperative teaching will find these units appropriate.

The enure Priority One Environment program can be implemented without special staff. Regular classroom
teachers receive sufficient help from comprehensive teacher materials. Inservice training is highly recommended
but not mandatory.

evidence of effectiueness Criterion-referenced pre/posttests designed by project staff were closely
related to the instructional objectives upon which the units were based.

Evaluation data have shown significantly increased mastery of program content. On both elementary and secondary
units. Priority One students scored significantly higher (at the .01 level) on posttests than the control groups.
Pupils learned new concepts that became part of their out -of- school experiences.

implementation requirements Though not mandatory for successful adoption of the Priority One
program, staff training is highly reconmended. Districts provid-

ing inservice training found that a half-day program is successful for either the elementary or secondary program.
If staff training is not desired, a thorough review of teacher/student materi±ls should provide sufficient
orientation to implement the program. the use of any one unit by one or more teachers is considered an adoption.
The secondary level units are not restricted to use in science classes. The program is equally effective when
presented in social science and health classes.

financial requirements Costs of elementary units range frog $75 to $85. The cost of each of the
four secondary units is $10. Each kit contains complete instructional

materials for 30 students. Multiciass use of kits is encouraged. Kits are durable, replacement materials
minimal.

services auailable Awareness materials are available et no Lust. Visitors are welcone at project site
any tire by appointment. Protect staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). Training
is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available
to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Charles Murphy. Uirectoi. or Karen Fuko, Project Disseminator, Priority One Environment,
Pollution Control Education Center, ?369 Morris Ave., Union, NJ -7/083. (701) 688.1200.

Developmental Funding' USOE EVA 'itle Ili
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PROJECT RELIGION IN HUMAN CULTURE (RIHC)

A complete program on the major religious traditions of the world for social studies classes.
grades 9-12.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities. grades 9-12.

description Religion in Human Culture (RIHC) is a semester- length, elective social studies course about'
religion for hip school students. It consists of six instructional units which may be

implemented wholly or in part, these include a unit on religious expression and five separate units on the
Hindu, Buddhist, Judaic. Ch^istian. and Islamic traditions. RIHC is a program for learning about religions
and does not advocate any particular tradition. It is intended to help students acquire greater awareness,
understanding. and appreciation of religious diversity and the legitimacy of the various expressions and beliefs.
The curriculum content is consistent with United States Supreme Court decisions that public schools shall
neither teach nor practice religion but may teach about religion as it affects human history and culture. The
overall objectives for the Religion in Hccan Culture series fall within four categories established by the
National Council for the Social Studies Curriculum Guidelines.

Rel gion in Human Culture exposes students to religious diversity, provides a way to look at religion without
making value judgements, develops attitudes of understanding and respect for the beliefs and practices of others,
centers on the study of religions as part of the social studies curriculum, furnishes a total teaching package
about the major religions of the world, follows an easy-to-use, lesson-by-lesson format, emphasizes inquiry
strategies, a developmental process, and substantive content, and presents each tradition from the adherents'
POint of view.

evidence of effectiveness In comparison with control groups, students enrolled in Religion in Human
Culture showed substantial cognitive gains based on pre/posttest scores

from a Project-developed test collected during 1977 -18 and 1978-79 in urban, suburban, and rural communities.
Evaluation data are available.

implementation requirements Acquisition of the RIHC materials and their use in a high school
classroom for one semester, implementation/teacher training work-

shop of ,ne to three days, depending on adopter needs, and implementation monitoring or follow-up for one year
are required.

financial requirements Complete set of materials for all six curriculum units. 5320. For each
unit there is a teacher guide, a student reader, filmstrips and guides.

cassettes, and blackline masters. Additional student readers for each unit, approximately $2.50. Individual

units may be purchased separately. Individual its from each unit may also be purchased separately. Travel
and per diem for teacher trainini are negotiable.

services auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project

site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend cut-of-state
awareness meetings ( costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is also avail ble at adopter site ( costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are

available to adopters (-osts to be negotiated).

Contact Wes Bodin and Lee Smith, Co-Directors, World Religions Curriculum Development Center. St. Louis
Park Schools, ISO 0283, 6425 W. 33rd St., Minneapolis, MN 55426. (612) 925-4300.

Developmental Funding: USOf EffA Titles III and 1V-C

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT APEC. America's Possible Energy Choices

A progrrm of energy education, with training for secondary science and social studies teachers
and materials and study units for students.

target audience Approved by JDRP for secondary science and social studies teachers and students. grades
9-12.

The purpose of this program is to help students to become informed about the varied and contro-
versial energy choices facing the nation, from both '..echnical and soCial points of view. APEC

is an interdisciplinary course designed to be taught by the regular classroom teacher over a three- to six-week
period as part of the regular science or social studies curriculum. The course consists of 32 half-hour lessons
that cover the following topics. demands for energy, existing energy sources, future energy sources, atomic theory
and radiation, nuclear materials and energy plants, energy conservation, and nuclear safety.

A wide variety of materials is used to gererate and maintain student interest. The course kit contains the 'fol-
lowing items color transparencies, color slides, a narrated color filmstrip, audiotapes on the pros and cons ,of
nuclear energy, teacher lectures, spirit masters of worksheets and quizzes, a bibliography of appropriate energy \
film's, a paperback book for students on energy options, and suggestions for field trips and report and discussion
topics.

Teachers complete a 10-hour training program that incluces background lectures on the energy situation andspe-
cific instructions for teaching each lesson. Project staff keep informed of developments in the energy field by
attending nat4cnal and state energy conferences and by conducting their own library research. They review course
lesson plans and materials each spring and revise them as necessary. Teachers who have completed the training
program are kept informed by the project's bimonthly newsletter and also receive revised materials from the project.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Frank C. Witt or Paul A. Meyers. Project Coordinators, APEC, Rockford District N0. 205,
121 S. Stanley 3t., Rockford, IL 61102. (815) 964-4810.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title 1V-C

Cow/Alec! suwwwr 1991

JDRP No. 80-18 Approved: 8/18/80

PROJECT CURRICULUM MODIFICATION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES. Environmental Studies Center

Sequential, hands-on, field-oriented study of an estuarine ecosystem as representative of the
natural system and the effects of human interaction wiL it.

target audience Approved by JDRP for Students of all abilities, grades K-8.

description This comprehensive, teacher-written program for grades K-8 provides progressive investigation
of an estuarine ecosystem. Multidisciplinary in approach, it centers on a core of 37 learner-

based objectives. Each objective is addressed by one or .rare instructional units and reinforced by a specific
field activity. Each objective is also addresSea on ilentical pre/posttests.

Immediately odor to the once-a-year field trip, the preparatory curriculum materials are used in one lo four
weeks of clasaroom preparation (one period per day). These materials Include Learning Activity Packages. activi-
ties booklets, puzzles, games, and slide-tape programs. Class and teacher then visit the Center for a period of
tine that varies with grade level (ranging from otc hours for kindergarten to two days for grades 5-8). While
at the Center and on ensuing field tripS to the estuary and ocean beach, eacn student participates in an active
Program of Investigation, data collection, and/or problem interpretation and solution.

The programs themselves address basic-skills development, organism identification. and environmental concerns.
The metric system is used extensively. Vocabulary units are a part of each grade activity. Pre- and posttests
measure cognitive gains by objective. All materials and instruments were developed and refined over a three-year
period and subjected to extensive data analysis.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Project Director, Environmental Studies Center. 2900 N.E. Indian River Or., Jensen Beach. FL
33457. (305) 334-1262.

Developmental Funding. USOE ESEA Title III
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PROJECT OUVAL CONSUMER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

Sixteen units on consumer education for grades K-12.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-12.

description Developed to satisfy a state mandate for consumer education, this program is based or the
project's own Concepts for Consumer Education. The purpose of the program is to help students

become competent consumers, as der mniAed by a multiple-choice test. The 16 units are intended to be used along
with the regular curriculum in math, science, social studies, and language arts. Each unit comprises a rationale,
objectives, pre/posttests, activities fot students, instructions for the teacher, and a variety of materials,
ranging from handouts to games and filmstrips. The units are intended for 10-18 periods of instruction of 20-30
minutes each at the elementary level. of 45-50 minutes at the secondary level. The topics at each level a-e.
K-1. Goods and Services, grade 1, Counting Money, grades 2-3. Solving Consumer Problems and Supply and Demand,
grade 4, Savings. grade 5. Taxatica and Goverment Services, grade 6, You're the Boss and Shopping Skil, junior
high, Economic Principles and Geographic Interrelationships, grades 8-9, Business and Production, secondary.
Pollution An Economic Issue, grade 9, Energy. Econonic and Envi tmental Effects and Use of Credit, senior
high. Consumer Protection, Money Management, and Economics and the News

Contact the project abou available training and other servo. ;.

Contact Karyl K. Boynton, Coordinator, Duval C)nsuTer Education Curriculum, University of North Flo.ida,
P.O. Bcx 17074, 4567 St. John's Bluff .1., Jacksonville, Ft 32216. (904) 646-2776.

Developmental Funding: USOE BEA Title IV-C

Compiled summer 1981

JDRP No. 80-44 Approved: 4/15/81

PROJECT FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES Holocaust and Human Behavior

An eight- to ten-week unit using the history of 20th century genocide to teach the meaning of
human dignity. morality, law, citizenship, and behavior.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students in grades 8 and 9. The wit been used in other settings
with grades 10. II, and 12, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or

approved by the Paid.

description The content and methods of this interdisciplinary curriculum are dined at helping eighth- and
ninth-grade students to explore the Implications of history for their own behavior, thinking,

and understanding. The approach pr000tes conflict and coiplicates students' simple answers to complex questions.
The unit fosters affect ve learning by providing opportunities for psychological insight, empathy, and moral
connitnent. Central themes of the course--power, authority. obedience, resistance, stereotyping, prejudice, and
Peer Pressurehave particular importance for early adolescents. Designed to engage adolescents' feelings,
reasoning. and judgment simultaneously, the course uses readings, written eye-witness accounts, and classroom

speakers (when available, videotapes when not) to encourage students to see history as a record of complex
that cannot be explained by simple causes. The unit helps students to develop and use morn complex thinking.
!i asks then to coordinate the perspectives of victim, scapegiater, reluctant victimizer, leader, resistor, and
bystander. Students debate interpretationS as they try to make sense of the disturbing and discrepant events
that they witness. They are helped to go beyond particular events to abstract the universal messages. The

ccristant use of such key terms as society, individual obedience, authority, and responsibility, whose meanings
develop as the course progresses, helps to bring out unlvers issues. Senqitionalism is avoided. Students
are carefully prepared to make sense of frighteninj, shocking, and moving material. Teachers work to establi.h
d supportive, risk-free classroom atmosphere in which students con feel free to spaak their minds. The project's
resource center makes bibilographies, texts, films, videotapes, an art curriculum, and curriculum development
advice available to adopters.

'ontact the project about available training and other services.

contact Mirjut Stern Stron, Project Director, or William Parsons or Roberta Snow, -Project Associates,
Brookline Public Schools, 25 Kennard Rd., Brookline. MA 0746. (611) 734.1111, ext. 335.

Developmental Funding USOE 150 Title IV-C
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[PROJECT FOONDATI)NAL APPROACIES IN SCIENCE TEACHING

A course in the concepts and methods of the physical. biological, and earth sciences and their
relation to the environment.

target indents Approve) by JDRP 'or students in grade '. This program has el'o been used with students
in grades 5 and 8. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or do:roved

by the Panel.

description This curriculum gives students a sense of the operations of the oodern scientific c, runny
by involving then in typical activities and processes of inquiry and research. Students

study three strands concurrently physical science, ecology, and relational study. The physical science strand
introduces such concepts as mass, volume, density. physical and chemical properties of matter, pressure, heat,
temperature. vacuum, and energy, the ecology strand such concepts as ecology, plant and animal growth, weather
and climate, field mapping, and population sampling, the relational Cody strand such concepts as resource manage-
ment, technology, environmental use, food production, energy use, and conservation. Student and teacher materials
promote the goal of developing scientific literacy among students. Text materials are at appropriate reading
'evel. The Student Text contains problem statements, suggestions to guide investigations, and sumary questions
focused on generalizations to be drawn from the Investigations. The Student Record Book enables students to
maintain a concise log of individual and class active es. A classroom library of Reference Booklets. which
describe use of instruments, suggest experimental designs. outline,experinental techniques, and provide necessary
supplemental readings, help students to practice the skill of using unt. v. references to supplement information
available from the text. The Teacher's Guide presentes the lop is connecting twics and sequences. Keyed to the
investigations in the Student Text, the guide includes teaching suggestions, advice ,n classroom procedures. and
detailed discussion of the conceptual and practical development of the Student Text. u'her materials for teachers
include an Instructional Guide, an Evaluation Guide. an: monographs on program philoFlphy and instructional
strategies.

Contact the project about available training and othe- services.

contact Donal I B. Young, Associate Director. Curriculum Research Development croup, University of 'Uwe'',
1776 'university avenue. Room UHS2-212, Honoluln. 1I 96a2. (803) 948-7663.

Developmental Funding: University of Hawaii

Compiled Summer 1981

JORP No. do.? Approved' 12/9/84

PROJECT LAW EACATION GOALS AND LEARNINuS (LEGAL)

A -omprehensive law-related curriculum prOgra, promote student understanding of
the criminal justice system and of the civil justice system (particularly as it relates to
consumers).

target audience Approve) by J9PP for secondary-level students, grades 7-1E.

description Using the LEGAL curriculum program, students hive the opportunity to become more knowledgeable
about the legal system and to apply their knowledge in probla-solving situations. The program

enables students to develop decision-making strategies while utilizing behaviors compatible with the legal codes
of contemporary society. The LEGAL program includes components for student instruction and teacher inservice
training. Project materials provide guidelines for cce.o,ity research and support fur a wide range of classroou
instructional activities. For grades 7-9 (the LEGAL Jr. program), the curriculu- iviterials consist of two de-
tailed instructional guides (Criminal Justice and Consumer Law), aorkbook (in student and teacher editions)
Containing 10 field experiences and 10 alternative classroom activities (with five sound filmstrips), teacher
implementation a'd resource guides, program assessment instruments. and a support manual for managers (with
administrative guidelines) to aid in program implementation. For grades 10 -12 (the LEGAL Sr. program), the
curriculum mate als consist of two detailed instructional guides (American Justice System and Community Law), a
workbook (in student and teacher editions) containing four law resource units. i iv rkbool for students that
contains guidelines for the community law research project (with three sound filmst/ios). teacher im!Aementation
and resource guides, program assessment ins'runents. and a support manual for onagers (with administrative
guidelines).

L'SAL inservice t. lining for teachers provides a leans through Woch opropriate instructional strategies can be
leveloped. co'nuney resources can be identifte1, and iqplere nit ion procedures can be facilitated.

'untac' t've project lb,. available training and other services.

contact ^e lift in, Di rector, Li GAL, Jade Publ lc Schools, 1413 'v.t. Second Ave. (Room 303),
viami. FL 33132. ',3Do) 350-3392.

Cwvelopmentai Funding JS im i to TIluf JORF No. ,ii) -1
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PROJECT WWAS: Women in World Area Studies

Four two- to four-week units for high school studentt on the roles, status, and symbolic repre-
sentations of women in world culture.

target audience Approved by JDRP for Students in grade 11.

description This project has developed four units about the roles, statuS, and symbolic representations of
women in Russia. the Middle East. India. and China. Each unit can be taught within a two- to

four-week period, anc two units can be taught in one semester. Content is organized by a conceptual framework
that associates women's roles, status, and symbolic representations with six cultural universals, economics,
politics. religion, social organization, esthetics, and education. The units link women's Status in a society
to economic and political factors, roles to social and educational factors, and symbolic representation, to
esthetic forms, and religion. Each unit is a self-contained Instructional package consisting of a student book.
a teacher guide, a sound-filmstrip and guide, student worksheetS, an annotated bibliography, and criterion-refer-
enced instruments for measuring students' general and specific learning outcomes. Student bookS, which range in
length fray 90 to 200 pages. relate the concept of cultural diversity to women's roles and status. Each book
contains readings. case studies, graphic information. primary source materials. and a bibliography to promote
individual student research. Each teacher guide contain, an introductory essay on women in the particular culture.
teaching objectives, suggested teaching methods and activ ties, and an overview of the unit. Project-developed
instructional materials accommodate a variety of tea,ning styles. Content is new, but methods and activities
are those with which teachers are familiar. For each unit. a sound-filmstrip summarizes major themes. The
accompanying sound-filmstrip guide includes the script and student worksheets for use after viewing. The project
has also developed masters for overhead projection. Student worksheets, which may be reproduc-d as needed.
present exercises referenced to the student book and the teacher guide.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Marjorie Bingham or Susan Gross, Codirector., Women in World Area Studies, St. Louis Park Schools.
6425 W. 33rd St..St. touts Park. MN 5547, (612) 925 -4300, ext. 160.

Developmental Funding' JSOE ESEA Title IV-C JORP No, 80-40 Approved:12/22/80

Compiled Sommer 1981
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SECTION 1

ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS/ADMINISTRATION

NDN-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

U-SAIL. Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning - Utah
An effective. econonical, and exportable system for individualizatisn and improveoent of

instruction.

OTHER JORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

7-3

ACE. Administrative Cooperative in Education - Nebraska 1 -4

A multidistrIct cooperative program providing Services to Title I teachers. students. and

parents.

ARIZONA CONSORTIUM FOR INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING (ACIL) - Arizona 7-4

1nServiCe training and materials to help administrators and teachers meet the individual
needs of children through use of effective classroom-management techni4ues.

CASHFLOW FORECASTING SYSTEM - Kentucky 7-5

A computerized mc:hod of forecasting cashflow for use in making investment am' loan

decisions. '

COMPUTER-BASED PLANNING RESOURCES. Project Simu-School Texas 7-5

A program using computer-based resources fur improved educational planning and dec.:Sion

making.

COMPUTERIZED PUPIL ATTENDANCE ACCOUNTING/CENSUS SYSTEM - Kentucky 1 -6

A computerized system for tabulating and processing state-mandated census and pupil
attendance figures and reports.

DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION CENTER (CAM) - Minnesota 7-6

Managerent by objectives applied to classroom instruction.

LEM. Le'rnIng Experience Module (Educational Management Design) - New Jersey 7-7

A team-teaching approach with a coordinated-scheduling and student-grouping procedure.

MEDICAL INSURANCE A Procedure for Instituting a Cost-Effertive Program - New Jersey 1 -1

A systematic moni 'ring procedure for reducing the cost of employee medical insurance.

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION A Procedure for Cooperative Purchase of Special Education

Services - New Jersey 7-8

A procedure to reduce the cost of transporting special education students through use of
cooperative bidding.and transportation by special school districts.

'See Sectomal :Irmsx-PeferenCe Index. p. 14 10. an ERIC pescriptDr Index. p. 14-16. 'or related programs.



PROJECT USFIL Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning

An effective, economical, and exportable system for individualization and improvement of
Instruction.

target audience Approved by JURP for administrators. teachers, ant students of all abilities in
grades 1-9. This program has been used in other settings with grades K and 10-12,

but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description When the 0-SAIL System is installed. both achievement and attitude gains can be male in
regular classrooms by regular classroom teachers. Originally developed through the efforts

of an educational consortium of seven Jtah districts, the system is applicable at each level of educational
management. It includes two components a planning model for decision making and a procedural model defining
steps to follow to ensure successful program installation.

The most appropriate task is prescribed for each learner, given the resources available. Prescription is based
on the uni,ue intellectual, social, environmental, and physical needs of learners in a humane enviromient for
learning. Teaching, monitoring, providing appropriate practice artd application of skills learned, giving
students feedback, and retrieval or record keeping are basic to program installation. Each part of the system
is always operational and influences the behavior of teachers and learners as they manage, teaGh, and learn.

The system is supported by inservice training in program implementation for administrators and teachers and by
Curriculum materials designed to assist the teaching of concepts in reading and mathematics (K-9). Training ,s
practical and personalized, with emphasis on better ways to teach basic skills,

Implementation is possible In a var xty of settings with local educator implementers. The J-SAIL program gives
teachers and administrAors in any Physical environment or organizational frapework the tools necessary for
systematic improveme. The program builds skill in program planning, organization. classrocn management,
precision teaching, and student responsibility.

Support materials are available in mathematics and reading.

evidence of effectiueness Testing with the SRA Achievement Test in October 1971 and 1973 for the fga041.
setting and in October 1972 and 1971 for the second setting indicate tha

0-SAIL students gained 3.5 grade equivalents in reading over the two-year period as compared with Lb grade equiv-
alents for controls (difference in rean gain significant beyond the .01 level). In mathematics, the same pilot
group s+owed a significance in mean gain difference beyond the .01 level. Testing in 1979.B0 at new sites and
longitudinal testing at initial sites shows program students making statistically and educationally significant
gam..

implementation requirements Program may be implemented in a single primary, Intermediate, or

middle-school unit. or ir total school or district configurations.
Three to five days are required for staff training. with follow-up inservice as needed. Administrator or imple-
menter instruction usually precedes teacher inservice. It is recon-wnded that only one content area be installed
per year. Second- and third-year involvement provide stabilized change in practice and allow fo^ integration of
additional content areas into the system. No special facilities are required. Adopter casts include stipends
pail teachers for Involvement 3rd costs of materials.

financial requirements Cost of materials varies with extent of implementation. Start-op costs
average S4 per pupil. Maintenance costs can be absorbed within a regular

district bkokgel.. Costs of staff training vary and are flept.able. Teachers of teachers are trainer $n fol-
low-up assistance is given. Development of local leadership is emphasized.

seruices auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings all expenses rust be paid). Training is conducted at the prbject site (all expenses must be paid).
Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses' must be Paid). Implementation and follow-up services
are avv13ble to adopt,rs (all expenses must he paid).

contact Camp M. Hales, Director, 0-SAIL Project, 2971 Evergreen Ave.. P.9. Box 3327, Sall Lake City, UT
34109. (ROI) 486-54O1.

Developmental funding USN lSLA Title III

CorpAnd Summer Ivel

7.3
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PROJECT ACE: Attoinistrative Cooperative in Education

A multidistrict cooperative program providing services to Title 1 teachers, students, and
parents.

target audience Approved by JORP for administrators, teachers. intermediate service agencies, and students
involved in ESEA Title 1 projects.

description The primary goal of ACE is to provide quality Title 1 services to rather sparsely populated
rural districts. which are or'en too small to furnish all the necessary features of a successful

mastery learning program.

Project ACE has four key elements an administrative model, teacher inservice ankevaluation, a materials
resource center, and parent involvement.

Thz cooperative makes a Cost-effective instructional materials support center a reality. Selected commercial
materials for cheCkout and mass- produced teacher-made materials. accompanied by inservice on the efficient use
of both, are a critical dimension. A well-defined staff development plan evolving from identified needs based
on developmental teacher evaluation, instructional strategy fidelity, and program objectives. guidelines. and
regulations is a second critical component.

Parents' participation in their chilo s instructional program Is a priority. A .eiety of both school-year and
summer programs has been developed and instituted successfully througn the contained efforts of the teachers
across the districts.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

C()Iltairt Norman Ronell, Project Director, (SU 11 Title 1 Cooperative. P.O. Box 941. Columbus. NE
4402) 564-4414.

,;--.0

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title : JORP No. 18-191 Approved: 11/11/18

Coepilod Summer Biel

PROJECT ARIZONA CONSORTIUM FOR INDIVIDUALIZE° LEk,NING (ACIL)

Inservice training and materials to help administrators and teachers meet the individual
-eels of children through use of effective classroom-management techniques.

target audience Approved by JDRP for training teachers grades 1-5 in effective classroom management
techniques. "thiS program has been used in other settings with tirades K and 1-8. Out no

evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description AC1L's inservice program is oriented toward systematic oplementation of a humane, 5 dividual-
ized environment emphasizing student development of a mom positive self-image and ctncept

mastery in the basic skill areas (reading. writing, and arittreTic). Diagno,tic/prescriptive,curriculuttsupport
laterials, reconlended in this program and developed by the Utah System Appoach to Indavidualized Learning
( War.) irdject. Twin teachers establish an instructional management plan chat more nearly meets individual
learner needs. Basic C>npOnentS include haunt environment functional use of space and time, learning centers,
,Tex,h1, youplig, diagnosis/prescription. teaching the concept, daily drill, retrievals. conferencing materials.
amotuent sheets. learning principles. and teaching strategies. These components are installed through an inte-
,rated and sistemeic inservice training program. The teacher inservice training uses a practical how-to approach
su:41enen'ted by parallel vrincipal inservice training that heavily emphasizes development and use of instructional
leadership skills. In separate sessions. key district staff membeis learn how to become an inservice cadre for
f,ture 1-1,1a,entatlan and continuation. ACIL he, been effectively Implemented in schools representing the four
najJr uopdIttion areas in Arizona urban, inner-city, sOurban and rural communities -- with diverse socioeco-
nrliC. ethnic. and caltoal student characteristics. The ACIL process is used in many SChOwlS where individual
PhhiC qhOudS Jf 5.+anish surname. Neive Aerican. Black, or Anglo students constitute more than 50 percent of the
sLhool , No ,hanges in facilities. or Staffing are necessary for implementation- All certified instruc-
',onal 'Off of a SCh001 should particimte in the inservice tra,-inj. but effect e 4options 'may also take place
with pl'lal staff involvement. Administrative Support is essential.

OntiC. the prOjeCt about available training and other services.

contact L. lonn h'b5. Director. ACIL, 161 E. First St.. meta. AZ 85201. (602) 959-4880.

Developmental Funding

(wooled Sum 1981

1111 [SEA title II

1.4 96

JDRP No. 16-95 Approved: 10/5/16



PROJECT CASNFLOW FORECASTING SYSTEM

A computerized method of forecasting cashflow for use in ^oking 'nveStment and loan decisions.

target audience Approved by JDRP for school administrators and accoundants who make investment or loan
deCiSions.

description This system was installed to assist in the making of investment and loan decisions and, Specif
'tally. to produce at least an eight percent increase in general fund interest earnings for

the Jefferson County School District. The system provides the ability to enter forecasted and actual data for
four different funds and then to project the cash balance for each day of a fiscal year. The data are revised
to reflect actual tranSaCtionS. and the projected cashflow balance IS autOmatiCally recalculated for each day
remaining in the fiscal year.

Since it was put into operation in April 1979. the system haS proved to be far nore effective than the informal,
manual system it replaced. Financial management can now be based on the most caplet° and ud-to-date information
possible, with the data available almost instantly.

A computer terminal and a comPute, system tn.: Supports terminal operations and provides disk availab City are
used. The progra-mtng language is BASIC because this is the language wrnally used to teach conputer drogranning
to students. The Jefferson County School District already had a BASIC instructiorkl drogram, so the necessary
hardware and software were available for 'vie Cashflow Forecasting SySten, at no additional cost. The sySte,
provides the ability to process four separate ;ands. The types of financial data processed include loans and
investments, payroll deductions, bond payment:, and four optional revenue and three optional exdense categmries.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Charles W. Grissett, Treasurer, Jefferson County Board of education. 3332 Newburg Rd., touiSville,
KY 40218. (502) 456-3351.

Developmental Funding: Local JDRP No. 80.13 Approved: 8/18/80

Complied SUAMOIr 1981

PROJECT COMPUTER-BASED °LAMING RESOURCES Project Si ov-Sohool

A program using computer-based resources fur improved educational planning and decision making.

target audience

assistance to schools.

Approved by JDRP for school administrators, regional education agency directors, colleges
of education, and educational computing consortia wishing to supply computerized planning

description The puroose of this program is to provide a quantitative basis for certain administrative
plannirl and decision-making functions. With the tax base decreasing in sore areas, millage

elections sometimes in jecdardy, and demands for more conservative budgetary policy, school administrators must

use appropriate tools to help project available resources, communicate the projections. and enlist public support
for the programs and bcdgets recommended. Future staff size must be balanced against projected enrollment,
anticipated revenues compared with rojected expenditures, and student-school assignment dl ,is 4ade on the basis
of available facilitte- and probable enrollment. For such planning, this program provides computer-driven models
of specific aspects of school system operations that can assist local officials to determine policies, set
priorities, and fund programs. The models facilitate planning by organizing and panaging data, applying uniform,
tested formulas to establish relationships in the data, and providing options for determining the long-range
Impact of decisions under consideration, The Enrollment and Facilities Projection Program allows aaministrators
to test various assumptions about enrollment trends a to simulate increased or decreased space at a school.
The Faculty Projection Program determines the size and cost of the teaching staff. The Financial Projection
Program produces a school district budget incorporating tax baSe, revenue, and expenditure projections. These
Programs are being adapted for micro-computer and extended for use in Student data base, attendance, and library
systems. This program is relevant for budgeting, finance, planning, data bases. projections. and siulations.

Contact the project about available training and Other services.

contact 14.,441jam Dunklau, Director. Project Simu-School, 8100 San ,ristobal, Dallas, Tx /WM.
(214)'327-6913.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title ill

Compiled Summer 1981

7.5 97

JDRP No. 74-11 Approved' 6/6/J4



PROJECT COMPUTERIZED PUPIL ATTENDANCE ACCOUNTING/CENSUS SYSTEM

A computerized system for tabulating and processing state. mandated census and pupil attendance
figures and reports.

target audience Approved by .10RP for local education agencies and consortia of local educatic- agencies.

description This system was set up with the objective of reducing by 40 percent the time required to
compile and maintain pupil accounting and census information and to pre :re the monthly and

annual reports that are state mandated in Kentucky and that are the basis for determininc each school district's
funding. By shifting from a system maintained by hand to a computerized < -ten. the 38 school districts that are
meters of the Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Corporation have ,und it possible to make more efficient
use of district personnel. The system is set up to allow for yearly initial input of student Information, ten
monthly cycles of collecting and reporting attendance data. annual reporting of attendance and other statistical
data, and periodic and annual reports of census data for state and local use. Ire system is designed to produce
these reports: teacher's record of daily attendance, teacher's monthly attendance report, principal's monthly
attendance report. principal's annual attendance report. superintendent'S annual statistical report, attendance
growth factor report for first twO months, annual census report, district census report, and other management
reports needed by school district administrators.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

t Harry P. Brawn. Eastern Kentucky Educational Development Corporation, P.U. Box 1269, 325 Winchester
Ave.. Ashland, KY 41101. (606) 324-5161.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title IV-C and Local Funds

Cospiled SrUMMO 1911

JORP No. 81-1 Approved: 0/l8/81

PROJECT DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION CENTER (Cl)A

Management by objectives applied to classroom instruction.

target audience Approved by JORP for all teachers, parents, and students, gradas 2-3 and 6-12. It oas
been used in other settings with grade 4, but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The Evaluation Center has developed and operates a microcomputer -based (Apple 11 systen)

instructional management system that provides relevant data to teachers and students after
each test taken on course objectives. The Evaluation Center, whih produces the tests to each teacher's specifi-
cations. also processes the resultS, feedS them to a nearby computer, and returns present and cumulative informa-
tion about the progress of each student and of the entire class as a group. Also available for inclusion in the
printout are data on class perfonnance on each objective and a test fore evaluation. The time needed to yet
this ion. "nation back to a classroom that has been CAM-tested is generally 24 hours.

Teachers using the CAM system of monitoring studert achievement first connit themselves to basing their instruc-
tion on course objectives developed by curriculum grwups and teaching teams in the district. They also test the
course objectives on a regular basis, every two to three weeks. The objectives are tested by teacher-developed
test items, generally five to ten for each objective. Most teachers request tests that are pretest. posttest,
and retention test in one. The sySte,a is used in classrooms that are group-paced. i viividualized. multigraded.
etc. Approximately 300 classrooms (1-12) are using the systen in Subject areas incliling math. science. social
studies. English. and reading. The Evacuation Center has developed techniques to assist teaching teams in identi-
fying instructional strengths arW weaknesses.

Contact the project abort dyJlia51? training and other services.

contact Donal/ B. Sension. 11-ect-r. or Susan Glenther. Coordinator, CAM Evaluation Center, Hopkins Public
Schools. 1001 State diohway 77Hopkins. 44 50343. (612) 933-9230.

Developmental Funding USOE FSEA title :II JORP No. 15-14

Cospiid Sumer 29$2

7-6 96

Approved: 5/6/10



PROJECT LEM: Learning Experience Module (Educational Management Design)

A team-teaching approach with a coordinated- scheduling and student-grouping procedure.

target audience Approved by JDRP fcr students in grades 2-5. This program has been used in grades 6-8.
but no evidenu of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project LEM is an ed.icational plan originally designed for open-space schools. It provides

methods for organizing facilities, staff, and students into a coordinated plan that develops
positive community-school interaction, increases parent involvement, Improves staff skills in instructional
techniques. and raises students' mathematical achievement scores.

The LEM design removes classroco walls to create large open spaces that provide for a variety of inStructional
nodes. Each Learning Experience Module spans two grade levels. Team teaching and differentiated staffing allow
teachers to specialize in subject-matter areas, as well as to prepare and/or teach lessons in other areas.
Cross-age teat Ing is organized around skill topics. Students rotate from group to group. flexible scheduling
allows teachers to work closely with will groups of students on a variety of topics and also to develop and
teach one subject in depth. Students with cccron skill, needs are grouped homogeneously for reading, language
arts, and mathematics. They are heterojeneously grouped for social studies, science, art, music, ano physical
education. Teacher-student ratio is one teacher per 25 students, and one aide per LEM unit. A dtversified
instructional program is uses, comprisel of individualized approaches that vary according to the learning objec-
tives and instructional methods selected by teacher or students. A diagnostic teaching'methodology is used.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Eleanor Russo, Director of Instructional Programs, Hackensack Public, Schools, 355 State St.,
Hackensack, NJ 07601. (201) 488.4100, ext. 224.

Developmental Funding. USOE ESEA Title III

Conyibed Swami. 1981

JDRP No. 40 Approved. 4/9/73

PROJECT MEDICAL INSURANCE. A Procedure for Instituting a Cost-Effective Program

A systematic monitoring procedure for reducing the cost of employee medical insurance.

target audience Approved by JDRP for school administrators and insurers.

description This program was developed by the Cost Analysts Center of New Brunswick, New Jersey to reduce
the annual costs of employee medical insurance for school districts. Research has shown that

employees generally fall to keep the district informed of changes in their personal lives that mignt affect insur-
ance coverage and that this failure often results in overpayment to insurance carriers. (For example, paying
premiums on dependen: children who have reached an age at which they are no longer covered by the carrier's con-
tract wastes money and is of no benefit to the employee because claims made on behalf of ineligible persons will
not be honored ) As a remedy, the program offers a simple syvtem to identify and reconcile discrepancies between
he amount of medical insurance that is appropriate for each employee and the amount the employee actually has.
The main elements are as follows. an initial survey of district employees to obtain current informetion regarding
age marital Status, and ages of dependents for each, determination of appropriate coverage for each employee
based on current employee data, Insurance carrier guidelines, and district policy, a comparison between appropri-
ate coverage and actual coverage for each employee, reconciliation of differences between appropriate and actual
coverage by consulting with each affected employee and, with the employ.s's consent, not.fying the insurance
carrier of necessary adjustmrnts, and routine continuation of the procedure during each reedroliment period. In

addition to saving .money, the practice is a means of protecting the employee and the district. when an employee
is found to be underinsured, the employee benefits from having coverage adjusted, and the district avoids possible
liability.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact John E. Carey, Director, Medical Insurance, Middlesex County Educational Services Cemm'ssion,
North Randolphville Rd.. Piscataway, NJ 08854. (201) 752-3321.

Developmental guiding OBOE ESEA Title 111-C

Cavytlec Summer 19t1
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PROJECT PUPIL TRANSPORTATION. A Procedure for Cooperative Purchase of Special Education Services

A procedure to reduce the cost of transporting special education students thrOugh use of
cooperative bidding and transportation by several school districts.

target audience Approved by JDRP for school administrators.

description This program is one of several sponsored by the Cost Analysis Center. a project of the Middle-
sex Borough Board of Education in cooperation with the Middlesex County Office of the New

Jersey State Department of Education. The program was instituted to reduce the cost of transporting special
education students through use of a cooperative bidding and transportation procedure, which consists Mainly of
the following steps. formation of a consortium of school distriCts that transport special education students to
common sites add appointment of a regional tranSooratiOn coordinator. collection of information from the districts
by the coordinator regarding the characteristics of the Children to be transported, special equipment and treat-
ment required, routes and schedules, and possible transportation vendors, analysts of transportation costs antici-
pated for the cooperative system as conpared to costs incurred by the districts when separate systems are used,
decision by each member district to participate or not. based on results of the above analysis, letting of bids
and awarding of contracts, and supervision of joint special education transportation by the regional transporta-
tion coordinator.

The districts work in concert to direct the activities of the coordinator. Specifically. the coordinator is
responsible for creating routes. Supervising transportation clerks, and overseeing the bidding procedure, as well
as general management.

Contact the project aboe.xmallaD1e training and other services.

contact John E. Carey. Director, Pupil Iran*ortation. Middlesex County Educational Services Commission.
North RandOlphville Rd., Piscataway, NJ DB854. (201) 752-3321.

Developmental Funding: USOE FSEA Title IV-C

Coppil.d Summer 2982

X00

7-8

JDRP No. 80.15 Approved: 9/3/80



SECTION Il

PRESERVICE/INSERVICE TRAINIU

NON-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

CALIFORNIA MIGRANT TEACHER ASSISTANT CORPS: California Mini-Corps - California 8-3
A program designed to supply cross-cultural tutorial services to school districts and to
train a pool of bilingual, cross-cultural teachers.

ECOS TRAINING INSTITUTE (ETI) - New York 8.4
mi A program offering workshops designed to assist diverse local school districts with

infusing career education, life-role skills, basics, environmental education, and
other components into their curricula.

EXEMPLARY CENTER FOR READING INSTRUCTION (ECRI) - Utah 8-5
An inservice program for teachers of students of all ability levels in reading and
language skills, with expectations of 95-100% mastery.

LEARNCYCLE: Responsive Teaching - New Jersey 8-6
An intensive teacher training program developing flexible, effective skills for managing and
teaching mainstreamed or high-risk students.

POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD LEARNING (PATE) - Illinois 8-7
A performance-based inservice training program designed to improve student attitudes
toward school by strengthening the consistency of teacher behavior.

OTHER JORP -APPROkE0 PROJECTS

INSERVICE TRAINING IN THE TEACHING RESEARCH DATA BASED CLASSROOM FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED
SCHOOL-ACE CHILDREN - Oregon 8-8

A data-based classroom for individualized instruction of students 8-18 with multiple handi-
caps, cerebral palsy, and/or autism, and an inservice training program for teachers And
aides.

INTENSIVE READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (IRIP) - Illinois 8-8
A program for staff development of elementary school teachers intended to upgrade reading
teaching skills.

PILOT PROJECT UTILIZING SUPPORTIVE PERSONNEL USING BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES WITH
ARTICULATORY DISORDERED CHILDREN - Iowa 8-9

A model for expanding speech therapy delivery through training of paraprofessionals as
communication aides.

the PROCESS OF TEACHING BASIC READING SKILLS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS - California 8-9
A program providing inservice workshops tO help secondary teachers renege class time
and student behavior in basic reading classes.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT BASIC PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES - New Jersey 8-10
A skill-building training program designed to increase skills and knowledge across four
phases of project management: planning, preparation, operational control, and termination.

SIGMA: System for Individually Guiding Mastery Attainment - California 8-10
A program guiding preservice teachers in their mastery of specified sets of teaching skills
sequenced to NM a developmental pattern.

',See Sectional Cross-Reference Index, D. 14.10, and ERIC Descriptor Index, o. 14-16, for related programs.
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PROJECT CALIFORNIA MIGRANT TEACHER ASSISTANT CORPS California Mini -Corps

A program designed to Supply cro-s-cultural tutorial services to school districts and to train
a pool of bilingual, cross - cultural teachers.

target audience
Practicums.

Approved by MP for consortia of universities. state or county offices Of education,
and school districts wanting to implement Oilingcal, cross-cultural teacher-training

description The Ca. forma Mini-Corps is an education management system that recruits the offspring of
migratory fammworxerS. helps then to enroll in college, trains then to provide direct instruc-

tion services to active migrant pupils, and ultimately increases the pool of professional educators who are
specially trained, experienced, and cereritted to working with migrant children. Fron a molest beiiNnin, in 195E
when 14 Mini-Corps students worked as teacher assistants in two school districts, the program now fields about
330 Mini-Corps students per year in sorrier and school-year placements in d4 school districts in California.

Candidates for the program are recruited iron the ranks of graduating high school seniors and college students
who are former migrants.

Training sessions for the Mini-Corps are held in sorrier immediately following the end of the spring semester or
quarter. At these institutes. Mint-Corps teacher assistants are trained in tutorial skills fur the areas of
cultural awareness, math, English as a second language, reading, classroom image...lent. physical educ.tion, swi
ming, and language arts.

The program maintains permanent records on all of its s'Adents, including personal profiles, oast performance
ratings. inventories of skills, language proficiency scores (cnglish and Spanish}, college courses and grades.
and work experience. Thus, it is oossiole to match the background of the student with the needs of the school
district to which he or sne is assigned. All Mini-Corps students ire placed Hider the direct supervision of a
"master teacher" who is provided with a conplete student profile and iianual Je,cribing appropriate use of the
student in the classroom.

Since 1967, Mini-Corps has developed a coordinated set of ad. Inistrative haniinoks. recrcitlew ails, c,rric-
Jlum guides, student training materials, and evaluation instruments.

evidence of effectiveness It has been de-oonstrated that Mini -.ores 'etcher assistant progra .0 re0,1t

in direct instructional faroly and support services for active migrant
children, effective recruitment of college students frog poverty backgrounds into teacher-training programs, and
high incidence Of placement In toaching jobs for Mini-Corps graduates 7735, versus IS for graduates of California
university teacher-training prbgrams).

implementation requirements Adoption of Mini -Corps concept requires a consorts v' of universities
or colleges offering teacher training in bilingual educat on with

elementary and secondary emphasis, a state. county, or regional education agency willing to manage the wogram,
and one or more local school districts willing to supervise Mini-Corps teacher as,.c'ants for tutorial and snail.
group activities with migrant or other bilingual children. Consortion must organize a program of technical assist-
ance and preservice under auspices of Mini-Corps. recruit and train teacher assistants and supervisors, and assign
teacher assistants to migrant and/or bilingual children.

financial requirements Program could be supported throggh migrant Education. other Title I funding,
or other public or private foundations. Estimates for 1978 were 53,460 for

technical assistance package and 562.580 for a program of full-time suervision and TO teacher assistants serving
400 full-time equivalent pupils. Cost per learner. 583.44 for 10-month school year. Cost fur suitner school
program approximately 605 less.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in hone state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness 'eetinos (,osts to be negotiated). Training is
conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site (costs
to be negotiated). Implementation and follow -up services are available to adopter.

contact Herbert C. dhite, Director of California Mini-corps, or Joseph P. Rice, director of NJN )eveioper/
Demonstrator Project, 2100 21st St., Sacramento. CA 7581d. (916) 7.)-1504.

Developerental funding: USOE Title 1 (Migrant)

Cowpvird Summer 2402
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PROJECT (COS TRAINING INSTITUTE ((TI)

A program offering workshops designed to assist diverse local school districts with infusing
career education, life-role skills, basics, environmental education, and other components into
their curricula.

target audience Approved by JORP for tea= of K-12 teachers and administrators and community repre-
sentatives invited by the team.

description The (COS Training Institute offers a three-day workshop in : process of curriculum design.
Participating teams should have tmree to eight members, with wore than one person from a

school building; a maximum of 35 participants can beaccormodated.
,The ETI process has,proven effective on a

national level in assisting diverse local school districts to achieve their educational gpals (e.g., environ-
mental education, career education). ,
The process has four interrelated elements: curriculum infusion, stewardship, community/school interaction.
and teamwork.

Curriculum infution is basic to the program.
Through a step-by-step procedure, teachers xamine their courses

and incorporate priority concepts, knowledge, skills, attitudes, and activities of career education, environmental
educatimn, basics, life-role skills, etc., into appropriate segments of their courses. If needed, they can
create new courses.

Stewardship is the students' active participation in the management of problems, i.e., a decision-making process.
Suggested stewardship activities are demonstrated it the workshop. These and additional activities will be built
into the new, infused curriculum.

Community/school interaction is the joint cooperation of schools and community in mutually beneficial educationalefforts. Teachers are encouraged to call upon a wide range of resources when implementing their curricula, and
community interaction provides a ready source of people and materials._

Teamwork is a cooperative effort on the part of the administration, students, teachers, and community members to
coordinate and manage the change process in a school district:'-

evidence of effectiveness Six aspects of the program were evaluated between 1971-74. materials,
student achievement, student attitude, student behavior, teacher behavior,

and administrative behavior. Evaluation data submitted to JDRP in May 1974 show that participation in Ell
produced d significant increase in ecological awareness at the .001 level and an improvement in SRA subtest
Performance.

implimentaticol requirements Attendance at a three-day workshop is essential to understanding
the (COS process, developing a curriculum, and implementing the

program. Before training, the superintendent must complete a district profile and sign a letter of agreement
stating that workshop participants will have planning time to meet as a group, if they wish, for a period of nine
months after the workshop and that workshop participants will

present an awareness program to colleagues, board
of education, and community members. Space found in and around most schools is satisfactory. No equipment
need be purchased unless a school elects to become involved with environmental monitoring.

financial requirements No charge for training or materials. Costs to district for training, travel,
room and board (may be available through if -C funding and negotiable).

serf iCOF available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors dre welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awa-eness meetings (costs to negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).

Implementation and follow-up services are
available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Frank Thompson. Director, (COS Training institute. P.O. Box 369. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598.
(914) 245-6919.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981

8-4
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JDRP No. 74.59 Approved: 5/14-15/74



PROJECT EXEMPLARY CENTER FOR READING INSTRUCTION (ECR1)

Al inservice program for teachers of students of all abilit, levels in reading and language
skills, with expectations of 95-100% mastery.

target audience Approved by JORP fOr teachers of students of all abilities, grades K-12, and adults.
mono- or multilingual, during reading and language arts Instruction (including

content reading), in suburban, urban, and rural areas, and at all socioeconomic levels. Also for parapro-
fessionals. parents, and peers who tutor students at school or at home under supervision of teachers.

description ECRI's original purposes Still hold. to identify critical teacher behavior essential to
preventing reading failure, to provide inservice education fOr teachers geared to the research

findings, and to disseminate this information. Teacher behaviors identified to date include abilities to:
elicit correct responses from nonresponding pupils, establish high mastery levels of responses with perfurmanCe
and rate as Criteria, correlate language arts activities to increase responses and save time, utilize effective
management and monitoring systems, and diagnose and prescribe instantly when errors or no responses occur.
Techniques are incorporated into specific directives during reading, oral language, spelling, dicte ion, creativewriting, and penmanship instruction. Student advancement depends upon rate of mastery. A student progresses
in practicing new Skills and in working with materials independently of other students. No student waits foranother. In small groups based upon instructional reading levels, students are instructed in those language
skills that they will need in future work. Individual conferences are held daily. Students are reminded of
the skills they have been taught, the skills they have mastered, and the skills they will be expected to master
through the review (part of every skills instruction neriod). The teacher teaches new skills at least one
mastery test in advance of the student who fs passing the tests most rapidly, and reviews instruction for
students at the lowest mastery test. Performance is individually measured with the mastery test. Absenteeism
is not the problem it can be in the traditional classroom.

No procedural changes need occur for a teacher to
provide for the returning student. Students' attention is sustained with the momentum of the teacher directives
during instruction and reinforcement offered during practice time. Overt responses help students re:win on -task.
The structure of the Scheduling, record keeping. and multisensory instruction also seeps students motivated.
Criteria for passing a mastery test are identical for all students, regardless of their reading levels. No
student is made to feel less capable than another student. The teacher selects only those behavior management
techniques that build the student's self-concept. Instruction is provided by ECRI so teachers can utilize
the critical teacher behaviors, develop the management system for mastery and individualization, and teach
reading and language skills effectively.

tuidente of effectiveness Project was validated over three years (1911-74) with more than 703 pupils
In four Utah districts. first graders are reading at 3.8, Second graders

average 95th to 59th percentile, clinic pupils average four months' gain per month, Title I pupils average 1.4
to 3.2 years' gain per year, secondary students average 2.5 years' gain per year. Data available upon request.
Sone tests used: SAT, Metropolitan, California Achievement. Gates-4acGinitle.

implementation requirements A five- to ten-day preparatory inservice education program with
one ECRI staff person for 20-25 trainees is desirable. Program

includes lecture and practice sessions, preparation of materials for classroom use, and teaching pupils in a
simulated setting. Following this, periodic visits by ECRI staff to trainees' classrooms to demonstrate,
model, and monitor are desirable. The length of time to replicate tht ECRI model varies. Existing district
reading materials may be used. Supplies for teachers and pupils are those usually found in schools. ECRI has
16 self- instructional teacher-training workbooks and kits if inservice education is not desired.

111101:fIlli requirements At initial awareness sessions, time is provided without cost (travel expenses
must be paid). For inservice programs and classroom monitoring, time and

some travel expenses can be provided to a limited number of adopters. Sole inservice and monitoring time is
available without charge, but adopters pay all travel costs. Self-instructional workbooks $6.95 and $9.95,
or mimeographed materials from ECRI. Mastery ttsts 25d each, can be produced. ECRI Staff time $225 a
day plus expense..

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. fiSitorS are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in hole state and

Out of state. ProjeCt staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness Meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training at project site is conducted only in October, March, June, and July (all expenses must be paid).
Training is also available at adopter s'te (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and fcllow-up services
are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

con tact Etnns R. Reid, Director. Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction, 3310 South 2100 East, Salt
Lake City, II 84109. (801) 485-5083 or 218 -2334.

Developmental Funding: usor, EsEA v,tie III

Compiled Sumwr 2982

8.5

jORP No, 14-48 Approved* 5/.0/14
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PROJECT LEARNCITLE: Responsive Teaching

An intensive teacher training program developing flexible, effective skills for managing and
teachin g mainstreamed or high-risk Students.

target audience Approved by MAP for teachers of special education or mainstreamed students grades
K-9, and teacher trainers and consultants.

description The program includes two levels of training.

Responsive Teaching for Mainstreaming and Accountability comprises a variety of reinforcegent-based teaching
techniques, including precision teaching, contingency management, and token economies. Through lecture, demon-
stration, role playing, data collection, and task, groups, participants learn to generate their own unique
behavioral programs. The course also shows teachers how to monitor, evaluate, and revise their programs to meet
Changing student needs and observe recent accountability mandates. Short pre- and posttests let orticipants
assess their mastery of the teaching skills. Classroom applications may include any of the following, a Change
In schedule of activides to motivate difficult tasks by following then with more enjoyable ones). a redirec-
tion of teacher attention, use of readily available reinforcers (recess, orivileges, special zctivities) in
simple token exchange systems, precise systems for monitoring and reinforcing students behavioral change with
tukens and concrete reinforcers, and simple currirulun adaptations. What implementation is chosen depends on
students' needs and teacher preference. A unique feature is training of teachers in proven ways to enlist
the support of a whole class for program success with one or two high-risk students. Further, teachers are
trained in an overall problem-solving method that allows them to adapt the program instantly to new situations.

Training to Train allows districts that desire an ongoing training capacity to have graduates of the first
course trained to train others. They learn how to tailor courses to the individual needs of their trainees.
as well AS how to deal with system-wide implications of program implementation. A Behavior Analysis Main-
streaming Model allows participants to relate student needs and training and support needs to availablesupport
services in developing a comprehensive mainstreaming plan.

etna"ence of effectiveness Stydent on task" behavior increased by class from 50.80% as measured in
twice-weekly in-class observations using the sequential Becker system,

disruptive and 'off task' behavior lecreased correspondingly. Teachers' ability to teach high-risk or main-
streamed youngsters doubled, as demonstrated by a 50% decrease in teacher referrals. Population. varied,
from middle - income suburban to low-income urban. Evaluation dates: 197042.

implementation requirements No special staffing or facilities are required. Adoption involves
Only a change in teacher. trainer, or consultant. FOr Classroom

implementation an adopting unit is an individual teacher. Training for teachers. one three-day sequence. One
to to months after training and at six-month intervals thereafter, teachers submit brief data on student behavior
change. Training for turnkey trainer or consultant in a position to offer back-hose training to colleagues. one
two-day sequence in addition to three-day teacher's sequence. Certification is contingent on completion of
follow-0p activities tailored to adopter setting.

financial' requirements learncycle Teachers Manual, SIO (S4 in large quantities). Adopter shares
cost of project staff travel, per diem, and time. Per-learner cost of

program implementation S0 -S5 per year, depending on individual adopter and population served. Cost of training
for adopter staff by turnkey trainer or consultant: ccenenSurate with local costs for Inservice.

S

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project Site and additicnal denonstratinn sites in home state and

oat of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is available at adopter site or for a group of adopters at a canon site (costs to be negotiated).
Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact ililde weisevt, project Director, Learncycle, Box 2)4, Teaneck, NJ 0)666. (201) 833-0588.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III AMP No. 74.53 Approved: 5/24/74

Compiled Summtr

8.6
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PROJECT POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD %CARVING (PATI.)o....

A performance -based inservice training program designed to improve student attitudes toward
school by strengthening the consistency of teacher behavior

target audience Approved by JDRP for K.12 students with a less-than-positive view of self and/or
!earning.

description Improvement in a student's attitude toward school, self. and others leads to Improvement in
his/her rate of cognitive growth. Staff developrent is accomplished through the use of self.

paced. individualized, performanCe-based learning packages called kits.

The teacher training kits teach specific skills in four complementary areas: active involvement, learning pro.
cesses, individualized iustruction, and improved communi:ation and management.

Each of the training kits is designed to provide teachers with performance-based
oblectives. numerous lea,ning

activities designed to assist them in reaching thoSe objectives, and criterion- referenced assessment procedures.
Whenever possible, the learning activities provide the teacher with a choice of various media, small-group or
individsal sessions, and tapes or live observation. feedback to the teacher is an qssential component of the
program

Kit AdvISOrS, a minimum of two per building, are trained to assist teachers working through the kits. Kit
completion requires 10 hours of teacher time over a thre... or four-month period. Completion of all four kits
requires one and one.half to two years.

evidence of effectiueness Pre/post Coopersmith Self.CL.ncept Inventory, target students improved
from the 15th to the 40th percentile. Pre/post Gates.MacGinitie ReadingCcmprehenon Tests. target students improved from .71 year of growth per year to 1.4 years per year.

implementation requirements Four days of training fur persons Selected as InservIce specialists
or Kit Advisors. EaCh fit Advisor can then work with 7.10 fellow

teachers, if they can be released from approximately 102 of their duties.

financial requirements Start-up cost is $500. ?las $10 for eacb' teacher t, be trained. dperional
costs consist of StipemdS for inservice specialists.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cflst. iisitors are welcome any tire by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in how. state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend ou'-of-state ewarereSS meetings (travel and per diem must
be Paid). Training is conducted at the project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also avail-
able at adopter site (all exdenseS must be pail). Follow-ud services are available to adopters (travel and per
lie: must be paid).

contact Charles Pe 31. Oirect,r, or John LrgeS. .nService Gethalto Jnit
Schools. '22 F. ren.ral. Sethalto. 11 ,leolU. Old/ 377.7211.

Oeveloprental Funding. JSOE ES1A 'Ttle :ri

Compiled Surmer 1982

8.7106

JORP No. 15.16 Approved. 5:1o/75



PROJECT 11SERVICt 744111116 11 THE Ili:CHM RESEARCH DATA 134SC) clAwzuam Flit SEVERELY HPOCICAPPLJ
SCHOOL-AGE CH1LDRE1

A data-based classroom for individualized instruction of students d.14 with multiple handicaps.
cerebral palsy. and /or autism. and an inservice training orograi for teachers and aides.

target audience Approved by J1RP for stodents ages 1.1i with noncategorical handi,a,s. their tea,hers,
and aides.

description Self-help. practical living motor. languige, and cognitive skills. as Hell as social behavior
are taught in the dala-based classroom to student, classified as ental;. ,atarded, cerebral

palsied. autiStic, elotionally disturbed. multiply handicapped. or deafoblind, Students are tested to deter one
wilitn skills they should be taupt, with the final decision oade by the parents and educational Staff togetnec.
Aides, volunteers. and parents all assist teachers with the individualized instruction for each child. Has+ of
the onto -to -one teaching is done by volunteers, teachers and aides conduct group instruction. In addi.ion, teach-
ers instruct parents and 'home ,iroviders' in techniques to use witn tneir rtildren.

The nservice training prover, assu mes one week of intensi.e worn in a demonstratiCn claSSrooa at Teaching
Research and two follow-up visits by Teaching Research staff at the trainees schools. The objectives to be
attained during the first week of training are clearly identified. as are rd-ernus tats collection procedures for
determining the degree to which teachers are assimilating tie new siills. ine two .ollow.uj visits occur
weeks and 24.28 weeks after training. 0,r1.9 each, Teaching e..earch staff record the number and quality of the
data-based Clafseoom technlgues tne teachers are using and het.; the teachers apply ti nethods and materials ,or,
sented during training.

Teaching Research's lfta.based classroom, which has been replicated throughout the Co ntey, ts descrined
Data.dased Classroom for the Moderately and Severely Handicapped jredericks at al., 1931).

Contact the project about ivailable raining and O'ner secuice.

contact
97361. (5J3) 838.12z0. tit. 401.
Tarry PlaOta Templenan, Teaching Research, Wesern Jlegon State College. Todd 'all, Monmouth, siC

Developmental Funding: 501_ 111.14 JDRP No. l/-34 Approved: .1/7/79

Carpi led Sunrcr 19.81

PROJECT IMTPISI AEAD144 :49,adVf.40, x4%.

A Prod"' for Std" development or tlecrntacy School telchers intended to up trade reading
teaching skills.

target audience A:Prived by ;JO for element,ry school teacnecs servin, childree ,n grades 0.3.

description rims to ',Ise eleseary schoJ1 reading achive.ent by wirag.ng teacher dills in
re id ny inSlcuctian. 'nc teacner fra each partici. ring scniol serves is m reail.g resource

teacher. :ill.' ,ruoies this teacher with 3d hourS of tra.nini in essewial theories and iethods of taching
reading. The reading ,esoJr.e teacher then returns to school to Condit' 30 hours of inservite training sessions
for the school's other clissronm teachers. Adtfing includes school reading resoorc, reacher GIs) and classruon
teiCherS. Ind Sty 1^( I A. I C I .y.1.1e or 315-r,Ct

Cirren.ly. 21 teacher-raining ,.nits written esecally for :40 are 601 in the 300:04, preService fee reading
resource teachers and 3)-hour I.serine for clissruo ..', -her -. 'ne.e in Self.Assessoent. Test
Data AnterdretWion. untinuoas Proress.M,stery Larnng ,rojra-. 'Jr lnstruction, oiretted Rea:in)
lesson. Word Attack (Sight iocabuliry). Wort At,c (iuon.,sl, Aor1 S..ic. istracoral Inalysts). uoyrehension
(Vocabulary Development). :omprehenion . "uv,prehension ;Interpretation). ,Anprehens.on (Critical Read
ingl. Study Skills (part, Inc and Teb). itord'ore )r,i leading Jeuelopment, iontent Are, 1 ead.ng, audio.
!usual Resources. Teaching Pealing to ,redk,,S 9' low-Standard lnglish, Wealini and the 10n.tnilith ,,peaker, and
Homer- School Panershl,.

war., ,rdject ann., 1.4 ,',le tra.ning rif other services.

contact Cari.1 A. hi. sin, Oirw,r, 11,ret, if +ea! th erv.ces, htcago 3a,r1 of l_duceion. 1/1 1.
fhicagO. 001. ,11:1 hll.s3.1.

Developmental Funding thit q,,,! ), idgeati-fl JDROfro_ '4.21 Attermenw.t.......2;i92:i

Compiled Surrt 1482

4-8 1 0 7



PROJECT PILOT PROJECT UTILIZING SUPPORTIVE PERSONNEL USING BEHAVIOR MOdIFILATION TLChNINES WITH
ARTICULATORY DISORDERED CHILDREN

A model for expanding speech therapy delivery through training of paraprofessionals as
communication aides.

target audience Approved by JDRP for speech clinicians and administrators.

description The dale aim is to release clinicians from minor problems
so that they are able to spend

more tine with children wi:h severe speech difficulties.
Communication aides are hired and

trained to run operant programs with K -12 children with
minor articulation problems under the direct supervisiOnof a speech clinician.

The professional clinicians train the aides. perform all diagnostic te.ting, determineprescriptions, and make all therapy decisions.
If the problem is mild, such as simple lisping. sound distortion,

or omission. the child is turned over to an aide.
Aides work with 9 -13 students for 20-30 minutes each.

Initial aide training takes two days. followed by a oeek of work with a clinician. The aides handle an averageof 70 students per year

Before the project began, it cost about 5120 to give
each student the speech assistance he or she needed. Theuse of aides has cut this figure in half.

Formerly, clinicians spent BS percent of their time in group speechsessions and only IS percent in individual therapy sessions.
TWO years after the project started, these figures

were almost reversed, with 83 percent of the treatment in individual
therapy and 17 percent in group.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Kenneth D. Barker. Supervisor, Clinical Speech Services. Area Education Agency Alo. 509
Melrose Ct.. Burlington, IA 52601. (319) 751-6561.

DivelOomental Fundirg: JSOE EiTA Title III

Complied Sumner 2992

JDRP No. 74.117 Approved: 12/6/73

PROJECT THE PROCESS Of TEACHING BASIC RtADINu SSI6LS IN SECd?OARY SCHOOLS

A program providing inservice workshops to help secondary teachers manage class time and
student behavior in basic reading classes.

target audience Approved by /MP for teachers in secondary schools. grades 7.12, and apprentices from
teacher Centers, program developers in regional educational laboratories, administrators.and state departments of education.

description Research findings gathered from secondary Classrooms
where basic reading was being taught were

used to identify processes specifically related to reading gain. Positively related processeswere found to include discussion of no.ewark or the reading content, instruction in new work, drill and practice.
reading aloud by students, instruction focused on a small group or tne total group. praise and support, positive
corrective feedback provided by rephraSing the question or probing. and sticrt quizzes. Negatively related pro-cesses include. teacher time spent on organizational or management tasks, outside intrusions, social interac-tions. misbehavior or negative interactions, too ouch choice for students, too much time spent on written assign-
ments. too such silent reading, and too mach ti-e spent mh single students. Based on these findings, the pro-
ject de.eloped seven 2-1/2 hour teacher worksnops. .ne first ,resents an overview of the research findings, which
are interpreted for their,relevanCe to teaching basic reading skills. In the second workshop, teachers are given
individual profiles prepared from observations conducted in their classrooms. together with recommendations for
changes in their teaching behaZtor

The third workshop provides recomlelmtations for student motivation and behav-ior management. The fourth is foOmed on ways of organizing closroos activities and on efficient management of
time. The fifth workshop deals with qaestionesking techniquesm5nd with supportive and corrective feedback,
diagnostic tests TAr ase by classroom teachers and appropriate

reading materials are also shared. At semester's
end, teacher observa%lons are conducted t, determine whether recommendations have been followed. New profiles
are prepared so that changes in teacher behavior nay be liaminod at he sixth and seventh workshops. which follow.
Sessions are conducted one week apart, generally between -3 30 and 6 J.. p.P. groups are limited to six.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Jane Stallings or Margaret Needels, Stallings Teaching and Learning Institute. 309 Poppy PI..
Mountain ilew. rT 94043. (4I5) 969-4264.

Developmental Funding' National Institute of Education.
State and total

Compiled Sumner 1981

H-9

108

JDRP No. 29 .3i Approved: 12/19/19



PROJECT PROJECT MANAGEMENT BASIC PRINCIPLES Ald TECHNIJUES

A skill-building training program designed to increase skills and knowledge across four

phases of project management. planning, preparation. operational control, and termination.

target audience Approved by JDRP for school personnel with present ,Jr expected responsibility fur planning
and managing projects. This program has proved useful to state department of education

staff. Intermediate Service Agency staff. and all levels of school district personnel, but no evidence of effec-
tiveness has been submpttedto or approved by the Panel.

description Project Management Basic Principle, and Techniques is a training prodort that teaches school
district staffs to manage educational projects so as to assure attairent of proimct objectives

within 'time. cost. and performance constraints. Specific areas covered by the product are defining the projec6
goals. developing the project work breakdown and work-flow diagram, preparing time estimates. esti uttng and
scheduling resources, developing the pruject budget. planning project Start-up, developing a project information

system and a procedures handbook, monitoring project operations, project problem sulving through management
action, implementing changes In project operations, and developing a project termination plan.

For each lesson, the trainee may .few filmstrips, read. listen to tapes. or perform a comb lion of these

activities. The product provides a mixture of individual and group activities. Each lesson can be easily

modified to apply to a wide range of school district projects or piogram activities. The self-contained material

req4ireS no special training for its use. although a structured traiyng session with r knowledgeable leader
is recomended. Lessons are grouped into four phases according to the ifespan m. . project and usually are

studied sequentially, The material is quite flexible and adaptable to varied school district training patterns,

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact John A. McAdams, Albert M. Bean Elementary School. Pine dill School District, 15 E. Seventh Ave.,
Pine mill, 11.1 08021. (609) 783.531J0.

Developmental Funding: Na,ional Institute of Education

Cooplbrd Sumer 1962

JDRP No. 75-44 Approved: 5/14/75

PROJECT SIGMA System for Individually Galling Mastery Attainment

A program guiding preservice teachers in their mastery of specified sets of teaching skills

sequenced to form a developmental pattern.

target audience APPruved by JDRP as 4 preservice elementary program. This program has been used in

other settings 45 inServtce for elementary teachers and as preservice and inservice for
secondary teachers. but no evidence of effectiveness has been ,riblitted to or approved by the Panel.

description the SIGMA program develops basic teaching skills in seven broad-based strands learning

management (behavioral objectives, diagnosis, transfer. reinforcement. motivation. retention),
implementation of instruction (long -range planning, program development, accountability). communication skills
ilanguage acquisition. reading diagnosis), interaction skills (self-concept, group dynamics. community study
skills). develoocen of affect (creativity, role playing, valuing), multicultural and bilingual education, and
evaluation in education. The prOgram is centered on flow-,hart competencies rather than courses and organieed

45 4 system of competenc-pbased instructional modules (learning packages). The modular system 15 'elf-paced and

individualized, requiring,knowledge to be acquired. skill to be demonstrated. and consequences Or changes in
pupil behailoy to be evaluated. It allows considerable flexibility in the way in which students are programed.
In an Indi,idualized Study 'entwr, structors work with students individually and in groups on the basic

teaching skills as outlined by behavioral objectives In the nodules. Instructors are J150 responsible for on-

site supervisisn and evaluation of student teachers' performances in regular school claSsroons.

Key Elements use of modules that include behaiioral objectives. prerequisites. preassessnent. learning alter-
nitiveS. poSt4ssesswent, cind remediation, Individualized Study Center for group interaction, individual study.
and material storag. availability of instructors to facilitate student learning, ,e of the program evaluation

system nesessary for ongoing revision and regeneration.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Patti cumnins, Director, SIMA NON Project, Lollege of Lducation, San Diego State University,

San Diego, CA 92182. (114) 265.4165.

Developmental Funding USOE Teacher Corps

Corplled Summer 1981

109
JDRP No. 7g-17 Approved: 6/8/19



SECTION 9

READING/LANGUAGE ARTS/MATHEMATICS/WRITING

NON-FUNDED OEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

ALPHAPHONICS: Beginnina Reading Program - California
9-7

A 26.week success-oriented beginning reading program employing an organized phonics system
to be used as a foundation for any reading system or program.

project CATCH-UP California
9-8

A diagnostic/prescriptive laboratory program in reading and/or math.

COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PROGRAM (CSMP) - Missouri 9-9
An exciting, complete elementary-level mathematics curriculum from basics to problem
solving for students of all ability levels.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED-DIAGNOSTIC-PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAM IN READING AND MATHEMATICS (CADPP) - Virginia 9-1D
A diagnostic/prescriptive pull-out program utilizing resource labs and computer
assistance to prepare remedial reading and remedial mathematics education81 plans and
weekly prescriptions.

CONCEPTUALLY ORIENTED MATHEMATICS PROGRAM (COMP) - Missouri 9-11
A sequential small-group mathematics program designed to meet the needs of all children.

DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIPTIVE ARITHMETIC (DPA) - New York 9-12
A basic arithmetic program with emphasis on developing, modeling,, and mastering the
basic concepts and skills.

GEMS: Goal-based Educational Management System - Utah 9-13
A goal-based educational managemeKt system developed to support diagnostic/prescriptive
teaching for mastery learning.

HOSTS: Help One Student To Succeed - Washington 9.14
A diagnostic/prescriptive/tutorial approach to basic reading skills.

INDIVIDUALIZED LANGUAGE ARTS: Diagnosis, Prescription, and Evaluation - New Jersey 9-15
A project cambering a language-experience approach with techniques derived from modern
linguistic then y to enhance skills in written composition.

project INSTRUCT Ohio 9-16
A prcgram to correlate all language skills instruction around the sequence of shills used
in the school's basal redder, with special emphasis on spelling, and to improve teacher,
skills in working with the 'hard to teach.'

KENOSHA MODEL. Academic Improvement Through Language Experience - Wisconsin 9-17
An individualized program to improve communication skills utilizing the language experience
approach.

MODEL CLASSROOMS. Classroom Management - Washington 9-18
A classroom management system that allows each student to work within the regular classroom
at his /her individual math, reading, and language achievement levels.

NEW ADVENTURE: Success Strategies for Reading and Language (NAIL) - Florida 9-19
Comprehensive early childhood language arts and classroom discipline.

the NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT - New Jersey 9-20
A teacher-training program that improves student writing.

PEGASUS-PACE: Continuous Progress Reading Program: Personalized Educational Growth And
Selective Utilization of Staff -- Personalized Approach to Continubus Education - Alabama 9-21

A locally developed, personalized approach to Continuous progress in reading -- a compre-
hensive developmental program.

PRE-ALGEBRA DEVELOPMENT CENTERS - Illinois 9-22
A complete one.year'program to develop students' basic conceptual computational mathematics
skills and prepare them for algebra.

project R-3 Readiness. Re'evancy and Reinforcement - California 9-23
A motivational basic skills program that interrelates the reading and mathematics curricula
through gaming/simulation activities involving career awareness.

READING ENGLISH ROTAilON PROJECT - Georgia 9-24
A rotating classroom approach to teaching reading skills to students in grades 1-9. Not a
pull-out model.

SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT - Florida 9-25
A delivery system of school volunteer services that directly addresses critical learner
needs for grades 2-6 in reading and mathematics.

'See Sectional Cross - Reference Index, p. 14-10, and ERIC Descriptor Index. p. 14-16, for related programs.
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STAMM: Systematic Teaching And Measuring Mathematics - Colorado 946
P complete mathematics curriculum for kindergarten through Algebra II-Trigonometry. including
alternative high school courses.

STUDENT TEAM LEARNING. Intergroup Relations - Maryland 9-21

A set of instructional techniques placing students in four- or five-member multiethnic
learning teams to master basic skills.

STUDENT TEAMS-ACHIEVEMENT DIVISIONS (STAD): Language Arts - Maryland 9-28
An instructional technique placing students in four- or five-member heterogeneous learnirg
teams to master basic language skills.

TALK: Teaching Activities for Lanouage Knowledge - Illinois 9.29
A program improving expressive and receptive vocabulary skills and language, grades K-3.

TEAMS-GAMES-TOURNAMENT (IGI) - Maryland 9-30
An instructional method using cooperative teams and game tournaments to increase student
learning of basic skills.

TITLE I CHILDREN'S PROGRAM. Learning to Read Through the Arts. Division of Curriculum and Instruction,
New York City Board of Education - New York 9-31

An intensive, individualized remedial reading program presented through the arts.

NRP Reading Power in the Content Areas (Vocational Reading Power) - Minnesota 9.32
A staff-development project designed to help content area teachers minimize the gap between
student reading abilities and reading requirements of Feinted instructional material.

OTHER Jr:RP-APPROVED PROJECTS

AIRS Ahdover's Individualifed Reading System - Massachusetts 9.33
A diagnostic /prescriptive reading program designed to teach basic skills and foster
independent enjoyment of literature.

BASIC Basic Adaptable Skills for the Individual Child - Minnesota 9.33
Four separate but interrelated programs consisting of highly structured, sequential,
individualized curricula in readiness. mathematics, and reading.

BASIC SKILLS IN READING (BASK) - New Hampshire 9.34
An exemplary project providing special instruction in the basic skills necessary for
reading success.

BOULDER VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM - Colorado 9.34
A program intended to build a strong foundation for success in school among children
iron low - intone families.

CAMBRIDGE FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - Massachusetts 9.36
Reading. language, arA math for children from low-income families.

CATCH UP - KEEP UP - Arizona 9-36
A remedial reading program and inservice teacher training.

a CHANCE FOR EVERY CHILD - Michigan 9.36
A diagnostic/prescriptive program for low-achievers carried out within the regular
classroom and monitored by consultants.

CHEROYEE FOLLOW THROUGH A Direct Instruction Model - North Carolina 9.36
Reading, arithmetic. language, and Cherokee culture for Cherokee children.

CLASSROOM INTERVENTION' Individualized Basic Skill Reading Program - Washington 9-31
An individualized reading program increasing the basic skill reading-achievement levels
of inner-olty students.

project COAST Cognitively Oriented approach to Skills leaching - Florida 9-31-

A cognityyely oriented program for language development, writing, reading. With, and
problem solving.

.

OKIJNITY SCHOOL 6 BRONX FOLLOW THROUGH - New York 9-38
A program using pos,tive reinforcement to teach reading, math, and language.

Pr -sect CONQUEST - Illinois 9.38
A uhlv individualized diagnostic and prescriptive reading program.

CRITERION READING INSTRUCTION PROJECT (CRP) - New Jersey 9-39
An individualized language arts readiness program.

DAYTON DIRECT INSTRUCTION FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENTER - Ohio 9-39
A program emphasizing small-group face-to-face instruction by teachers and aides using
carefully sequenced lessons to achieve proficiency in reading, math, and language.

DEKALB ,OlinlY FOLLOW THROUGH A Direct Instruction Model - Tennessee 9-40
Basic reading. arithsetic, and language for disadvantaged rural children.

DISCOVERY THROUGH READING - Michigan 9.40:t
A remedial reading program for underachievers utilizing a modified tutorial, highly
Structured approach.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD PREVENTIVE CORRICULUMt (ECPC) - Florida 1 9-41A program for high-risk first-grade students developing
the perceptual.cognitive, and

language skills they need to respond successfully to beginning reading nstruction.

EAST lAS VEGAS FOLLOW THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model - New Mexico

I
9-41Reading. math. and language for bilingual, bicultural children in rura communities.

the ELECTRIC COMPANY - New York
J 9.42The use oftelevison in teaching reading skills to young children.

ELMIRA FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - New York
9-42A comprehensive K-3 program for children from low-income families.

EVERY STUDENT; EVERY DAY - Louisiana
9-43A diagnostic/prescriptive program designed to meet the fundamental anguage, reading,

and arithmetic skill needs of children in grades K-8 who score in t e bottom CIBS
quartile.

FLINT FOLLOW THROUGH DIRECT INSTRUCTION RESOURCE CENTER - Michigan
A parent-iiiplemented program using the Direct Instruction Method o
Language, and Arithmetic to potentially low-achieving children.

Teaching Reading.
9-43

FLIPPIN FOLLOW THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model - Arkansas 1 9-44Basic reading. arithmetic, oral and written language, and spellin for economically
disadvantaged children.

N
'GAMES CHILDREN PLAY...' -- ATLANTA FOLLOW 1121OUGH/INTERDEPERDENT

L ARMING MODEL - Georgia 9-44A program emphasizing use of instructional games and other self- nagement techniques f'r
children to help them learn problem-solving skills and to rein( ce basic skills.

the GLASSBORO RIGHT-10-READ PROJECT - New Jersey
9.45An individualized, diagnostic/prescriptive, complete reading pr gram based on a district

assessment of staff and comsJnity needs.

'GO METRIC': A Supplemental Low-Cost Metric Curriculum - Oklahom
A low-cost metric curriculum that supplements existing program

GULFPORT FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP) - Mississippi
Comprehensive education and Intellectual development. emphasi ing math, for economicallydeprived children in grades 1-3.

HAWAII FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - Hawaii

A comprehensive program including an experience-based basic
in multilingual classrooms.

HIGHER HORIZONS 100 - Connecticut

A program for students with reading retardation problems, wi h a coordinated effort in
language arts development in all content areas.

HIT: High Intensity Tutoring - Michigan

An individualized instruction program for sixth., seventh.,
identified as deficient In basic grade-1ev,1 reading and/or

sletlls curriculum for children

MOVE/EMT OF BASIC READING SKILLS - Alabama
Reading centers providing an individualized

approach to ret.edial reading for educationally
deprived children.

IMPROVING ACHIEVEMENT (READING) THROUGH USE OF TEACHERS AND ACNER AIDES - Utah
A personalized and concentrated reading improvement progr4s for secondary students

IRIT: Intensive Reading Instructional Teams - Connecticut
A laboratory project for third- and fourth -grade students/ with difficulty in reading.

and eighth-grade students
mathematics skills.

9.45

9-46

9-46

9-47

9-47

9-48

9-48

9-49

LEARNING TO READ BY READING - California
9-49A unique method of teaching reading to sub-par

achievers at upper-elementary through
junior college levels who have failed to progress with t e use of conventional methods
and materials; especially useful in alternative schools.

LEE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Progr
Comprehensive education and intellectual development.

and educationally deprived children in grades 1-3.

LEFLORE COUNTY (MISSISSIPPI) FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENT
A program based in part on the cognitive-developmental
educational philosophy of John Dewey that blends open-
with teacher -structved lessons.

(MAP) - Virginia

phasizing math. for economically

R - Mississippi

theory of Jean Plaget and the
nded child-initiated activities

MARC: Multisensory Approash to Reaeing and Reading Readiness Curriculum - Florida
A multisensory approach to beginning readiness that erPhasizes slow pacing of skills
dlagnosis.of studeit needs, and inservIce training of teachers and administrators.

MATTESON FOUR-DIVERSIONAL READING PROGRAM - Illinois
A multitest, individualized. comprehensive reading
for grades 4-8.

skills-developmental reading program

McCORMICK FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Program (NAP) - South Carolina
Comprehensive education and intellectuel development, emphasizing math. for economically
depriveJ children in grades K-3.
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YITRICS MADE EASY - California 9-52

A systematic Thar4s-on' approach to metrication that includes field-tested techniques,

activi:ies, an assessment system, and staff development materials.

NEW HAVEN FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT - Connecticut 9-53

Comprenensive services for low-incoNa families and children with preschool experienie.

NICHOLS AVENUE FOLLOW THROUGH. A Direct Instruction Model - District of ColumOia 9-53

Basic reading, arithmetic. and language for low-income, nonwhite, inner-city childrOn
sc

\N\

in grades K-3 and a program for their parents.

PEGASUS: Personalized Educational Growth and Achievement with Selective Utilization

of Staff - Illinois 9-54

management program in reading personalized to meet students' needs.

PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTOM. A Classroom Team Approach - Colorado 9-54

A classroom team approach to improving language arts skills.

PHILADELPHIA FOLLOW THROUGH BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS RESOURCE CENTER (BARC) - Pennsylvania ... 9-55

A t.aining center for administrators. teachers, paraprofessionals. and parents, with a
cull -time commitment to demonstrating the entire Philadelphia Behavior Analysis program.

PICKENS COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH. Mathemagenic Activities Program (NAP) - Georgia 9-55

Comprehensive education and intellectual development. emphasizing math. for economically
and educationally deprived children in grades 1-3.

PLATTSBURGH FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM - New York 9-56

Reading. moth, and language for children from low-income areas.

POCATELLO FOLLOW THROUGH. Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP) - Idaho 9-56

Comprehensive education and intellectual development. mmphasizing math, for economically

deprived children 1: grades 1-3.

pPoject PRIDE. Professional Reading Instruction with Desirable Effects - Pennsylvania 9-57

A pull-out remedial reading program utilizing modality assessment and careful diagnosis
of each learner's reauing deficiencies in an eclectic approach to instruction.

PRIOR PReschool and Improvement Of Reading - Colorado 9-57

A coordinated approach to school experience through readiness in preschool and reading
improvement in elementary school.

PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING - Utah and Indiana 9-58

An individualized, one-to-one tutoring program for slow learners or potential reading
failures. regardless of eCOnOmte or demographic background.

PROVISO READING MODEL - Illinois 9-58

A program of structured sequential activities for language arts, mathematics. nd science

courses to remedy serious reading problems among students in grades 9-12.

PSYCHOMOTOR LEARNINGS FOR ACADEMIC YIELDS (Project PLAY) - Virginia 9-59

Perceptual-motor and/or cognitive activities conducted by teachers and parent to increase

children's reading readiness.

PUBLIC SCHOOL 33 MANHATTAN FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT. A Child Development Approach - New York 9-59

A developmental reading arwi language arts program for children from a varlet of ethnic

backgrounds whose first language may not be English.

PUBLIC SCHOOL 92 MANHATTAN FOLLOW THROUGH - New York i 9-60

A cognitively oriented program for wort:Won-9 the reading and oral and written communication

abilities of inner-city children.

PUBLIC SCHOOL 131 BROOKLYN FOLLOW THROUGH. A Direct Instruction Model hew ifork 9-60

Reading, writing, arithmetic. and language for economically disadvantaged/children.

RANDOLPH COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM - West Virginia 9-61

A reading and math program based on the Primary Education Project and Incfividually Prescribed
Instruction for children from economically and educationally deprived settings.

project READING IMPROVEMENT - North Carolina 9-61

A laboratory and tutorial project attacking the problem of reading defiTiencies of
children in grades 1 -8.

READING -- 14Dly.dUALIZED REMEDIAL LABORATORM/MATH -- INDIVIDUALIZED REIEDIATION - Georgia 9-62

A project designed to provide continuous diagnosis of student needs and daily

prescriptions for learning improvement.

READING INSTRUCTION AND PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES (RIPK) - Rhode Island 9-62

A team-approach program to improve reading achievement and self-concept of reading-
disabled students.

project READ-WRITE - New Jersey 9-63

A program in reading and related language arts that uses writing to hniques and
prescript(ons to improve reading comprehension and vocabulary.

the RESPONSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM (RECEP) - North Card, Ina 9-63
A program of language. mathematics. and problem solving for chilo,en in grades K-3.
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SAX DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS FOLLOW THROUGH:
A Direct Instruction Model - California

9.64Reading, mathematics, and oral and written language for economically disadvantagedchildren in gradesR-3.

SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive Organiyed
Reading Techniques - Rhode Island

9.64A program applying school-based
and home/school liaison approaches to rweciial readingproblems.

STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION - Wisconsin
9-65A continuous-growth program with

sequential program materials that tridges the gap betweenpreschool, kindergarten, and first grade.

a SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INDIVIDUALIZED
INSTRUCTION (SAW - Oregon

9.65A systematic instructional
program In the basic skill areas of reading and mathematics.

TEAM ORIENTED CORRECTIVE READING (TOCR) - Kansas
9-66A referral corrective reading program for grades 2-6.

TITLE I COMPENSATORY MATHEMATICS PROGRAM - Iowa
9.66A remedial math program using

manipulative% rather than rote drill.

TITLE I COMPENSATORY READING PROGRAM - Iowa
9.67A small-group remedial program for children

reading below the norm.

YULE I READING. GRADES 2-6 - Iowa

9.67A diagnostic/prescriptive approach to the teaching of remedial reading through
the useof a locally developed management system.

TRAINING FOR TURNABOUT VOLUNTEERS - Florida
13-6A program for training students in

grades 7-9 to tutor students in grades 1-6 inreading and math.

project UNDERSTAND: Arlington's Title I Program - Massachusetts
9-68A program to help strengthen reading,

language, and math skills on children in grades K-6who need a supplementary learning
experience:

UPSTAIRS SCHOOL - Oregon

9.68A program intended to improve the
reading, math, and English ability of educationallydisadvantaged students.

UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model - Texas
9-69Language, math, reading, and spelling for

disadvantaged children and children requiringstructured instruction.

WILLIAMSBURG COU FI FOLLOW THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model - South CarolinaBasic reading athmetic. and oral and written language
for economically disadvantagedrural childr

\ 9*
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PROJECT FLPHAPHONICS: Beginning Reading Program

A 26-week success-oriented beginning reading program employing an organized phonics system to be
used as a foundation for any reading system or program.

target audience Approved by JDRP for kindergarten students. This program has been used in other set-
tings for preschool, special education, bilingual education, and Title I Students in

primary grades, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Alphaphonics increases reading achievement by promoting the acquisition of basic readiness
skills while nelping children develop positive academic self-images. The program utilizes

repetition, discovery, mystery, and =emery aids. It stresses both positive reinforcement and a belief in theability Of each child to succeed. It combines frequent repetition of letter sounds. systematic review, and
immediate correction or confirmation of children's

responses with a game-like presentation of materials and a
great deal of positive feedback from the teaches.

The necessary repetition Is made interesting by the presenceof Astro, an imaginary friend from outer space.
Astro's Bag, an essential program prop, contains lesson materialsfor the day and stimulates curiosity in the children. The children believe Astro is the source o. food reinforce-ments and badges awarded to them each week. Astro also displays feelings of happiness, sadness, fear. excitement.

and fr,stration, thus enabling the children to identify with him.

The daily Alphaphonics lesson lasts 20-30 minutes. It can be used for large-group instiuction, small-group
enrichment, or individualized programming. The children begin an individualized reading program while theycontinue with the Alphaphonics lessons. The first part of an Alphaphonics lesson consists of a lively class Os-cusSiOn during which the teacher presents the day's worksheets. The teacher then ...irks individually with students
who need enforcement or enrichment. Alphaphonics does not require a teacher's aide, although the use of aidesal lowsincreased individual attention to each student.

This program is also available in a Spanish version.

evidence of effectiveness The program was measured by Metropolitan Readiness Test and the
Cooperative Primary Reading Tests, administered annually. At the end ofkindergarten and grades 1, 2, and 3, the Alphaphonics group scored significantly higher than control groups(of the order of one standard deviation).

Details of study as well as results from adopter sites available
from project.

N'
nrementation requirements The program can be implemented in a typical classroom using regular

teachers. A one-day training session is highly recommended. Theonly materials that must be purchased are the Alphaphonics manual and Astro's Bag. A variety of educationaland motivational materials to enhance the program are useful and highly recommended.

financial requirements Alphaphonics manual including'Astro's Bag (One per classroom), S40 (required
start -up), Nstro Doll, SAO, One to One, S2.50, Game Book. SS (desirable),

set of materials. S90 per classrocn, individualized reading. $95 (optional), worksheet pads, S3.50 each, rubber
stamps. S15; large alphabet cards (26 per set), S5. Astro's iron-on transfers, S3.

services available AwAreness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any 11me by
appointment at project site arm additional demonstration sites in home state andout of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).

Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only Its own posts). Training is conducted September
through Hay. Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implenentbtion and follow-
up services are available to adopters (costs to be negOtiated).

contact Gretchen Ross, or Judith Brown, or Jeanne Stout Burke. Co-Directors, Alphaphonics,,
Ponderosa

School, 295 Ponclirosa Rd.; South /an Francisco, CA 94080. (415) 588-8007.

Developmental Funding: oSOE (SEA Title III

Compiled Surma IsIT
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PROJECT PROJECT CATCH -UP

A diagnostic/prescriptive laboratory program in reading and/Or math.

target audience ApprOved by JDRP for students in the lowest quartile in reading cr math, grades 1-6.
This program has been used with students at other achievement levels and in grades

K-9, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project Catch Jp is a laboratory program designed to provide remedial instruction in reading
and/or math skills for underachieving children.

classroom and laboratory teachers work closely to identify program participants and formulate a laboratory
sdhedule that does not cause any child to miss reading or math in the regular classroom.

laboratory teachers Identify individual needs by means of continuous diagnostic testing. They then select
materials and - methods from a wide variety of high-interest resources available in the laboratory to meet the

child's needs. Children spend an average Of one-half hour per day in the laboratory. in groups Of One to
three. working with the teacher on skill deficiencies. The program is designed in such a way that each child'
experiences success and moves toward the acquisition of more difficult skills armed with increased confidence.

A wide variety of readily available instructional materials and equipment, selected by project teachers, is
available in the laboratory. Results can be achieved with limited resources if a diagnostic/prescriptive
nethod Is used In a success - oriented environment. Staff have identified materials according to priority.

with a few well-developed techniques, teachers have made participating children feel that the lab is "their

lab" -- to such 3 degree that it has become necessary to have guest days to satisfy the desire of other
children to participate even in a small way in the laboratory. Project Catch-do's special events for parents

consistently draw more parents than any other school functiOn.

evidence of effectiveness The project utilizes pre- and posttesting (."..Omprehensive Test of Basle

Skills in reading and math). For the past eight years. the median student

has consistently gained 1.5 months in reading and lath skills for each month in the program (data validated by

Research Management Corporation). )riginating-sit. stodents are low achievers in a low-i,Comi urban community.

Similar galls by adopters in rural and middle- income schools have been validated. Annual evaluation data are

available.

implementation requirements A school district interested in adopting or adapting Project Catch-Up

should be able to prOvide a laboratory Of any site (we started

in a closet. but at present have a classroom). administer diagnostic tests to participating children, provide
professional instruction to meet diagnosed needs, and use high-interest materials insofar as they are available.
The project can be adopted by a grade level or a school, and it can offer instruction in reading. math, or both.

financial requirements rests and Instructional materials. from S.50-S20 per child. depending on

funds available. The project itself sells no materials, all are commercially

available and thoroughly tested. many are already found in most schools. Equipment three high-interest
inyrucsional achines, vvimum cost SW per latOreory, nost schools already have at least one such machine.
Star, needs may be met by reassignment of personnel in any school +ith Title 1 funding.

services available Awareness materials are available at po rose. Visitors are welcoae at project site

on Fridays when school is in session. Project staff are available to attend out-

of-state awareness meetings. Training is condicted at ,,roJect site (adopter Pays only its own costs). Training

is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and 1°14w-up services are available

'1 adopters lira /el Ind per diem oust be p411).

contact Fay Harbison. tievpori-mesa Jnified ',01,v)1 D'strict. r.u. Box 136d. lewport Beach. CA 92663.

C14)

Developrental Funding 0SP St% '..1«

t um!, led Sum., 1 -0NI
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PROJECT, CCAPRENERSIVE SCROCL MATMEMMICS PROGRAM. (CSMP)

An exciting, complete elementary-level mathematics curriculum from basics to prnblem solving
for students of all ability levels.

target aalience Approved by JDRP as a sequential mathematics curriculum for students of all abilities.
grades K-3. This program has been used in other settings as a K-6 program, with

entering sites limited to K-5 participation until completion of sixth-grade entry prcxiams. but no evidence of
effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description An underlying assumption of the CSMP curriculum is that children can learn and can enjoy
learning mush more math than they do now. Unlike most modern programS. the content is presented

not as an artificial structure external to the experience of children, but rather as an extension of experiences
children have encountered in their development, both at the real-life and fantasy levels. Using a 'pedagogy
of situations,' children are led through Sequences of problem-solving experiences presented in game-like and
story settings. It is CSI1P's strong conviction that mathematics is a unified whole and should be learned as
such. Consequently, the content is completely sequenced in spiral form so that each student is brought into
contact with each area of content continuously throughout the program while building interlocking experiences
Of increasing sOphiStiCati01 as the situations become more chellenging.

A feature unique to CSMP 1St the use of three nonverbal languages that give children immediate access to matht-
matical ideas and methods necessary not only for solving problems, but also for continually expanding their
understanding of the mathematical concepts themselves. Through these languages the curriculum acts as a vesicle
that engages children immediately and naturally with the content of mathematics and its applications without
cumbersome linguistic prerequisites. These languages include: the Language o' Strings (brightly colored strings
and dots that deal with the fundamentally useful and important mathematical notion of sets), the Language of
Arrows (colored arrows between pairs of dots Lost stimulate thinking about relations between objects); and the
Language of the Papy Miniconputer. The Minicomputer, a simple abacus that models .ht positional structure of the
numeration system, is used both as a computing device and as motivation for mental arithmetic. Its language can
be used to represent all decimal numbers. positive or negative, and encourages creative thinking about the nature
and-properties of numbers. CSMP is flexible enough to facilitate whole-group, small- group, and personalized
instrOction, and is appropriate for all children from the 'gifted' to the 'slow learners.' It recognizesthe
importance of affective as well as cognitive concerns and has .seen developed and extensively tested in classrooms
nationally.

evidence of effectiveness As measured by Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, the Stanford Achievement
Test. and others in 1973-77, CSMP students did better than non-C40 students

in relational thinking, estimation, large numbers, fractions, and word problems, show greater enthusiasmand
interest in their math program, and learn traditional math skills and concepts as well as or better than students
in more traditional programs.

implementation requirements School system signs cooperative agreement with CSMP and appoints
local coordinator who unuergoes 3- , days of training (depending

on highest grade level adopted) in St. Louis during spring or sooner prior to first year of implementation.
Coe.dinator trains all teachers new to LW before start of school. Smallest adoption unit is one teacher in
one classroom. No training charge, but system pays expenses of attending training. Teachers and coordinators
are required to buy training kits. K-3. $10, 4-6, $10. Optional adopter-site training is available, there
Is a fee for this service.

financial requirements Start-up costs for one teacher and 30 students. kindergarten. $140, first
grade. 5I50. second grade, 5200, third grade, 5200, fourth grade, $220;

fifth grade, S220. Replacement costs for 10 students. kindergarten. $10, first grade. $26, second grade, $34;
third grade. $41, fourth grade, $41, fifth grade. $48.

0

seroices available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs) in June and July (several workshops
for particular audiences). Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid, including
trainer's travel plus fee of 5160/day and materials costs of $10/person). Implementation and follow-up services
are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Ron ward, Director, CSMP Developer/Demonstrator Project, 3120 59th St., St. Louis, MO 63139.
(314) 781 -2900, ext. 2,42.

Developmental Funding: USOE (SEA Titles 111 and It, and
Haticnal Institute of Education

Comp2Ied Suorget 1982
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PROJECT COMPUTO-ASSISTO-DIAGNOSTIC-PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAM IN READING AN, MA'4EMATICS (LAZPP)

A diagnostic /prescriptive pull-out program resource labs and computer assistance to
prepare remedial reading and remedial mathematics educational plans and weekly prescriptions.

target afedience Approved by JDRP as a reading program for grades 3-S and as a ma6n program for
grades 3-'.

description CADPP was developed as a response :o the SRA test scores of duckingham County Public Schools'
educationally disadvantaged students wnich showed an annually increasing gap between normal

expected growth and actual growth. The resulting resource laboratory program ccribined with a computerized
information retrieval system allows for accurate diagnosis of a child's needs in reading comprehension and
computation and provides the teacher with prescr-atlons (makerials and methods) that help in teaching to those
needs.

A laically developed battery of standardized criterion-referenced tests is uS' for diagnosis and eviluition.
The computer system prescribes learning activities based on indiv'dual achievement levels, learning modalities,
and interests, channels students to the learning centers, tracks progress to ensure that prescriptions are not
repeated, and maintains continuous progress reports :or the students, teachers, and parents.

evidence of effectiveness Three-year fall-to-fall testing (191043) with the Science Research Asso-
ciates Achievement Series documented positive trends through standard score

gains. Grade 3 students showed the highest gains In reading, with 23 NCEs, grades o and 7 evidenced 8 %As.
Gains in math ranged between 22 NCEs for grades 4 and 5 and 6 NCEs for grade 3. Overall, the gap between scores
of Participating and nonparticipating students was narrowed.

implementation requirements CADPP can he adopted by a single classrooi it or by several
units. Extensive staff development and trainigg in criteriu.

referenced design and development, instructional management systemS, perforeance/process evaluation, monitoring.
and individualized instruction via the learning station auproach to management are required.

financial requirements A fee of 5500 is charged far the CADPP software. Optional CADPP criterion-
referenced tests are available at S3 per test boaxlet (nonconsumable).

however, if adopters do not use CADPP diagnostic tests, they nust h-ve access to diagnostic test resul,t,s.

services available , Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness 'Meetings (costs to be negotiated). Trainlny is conducted at project site (costs to he negotiated).
Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services
are available to adopter. (costs to be negotiated).

contact Debra J. GlowinSkl, Federal Programs Director, Title I Office, Box 292, 0111wyn, 4A 23936.
(804) 983 -2114 or -2863.

Developmental Funding.

Compiled Stave, 1981

USOE ESTA Title I air 0. 79.15 Approved: 6/12/78



PROJECT CONCEPTUALLY DicitATED MATHEMATICS PROGRAM (COMP)

A sequential small-group mathematics
program designed to meet the needs of all children.

target audience Approve.. T., '1RP for students of all abilities, grades 1-8. This program has been usedin ether settings with grades 9-12, but
no evidence of effectiveness has been submittedto or approved by the Panel.

description The Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program
is a management system that provides a list ofsequential skills to be mastered in each of tne basic skills areas. It is designed to meetindividual needs through small -group instruction.

Students are tested to determine their individual
strengths and weaknesses and are grouped accordingly. Theprogram provides continuous progress through 25 instructional levels. Ten broad concept areas are developedthrough these 25 levels. Each level has been broken into two or more steps. (Step 2 in each level providesadditional materials for the highly motivated student.)

The program utilises cooperative planning and teaching. The ideal instructional situation is one in which eachtectner has no more than two instructional groups.
It is the intent of the program to

encourage teachers to beCreative in their teaching and to adapt the program to the learning styles of their Students.
Key Elements: placement testing; teaching by objectives via COMP

guioe boOks, small-group instruction, traction-referenced testing, cooperative teaching and planning.
continuous progress system for students, administrator

Involvement; sch001-Community-parent relations.

et! ce of effectiveness Data from 1971-72 pre- and posttesting of CORP students in grades 1-8 using
Iowa Test of Basic Skills showed that 771 increased

the.r percentile rankingpre to post. Further annual testing of the sale students showed continued gains. 641 in 1972.73 and 58% in19'73.7 .

implementation requirements One day of training prior to implenentation is required. All teachersand administrators involved in adoption should attend. One day oftraining following implementation is also required. Adopter school's needs will, - determine the date. Adopterdesignates one staff member to serve as project contact person and Coordinator.

thiamin! requirements Exclusive of textboeks and the coor4inator's salary, the basic costs are for
an average of two guidebooks per teacher, at $12 per book (price includespostage and handling) and the cost of reproducing tests.

Additional materials for instruction and enriChient canbe added as finances betCrie available.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at demonstration
sites any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-stateawareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted ogl/ at adopter site. Implementation andfollow-up Services are available to adopters (all expenses must oe

contact Alta M. Harness, Director. COMP Consultants. Inc.. 9I0 Tandy Ave. el. Columbia. MO 65201.(114) 449-0881.

Developoental Funding: OSUE ESEA Title 111

COApiled Sumo*: 1901

JORP NO. 74-114 Approved: 12/6/74



PROJECT DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIPTIR ARITHiElIC (DPA)

A basic arithmetic program with emphasis on developing. modeling, and mastering the basic

concepts and skills.

target audience Approved by JORP for students functioning at grade levels 3-5. This program has been
used in other settings with grade levels 1, 2, and 6, but no evidence of effectiveness

has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description DPA is the arithmetic component of a total mathematics program and includes counting. place
value, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers. Problem-solving

Skills are developed and reinforced through ongoing experiences with estimation and approximation, data collect,on,
organization and interpretation, and real-life applications of arithmetic skills. Diagnostic tests for the
major arithmetic topics (three levels) are used throughout the year to determine students' strengths and stwakneSSeS

both in concepts ant skills. Prescriptions are then planned, using the DPA Teacher's Manual anu other DPA

resource materials. Each of the more than 75 concept-developing and reinforcement activities in the Teacher's
Manual has specific objectives related to the arithmetic Instructional sequence and the diagnostic test items.
The manual also includes descriptions of ongoing mathematics experiences. record - keeping procedures. classroom
management techniques, and instructions for developing a variety of teacher-made materials.

DPA can be used in self-contained elementary grade classes as the arithmetic component of the mathematics program
or as a Co-curricula reixdiatiOn program (PSEN. Title 1). Both approaches are essentially the same. A topic sec-

tion of the On diagnostic test is administered and the results are analyzed for group and/or inulvidual needs.
These data are recorded on the analysis chart. which aids the teacher in forming instructional groups and planning

a program. Each student begins at his/her level of understanding. He/she may work with or without the teacher.

in a large group. small group. or independently. The student may use concrete materials for modeling a basic

concept and nay work with a OPA activity for reinforcing a new skill. The student way complete a written activity

for practice or may help in the school by applying arithmetic to a real-life situation.

This is a concept-based program that uses manipulatives and physical materials and is adaptable to special

education students.

evidence of effectiveness Each year for the past eight years. OPA used the Stanford Diagnostic
Arithmetic Test and Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test to pre- and post-

test approximately 400 part)cipInES. Tne target group was comprised of educationally and economically disadvan-

taged StudentS, according to Title 1 criteria. These students achieved an average gain of 15 months in seven

months of instruction.

implementation requirements To demonstrate its need and desire for DPA, a district must take the
following steps submit to DPA a statement of need and an implemen-

tation plan for the DPA program in the adopting district. provide for the release of participating teachers and
superviSors for three full days of preimplmlentatlon train n, administer a standardized test as a pre/post in-
Strument and yruvide DPA with a sumaary of results. employ ongoing 04 diagnostic tests for planning instruction.
purchase the necessary co- inertial materials, identify a teacher or supervisor who will act as the OPA on -site

coordinator and liaison. Ind encourage cooperative ,Tanning and exchange among program teachers,

financial requirements
than S2 per pupil.

Start-up costs fur curricJan and testing materials are about $7 per pupil or
5200 per Classroom or resource teacher. Maintenance costs are usually less

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment at Project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend ovt-af-State awareness meetings (costs to he negotiated).

Training is conducted at project site iadopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter

sl.e icosts to be negotiated,. iollow-Jp services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Matthew gaffa. director, or Janet ,AStellano. Project Coordinator, Community School District P31.

:11 'Awe! Low 'errs. Staten :Stand. 'if 10301. (11I) 447-3637.

Developmental funding )SUE EAA Title

Cos-81184 sumnor 198:

100
9-12

JDRP No. 74-68 Approved: 9/18/74



PROJECT GEMS Goal -based Educational Management System

A goal-based , ducational management system developed to support diagnostic /prescriptive teaching
for mastery learning.

target audience APProved by JD2P for grades k-b. This program has been used with grades 7-12. but no
evidence of effc ..veness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description, With GEMS. teachers can efficiently diagnose skills In reading and prescribe learning activities
for mastering these skills. GEMS defines reading in terms of units of study (goal-units)

for each grade level. The goal-units are divided into six strands phonics, Structure, vocabulary, coaprehen.Sion. study skills, and affective reading.
Pro- via posttests are provided for each goal-unit, and placement

tests are prOvided for each Strand to help teachers diagnose the appropriate
instructional level for eachstudent. FultIple strategies and materials to aid in teaching for mastery are identified and coded to theGEMS Reading System. A GEMS Book is provided for each level,

these books are intended to be used by tnt teacher
as a guide In implementing the program with students.

Each book contains introductory information. goal-units.
pre- and poStieStS, and test keys, model Strategies for each goal-unit, and an appendix of information andteacher resources.

GEM' reading incorporates three basic retrieval systems. Jager and pencil, key sort cards, and computer.
Retrieval systems are developed to monitor student progress and to aid teachers in grsuping students In instruc-
tional sequences. Master) tests are available to check for learning retention

and competency relative to gradu-ation requirements. GEMS makes it possible for teachers to pursue the goal of mastery learning by identifying
and co-rwaniceing to students what they are expected to learn, indicating the appropriate level for instruction.
and accommodating a variety of teaching approaches to meet student needs. GEMS places accountability of student
and teacher in proper perspective by helping teachers evaluate

the quality of their own teaching as well as theirStudents' performance. The staff development component of GEMS reading is designed to train teachers and admin1S-
trators in the use of the management system for diagnostic/prescriptive

teaching. WorkshopS include: the G'MS
Book. Material Management. Procedural Guidelines, Reading Process.

Directed Reading. Classroom Management.
TeSting. and Retrieval.

evidence of effectiveness The GEMS research design yielded statistically and educationally a!gniti-
cant gains in reading comprehension and vocabulary for each grade level,

grades 1 -b, in It pilot schools.
The Stanford Achievesent TeSt waS used in grades I and 2 and the Iowa Test ofBasic Skills in grades 3-6.

The research study was conducted over a two-year period (1976-78,.

implementation requirements GEMS can be implemented by a grade level, a reading department. a
School. Sr a cistrict. Twelve hOurS of staff training are requiredto begin the Implementation process. At least one follow-ua session is reco=ended. A GEMS Book and an inservicemanual are required for each teacher and administrator.

Desoloo.ent of local leadership is emphasized.

financial requirements Costs are contingent upon group Size, location, and levels implemented.
Materials cost is SAD oer teacher for a grade-level GEMS dook with testsand strategies erg an inServICe manual. Maintenance costs can be absorbed within a regular school budget.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. VisttorS are welcome at project
Site any time by appointment. Project Staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).

implementation and follow-up services
art available to adopterS (costs to be negotiated).

contact Revert/ 00,1, GEMS Project OlreCtut. Jordan School District, 9361 S. 400 East. Sandy. UT 84070.(801) Shb-1SZI.

Developmental funding

Compiled Sum,of 1981

JSot light to Read. IStA 'isle :i-C,
and total

9.13

JUR ho. 79-2 Approved' 2/10/7g



PROJECT HOSTS Help One Student To Succeed

A diagnost1c/Prescriptive/tutorial approach to basic readng skills.

target audience Approved by JUNO for students who need remedial readng ,istruction. grades 2-12. It

has been used in other Settings with kindergarten and first-grade students. bat no
evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The 40515 p-ogram operates (rem a learning resource center staffed by a reading specialist and
an aide. Students in the HOSTS program are first evaluated. then individual orescriPtionS are

developed, matraing coded instructional materials to identified rp44.., de....c,.14S. Informal readinj inventories
are used to screen and identity students. Each student in the protect .s then pen 3 number o' criterion-
reference tests to pinpoint individual reading aefic-:enties. rro these tests 3 reading profile is developed
by the Specialist. recording the student's ability levels in the various skills areas. individual lessons are
developed free this profile. The HOSTS Cross Referencing Manuals are used by the instructional staff to plan
prescriptive programming tailored to individualized needs. In addition, specific directions fur tutor implemen.
tatlon of the prescribed program lessons are included in the student profiles. Jolly student progress is retarded
by the tutors and incorporated into the profile as well. Teaching procedures in the aosis program are designed
to enable teachers to discover the abilities of each student and then allow the student tu advance at his,her
Individual learning rate. The instructional climate is humane and reflects concern for each student s worth.
Community volunteers work as tutors on a one -to -one basis with students. following ores ript ions developed fur
each student by the reading socialist.

evidence of effectiveness Program evaluation canSists of normative (0185. CAT) and criterion-referenced
tests. Student achievement scores indicate that, on the average. studentS

doubled their learning rate while in HOSTS. Specific gains by grade levels are available in 4 detailed report.
(Financial and evaluation data collected 1973-81.1 Data from adoption sites indicate student gains averaged
over 14 4CE (Noma! Curve Equivalency) Scores.

implementaion requirements Potential adopting districts are selected on the basis of the fol-
lowing criteria needs aSSessme.t. district's resources Icomit-

ment). evaluation plan. and willingness to serve as 3 model for others. potential adopters will be osied to
Send key personnel to visit the developer project. Joon conviction of the viSitation period. those districts
that remain interested may apply to become HOSTS sites.

Start-up cost ranses fro, 530.0 $115 per pupil. Continuation cost ranges
from 50O to $12 per pupil per year, depending upon existing resources

(figures based on 2.000 tar.get pupils.)

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any tire by
appointment at project site initd additional demonstration sites in he state and

mt of State. Project staff are available to attend out-of-State awareness meetingS icosts to be negotiated).
Tr leing is conducted at project Site (costs to be negotiated). Training is also available at adopter site
(cvStS tb tv negotiated). tapiementatiOn artd follow-4D services are available tu adopters (costs to be

e9otlat d).

contact Bill oibbons, Executive Director, 43ST$ Non-Profit toroorttion. 5802 MacArthur Bled.. Vancouver,
WA 98661. (206) 694.1705 or 693-1775.

Developmental Funding: OSOE ESEA Titles 1. II. and III

Compiled Summer 1981

AMP No. 75-0 Approved: 1y16/75



PROJECT 1NDIVIEWALIZED LANGUAGE ARTS: Diagnosis, Prescription, and Evaluation

A project combining a language-experience approach with techniques derived from modern
linguistic theory to enhance skills in written composition.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 3-6. This program haS been used in other settings with
grades 1-2 and 1 -12, language arts, English content-area classes, college basic skills

programs, adult education programs, special education programs, and independent and supplementary programs in
written composition, but no evidence of effectiveness has peen submitted to or aoprczed by the Panel.

description At least three times a year, the teacher evaluates writing samples camper 'd by students on
self-selected topics. Utilizing criteria cannon to nearly all language arts programs, the

teacher is then able to assign priorities to the needs the whole class, groups of students, and individual
youngsters. For each objective stemming from this diagnosis, a teacher s resource manual prescribes a variety
of writing or rewriting techniques for all content areas involving writing. Motivation for writing is strengthened
by a *communication spiral' that links composition to the other language arts are to real-life experience. A
record keeping system permits students, teachers, administrators, and parents to observe growth in writing
proficiency from month to month and grade to grade. She program can be Combined readily with existing language
arts curricula and objectives.

evidence of effectiveness Since 1971, evaluations utilizing holistic or criterion-referenced designs
with writing samples from students, grades 1-12, in a variety of settings

(urban, suburban, and rural) consistently show significant gains in vocabulary, sentence structure, organization,
mechanics, and grammar for students In ILA classes.

implementation requirements District makes a definite commitment to improving basic writing
skills of all students. District sends initial cadre of teachers

and administrators to yew Jersey (or elsewtere by arrangement) for two-day training and purchases copies of
Teacher's Resource Manual and Management Manual (for administrators). District assumes responsibility for ex-
tending Program to other grades, classes. and/or schools in future years, with trained administrators conducting
inservice programs. District reports to project (directly or through NDN Facilitator) on extent and quality
of implementation.

financial requirements District assumes (or shares with NON Facilitator) the costs of releasing
teacherS and administrators for training workshops. District assumes (Or

shares with NDN Facilitator) per diem, travel, and lodging costs for project staff. Teacher's Resource Manual.
SIO per copy. Management Manual (for administrators): $2 per copy.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites In he state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (travel and per diem must
be paid). Training ,s conducted at project Site only during three to four weeks throughout the year (all
evaensbs must be paid, including trainees' travel and per d'em, and $10 for manual). Training is also available
at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow -up services are available to adopters (costs
to be negotiated).

contact Jeanette Alder, Project Director. Woodrow Wilson School. Nauxhuit, A a.. Weehawken, NJ 0708/.
(201) 865-1505.

Developmental Funding: UM ESEA Title III JDRP No. /4 -55 Approved: 5/23/74

Compiled Summer 1991

9.15

1 2 :3



PROJECT PROJECT INSTRUCT

A program to correlate all language skills instruction around the sequence of skills used in the
school's basal reader, with special emphasis on spelling, and to improve teacher skills irT
working with the 'hard to teach.'

target audience Approved by j'URP for students grades K-3 and low achievers in grade 4.

description Project INSTRUCT correlates reading, spelling, handwriting, and composition programs to make
Instruction more efficient and more effective. Learning tasks are simplified for students,

instruction in each area reinforces instruction in the others, and the teacher makes more efficient use of time
so that effective instruction occurs in all language skills areas. Learning tasks are divided into discrete
units for ease in student mastery and teacher monitoring of individual student progress. INSTRUCT tailors its
program to the needs of local adopters by offering a variety of program options. INSTRUCT options can be adopted
in any combination. Options include:

Correlating Language Skills -- Spelling, handwriting. Composition All language skills instruction is based on
the sequence of skills provided by the adopter's basal reading series. Program features include teaching students
to Spell high-frequency vocabulary words as they are introduced in the reading program, teaching students to spell
phonetically r gular words based on high-utility phonic generalizations as they are introduced in the reading
program, and materials that reinforce reading and Spelling skills.

Word-Attack System INSTRUCT offers a system for monitoring decoding skills that extends from readiness to
advanced levels. The word-attack system has the following elements. skills array, pre/post criterion- referenced
tests, record keeping devices, and instructional supports (gales, take-hcoeS, parent-volunteer program, coded
commercial materials).

Direct Teaching Techniques. INSTRUCT trains teachers to succeed with the hard-to-teach through direct multi-
sensory instruction whiCh provides multiple practices, Immediate error correction, and positive feedback.
Teachers acquire a concise method of teaching vocabulary words to mastery, using sight, phonic, word structure,
and contextual methods. They learn classroom management skills to increase efficiency in planning and delivering
instruction. They learn to use the limited time available in a way that provides sufficient practices so that
even students who have difficulty will master the skills.

evidence of effectiveness Data gathered In 1973 with Metropolitan Achievement Tests subtests showed

that students in Project INSTRUCT schools scored significantly higher
Char control4M in reading (raw scare subtest differential of 1.46 between INSTRUCT group and control group) and
in word knowledge (raw score subtest differential 1.60). Progress of students in lower range of scores was even
more significant than for the overall group.

implementation requirements Adopters complete a local adoption plan and provide necessary student
materials. Administrators, teachers, and aides involved in imple-

mentation attend INSTRUCT training sessions at adopter site. Correlation of Language Skills requires two days
of tiaining, Woro Attack, two days, and Direct Teaching Techniques, 40 hours, best divided into two or three
sessions. Each basal reader series requires its own set of materials. Materials for most of the popular basals
are now available a, cost from INSTRUCT, or schools may develop their own. Reporting of evaluation results Is
now required by USOE in its contract with INSTRUCT.

financial requirements Materials for Correlating Language Skills and Direct Teaching Techniques cost
less than S2 per student. Start-up and maintenance for Word Attack cost

approximately S2 per student. INSTRUCT trainer costs (SITS per day plus expenses) must be net by adopters.

services available Awareness materials are available a no cost. Visitors are welcuse any time by
appointment at project site and additIOnal demonstration sites in home State and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted only at adopter site (all expenses must be paid, including stipend). Implementation
and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contac t Carl Spencer, (DUPLEX, Inc., 1931 Berkshire Rd., Upper Arlington, OH 43221. (614) 488-8825.

Developmental Funding: USOE (SEA Title III

Compiled Simper 1981
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JDRP No. 75-37 Approved: 5/14/75



PROJECT KENOSHA NMI.. Academic Improvement Through Language Experience

An individualized program to improve communication skills utilizing the language experience
approach.

target audience
the Panel.

Approved by JURP for students grades K-2. This program has been used in other settings
with grades 3-10, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by

description Public and nonpublic school classroom teachers refer low-achieving students to the Title I
resource room for individual assessment. Following the educational assessment, the resource

teacher selects those students in the greatest need. A Personalized Performance Plan is developed that cons'ders
the area of deficiency. the student's learning style, and the instructional techniques to be followed incorrect-
ing the defIcieney. The plan is flexible and can be modified as the needs of the student change. The language
experience approach to instruction Is utilized. Instruction follows the assumption that students can speak
about that which they have experienced, write about that which they have spoken, and read about that which they
have written. At the parent project, a teacher and two aides serve each resource room. Instruction is Individu-
alized and takes place in small groups. This project serves approximately 1,200 students during the school year
and 450 in the summer. Intensive inservice and parent participation are essential components.of this program.

Target schools are established by ESEA Title 1 low-income guidelines. Students served are selected from those
scoring In the lowest quartile on standardized tests. Kindergarten students are selected from those refered by
classrocn teachers.

evidence of effettiueness Students evaluated are from low - income urban schools. The JURP validation
is based upon positive results on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

and the Peabody Individual Achievement Test. Recent results on the PPVT, PIAT, and Gates-NacGinitle in grades
K-10 show an average growth in excess of 1.5 months per month 'n the program.

implementation requirements The staff must be committed to the language experience approach to
InstructIcm. Close liaison between the resource room and classroom

is required. All teachers should have classroom experience plus additional education in communication skills.
Potential adopters are encourageO to send staff members to visit the program.

financial requirements In addition to the staff required for program implementation, approximately
S10 per student is required for materials.

strains (mailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in hone state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is
conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site (trainer
travel and per diem must be paid). Implementation and follow -up services are available to adopters (travel and
Per diem must be paid).

contact Tom lulalke. Program Director, Kenosha Unified School Asti-mt. 812 50 St., Kenosha, WI 53140.
(414) 656.6378 or -6380.

Oevelopmental Funding: JSOE ESEA Title

CompAltd Summer 1991

9-17
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JORP No. yg.iga Approved: 5/23/78



PROJECT MODEL CLASSROOMS: Classroom Management

A' classroom management system that allows each student to work within the regular classroom
at his/her individual math, reading, and language achievement levels.

target audience Approved by JDRP for all students, of all ability levels, grades 1-6.

description This Washington State program was developed by Urban Rural Racial Disadvantaged (URRD) tunas
to remedy the basic skills deficiencies of disadvantaged students. The classroom management

system was subsequently refined for use by all students in regular classrooms. The program usually takes place
in the morning and lasts until lunch. During this time, students work independently and in small groups on
assignments keyed to their individual achievement levels. These assignments are determined in student-teacher
conferences. Bicultural students can receive assignments In their native language if they prefer. This classroom
management system teaches students how to become responsible for their own learning. They, with their teacher,
determine the rules and procedures to be followed in the classroom, and they perform the daily chores required
to maintain an orderly work environment. Student progress is assessed weekly. Students have access to their
personal progress records and are responsible for suggesting the direction of their program for the following
week.

Training workshop is conducted either at the adopter site or at a regional workshop. Ouring tne workshop, partic-
ipants learn to select and organize placement tests, cross-reference materials, design class profile sheets,

develop a teacher-student conference system, determine essential elements of a classroom discipline system, and
establish a student - managed classroom organizational plan.

Implementation of Model Classrooms puts school districts in compliance with the Washington State Learning
Objectives Law. This law requires the identification of reading, math, and language arts students' learning
objectives. Student growth Is determined by assessing each pupil's achievement of the stated objectives.

evidence of effectiveness Standardized achievement tests are used to measure gains. Evaluation
results indicate that the mean Normal Curve Equivalency (NCE) gains in

math and reading are significant (.01), ranging from 5.0 to 14.3 SCEs. There is also demonstrated improvement
(.01) In attitude toward school 'among students with previously negative attitudes.

implementation requirements Yodel Classrooms is implemented In existing regular classrooms with
no more than 30 students. All materials are commercially available.

No special materials or equipment are required. Videotapes and audiocassettes can be made available to workshop
participants for use during workshop and at home site.

financial requirements
and expenses.

Approximately $200 for materials and supplies per classroom. Teacher or
administrator 'raining workshop stipends. Developer/Demonstrator fees

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-Of-State awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training Is conducted 22ix at adopter site or at regional workshops (costs to be negotiated). Implementation
and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negolated).

contact Sherry Avena, Model :lassrooms, 4095 1/3rd Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98008. (206) 146-0331.

Developmental funding: Ed. Regional Research grog.,
Voc. Rehab. Cccp. Research Act, and State

COIVI led Summer 1981

JORP No. 18 -110 Approved: 3/21/18



PROJECT NEW ADVENTURE Success Strategies for Reading and language (NAIL)

Comprehensive early childhoodilanguage arts and ,laSSnoom discipline.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities. grades and elementary school
faculties. This program haS been used in other settings with grades 4-6, bJt no

evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

desiription This interdisciplinary program, emphasizing basic language and reading skillS, trains regular
classroom teachers tooJtilize diagnostic. prescriptive, and behavioral techniques more commonly

used by reading clinicians and psychologists. Such Clinical approaCheS are combined with proven traditional
methods to help teachers meet the wide range of pupil performance found in today's classrooms and remedial
classes. Strategies useful for working with remedial, normal, and gifted students include ongoing teacher
diagnosis of reading, language. and thinking skills, special remediation of severe language deficits, efficient
classroom organization and management; large-group, small-group, and ind lull study, attention to spoken
voCabulary, psycholinguistics, reading. grammar. standard English, writing. and critical thinking skills,a
wholesane yet stimulating learning environment. and effective discipline.

(

This program is a combination of individualized techniques for basal reader instruction, a SyStelatiC management
System with learning activities that are motivating yet appropriate for elementary-age children, a ConCern for
academic achievement. and a Concer 'for the child's self-concept.

Adoption may involve the total cur iculon project or any one tai three program co.yonents. Psycholinguistics.
Oral language, and Reading. Trai trig for effective classroom discipline accompanies each coiponent. A five-day
seminar at the DID site is avalla le for training leadership teams from adopter school systems selecting total
curriculum adoption. Seminars pr

1
vide in-depth training to prepare leadership teams for training classroom

teachers, all training materials; including insauctional modules for each professional staff 'member andan
implementation/management kit are also provided. Training workshops are also available at adopter's hone
diStrict for classroom teacherSland administratorS. The number of days required for these workshops depends
on the number of components Cho en.

evidence of effectiveness Developmental research with approximately 1.000 i..3 pupils showed
significant gains in reading (measured by Gilmore Or Redding Test and

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBSj). psycholinguistics (Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities).
mental age (Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, CTB5), reaSureS (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for lhildren), and
attitudes toward school.

implementation requirements for component adoptions. participation in a two- or three-day
workshop at adopter Site (or a central location) is required. for

total curricula* adoption a local trainer/coordinator must participate in a five-day training seminar at D/0
site or in a three- to five-day total curriculum workshop at adopter site.

financial requirements Initial training provided free. Materials charge S15 per component per
teacher (actual cost). Travel and per diem required for training workshop

personnel, or for local person-to travel to D/D site. Start-up costs for student materials. 10-$10 per child,
depending on what is already available at adopter site.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any tint by
appointment at proJeCt site and additional demonStration sites in hose state

Out of state. Project staff are available '0 attend out-of-state awareness m.etingS (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site In Spring and early fall (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is
also available at adopter site (trainer travel and per diem must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services
are available to adopterS (travel and per diem must be paid).

contact June Johnson, Director, New Adventure, 4. T. Moore Elementary School. Rt. 1/. Dempsey Mayo Rd.,
Tallahassee. fl 32308. (904) B77-8595.

Developmental funding: USOE ESEA Tit a III

ComplIod Slower 1911
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PROJECT THE NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT

A teacher training program that improves Student writing.

WW1 Milian Approved by JIJRP for teachers and students grades 7-12. all ability levels. It has
been implemented K.6 as well, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or

apdroved by the Panel.

description The Mew Jersey Writing Projcct is a state-wide writ ny program based on a thorough knowledge
of the composing process. This project is predicated on the following assumptions: writing

is a process and a mode of learning, teachers of writing should write, teachers teaching teachers accomplishes
efficient curriculum change, theory about and assessment of writing should enhance classroom practices.

The program involves Wee stages. teacher training, implementation and staff development, and assessment. The
teacher training stage is a three-week Simmer institute for teachers from multiple districts in the same geo-
graphic region. Each dam of the training program is divided into a writing /shiring morning session and a theory
presentation in the afternoon. The second stage is a two-part program. First, returning teacher consultants
introduce writing as a process into their classrooms. Within the confines of the regular English period each
teacher provides time for students to write in class. All students are instructed in the process of effective
editorial feedback. Teachers do not have to edit each Student's paper because students do that for themselves
and for others. Second, in addition to implementation in the classroom the returning teachers begin staff
development programs suited to the unique needs of district curricula. The third Stage Involves the development
and use of assessment instruments and procedures. This evaluative phase encopassec the following components.
students' writing samples, training for teachers In holistic scoring. and teacher and student writing attitude
surveys.

evidence of effectiveness Writing samples obtained in October and May from 1,400 students in eight
treatment districts and seven control districts representing urban, sub-

urban, and rural New Jersey were scored using a holistic method developed by Educational Testing Service. Regres-
sion analysis, adjusting posttest scores for pretest sLores, indicated that the difference between treatment and
control group, was highly significant (p < .001). amounting to 45.5% of the standard deviation of the posttest
distribution.

implementation requirements The program should be adopted by a group of districts wishing to
work Jointly on student writing. Training is required. One or

two district teachers receive intensive training and return to the,- ti train others.

financial requirements Costs are limited to training. Training for a group of 25 teachers (row
10.20 districts at adopter site. a trainer for three weeks, 51,500, travel

and residency for the trainer, if required, approximately $1,500, payment ur credits for participating teachers
as per local option, paper and supplies, $300. texts per participant, appruximately $25. two release days per
participant for evaluation data analysis.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is
conducted at project site in three-week sessions during July and August (adopter pays only its own costs).
Training is also available at adopter site, usually in three-week full-day sessions In June. July, or August
(all expenses must be paid, including trainer's stipend, cost of training materials, and trainer's travel and
Per diem). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Linda Waltkus. Project Director, South Brunswick Township Public School, 1 Executive Dr., Monmouth
Junction, NJ 03852. (201) 297-7800.

Developmental Funding: National Endowment for the Humanities

Compiled Sumer 1981
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PROJECT PEGASUS -PACE: Continuous Progress Reading Program: Personalized Educational Growth And
Selective Utilization of Staff -- Personalized Approa-Ch to ContinZus Educatio7

A locally developed, personalized approach to continuous progress In reading a compre-
hensive developmental program.

target audience Approved by JORP for students in grades K-6.

description Project PEGASUS-PACE seeks to accelerate students' reading achievement and to help teachers
enhance their effectiveness through a locally developed, personalized program of continuous

learning. The curriculum structure consists of performance objectives and corresponding diagnostic instruments
for 17 sequential reading levels (K-8). Learners are grouped and sub-grouped according to their established
needs; the personalized instruction employs a variety of approaches to the teaching of reading. Teachers conduct
formative evaluation of specific skills and use a graphic chart to track each student'smastery at a given level.

Learning activities are selected or developed by the teachers in accordance with the diagnosed needs ofthe
students. These activities and lesson plans are contributed t an accessible learning-resources file organized
according to PEGASUS-PACE levels and skills.

The PEGASUS-PACE Continuous Progress Reading Program is compatible with any organizational staff arrangement,
such as open-space. nongraded, or self-contained classrooms. Teachers may continue to use any strategies they
have found successful.

This project's adoption site, PEGASUS, in Princeton, Illinois, has also been approved by JDRP (January 9, 1979,
JORP No. I).

evidence of effectiveness In addition to meeting the core criteria for pre/post summative evaluation,
assessed through a comprehensive evaluation design, the project met a large

number of non-linear-based objectives. Before the project was developed, achievement scores of students at the
primary target school had shown a steady trend of regression. At the end of the tnird developmental year, more
than 75% of students whn had entered program as first gr'ders scored at or above the median of national nonas on
the Appropriate level of the Gates- MacGinitie Reading T sts.

implementation requirements The program is implemented by classroom teachers, rather than by
special reading teachers. Some training is necessary both prior

to and during implementation. A two and a half day workshop is offered prior to implementation. Adopter sites
are expected to schedule release time on a regular basis for staff development. Adopter schools receive permis-
sion to reproduce copyrighted materials. For all 17 levels, a Master Volume is available; it contains: Objec-
tives and Skills Check Sheet, Teacher's Guide and Key, Learner-Use Diagnostic Instrument. For levels 9-1E.
Learner -Use Answer Sheets are also included.

financial requirements The Master Volume costs $50, reproduction costs have proved to be extremely
low (between 401 and &it per student per year). Cost of locally purchased

file folders for Resource File, approximately $45. Cost of locally purchased file folders for student records
varies with number of students. Informal reading inventories for each teacher cost approximately $6 each.
Expenses for initial training at the adopter or D/D site vary, as do costs of training a local resource person
(Associate Trainer).

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites In hale state

and out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site from October to April (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is
also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to
adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Marie Sinclair, Project Director, Tuscaloosa City Board of Education, 1100 21st Street East,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405. (205) 759 -5705.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESLA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT PRE-ALGEBRA DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

A complete one-year program to develop students' basic conceptual/computational mathematics
skills and prepare them for algebra.

target audience Approved by JORP for regular mathematics classes at the seventh- and eighth-grade
levels, eight-week simmer mathematics programs for students entering high school.

and remedial mathematics programs at the high school level.

description The curriculum design develops students' basic, computational and coy.eptual skills through
five units of concentration: Ratios and Proportions. Fractions. Decimals. Percent. and

Metric Measures.

The program's curriculum materials are based On mathematics principles, called Tools of the Trade. which provide
a fmundation for teaching all Concepts and for further learning in mathematics. Tools of the Trade include
Ratios and Proportions, One -- Its Name and Properties, Place Value, and the Additive and Subtractive Properties
of Numbers. The program's original instructional approach involves mathematics laboratory instruction, regular

classroom instruction, and individualized diagnosis and remediation (LCD technique) coupled with reading in
mathematics.

Training covers math lab techniques, individualizinc fur math instruction. techniques for building a conceptual
foundatiOn for mastering basic mathematics skills, and use of the program materials.

Key Elements_ three-day intensive training, use of Pre-Algebra unit packs for instruction, use of the laboratory
classroom diagnosis and remediation technique (LCD), use of Tools of the Trade for instruction, evaluation of
the program's effectiveness.

evidence of effectiveness Evaluation-Va-UatIon studies showed that approximately 80% of project students
scored an average gain of two grade levels (Stanford Achievement Test)

and were subsequently enrolled in algebra. A longitudinal study of the program shows that 92% passed algebra
with a high degree of success, 85% took additional mathematics courses beyond algebra, and 15% took four years
of high school mathematics._

::plementation requirements The program Operates in regular classrooms. The regular class
schedule can be adjusted to accomodate all phases of the program.

Required are. three -day intensive training, the program text materials, and materials for the lab, including
nanipulatives and a diagnosis/remediation kit.

financial requirements Adoption costs depend On the number of students to be taught, teachers to be
trained, and attendance centers involved. Text materials: $7.50 per student.

Laboratory materials: approximately $1.000 (may be used by as many as 500 students).

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome anytime by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites out of state. Project

staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted
at project site (adoptzr pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site (trainer travel
and per diem must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses must
be paid).

contact Dorothy Strong, Pre-Algebra Development Centers; 228 N. LaSalle St.. Room 838, Chicago, IL 60621.
(312) 641.4062.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA title III

Compiled Summer 2982
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PROJECT PROJECT R-3: Readiness, Relevancy and Reinmer,ement

A motivational basic skills program that interrAsAes the reading and mathematics curricula
through gaming/simulation activities involving care2r awareness.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades'7w,9. This program has also
been used with elementary. high school, and alternative 01991 audiences. but no

evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project R-3 was jointly designed in 1967 by the sin Jose Unified SChool DistrIbtInd the

Education Systems Organization of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company with the he d of con-
sultants from San Jose State University. Its competency-based curriculum interrelates reading and mathematics
and supplies reinforcement through gaming/simulation, intensive involvement (a three-day study trip), parental
involvement, and an inservice training program for staff development. The main objective of Project R-3 is\
the upgrading of itSsentlal reading and mathematics skills. By deeply involving the students in classroom
games and simulations, the program seeks to motivate them to achieve in learning experiences: to make them
ready to learn, to make learning relevant, and to reinforce positive attitudes and behavior.

The project utilizes the diagnostic/prescriptive individualized approach in reading and math. Reinforcement of
Skill areas is provided through gaming /simulation activities that involve team learnin9, the decislOn-making
process, and career awareness development.

evidence of effectiveness The overall reading achievement gain for 1972-73 on the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) Form A Level 3 exceeded normal expectations

by three months. Per-month average gains were 1.4. The overall mathematics achievement gain for 1972.73 on
.385 was :wo years 'or eight months in the program. Highest gains were in Computation and Concepts (2.3 and
1.9). Lowest gain was in Math Application (1.3). An outside evaluator is contracted for both product and
process evaluation.

implementation requirements Reading and mathematics teachers should have a knowledge of the
diagnostic/prescriptive approach to individualized instruction.

Teachers must be receptive to team planning. All staff should develop expertise in gaming /simulation. Approxi-
mately 50 hours of inservice work are iFcomp'ished by each staff member in a given year.

financial requirements The basic materials of a secondary-level reading program can be utilized.
Special prepared math contracts cost approximately 1153 for a complete

set of masters which can be duplicated. Other costs. reproduction of gaming/simulation activities and
contracts; secondary instructional aides.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at the project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is also availab1e at adopter site (trainer travel and per dreg must be paid). Implementation and
follow -up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Pauline E. Perazzo. 1635 Park Ave., San J',!, CA 95126. (408) 287.1111 or -1112.

Developmental Funding: State

Compiled Summer 2992
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PROJECT READING ENGLISH ROTATION PROJECT

A rotating classroom approach to teaching reading skills to students in grades 7-9.
Not a pull-out model.

target audience approved by JDRP for grade! 7.9.

description An organizattonal pattern has been designed to take into account the characteristics of the
students and to identify and meet their individual needs. Students are divided into Small.

flexible groups of six to ten, which move from station to station. Different materials and activities at each
station are specifically planned to build a success pattern for the individual child. A rotation group consists
of 60 children. Each group of 20 roves to three different classrooms during a two-period time block of one

provide sequen lel develop

hour and 5- n min tes. One classroom is egaipped as a reading laboratory where ba , - . cling skills are empha-
sized. A seco classroom reinforces reading skills through a variety of reading activities selected to

of S-1115. In the third classroom. the English teacher again reinforces the
reading skills through various English/reading skil! exercises and through the language-experierce approach to
reading. This it a team-teaching approach that emphasizes the integration of the basic communication skills.
as opposed to a pull-out model.

evidence of effectiveness The mean gain for the 104 participants during FY 1972 wAS 1.3 years

of Schooling. Over a 10-year period, participants have averaged one month's growth in reading per

(Gates-
teacGtnitie). 1he average achievement prior to the project was 2.65 years

In 'six years

month of instruction, as measured by standardized achievement tests.

implementation requirements .wo state-paid teachers. one lead reading teacher (Title I), and
four federally paid paraprofessionals are required. This staffing

eq Is one rotation and/or 60 students, which equals three classrooms. Materials already found in most schools
are u

financial ROW $15 per student, excluding personnel.

strokes available AwirentSS rWter1a1S are'available ax no cost. Visitors are weleoee between October
and April by appointment at'project site and additional demonstration sites in home

state and Out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awarenesS meetings (costs to be

negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (wdopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available
at adopter site (trainer travel and per diem must be pa.d). Follow-up Services are available to adopters (costs
to be negotiated).

contact Marcelyn Hobbs, Program Director, Reading English Rotation project, Norris School. McDuffie
County Schools; Thomson. GA 30824. (404) 595-3527.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

COMPiled Sumner 1991
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PROJECT SCHOOL VOLBMTEER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

A delivery system of school volunteer services that directly addresses critical learner
needs for grades 2-6 in reading and matliematicS.

target audience Approved by JORP for students in grades 2-6 who are functioning one or more years below
national norms in reading and mathematics, for tcachers desiring

tutor assistance, andfor volunteer community members. It has been used in grades K-I and 7-12, but no evidence of effectiveness hasbeen submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The School Volunteer Development Project includes an overall plan for a delivery system of
volunteer services and the accompanying support materials. recruitment procedures to generrte

a resource pool of volunteers; training for volunteers and teachers
who use these services, and evaluation of

each phase of the project, along with an overall evaluation of the system.
The system, designed to locate.

Process, and evaluate volunteer services in Dade County (Florida) Public Schools, is transportable and easilyadoptable in rural or urban settings.

The community is the backbone of the project, with volunteers
selected iron high school and college students,

parents, senior citizens, and ccerunity-minded people from business and industry. Orientation and preservice
training for volunteers are provided in addition to inservite training for classroom teachers.

This project also has the capability to recruit, train, and place volunteers in classes for the educeole/
trainable mentally retarded a.4 learning-disabled.

The multimedia Starter Alt for the utilization of volunteer services contains two administrative reference books,
handbooks, and training materials (one filmstrip-tape) for training

volunteers, teachers, and administrators.
Three training modules with tapes, a course outline for cross-age tut,. training, and two additional reference
books are offered as optional items.

evidence of titertitlelltif A pre/posttest control group design was used to evaluate two specified
outcome objectives for reading and mathematics. grades 2-6, with theStanf8rd Achievement Test and Metropolitan Reading Achievement Test. Results of data analysis indicate that

pupils in grades 2-6 performing one or more years below national norms who were tutored by project volunteers
made significant achievement gains over nontutored control

groups (Seven months for each month of tutoring).

implementation requirements Adopters must appoint a project coordinator, this person may be a
staff member or a volunteer. Adopters must operate the project in

at least one school and evaluate the effect of the project on student achievement. The number of staff requireddepends on the nuaber of students served.

financial requirements Based on a paid coordinator. the total per-pupil ,ost per school year is
52.25 (31e for start-up, 38t for management, 51.56 for operation).

Thiscost can be reduced to approximately me if the adopting school or district uses t staff member or volunteer
to coordinate the program.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
on the third Thursday and Friday of each month. Project staff are available to

attend out -of -State awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (all

expenses must be paid). Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid). Implementationand follow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Gina Craig, Project Director, or Johanna Bullock, coordinator of Training, School Volunteer
Development Project, 1410 N.E.Tecond Ave.. Miami. FL 33132. (305) 371-2491.

Developmental Funding:

Complied Sumer 1981
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PROJECT STAMM: Systematic Teaching And Measuring Mathematics

A complete mathematics curriculum for kindergarten through Algebra 11.Trigonometry,
including alternative nigh school courses.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades K-8. This program has been
used in other settings with grades 9-12, but no evidence of effectiveness has been

satiated to or approved by the Panel.

description The major Objective Of the program is to provide continuous progress in mathematics for the
entire school experience of all students, kindergarten through senior high school. The STAMM

program represents a complete system that can be adopted or adapted by other districts. A framework of objectives
and assessment by criterion-referenced tests are basic to STAMM. Careful monitoring of student progress, measure-
ment of mathematics competencies. and alternative courses at the high school level are fcatm.ed. The program
may be used successfully in many different classroom situations, including small-group instruction, large-group
instruction, individualized instruction, team teaching, and math lab. Resource material is provided for each
objective; textbooks, manipulative materials, and teacher-made resources may be incorporated a, well.

Since STAMM is based on continuous progress, it is important for a school using STAK4 to keep complete records
on each student and to test each student's progress frequent:y. This enables a teacher, in the fall, to con-
tinue a student from seere he/she left off in the spring. A teacher with one grade level of student. may need
to be familiar with more than one level of the program to accomodate continuous progress.

The basic skills continuum for grades K-8 is covered in levels A. 8, C. 0. E. F. GE, G. and H. High school
courses are defined for Mathematics Cms Oetencies. Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 11. Trigonometry, Applied Math,

Vocational Math, and Rapid Calculation.

Special materials are packaged for Title 1 and special education emphasis for use in regular classrooms and labs.

evidence of effectiveness Between two thirds and three fourths of all Jefferson County students
now Score above the national norm on the Comprehensive Test of Basic

Skills at grades 4, 6, and 8. This achievement has been consistent from 1973 through spring 1980. Prior to

implementation, roughly half the students scored above the national nor.}. -

-----------

implementation requirements AMM guides, tests, and workbooks may be used by a single teacher
or an entire school system. The more levels involved in implemen-

tation, the greater the gains fr the continuous-progress aspect of STAMM. A two-day training session prior
to implementation is rec. ed. Weekly or monthly meetings are recommended for the local staff. STAMM does

not dictate teachi e, and may be used in any classroom setting. Textbooks may be used as an integral

Art of the pro' but experience advises that they be supplemented with teacher-made or SIAM resource
materials.

ancial requirements suss teachers' manuals. K-12. $15 each. Each teacher needs one manual for
each level or coarse taught. Test books and horkbeuks. $3.25 each for

single copies, $2.75 each for 11-100 copies, and\$2.50 each for 101 copies.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state ;

awareness meetings (travel and per diem most be paid). Training is conducted at project site on Sept. 10-11

and 4,1. 16-17, 1981, Feb. 8-9. 1982 (costs to be negotiated). Training is primarily available at adopter site
(costs to be negotiated). Implementation ansi follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be

negotiated).

contact Glyn H. Sharpe, STAMM Project Director. Jefferson County Schools, 1209 Quail St., Lakewood.
CO 80215. (303) 231.2341.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer left
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PROJECT STUDENT TEAM LEARNING: Intergroup Relations

A let of instructional techniques placing students in four- or five-member multiethnic learning
teams to master basic skills.

target audience Approved by IMP for students grades 5-12. It is now used in grades 2-4, but no evi-
dence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Student Team Learning (STL) consists of three major techniques: Student Teams-Achlevement
Divisions (STAB). Teams-Games-Tournament (TOT), and Jigsaw. All three require students towork in learning teams tha are heterogeneous in term of sex, race, and past performance. In STAD, students

study worksheets In their teams following a teacher presentation. Then they take quizzes Individually to demon-strate how much they have learned. The students' quiz scores are sunned tc fora a teas score, which later isprinted In a weekly newsletter. TOT is similar to PAD, except that students display their learning by playingacademic games instead of !eking quizzes. In Jigsaw, students become 'experts' on topics relating to neirativomaterial they have read and tzach these topics to their teammates. STL IS the umbrella term for these threeprograms. Two STL programs have JDRP approval of their own. STAD is approved for language arts and TOT forlanguage arts and math. Any district that adopts STL also adopts STAD and TOT.

Student Team Learning can be used with the teacher's manual and teacher -made curriculum materials alone,
Inexpensive materials in mathematics, language arts, and nutrition are available (see below). The techniquesare very practical. They are in use in hundreds of schools across the U.S.

The effects of Student Team Learning on intergroup relations
are strong and consistent because the team goal

and teas interactions allow students to view one another positively. There is no specific mention of race or
ethnicity in the program. Because the program Is inexpensive, takes no more class or teacher time than tradi-tional methods, and increases achievement as well as ImprOvIny intergroup relations. it can be used as a regular
part of class instruction in any subject.

evidence of effectiveness Six studies have shown that Student Team Learning techniques increase

intergroup friendships significantly more than control methods. Thestudies wee: conducted in integrated inner-city, rural, and suburban schools, and involved white, black, andMexiCen.Amerleen students. Student Team Learning techniques have had positive effects on learning in the areas
of mathematics, language arts, social studies, and reading, as well as on self-esteem, mutual concern, andliking for school.

implementation requirements Individual teachers can use Student Team Learning with the manual
atone or with the available training filmstrip/tape. Participationin a Slx.hOur workshop is recommended.

financial requirements Manual and materials fo- Student team Learning with teacher-made matetials,
53. Manuals with single copies of worksheets and quizzes for 20 one-week

Units (language arts 3-6, language arts 7-8. mathematics 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, and 8, cwnsumer math, nutrition 4-6 and
10-12). 510 each, language arts 3-6 (100 units), 525. Supplementary manuals for reeling, mathematics, language
arts, social studies, mainstreaming. and class management, SI each.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site end additional demonstration sites out of state. Projectstaff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (ccsts to be negotiated). Training is conducted at

project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negoti-
ated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Ruth H. Carter, Dissemination Coordinator, Center for Social Organization of Schools, 3505 N.
Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21218. (301) 338-8249.

Developmental funding: National Institute of Education

Compiled Summer 1981
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PRGIECT STUDENT TEAMS-ACHIEVEMENT DIVISIONS (STAD): Language Arts

An instructional technique placing students In four- or five-member heterogeneous learning
teams to master basic language .kills.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities. grades 4-9. This program has been used
with students in grades 2-3 and 10-12. but no evil. ce of effectiveness has been sub-

mitted to or approved by the Panel.

description STAD is one of three Student Team Learning instructional processes. In STAD. Students are
assigned to four- or ffve ember teams. Each team is cJmposed of a relatively high-achiev ng

student, a low achiever, and two or three average achievers. Teams are composed of both 6inority and norminority
students. boys and girls.

The teacher using STAD follows a u it pattern of activities, the first day teaching a lesson on the class

objective. The next fly. student, go nto teams to study the material the teacher has presented. The students
use woiasheets and answer SheetS to help each other study the material and to assess their mastery of it. During
this time, students typically quiz each Other, explain problems, and mutually help each other become proficient
in the skill. Finally, students take a 15-minute quiz on the material with no help from their tebnmates. Each
student earns quiz points determined by comparing his/her score with scores of students on Other teams who have
about the same past academic performance. Individuals' points are compiled into team scores. and team scores
are recognized in a class newsletter at the end of the week.

Students using STAD in language arts typically learn more than students in traditional control classes, espe-
cially as measured by standardized tests. STAD students also gain more than control students in liking for
SCh001, self-esteem. positive rely onships with students of mlfferent rates, and other cutccnes. STAD can be
used with teacher-made materials or with .nexpenSive materials available from the project. It is easy to learn
and use, and there are project trainers all over the United States able to help teachers learn to use STAD in
the classroom.

evidence of effectiveness Six studies nave shown that STAD students achieve two or three times more
than would be expected, based on standardized test nor.. ;. Studies were

conducted in urban. rural, and suburban schools with students in grades 4-6. Tests used were Hoyum- Sanders
English Test and Comprehensive 'est of Basic Skills Language Mechanics and Language Expression Subscales.

implementation requirements Individual teachers can use STAD with the teacher's manual alone
or wish the manual piss the training filmstrip-tape. Available

curriculum materials save teachers the task of making worksmeets and quizzes. A two-hour workshop is recce,

mended but not essential. Part of the Student Team Learning program, STAD can be implemented along with the
other Student Team Learning methods or by itself.

financial requirements Teacners manual (all Student Team Learning techniques). S2. Manua. set
(manual. forms, and other Student Team Learning materials). S3. kdareness/

training filmstrip -tape, S15 (refundable). Curriculum materials for language arts. grades 3-6 (20 one-week
units). S8. grades 3.6 (100 one-week units). S25. grades 7-8 (20 one-week units), S8. Supplementary manual. SI.
No suecial equipment or staff needed.

services 01,011051e Awareness materials are available at no COSt. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites out of state. Project

staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at
project Site (adopter pays only its own cost.). Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negoti-
ated). Implementation and follow up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

11,11t1113
Ruth H. Carter, Dissemination Coordinator, Center for Social Organization of Schools. 3505 N.

Charles St.. Baltimore. MD 21218. (301) 338-8249.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Compiled Summer 19$1

9-28
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[PROTECT TALK' Teaching Activities for Language Knowledge

A program improving expressive and receptive vocabulary skills and language. grades K-3.

target audience Approved by JORP for elementary students grades K-3 scoring at the bOth percentile
or below on a standardized reading test.

description A language specialist teaches 30- minute oral language lessons twice each week in K-3 classrooms.
The participating classroom teacher remains in the classroom during lessons-demonstrated by the

language specialist, teaches weekly follow-up oral language lessons assigned by the language specialist frog the
TALK lesson manual, and completes a brief evaluation of the TALK lessons conducted. A TALK lesson manual includes
lessons in listening skills, grammatical skills, describing and defining, Personal and social awareness. choral
speaking, story-telling, creative dramatics and puppets, and speaking and hearing science.

evidence of effectiveness stat,,tically. TALK has shown that all K-3 students can significantly
improve their receptive and expressive vocabularies. Tests utilized.

Wechsler Preschool and Priaary Scale of Intelligence vocabulary subtest, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children vocabulary subtest. and, as a receptive measure, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Form A.

implementation requirements The adopting district must provide a speech and language clinician
or an elementary teacher with a background in language development

or reading for one hour per week for each classroom receiving TALK. The TALK program can be adopted by as few
as one language specialist and two classroom teachers in a school district. After language specialists have
been trained in program methods and procedures. they can train other personnel in the local district. TALK
staff assist each adopting district. designating an evaluation battery to assess the effectiveness of the pro-
gram as it is implemented. A certified psychologist must be available during the pre- and posttesting periods.

financial requirements A minimal of two hours of release time per week must be provided fur a

speech and language clinician or teacher to service two classrooms. Each
tang ige specialist and classroom teacher must have a copy of the TALK irstructional manual. 535. A TALK
training aanual, SlO, is suggested for each school district.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is alto available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated) Implementation and follow-up services
are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated),

contact Roberta Stiles. Project Coordinator. Muldoon Centpr, Rockford School District 0205, Rockford, IL
61102. (315) 954-701g.

DeveloPmental Funding. JSOE ESEA Title 111

Corpsbrd Sumner IVOI
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PROJECT TENTS- GAMES - TOURNAMENT (TGT)

An instructional method using cooperative teams and game tournaments to increaseltudent
learning of basic skills.

target audience Approved by JORP for pupils of all ability levels, grades 3-12.

description Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) is an instructional method that reorganizes thy classroom by

dividing pupils into four- or five-member groups for study and peer tutoring on worksheets.
Individual group members then play instructional games against members of equal ability from other groups to
score points for their teams. The TGT Instructional method is appropriate for any curriculum unit (grades
3-12) that offers basic skills or factual information to heterogeneous groups.

Teachers may use only the TGT Teacher's Manual or may include the worksheets and games already developed by the
Center which cover specific instructional objectives. TGT is designed to supplement traditional lecture or drill
methods, individualized instruction, or performance-based instruction. The TGT instructional process is care-
fully sequenced to enhance academic achievement, but teachers may adapt and change elements to meet certain
objectives.

TGT curriculum units are designed for six to eight weeks' use in each class period, although shorter units may
be completed in three to four weeks. The units help to improve basic skills, promote positive pupil attitudes
toward schoolwork and classroom experiences, and increase cooperation through peer tutoring.

evidence of effectiveness Ten experimental studies have demonstrated positive TGT effects on academic
achievement in math and language arts. Each study employed a control

group and pre- and posttest measures of standardized achievement (Stanford Achievement Test in Mathematics,
Hoyum-Sanders English Tests), plus treatment-specific tests. Four experimental studies have shown very positive
TGT effects On classroom race relations.

implementation requirements Individual teachers can implement TGF through use of teacher's
manual and construction of own worksheets and genies. For school

or district implementation, there should be general awareness training followed by workshop training (one half
day), If TGT's published curriculum materials are used, no teacher development of materials is required.

financial requirements Basic starter Alt for use with teacher-made worksheets and games is available
for $3. Objectives-based curriculum materials (worksheets and game sheets)

available for reproduction Language arts, grades 3.8, 100 objectives. $25, 20 usage objectives, $8. Mathematics,
grades 3-8, 20 basic objectives per grade level, $8 per grade level.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional dcmohstration sites out of state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training
is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site
(costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be
negotiated).

contact Ruth H. Carter, Dissemination Coordinator. Center for Social Organization of Schools, 3505 N.
Charles St.; Baltimore, 10 21218. (301) 338-8249.

Developmental Funding: National Institute of Education

Compiled Summer 2982
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PROJECT TITLE I CHILDREN'S PROGRAM: Learning To Read Through the Arts, Division of Curriculum andInstruction, New York city Board of Education

An intensive, individualized remedial reading program presented through the arts.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children, grades 4-6, who are reading at least one year below
grade level and who are Title I eligible (some seventh graders accepted as apprentices).

description Reeding teachers, classroom teachers, and soeclally trained professional artists/artist teacherswork with Title I eligible children it sites in each of the boroughs of Manhattan, StatenIsland, Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx. At the developer site, children in grades 2-6 are served, as well as 'special education students, The program is also suituble forgradeS K-1 and 7.12, and adopters have used theprogram with those audiences. The program is associated with major cultural institutions in New York City. theQueens Museum, the Staten island Children's Museum,
the Bronx Museum of the Arts, the New York Aquarium, theBrooklyn Museum, and Ballet Hispanico of New York.
This intensive, Individualized reading program focuses onimproving reading skills through student involvement and interest in the arts. It integrates a total art programwith a total reading program.

Listening, speaking, writing, arid reading techniques are stressed in the reading-oriented art workshops, and a diagnostic/prescriptive
approach to reading is employed in the reading workshops.

Participating Children meet with the classroom/reading
teachers In small groups or individually for an averageof three hours per week. Students receive additional reading instruction for at least one and a half hours a

week in reading-oriented arts workshops in such areas as dance, music, theater, crafts, sculpture, painting,
printmaking, Super B film, and photography.

The resources of museums, cultural institutions, universities,
resource centers, and libraries are used, and special programs related

to the content of project workshops are
scheduled for students on field trip /special event days. There is an annual Learning to Read Through the Artsexhibition of work by participating students, and/Or

a performing arts and film festival. A series of parentworkshops is also held. Preservice and inservice training are available.

evidence of effectiveness At the time of validation, participating students in a six-month program
Improved an average of 1.18 school years (based on a 10-month schoolyear) as measured by the California Achievement Teat (Reading)

Level 2, and 8.4 months (based on a 10.month
school year) as measured by the California Achievement Test

(Reading) Level 3.

implementation requirements Reading teacherS/classrocm teachers, professional artists, and/or
artist teachers are trained in the Learning TO Read Through the Artsmeteocbcgy. Teacher-made pupil-oriented materials, instructional devices, filmstrips, records, tape recordings,

media libraries, books on the arts, and art and audiovisual supplies are used. Program hours and times are
adaptable to adopters' needs and scheduling requirements.

financial requirements training materials are available at no cost to adopters as long as the supply
lasts. Cost of ,rogram implementation depends on available personnel. Costof art supplies and equipment depends on the reading-oriented workshops that are implemented. Excluding costs

of personnel, each reading-oriented workshop costs approximately 5400 per 25 students.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend 0.'-of-state aware-ness meetings (costs to be negotiated).

Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs).Training Is also conducted at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).
Implemintation and follow-up services areavailable to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Bernadette C. O'Brien, Project Director, Title 1 Children's Program. Learning to Read Through
the Arts, Division of Curriculum and Instruction, New York City Board of Education, 131 Livingston
St., Roo. 601, Brooklyn, NY 11201. (212) 787.0470 or -1582.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

Compiled Sumer 1981
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PROJECT YRP Reading Power in the Content Areas (Vocational Reading Power)

A staff-development project designed to help content area teachers minimize the gap between
student reading abilities and reading requirements gf printed instructional mattrial.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a staff development project for vocational programs whose students
represent a broad range of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds, grades 11 and 12.

This program Ass been used in other settings at the postsecondary level and in junior and senior high nonvocational

programs, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Paael.

description ARP is a staff development program designed to make content-area teachers aware of the gap
between student r.al ng abilities and the reading requirements of printed instructional

materials and to provide teachers with methods of minimizing the effects of that gap. VRP has successfully been

adopted in more than 400 Se-Ondary vocational and nonvocational schools. The goals of the project are. to

narrow the gap between student reading ability and the skill level required to read printed instructional
materials, to enrich the Knowledje, attitudes, and skills of content-area teachers as these relate to the use of
textbooks and other reading-related activities, and to increase student learning of content.

The urogram consists of five components. Testing trains teachers to use formal d informal tests and inventories
to assess the reeding, abilities of their students. Readability Analysis provide. teachers with the knowledge and
tools to analyze the reading levels of printed instructional materials, to apply this knowledge wnen selecting
texts, and to modify and approve use of the printed materials to fit students' reading abilities. Fifteen Reading
in the Content Area Modules provide for additional staff development in content-area reading. The modules, which
are designed to te used in group or individual inservice, provide basic strategies and procedures that can be
incorporated into any classroom curriculum. Vocabulary Development focuses on practical vocabulary activities
that the teacher can incorporate Into the total curriculum. In addition, for vocational adopters, project-
developed vocational student reading-support materials in the form of 32 Occupationally Specific Key Word
olossaries are available. Instructional Materials System involves the development of a resource system tnat

provides teachers with ready access to A wide variety of instructional materials in their fields.

evidence of effectiveness Using the (rates-MacGinitie. Survey F. pretest comprchension data indicated
10% of project students were reading below eleventh-grade level and 20%

below seventh-grade level. Posttest data revealed percentages of 577. and 12% respectively. Pre- and posttest
gains were significant at the .05 level. A pre/post teacher training test indicated significant growth in teacher
knowledge of test utilization and reading-related activitiet.

implementation requirements A minimum of one staff person with a background in curriculum
development and/or reading acts as part-time director/coordinator.

Involvement of administrators, content-area instructors, and reading consultants (if used) Is required. Jnce the

district completes a training and implementation plan, the U/D provides a training workshop lasting tw000r three
days, depending upon the needs of the adopting/adapting district. Staff development time must be provided.

financial requirements No new equipment or staff are required. Cost of individual Key Word Gloss-

aries varies, entire set of 32, S95. AdopterS of this component may purchase
glossaries for each student or one or two per classroom. Cost of individual Reading in the Content Area Modules
varies, entire set of 15, under 5600. Adopters of this component typically purchase a minimum of five modules
and a maximum of one complete set. Training manual 510. each. (Prices subject to change.)

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state
and out of state. Project staff are available to attend out -of -state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted only at adopter site (all expenses oust be paid, including travel and trainer fee of 5150

per day). Implemenation and ,ollow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

contact Eileen astergaard. or Carol Burgess, The E.ACHAlt.E, 166 Peik Hall. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 551;5. (612) 376-8234.

Developmental Funding. USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1901
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PROJECT AIRS: Andover's Individualized Reading System

' A diagnostic/prescriptive reading program designed to teach basic ski,ls and foster indepen-
dent enjoyment of literature.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities. grades 1-6.

description AIRS basic skills for grades 1-6 are defined by a comprehensive set of behavioral objectives
to which all instructional activities, materials, and tests are keyed. All reading instruction

is teacher-directed in grades 1 and 2, where lesson plans
are correlated to a specific publisher's text to builda strong phonetic base. When the baS1c decoding Skills are firmly established, program comprehension, vocabulary,

and handwriting components become more flexible to accommodate varied learning patterns. AS students progressbeyond beginning reading, more time Is spent in individualized
reading and literature discuSsfon groups. AscOmprehension, vocabulary, and structural skills comprise

an increasingly greater portion of reading instruction,
individualized and free reading play a larger part in the curriculum. Student achievement at every level ofinstruction is monitored with cumulative criterion-referenced

tests in phonics, spelling, and writing. Prior toinstruction in comprehension skills, the student is given a pretest which Is analyzed by the teacher. Resultsare recorded and used as a basis for skills grouping and lesson prescriptions. Individual learning packages
contain all elements necessary for the instruction of specific skills -- teacher and student directions, lessons.reinforcement practices, and posttests -- integrated in a comprehensive series of skills books. Most materialsare programmed so that students may wort independently as they acquire more skills. Reading objectives coverfive broad areas: phonetic analysis, word recognition, structured seelling, comprehension, and word meaning.Since its approval oy JDRP, additional components have been developed to make AIRS a total langbage arts program.
They include an integrated reading. Wilting, and spelling program for grades 1 and2 and lessons providing a
sequenced-progression through grammar, writing mechanics.

composition, and dictionary skills for grades 3-6.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Theresa G. Murphy, Executive Director, or Gary B. Chadwell,
Assistant Director, Andover Public

Schools: Jackson School. Andover, MA 01g10. (610 470-1100, ext. 313.

Developmental Funding: USK ESEA Turtle III and Local

Coppilod sammor 1981

JDRP No. 74-25 Approved: 4/29/74

PROJECT BASIC. Basic Adaptable Skills for the Individual Child

Four separate but interrelated programs consisting of highly structured, sequential. Individ-
ualized curricula in readiness, mathematics. and reading.

target audience
the Panel.

Approved by MP for grades Z-4. This program has been used In other settings with
grades 5 and 6. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by

description Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) curricula were developed at the University of
Pittsburgh's Learning Research and Development Getter. The IPI program was designed to meet

the individual developmental needs of young children in the followinj basic areas. Primary iducation Program and
Perceptual Skills. which emphasizes prereadIng and math objectives in a hierarchical order for p eschool, kinder-
garten, and sPec al education students in quantification. classification. visual

motor. auditory motor. general
motor. and Letters and numerals; Early and Primary Reading. a phonetic approach emphasizing mast ry of specific
reading skills. Math, stressing individual progress with continuous growth in numeration /blare alue, addition.
subtraetion, multr5fication. division. fractions. money. time, systems of measurement, geometry. and application,
and Intermediate Reading. stressing Individual and group instruction in comprehension skills.

Fach BASIC component emphasizes student- management skills. positive
reinforcement, continuous testing. accarAteand well-defined record keeping, and parent involvement. The CurriCulum is characterized by five critical ele-

ments structured curricula for each content area colorised of a series of behaviors) objectives arranged in a
hierarchical order by unit and level, an assessment system comprised of

criterion-referenced tests matched to
curriculum ObJeCtives, a management system designed to provide individual programs and learning exper'iences.
Individualized instructional materials, sponsor-developed consercial snurces, and teacher-constructed' materials,
and a monitoring and record-keeping system depicting the location and mastery level of each student i

h

each area.

Contact the project about available training and other serviCes.

contact Candace flbln. ResourLe Center Coordinator, Sibley School, Montevideo. MN 56265. 16120 269-6411.

Developmental Funding: ad: Follow Through

ConpAd Summor 1981
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PROJECT BASIC SKILLS IN READING (BASK)

An emplary project providing special instruction in the basic skills necessary for reading
success.

target audience Approved by JDRP for readers grades 1.3 scoring below the 40th percentile on the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Sarvey. This program has been used in other settings witn grades

4-6, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted tc or approved by the Panel.

description BASK is an adoptable/adaptable program that can be used in several ways to upgrirde reading
skills. Target pupils are remedial. It is a pull-out project, using a criterion-referenced

format and including individualized diagnosis, prescription, and instruction. The BASK curriculum is targeted
to basic reading skills -- readiness, phonics, structural analysis, comprehension, and study reference skills.
Each child in the program receives 150 minutes of instruction weekly (30 minutes daily), working in small groups
or on a one-to-one basis. The heart of the project is the individualized small-group instruction given daily.
Frequent diagnosis and flexible prescriptive teaching ensure pupils' experience of success. Computerized
information retrieval is used for diagnosis, prescription, and record keeping. The computer processes progress
reports for parents and school staff. The project is also designed for manual record keeping and data processing.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Marjorie H. Benz, Title I Coordinator, Manchester Public Schools, Amoskeag School, 121 Front St.,
Manchester, NH 03102. (603) 624-6426.

Developmental Funding: US% (SEA Title 1

Soppllod Sumer 1981

JDRP No. 15 -6B Approved: g/11/75

PROJECT BOULDER VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS FOLLOW THROUGH

A program intended to build a strong foundation for success in school among children from
low-income families.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K1

description The Boulder Valley Follow Through program is based on the Bank Street College model. Its

purpose Is to provide extra support in grades K-3 for low-income children and their families
in order to build a strong foundation for learning and school success.

The classrooms are activity-oriented, with individualized programs in which children are encouraged to be self-
directed learners. Each classroom is organized into learning areas, such as language, math, science, art, and
blocks. In addition to their daily work in reading, writing, and math and activities in science, art, and
blockbuilding, children often cook (with supervision), take field trips, and do woodworking. Children trans-
form everyday experiences into symbols through printing, drawing, and writing. Although all children may read
or write at the same tine, the work varies from child to child.

The program provides health, nutrition, and psychological services to participating children, who a.e eligible
for certain medical and dental benefits. Two Follow Through nurses make home visits and cooperate with other
staff members to help families meet children's health reeds.

The program offers a variety of social activities, educational opportunities, and workshops to parents. Parents
are encouraged to visit classes and to volunteer in classrooms whenever possible. The program's Policy Advisory
Council participates In staff selection, budget and proposal planning, and curriculum development.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Carolyn Topping. Director, Boulder Valley Public Schools Follow Through, P.O. Box 9011, Boulder,
CO 80301; (303) 441 -1010. ext. 401.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

COPPIIMI Sumer 1981
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PROJECT CAMBRIDGE FOLLOW THROUGH

Reading, language, and math for children from low- income families.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3.

description The Cambridge Follow Through Program offers
a Xhild-centered curriculum based on elements of

the Bank Street College approach to Follow Through. The central elements of this curriculum
are reading, writing, and number work, but the curriculum includes

social studies, arts, and science as well.Classroom activities are used on experiences that
have practical meaning for the children, and children areencouraged to learn from each other. Each classroom is staffed by a teacher and a paraprofessional, usuallya parent.

Compensatory services, an important part of Cambridge
Follow Through. are provided for each classroom by aninterdisciplinary team composed of the teacher,

the paraprofessional, a staff developer, a parent liaisonrepresentative. a nurse-practitioner, and a psychologist or social worker. Working together, this team developsa planning and assessment process to support each child and family. Staff development is part of the program.A career development and training program for paraprofessionals includes independent study.

Parents are encouraged to volunteer In the classroom
and to take an active part in the decisions that affecttheir children's education.

Contact the project about available training and other <wrvices.

contact Joseph Petner, Director; Cambridge Follow Through,
Cambridge School District, 159 Thorndike St..Cambridge, MA 02141. (617) 498-9231.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled summer 1982

JDRP No. 77-I56f
Approved: 4/24/81

PROJECT CATCH UP - KEEP UP

A remedial reading program and inservice teacher training.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students in grades 5-8 who are reading two or more years belet
grade level. This program has been used in other settings with students in grades K -4and 9-12, but no evidence of effectiveness has

been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The goal of this project is to raise the reading level
of children who read below their grade

level -- one month growth for each month in the program. Children who scmre two or moreyears below grade level on the Gates-MacGinitie reading
test receive Instruction in small groups from reading

specialists In the reading lab and/or in the classroom.
Reading specialists spend at least 50 percent of their

instructional time working in the special reading lab. The rest is spent working with target children in their
regular classrooms in concert with classroom teachers to

provide inservice teacher training. Students meet withthe reading specialist for 20-50 minutes four days each
week and remain in the program for at least one semester.

Instruction in reading Is individualized for each student
using the Flowing Wells Reading Support System, which

carefully diagnoses a student's reading deficits.
provides prescriptive activities, and includes an evaluationprocedure to determine the student's progress.

The reading labs serve as locations for specialized instruction,es well as a reading materials resource center for teachers.
The reading specialists offer demonstrations, work-

shops, and seminars for teachers and provide
creative reading materials such as board games, posters, audiotapes

and self-paced exercises for loan to students, teachers, and parents. The reading labs are decorated in lively
and interesting fashion with unique niches and private retreats to enhance the appeal of reading. Students areevaluated on an , ping basis using the Flowing Wells

Reading Support System, a current record of student growth
in reading skills Is thus readily at hand for the reading specialist and classroom teacher. Gates-MacGinitiestandardized reading tests are administered three times per year as a means of determining normative growth.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact James L. Heeley. Coordinator, Dissemination Project,
Project Catch Up - Keep Up, Flowing Wells

Schools; 1444 W. Prince Rd., Tucson, AZ 85705. (602) 887-1100, ext. 232.

Developmental Funding: VSOE ESEA Title 1

Corp1led Summer 1981

JORP No. 74-120 Approved: 12/16/74
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PROJECT A CHANCE FOR EVERY CHILD

A diagnostic/prescriptive program for low-achievers carried out within the regular classroom

and monitored by ronsultants:

target audience Approvrd by JDRP or low - achieving students and their teachers in grades 1-6. This

program has been used in other settings with students of average or above-average

abilities, but no evidence of effectiveness nay been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description A Chance For Every Child 'uses a team approach to solve the problems of low-achieving students

within the regular classroom. Reading specialists work with classroom teachers and principals

to develop a sequential program for selected students.
i

The project's unique success cycle is due toieight factors the classroom teacher retains instructional respon-

sibility; classroom teacher-consultant dialogue is continual, teacher managerial and instructional skills are
upgraded, the student is provided with instruction at his/her individual level,, high-interest materials and
student recognition are effective motivators,teacher and student attitudes change gradually, high morale is

maintained for teachers and students, and achiev nt. self-confidence, and motivation continue to grow.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Kathryne D. Sowinski, Director, Title I, Van Dyke Public Schools, MOO Federal, Warren, MI

48089. (313) 757-3438 or 757-6600, ext. 316.

Developmental Funding: USOE csEA Title I

Coaplled Sumer 1981

jpru, No. 76.89 Approved: 7/1/76

PROJECT CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH A Direct Instuction Model

Reading, arithmetic, language, and Cherokee culture for Cherokee children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description Cherokee uoliow Through is a planned learning program for Cherokee children beginning with a

full-day kindergarten. It employs the DISTAR instructional system in reading, arithmetic,

and language, and focuses on Cherokee language and culture. When the kindergarten children have finished the

three DISTAR levels, they move into the regular program of the school's upper elementary grades regardless of

their age. In an effort to Perpetuate the Cherokee language and crafts, children are given instruction in
language and folklore by a full -tine Cherokee aide each week and then make pottery, baskets, beadwork, and

fingerweaving in the t,aditional ways. Fast learners in groups of ten, -low learners in groups Of five receive

instruction four periods a day. Teachers and aides are trained in the techniques of eliciting group response,

error correction, reinforcement, and teaching to mastery. Criterion-referenced tests and daily data on the

children make continuous progress planning possible.

The decision by Cherokee parents in 1970 that the DISTAR materials were most suitable for their children illus-

trates the extent of parent involvement in the Follow Through program. The Policy Advisory Committee has hiring

and firing power and participates in many administrative decisions. Parents are aides, testers. and workers who

visit other parents at home.

A variety of health services is provided by the Project.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact J. Edward Sharpe, Director, Cherokee Follow Through, Cherokee Elementary School. Cherokee, NC

28719. (704) 497-9131.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through JDRP No. 80-50e Approved: 2/13/81
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PROJECT CLASSROOM INTERVENTION: Individualized Basic Skill Reading Program

An individualized reading program increasing the
basic skill reading- achievement levels ofInner -city students.

target atalience Approved by JDRP for pupils grades 1-6.
Although developed for the disadvantaged

student population, this program can be used in other settings for any comprehensive
elementary school reading program, grades 1-6, but

no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to orapproved by the Panel.

description Each student is individually assessed and placed
on a level where he/she can function effec-

tively with the curricular materials in use. The student's progress is continuously measuredand his/her successes are immediately reinforced.
The program is conducted within the regular classroom, usingany number of basal reading series.

Classroom instruction is coordinated with supportive drill for remedialstudents in a separate "intervention' classroom.
A teacher and an instructional aide are responsible for programindividualization within each classroom.

According to validators, this program provides teachers with an accurateassessment of each student's reading skills on a day-to-day basis. Curricular programs are coordinated acrossgrade levels to eliminate student frustration
as a result of changing instructional strategies from one gradelevel to the next. The validators judged the program to be

inexpensive to implement and highly motivating for
participating students because of its use of

contracts and self-correctional procedures and its built-in successfactors.

The Classroom Intervention Project has three major objectives: attainment of a year's growth per year in regularinner-city classrooms, attainment of a .8 growth in reading per year with contained classes for the educablementally retarded and learning language disabled;
development and implementation of an intervention-center class-room to provide supplementary reaoing services functionally

related to each student's regular reading program, sothat underachievers acquire reading skills at a rate of 1.0 gain per year.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Wayne E. Foley, or Rober3 B. Hamilton; 520 N.E.
Ravenna Blvd., Seattle, WA 98115.(206) 587-4314.

Developmental Funding: DOE ESEA Title III

Coppiled Summer 2982

JDRP No. 15.17 Approved:11/10/75

PROJECT PROJECT COAST:
Cognitively Oriented Approach to Skills Teaching

A cognitively oriented program for language
development, writing, reading, math, and problemsolving.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities
and socioeconomic backgrounds in gradesK-3.

description The goals of Project COAST are growth in math and communication skills (speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and spelling) and functional

application of these skills in science, socialscience, health, art, and movement. The language experience approach is utilized throughout the day for languagearts instruction.

The daily routine balances child-initiated with
teacher-initiated activities. The first segment of the dayimplements the plan-work-represent-evaluate

management system developed by High/Scope Educational Pesearch Founda-tion. Learning centers in the classroom allow children
to make choices and work indepenoently as they apply basicskills to develop plans, solve problems, and make decisions. During planning time, each child chooses a center,specifies an activity, and tells how that activity will be performed. Children follow these plans during worktine. During representation time, children report

on the work accomplished, using a variety of media. Evaluationtime gives children an opportunity to share their work time experiences.
The teacher's observations during thissegment provide the basis for direct instruction during

the teacher-initiated segment of the day's activities.Reading instruction Is individualized through
assessment and prescription for individual strengths and needs, useof various reading approaches, and assessment
with a language arts checklist based on Florida performance stan-dards. Manipulative materials, techniques for developing math

comprehension, and a math checklist based on
Florida performance standards are the basis of math instruction.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Mary F. Hancock, Director, Project COAST; 120 Lowery Pl.; Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548.(904) 244-2161..

Developmental Funding: tiSOE Follow Through JDRP No. 71-123c Approved: 2/4/81

Compiled Summer 2982

9.37 145



PROJECT COMMIT SCHOOL 6 BRONX FOLLOW THROUGH

A program using positive reinforcement to teach reading, math, and language.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description The primary goal of this Follow Through program is to produce achievement at or near grade
level in reading, math. and language. To achieve this goal, the classroom environment is

highly structured, relying on positive reinforcement, continuous progress monitoring, small-group team teaching
instruction, continuous in-classroom staff training, and parent involvement.

Two motivational systems, token economy and performance contracting, are used to increase academic performance.
Younger children receive tokens for appropriate academic and social behavior during instructional periods, after
each instructional period, they exchange accumulated tokens for special activities of their choice in a back-up

period. Older children contract to complete certain amounts of academic work in exchange for special activities.

Smile-Grams providing recognition and reinforcement for academic progress are sent home weekly.

Classes are divided into three groups of 10-12 children each and staffed by a teacher, an aide, and a parent

volunteer. The teaching adults make frequent contacts with children, monitoring pupil progress and extending
positive attention in the form of verbal praise and smiles.

Parent training, went involvement activities, and assistance in using social. medical, and dental services
available from commuh!y agencies Are also part of the program.

Contact the project mbout available training and other services.

contact Phillip Kramer. Coordinator, Community School 6 Follow Through, District 12, Bronx, 1000 E.
Tremont Ave., Bronx, NY 10460. (212) 893 -o222 or -1385.

Develcpmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Corplled Sumner 1981

JORP No. 77-120b Approiec: 4/15/81

PROJECT PROJECT CONQUEST

A highly individualized diagnostic and prescriptive reading program.

target audience
potentially able.

Originally approved as a reading program for grades 1-6, this program now operates as a
first-grade (repeaters) through ninth-grade program for students below grade level but

description Project Conquest, a clinical but flexible approach to reading, diagnoses the child's reading
problems through a 17-step diagnostic procedure and prescribes an individualized, structured

learning program to be followed by the child throughout the year. The teacher receives extensive training in

remediation, testing, and related areas.

Pupils work princinally alone In individual carrels valle being supervised by clinicians and aides. Clinicians

work individually with six stindents for approximately 45 minutes, four and a half days a week. Friday is

game day, and only group activities are scheduled. Learn,n9 tasks are selected by teacher and:or student.

Contact the project about ava 'thing and other services.

contact Bettye P. Spann, Director Project Cono

IL 62201. (o18) 274-0920 or -0517.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

Complied Sumor 1981

of Education; 1005 State St., East St. Louis,
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JDRP No. 74-1" Approved: 2/20/74



PROJECT CRITERION READING INSTRUCTION PROJECT (CRIP)

An dalividuallud language arts readiness program.

target, audience Approved by JDRP for grades pre.K through 3.

description Specific performance oblectives are divided into four malpr readiness areas' Psychasator,
auditory, visual. and oral language. These four areas are further segmented h) 11 subdivi-

sions: small motor, large motor. coordination. directionality, auditory Ctscrimination and classification,
visual discrimination, visual comprehension, visual memorY. Oral composition. and Oral vocabulary. A hierarchy
of 115 reading readiness skills constitutes the CRIP continuum.

Children go to a specially equioped room where instruction is geared to demonstrated indiodual needs. Activi-
ties are arranged around learning centers in an open- classroom fashion. and the children work inde,endently or In
small groups.

Pre-kiqdergarten and kindergarten children in the public schools meet for two and a half hours in aorning or
afternoon sessions five days per week. First-. second-. and third-grade student; are Acheduled for a minimom
of one-half hour per day, five days per week. Teacher's aides are helpful for T mtaining the classroom
inventory of equipment and instructional supplies, recording test scores, and assisting teachers in nontea0ing
duties.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Anita M. Schmidt. Director; Elementary Education and Title I, School 04 Annex. 0111 Ave..
Linden, NJ 07036. (201) 486-2530.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

Coapiled Sumner 1981

JU, No. 32 Approved: 4/9/73

LPROJECT DAYTON DIRECT INSTRUCTION FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENTER

A program eaPhasiling Small-group face-to-fa,,e instruction by teachers and aides using care-
fully sequenced lessons to achieve proficiency in reading, math, and language.

target audience Approved by JORP for Y.-3.

description The Dayton Follow Through Program attributes its success to a system of carefully sequenced
skills in reading. math, and language programmed for teacher use, highly specific teacher

training. and careful monitoring of Student progress. A positive - reinforcement management system is employed.

Tcz,4,ng is by direct programmed Instruction consisting of a fast-movg series of programmed questions and
answers. This involves frequent verbal responses by the Children. and requires basic teaching techniques to holdchildren's attention. The following represents a basic teaching sequence teacher presents a task from a devel-
oped manual, using specified questions, children respond ierball Y. teacher evaluates their answers. reinforcing
good responses, teacher uses a specified procedure to correct wrong answers, all tasks in a lesson are campleted,
following steps I to 4, Children are given take -home ,aterials related to the lesson. which are later reviewed in
class.

Another aspect of the program is active parent involvement -- as members of the ".rent Advisory Council as partic-
ipants in classes, in which they are taught how to teach their children using he piagram instructional model,
and as classroom volunteers or paid paraprofessionals.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Willetta C. Weatherford. Director. or Laura H. Lansdown, Coordinator. Dayton Follow Through
Resource Center, 3410 Hoover Ave.. Nyton, OH 45407. (513) 268.1641.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through JDRP No. 77-132 Approved: 8/24/77

Compiled Summer 1982

9.39 147



/PROTECT KOLB COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model

Basic reading, arithmetic, and language for disadvantaged rural children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1-3. Approved grade levels are based on claims for children
in the program fer four full years.

description To bring the Performance of disadvantaged rural children up to or near Tthe national norm isi
all academic areas. the DeKalb County Follow-Th-riiigti Program uses DISTAR readittg. arithmetic.

and language Instructional materials and the teaching methods prescribed by DISTAR materials. positive reinforce-
ment, group responses, inoiiidual turns, teaching to mastery. and immediate correction of errors. The reading
sequence focuses on decodir) and comprehension (Level I), reading for understanding (Level II). and comprehension
and information acquisition :kills (Level III). Arithmetic covers addition and subtraction (Level I), multiplica-
tion, fractions, and complex addition and subtraction (Level II), and coheir addition, long division, complex
multiplication, and story problems (Level III). The language sequence covers language as the basis for reading
and standard spoken English, logical processes, usage, and rules of grammar and writing. When children finish the
three-level sequence in each area, they move into the regular basal series used in the county. Social studies,
spelling, science. and handwriting are taught throughout the program. One teacher and one or two aides work with
a maximum of 25 children in groups of ten Efast learnert) or five (slow learners) for 35 minutes a day in each
content area. Each classroom has its own learning_and interest centers. Biweekly criterion-referenced tests
measure children's progress, Health and other support services, staff development, and parent involvement
activities are other parts of the program.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Jim McCormick, Director, DeKalb County Follow Through, DeKalb County Board o' Education, South
Third St.; Veterans Building; Smithville, TN 31166. (615) 591 4450.

Developmental Funding' USOLfollow Through JDRP No. 80-50a Approved: 12/207E0

Compiled Sur 1981

PROJECT DISCOVERY THROUGH READING

A remedial reading program for underachievers utilizing a modified tutorial, highly

structured approach.

target audience Approved by JDRP for low-achieving students in reading. grades 2-3. (Limited grade

span was due to available funding.) It has been used in other settings with grades i
and 4-6, but no evidence o" effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel,

description Discovery Through Reading is ah instructional program in reading that stresses rapid skill
development for second- and third-grade tuAents who are having (or have had) difficulties

in their regular classrooms. Its goals are the improvement of students' ability to recognize words and improvement
of their reading comprehension. In the Discovery project, teachers work with two students at a time in 45- minute
sessions scheduled twice a week at a location outside the regular classroom. Each full-time Discovery teacher's
froXiain case load is 30,students. A key organizational feature of instruction is the task sheet.' an agenda
that lists six specific activities to be completed by a student during each session. The task sheet helps
teachers decide what tasks are within the capabilities of students. An important aspect of the project is the
way in which teachers interact with students, emphasizing a style that provides students with a nonthreatening
environment. A student competes Only with himself/herself, and performance and achievement are reinforced
with concrete rewards. All activities are charted and graphed immediately, showing teacher ',rid student that

progress is being made and that goals are tieing achieved..

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Dorothy Neff, Project Director, Clarkston Community Schools, 6590 Middle Lake Rd., Clarkston,
MI 48016. (313) 625-3330.

Developmental Funding' USOE ESEA Title I

Compiled Summer 2981

JDRP No, 14 -112 Approved: 10/23/14



PROJECT EARLY CHILDHOOD PREVENTIVE CURRICULUM ((CPC)

A program for high-risk first-grade students developing
the perceptual, cognitive, and

language skills they need to respond successfully to beginning reading instruction.

target audience Approved by JDRP for Identified high-risk first -grade students. It has been used In
other settings with primary learning-disabled children and children whose prereading

perceptual skills development has limited beginning leading
ability. but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The project foctses on high-risk first-grade students by means of an individualized diagnostic
curriculum. (High-risk children are those who have normal capacity to learp, but who begin

first grade lacking prereading perceptual skills and exhibit poor co.tept and/or oral language development.)
Classrooms are established as primary learning laboratories, In

which the environment, management, and materials
Sacilitate small-group instruction and Independent learning.

Teachers receive special training in diagnosticteaching skills and In individualizing instruction.

Us'Ag results of criterion-referenced tests, the teacher prescribes for prereading perceptual needs. Self-correc-tion, self-direction, reinforcement for learning. p
ing skills development, and listening skills are all

interwoven in an all-day first-grade program that Includes small -group reading instruction. (For other childrenwho lack independent reading ability, the criterion-referenced
assessments provide the teacher with a means ofidentifying learning needs and styles.)

Although primarily utilized as a full-time, self-contained
unIt, the program can be Implemented on a resource orpart-time basis. Right to Read and Title I funding sources are available to support adoptions.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Nathan Farber. Director; ECPC Program, 9240 S.W. 124 St.; Mimi, FL 33176. (305) 251-5445.

/
/Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

CompaId Smarr 1901

JDRP No. 74-57 Approved: 5/23/74

PROJECT EAST LAS VEGAS FOLLOM THROUGH: A Direct Instruction Model

Reading, math, and language for bilingual, bicultural children In rural coma unities.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description The goal of the fait Las Vegas Follow Through project Is development of enthusiastic and
Successful students through use of a variety of basal reading and math series along with the

highly structured D1STAR system for reading, math, and oral language. In each subject, teachers work with skill
lists to anticipate where children should be at the end of each school year.

Independently and in small groups based on ability, children
work 90 minutes daily on both oral and silent reading

instruction and activities.
Special correction procedures, 'frequent opportunities for student oral and written

responses, and biweekly criterion-referenced testing and reporting are essential elements of the program.

Children with limited English-speaking ability
are taught in their native language by teachers and aides using

.locally developed materials. Children are encouraged to take pride in their cultural heritage by learning the
songs, games, foods, folk dances, and customs of northeastern New Mexico.

The parent program has been instrumental in establishing
both the bilingual program and a home reading program

in which the children are expected to participate.

Contact the project about available trailing and other services.

COMO:t Ann Costello, Director, East Las Vegas Follow Through. Las Vegas City Schools. 901 Douglas Ave.,
Las Vegas, 194 87701. (505) 425-6784.

Developmental Funding: USDE Follow Through

Complied 0wommer 1901

9.41

JDRP No. 80-50f Approved: 2/13/81



PROJECT THE ELECTRIC COMPANY

The use of television in teaching reading skills to young children.

target audience Approved by JORP for children nrades 2-4 below grade level.

description The Electric Condany represents the f.,'St large-scale experiment in the use of television

in teaching reading skills to young h.ldren. Televised curriculum and its accompanying
classroom materials are built around specific goals in 19 curriculum areas. It began as a national program in
many nchools throughout the country and was incorporated as a part of the teaching program as a supplement to

the regular school reading instructional program. Show guides and suggested classroom activities are available.

Contact W.R.H. Salt at One Lincoln Plaza. New York, NY 10023. (212) 595-3456 about available
training and other services.

contact Evelyn P. Davis, Children's Television Workshop, One Lincoln Plaza. New York, NY 10023.
(212) 595-3456.

Developmental Funding: USOE Office of Libraries and Learning
Technology

Compiled Summer 19111

.

JDfiR NO. 74-23. Approved: 4/29/74

PROJECT ELMIRA FOLLOW TifilDUGii PROJECT

A comprehensive K-3 program for children from low-incomw families.

1
target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3.

description This program has two goals. to develop children's reading and math ability and to help them
become confident, productive people. Systematic diagnosis of each child's strengths and

weaknesses and an individualized approach to teaching are the basis of instruction in reading, writing, oral

language, and math. The readigg materials used are related to the children's experience. on the assumption that
such materials make learning easier and motivate the children to read for pleasure. The classroom Is organized
in such a way as to make reading, writing. and oral expression Integral parts of everyday school life. Math is

taught with a variety of manipulative materials. workbooks and textbooks, and such activities as measuring and
weighing and making charts. graphs. and maps. The science. social studies. and health curriculums include math

and reeding activities.

Staff development and parent involvement are considered important for realizing the program's goals. Staff

training emphasizes child assessment and planning a curriculum that is individualized for each child. There are

monthly meetings and workshops with staff developers, and institutes are conducted at Bank Street Collcge of
Education. Parents receive regular reports about their children's progress and participate in activities In a
school room provided for them.

Extensive training is essential for successful implementation.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact George Welcn, Director, Elmira Follow Through, Elmira City School District, 310 Sullivan St.,
Elmira, NY 14901. (607) 734-3109.

Developmental Funding: USOC Follow Through

Compiled Summer 19e1

9-42
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JDRP'NO. 77-156d Approved: 4/21/81
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PROJECT EVERY STUDENT EVERY DAY

A diagnostic/prescriptive program designed to meet the fundamental language, reading, and
arithmetic skill needs of children in grades K-8 who score in the bottom CTBS quartile.

target authence Approved by JDRP for low achie.ers in grades K-8.

description Ongoing diagnosis of pupil need is the core of this program. Students are guided through
graded learning experiences until they achieve mastery. Each day's teaching-learning experi-

ence is specific to each child. Both teachers and paraprofessionals are used to maintain a ratio of fouror fiveChildren per adult. An optical mark reader that scores each teaching practice or exercise the moment the student
finishes it makes immediate shifts in teaching strategy possible and acts as a strong motivator for students and
teacher. Students attend special classes for 45 minutes daily. Each student's program provides three changes of
activity during the period to assure full concentration. The program is an instructional management system using
every possible strategy to ensure that the right instruction reaches each student at the moment it can be mosteffective. Test and practice materials copyrighted as the 'Precision Teaching Program' form the major part of theprogram. Some commercially available materials have been adapted for machine scoring, and teachers and aides are
Shorn ways of developing their own materials. Inservice work with teachers and aides is a very important part of
the program. A week-long workshop before the start of the school year is followed by biweekly half-day meetings.
Teachers and aides are taught to individualize instruction, recognize

and teach to each student's need, use com-
mercial materials properly, and build materials. This basic-skills program is self-correcting, it draws attention
to specific learning problems and indicates where help is needed. In 10 years, more than 1,500 pages of tests and
special exercises twee been prepared. The self-correcting feature gives the program potential for meeting the
instructional needs of any group of students in any region.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Carlton M. Singleton. Project Director, 3908 So. 12th St., Arlington. VA 22204. (703) 521-3885.
Darryl Boudreaux, Federal Project Administrator, St. Mary Parish School Board; P.O. Box 1239,
Morgan City. LA 70380. (504) 384-1250 or -0218.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 78-198 Approved: 11/27/78

PROJECT FLINT FOLLOW THROUGH DIRECT INSTRUCTION RESOURCE CENTER

A parent-implemented program using the Direct Instruction Method of Teaching Reading, Language,
and Arithmetic to potentially low-achieving children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for low-incrmw children grades K-3. This program has been used in
suburban. rural, and bilingual communities and in compensatory, talented. and special

eeKation classrooms, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Flint Follow Through provides comprehensive p,rvices to students. A parent - implemented pro-
ject, it encourages and facilitates active parental involvement at an advisory level.

The prcqram's nationally validated instructional rodel, the Direct InstructionMethod of Teaching Reading, Lam -
gauge, and ArithmetiC, employs skillfully designed materials requiring precise teacher behaviors. The materials
are highly s.ructured and sequenced, with scripted lessons in each curricular area. Each area is taught in daily
30-ainute blocks, with rapid pacing and varied reinforcement activities. The instructional groups are small, and
the teacher is seated within touching distance of the students in order to focus on students' performance. Suffi-
cient time-on-task, active student participation, and clearly defined student expectations are integral to Direct
instruction, Individual student progress is regularly monitored tr °ugh criterion-referenced materials. Contin-
mous staff development assures proficiency in correction/precorrec.ion strategies, behaviormanagement, and
classroom organization techniques.,

Contact the project about ,ailable training a, other services.

contact Marion williams, Director, Flint Follow Through, 923 E. Kearsley St., Flint, MI 43503. (313)
762.1452. tuna M. Jones, Coordinator, 614 W. Nome Ave., Flint, MI 48505, (313) 762-1705.

Developmental Funding- Mt Follow Through

Complied Sumner 1981

9-43

JDRP No. 7/.122 Approved: 8/17/77
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PROJECT FLIPPIN FOLLOW THROUGH. A Direct Instruction Model

Basic reading, arithmetic, oral and written language, and spelling for economically disad-
vantaged children.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3. Approved grade levels are based on claims for children
in the program for four full years.

description Flippin, Arkansas is a rural community with a strong Head Start program for four-year-olds.
The goal of Flippin Follow Through is to build on the Head Start gains giving economically

disadvantaged children a firm background in reading, mathematics, oral language, written language, spelling,
science, and social studies so that they may compete later in life with their peers for higher education and
rotational opportunities. The D1STAR Instructional System is the core of the program, with three programmed
levels each in reading, arithmetic, and language. Level I is begun in kindergarten. On completion of the three
levels, regardless of grade level, children move into the regular programs of Flippin schools.

The three levels of reading progress from decoding and basic comprehension through increasing fluency and accu-
racy, to reading for new information, for understanding, and to apply rules and principles. Arithmetic is taught
by a problem-solving approach, progressing from basic addition and subtraction to multiplication and fractions,
regrouping, measurements, long division, and column addition, and involves many story problems. The language
sequence teaches standard spoken English and language as a basis for readir9 comprehension. Names and classes of
objects and concepts, logical processes (causality, deductions, etc.), spelling, punctuation, rules of grammar,
and writing 4re all features of the language sequence. Learning tasks are presented to the children in groups
of ten (fast learners) or five (slower learner's). One teacher and at least one aide staff each K-3 classroom,
they are expected to use all of these techniques. teaching to mastery, group response, positive reinforcement,
Immediate correction of errors, individual turns, and rapid pacing.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Margaret Hanna, Director, Flippin Follow Through; P.O. Box 256, Flippin, AR 12634.
(501) 453-2234.

Developmental Funding: USOE FOLLOW THROUGH

Compllod Sumwr 1981

JORP No. 80-50d Approved: 12/29/80

PROJECT "GAMES CHILDREN PLAY...' -- ATLANTA FOLLOW THROUGH/INTERDEPENDENT LEARNING MODEL

A program emphasizing use of instructional games and other self-management techniques for
children to help them learn problem-solving skills and to reinforce basic skills.

target audience Appro ed by JDRP for grades K-3. This program can be used with grades 4-6, but no
evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The four major Interdependent .earning Model (ILM) developmental goals are independence,
interdependence, positive self-concepts, and positive attitudes toward learning. Learning

activities are designed to promote these goals and to reflect the culture and environment of the children.
Classroom management, which includes room arrangement, grouping, scheduling, record keeping, evaluation, class -
roan rules, and team functioning, is one of the most important model processes used to accomplish these goals.
Children work In small groups, independent of direct adult participation. Heterogeneous skill-level grouping
is encouraged so that children learn from their peers. Children schedule the majority of their own work activities
and record and evaluate the results of their own work. The model combines principles of programmed instruction,

cognitive-developmental, and group process theories. A variety of instructional game formats is used to implement
these principles. The Transactional Instructional Games are Table Games, Conversation Games, and Street/Folk/
Musical Games. Instructional content is "plugged in to the games according to the children's needs and levels.

The Integrated Skills Method of teaching reading Is used to coordinate small-group reading instruction in the
Direct Approach to Decoding with the basal series used in individual schools. All instructional processes --
instructional games, classroom management system, and reading program -- help children to achieve the four major
goals and enable teachers to be responsive to children's Interests end learning styles. As in all Follow
Through programs, the ILM implemented in the Atlanta Public Schools has strong parent involvement. Comprehensive

health, psychological, and support services are emphasized. Staff development and evaluation are continuous for
all components.

Contact the project about available training and other services

contact Stella S. Lewis, Director, or Jeanne M. Gray, Coordinator, "Games Children Play...", Atlanta
Public Schools, 2960 Forrest Hill Drive Southwest, Atlanta, GA 30315, (404) 162-1206 or -6386.

Developmental Funding 050E Fallow Through

Compllod Summer 2981

9.441 5 ti
JEW No. 11-121 Approved: 8117/11



PROJECT THE GLASSBORO RIGHT-TO-READ PROJECT

An sodividualized. diagnostic /prescriptive, complete reading program based on a district
ass, eent of staff and community needs.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students grades K-3. This program has been ased in other settings
with students preK through grade 6. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted

to or approved by the Panel.

description An essential element of the Right-to-Read program is a comprehensive assessment of student
reading competencies, staff capabilities in the teaching of reading. and community (including

parental) interest in reading programs. On the basis of this assessment, a program of staff development. reading
instruCtion. and community support is drawn up and put into operatiOn. Both assessment and program development
are the responsibility of a Local Unit Task Force appointed by the superintendent and comprised of district staff
menters and parents. Upon entering the program. each child receives a battery of teacher-administered diagnostic
reading tests. Teachers use test res,Its to ascertain each child's instructional reading level. Teachers then
write individual instructional sequences for each child, which they follow either on a one-to-one basis or with
small groups of children who are at the sane developmental stage. Each child progresses at an appropriate rate
for his or her developmental level. The array of reading skills used cones from commercially available sources.
Districts nterested in replicating the program may write them' own skill array or use one or more of those avail-
able commercially.

Staff members inaugurate this program and carry it out on the strength of a staff development program directed
by the Right-to-Read Coordinator. Among the topics covered are development of instructional materials and proce-
dures of classroom management that complement the individualization of reading instruction. Gommunity interest
in the program hat resulted in the formation of a parent volunteer group whose members serve as classroom aides
and reading tutors.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Dorothy Wriggens. Reading Coordinator, Carpenter St. & Bowe Blvd.. Glassboro, NJ 08028.
(609) 881-6366.

Developmental Funding' USJE ESEA Title III

Compiled Sumer 2981

JDRP No. 74-93 Approved: 9/13/74

"GO METRIC' A Supplemental LowCOst Metric Curriculum

A low-cost metric cormicAum that supplements existing programs.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades 5-3, It has been used in
other settings with grades K-4 and 9-12. but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The unique design of "ao Metric" provides interested metropolitan and rural school systems
as well as communities with a model for incorporating metric education into existing

instructional programs at minimal additional cost and with no additional personnel.

This innovative program includes an elementary and secondary curricflon for all pupils in the school population
and den fles a range of teaching techniques involving the pupils in a variety of hand's-on activities using
metric equipment. Audio. visuals, and games are also utilized to accommodate the special needs of all students.
To provide additional in-depth understanding of metrics, the inservice requires teachers to participate in the
same metric exercises that are used in the classroom. the curricilun is arranged so that it does r ' Intrude
on an already crowded schedule but enhances metric instruction as teachers integrate it into approu. 'ate Instruc-
tional areas.

Joon request by school systems implementing the program. trained personnel are available to conduct a 15-hour
inservice for school personnel. Content of this inservice include: background in metric measurement. orientation
to the CurriCulam guides, ose of metric equidment. and a plan for implementing the ,xogran within the regular
curriculpn.

ContiCt the projeCt about available training and other services.

contact John E. Mier. Director, "Go Metric" Project. or Roger i,. Kruse. Director of Federal Programs,
Tulsa Public Schools. 3021 S. New Haven. P.O. Box 45208, illSd, UK 14145. (918) 743-3381,

Developmental Funding USuL LSLA Titles III and IVC

Compilfd Summer 1982

9 -45

JDRP No, 78-195 Approved. 8/10/78
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"PROJECT GULFPORT FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP)

Comprehensive education and intellectual development, emphasizing math, for economically
deprived children in grades 1-3.

target audience Approved by JOhP for grades 1 and 3.

description The Gulfport Follow Through program is based on the University of Georgia Mathemagenic
Activities Program, which emphasizes mathematic in the context of classroom envirowents

that stimulate cognitive growth through concrete activities and inti. ,ectual challenge for the children.

The desired classroom environment evolves from these principles and processes. Learning activities must be based
on what children already know and at the same time stretch and challenge them, the teacher must assess each
child's developmental level. Intellectual growth occurs only through active involvement, so martpulation of
objects is called for. independent activity is necessary for learning, so children must exercise choice, and to
exercise such self-regulation, children select activities and work independently. In addition, any structured
and small-group lessons involve the teacher or aides.

Teachers use a variety of guides prepary1 by the University of Georgia. Regular inservice training on teaching
techniques and Plagetian assessment is onducted with guidance fro, the university sponsor.

Medical and dental health, nutrition, psychological and social services, and parent involvement are other
essential elements of the University of Georgia model.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Jo Kelley, Director, Gulfport Follow Through Project, 1906 17th Ave., P.O. Box 22U, Gulfport,
HS 39501. (601) 864-3392.

Developmental Funding' USOE Follow Through
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PROJECT HAWAII FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT

A comprehensive program including an experience-based basic skills curriculum for children in
classrooms.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description Based on the Bank Street College of Education developmental-interaction model, the purpose of
the Hawaii Follow Through Project is to further the cognitive, affective, social, and physical

development of low - intone children, most of whom] have a limited ccermarxi of English. The experience-based ,_
Integrated curriculum, which emphasizes reading and math, is expected to motivate the children to engage in both
formal and informal classroom activities as well as to develop children's attitudeS toward other people and
their ability to conduct themselves well in a group. The teacher's consideration of the children's developmental
needs and levels of interest and learning styles results in individualization of the curriculum. In addition,
ongoing assessment and child study are important aspects of each teacher's functions. The language experience
approach, which Integrates oral language, reading, and writing instruction and which makes learning relevant
and meaningful, Is considered especially appropriate for children with mixed language backgrounds. The integrated
curriculum allows for practice in applying math skills, expecially through social studies activities. Classrooms
staffed by a teacher and an aide are set up as workrooms for self-directed learning in reading, math, language,
arts and crafts, and music. and children are encouraged to take respons,bi,ity for the materials they select and
use. A supportive learning environment permits child-child and adu;t-child interactions as part of the daily
learning process.

Staff development is based on the premise that teachers wust consider themselves learners, too, and parents are
encouraged to assume a role in their children's learning, both in school and at home.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Janet Sumida, O'rettor, Hawaii Follow Through Project, iawaii State Department of Education,
2106 10th Ave., Honolulu, HI 96816. (808) 737-1949.

Developmental Funding' USOE Follow Through JDRP No. 77-156c Approved: 4/22/81
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PROJECT HIGHER HORIZONS 100

A program for students with reading retardation problems, with a coordinated effort in
language arts development in all content areas.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students in grade 9 with reading retardation problems. This program
he been used in ether settings with students in grades 7, 8, and 10 with reading retar-

dation problems, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted toor approved by the Panel.

description The primary goal of the reading section of the program is to enable a student to make eight
months' reading progress during the school year and thereby regain lost ground. Other goals

are improvement of speech, mathematicS, science, and social studies, helping students to adjust to high school
behavior patterns, expanding students' background of experience, and improving self-concept. After completing
one year in the program, students are evaluated and may returnto the regular school prograg*--EnrolleeS-4re-__.
within normal range of intelligence and without serious emotional problems but have one to four years of reading
retardation, The speech of many is affected by a second language or dialect. Students are counseled frequently
by the Higher Horizons counselor and Instructors.

The counselor-student ratio is one counselor to 100 students.
Collaboration between instructors in the various subjects makes it possible to remedy weaknesses in language
arts and other classes.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact John Di Benedetto, Reso.rce Coordinator, Higher Horizons 100, Hartford Public High School;
55 Forest St., Hartford, CT 06105. (203) 278-5920. Robert Nearine, Title I Director; Hartford
Board of Education,749 High St., Hartford, CT 06103. (203) 566-6074.

Developmental Funding: State ESEA Title I
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PROJECT HIT High Intencity Tutoring

An indiodualized instruction program for sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grade students
identified as deficient in basic grade-level reading and/or mathematics skills.

target audience Approved by JOPP for grades e,-8.

description HIT centers provide n individualized Instruction program designed (in the reading center) to
develop vocabulary and comprehension skills and (in the math center) to increase computational

abilities, problem-solving abilities. and understanding of mathematical concepts. Sixth-. seventh-, and eighth-
grade students identified as deficient in reading and/or mathematics are selected for HIT participation on the
basis of performance at least one year below grade level on standard tests and by observations of the classroom
teacher. The HIT method actively involves tutors, tutees, a certified teacher, and two paraprofesSinnal aides.
Tutoring focuses on peer-teaching and reinforcement techniques developed primarily from principles of programmed
instruction. Tutors from grades 7 and 8 assist sixth-grade tutees in developing grade-level skillS and reinforce
correct performance. This interaction also helps the tutors upgrade their own skills. Tutees who were in the
program during sixth grade are given priority selection as tutors in seventh and eighth grade when skill deficien-
cies in those tutees still exist. This highlights the importance of reciprocity in the teaching-learning relation-
ship. despite the small differences in ability between tutors and tutees. The two basic HIT center components
are the instructional system and the motivational system. The primary features of the instruction program are
daily calculation of the percentage of correct responses for each tutee and use of instructional materials that
carefilly control introduction of new concepts and Incorporate frequent review. The motivational system is
crucial to optimal student progress. Tutees receive points for correct responses which accumulate in a "bank
boor' and are redeemable for tangible rewards. Tutors receive points and rewards on the basis of attendance.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

colltac t dreg 3/ndrian. RubliC Information Officer. Highland Park School District, 20 Navtlett, Highland
Park, 41 4ir03. (313) 9Sb-0130.

Developmental Funding: JSUf ESEA Title I

Compiled Summer 1181
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PROJECT IMPROVEMENT OF BASIC READING SKILLS

Reading centers providing an individualized approach to remedial reading for educationally
deprived Children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for pupils in grades 1-8 who are reading below grade level.

description Reading centers established in participating schools are staffed by a reading teacher and
an aide who work with 10-12 children per period every day for the regular school term.

Diagnostic tests are administered to determine specific needs of individual children. A "Need Sheet" is
prepared for each child, providing a written prescription to help in mastering basic reading skills and to
reinforce classroom learning. A "Weekly Plan' sheet is maintained for each class, listing plans for each
child. Correlation with regular classroom activity is stressed. Teacher's aides and parents are assigned to
work with children needing additional help over and above that received in the classroom 90d reading center.
Parent participation, thr,pughAalunleer_work a workshops, is a iignificant aspect of the project. Individu-
alized attention shows the pupil that he/she is impor 91Mand-e.ap.etcel in sore way, reinforcing the primary
goal of the project: to meet individual needs of students and help them achieve their-potentlai,

Materials used include the Hoffman Reading Program supplemented by numerouS other commrcially available and
teacher-made materials.

Students are selected for the program on the basis of scores from standardized tests (below 50th-percentile),
scores from diagnostic tests, cumulative record cards, teacher opinions, posttest scores of previous Title I
students, and learning disabilities.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Elizabeth Dickson, Improvement of Basic Reading Skills, Sylacauga City Schools; P.O. Drawer
1127, Sylacauga, AL 35150. (205) 245-5345 or 249-0393.

1
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PROJECT IMPROVING ACHIEVEMENT (READING) THROJGH OSE OF TEACHERS AND TEACHER AIDES

A personalized and concentrated reading improvement program for secondary students.

target audience Approved by JORP for students grades 10-12 reading two or more years below grade level
,nth low or failing orades in English classes. It has been used in other settings with

grades 1-9, out no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description This project treats the problem of reading deficiency in secondary students through personalized
and concentrated interaction. personalized in that the adult/student ratio is most often one-

to-one. concentrated in that instruction occurs daily, one period per day. Each student's reading skills are
thoroughly analyzed during the first few weeks. Instruction and rebuilding of attitude begin on a personalized
basis-at the Point of identified deficiency (in many cases at point zero in the reading process). Individual
records of areas of weakness and patterns of improvenent are maintained. The importance of personal Interest
and positive reinforcement from the adult aide cannot be overemphasized. Reading instruction develops within
the context of the total 1an9uar arts curricular.. The project teacher and a team of eight aides supplerent the
regzlar teacher's instruction.

Contact the ;ro,eCt about available training and other services.

contact Leon 40st, ,hrect)r. jif Jiep H, h 5ehual ProJeCt, Cache County School J1strict, 20h3 North
12th '4St, Logan. JT :4311. (801) 157-3925.

-7eveloirHelitIT-TORM711="1-7'1-`,Ttr-:- JDRP No. 74.110 Approved. 2/25/75
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PROJECT IRIT: Intensive Reading Instruc'ional Teams

A laboratory project for third- and fourth-grade students with difficulty in reading.

target audience Approved by JDRP for pupils in grades 3-4 who are deficient in the basic skills of
reading and language. The program has been used in other settings with grades 1, 2,

and 5-8 and as a summer program, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description IRIT features a carefully individualized diagnostic approach made possible by low student-
teacher ratios and the use of a wide variety of materials and equipment. The unique features

of IRIT are the high-intensity and team apphoach toward reading instruction. Forty-five students per team of
teachers are selected for each of the three 10-week cycles. The teachers have classes of approximately lb pupils
and all pupils see each teacher daily. The program design includes three areas of concentration. encoding-
decoding, individualized reading, and vocabulary/comprehension. Students move from one area to the next at
approximately one-hour intervals. Pupils return to their sending teachers in the atternoon for instruction in
other basic subjects. The individualized reading area provides a wide variety of reading materials and offers
assignments that em ich the student's background, promote written and oral language skills, and instill pleasure
in reading. The vocabulary and comprehension area puts emphasis on the various subskills of comprehension.
Meaningful experiences are provided in order to promote conczpt development- Encoding-decoding uses an individu-
alized approach to assist the student in his/her ability to attack new words and get meaning from them. The
specific skills-needs in phonics are taught to develop independent methods of word analysis. The IRIT teachers
work with students for the entire morning. They spend the afternoon preparing the individualized lessons,
discussing the skills of the 45 students, coordinating the lessons for them, and updatim; their individual records,
developing new instructional materials based on student needs. meeting with teachers and parts from the sending
schools, participating in professional development and training sessions, and providing inservice training for
other classroom teachers.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

1---

ccummet Donald Carso, Coordinator of Reading and Communication Arts, 249 High St., Hartford. CT 06103.
(203) 566-6036. Anna Cimochowski, Consultant/Trainer, 56 Norman Dr., South Windsor, CT 06014.
(203) 644 -8041.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I JDRP No. 74.11 Approved: 2/20/74
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PROJECT LEARNING TO READ BY READING

A unique method of teaching reading to sub-par achievers at upper-elementary through junior

college levels who have failed to progress with she use of conventional methods and materials,
especially useful in alternative schools.

target audience Approved by JDR' for students from upper-elementary through adult levels with poten-
tial for reading and/Or reading improvement.

description The program is a multimedia system for teaching reading especially applicable to students
reading below 3.0 Grade Placement Level (GPL), including nonreaders, and effective through

6.0 GPL. Reading With Symbols (cued reading using familiar objects to represent sounds) begins at primary
level and progresses through an approximate tenth-grade reading level, it represents a new approach to phonetic
and sight-word vocabulary development. Students (usually in groups of three) read orally to a teacher or aide
an approximate 100 pages of cued stories. The system also Incorporates "read-along" materials (radio plays,
short stories. and captioned filmstrips), to be used either in conjunction with upper-level Reading With Symbols
materials or alone for students at higher reading levels (GPL 3 and 5-8). Symbols representing 34 basic sounds
are learned through use of a workbook. (Instruction on an individual or small-group basis is recommended.)
Students learn symbol-sound relationships in less than one week. Thereafter, they read orally daily until
they have progressed through the set of 15 cued readers. After completion of the first six books (2.0 to 4.5
reading level), the identical stories are read in the uncued version. This cued reading provides a bridge to
regular reading and an opportunity to teach the more significant conventional rules of phonics, and furnishes
an opportunity for assessment of reading progress. Read-along mater als (24 half-hour short-story segments
and 40 radio plays ranging frog 15 to 90 minutes in length) are sed at a higher level of the program. Instruc-
tion in preparing this type of material as eell as read-along captioned filmstrips is provided in the teacher
training program.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Contact Philip K. Glossa, Director, 18 N. Banner Dr.. Sonora, CA 95310. (209) 532-3556. Orval S.
Director, Reading Learning Center, P.O. Box 118, Jamestown, CA 95327. (209) 984-5741.

Developmental Funding
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PROJECT LEE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH. Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP)

Com)rehensive education and intellectual development, emphasizing math, for economically and
educationally deprived Children in grades 1-3.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 1 and 3.

description The Lee County Follow Through program is based on the University of Georgia Nathemagenic
Activities Ar^Oram, which emphasizes mathematics in the context Of Classroom environments

that stimulate cognitive growth and the acquisition of basic academic skills through concreteactivities and
intellectual challenge for the children. Each classroom is staffed by a certified teacher and two aides.

The desired classroom environment evolves from these principles and processes Learning activities must be
based on what Children already know and at the same time Stretch and challenge them, the teaCher rust assess
each Child's developmental level. Intellectual growth occurs only through active involvement, so manipulation
of objects iS called for. Independent activity is necessary for learning, so children must exercise Choice, and
to experience such self-regulation, Children select activities and work independently. In addition, many struc-
tured and small-group lessons involve the teacher or aides.

A va-tety of gu'deS prepared by the University of Georgia is used by the teachers, together with district-
approved materials. A specially trained resource teacher provides regular inServiCe training, visits classrooms
each day, and gives two demonstration lessons every month.

Medical and dental health, nutrition, psychological and social services, and parent involvement are other
essential elements of the University of Georgia model.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Sam Cecil, Oirector, Lee County Follow Through Project, P.O. Box 468, Jonesville, VA 30602.
(103) 346-1389.

Oevel0Pmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Sumner 1981

JDRP No. B0 -51d Approved: 2/2/81

PROJECT LEFLORE COUNTY (MISSISSIPPI) FOLLOW THROUGH RESOURCE CENTER

A program based in part on the cognitive-developnental theory of Jean Piaget and the educa-
tional philosophy of John Dewey that blends open-ended child-initiated activities with
teacher-structured lessons.

target audience Approved by J'JRP for school administratorS, teacher trainers, paraprofessionals,
and teachers of grades K-3. Intended beneficiaries are children and their parents.

description The LeFlore County Follow Through program employs the High/Scope cognitively oriented cur-
riculum as a framework for education. ThiS CurriCulum was developed by the High/Scope

Educational Research Foundation of Ypsilanti, Michigan.

Children aSSume responsibility for their Pm learning by planning self-initiated activities, carrying out their
plans, presenting what they have learned, and sharing their experiences with others. Teaching teams structure
specific learning experiences based on children's needs and their ability to learn a concept or skill. Adults
help children apply acquired skills within student-initiated projects. Through this process, Children become
knowledgeable In the areas of writing and reading, mathematics, science, social studies, musiC. physical educa-
tion, health, and safety.

Recognizing that parental commitment to children's education is a major factor in a Child's s:hool success, the
LeFlore County Follow Through project has developed and implemented a parent program that takes the school to
the home and brings parents to the SCh001. Parents participate in classroom activities and use School facilities
(or group meetings and workshops. Through these efforts, parents have contributed their knowledge, skills, and
resources to the school's educational goals and at the seme time have extended their formal school training.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Robert ?iCkett. or Linda Brower, Educational Service Building, Hi-way 82 West, Greenwood, MS
38930. (601) 451:4819 or 455-4107.

1
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PROJECT MARC: Multisensory Approach to Reading and Reading ReadineSS Curriculum

A multisensory approach to beginning readiness that emphasizes slow pacing of skills, diagno-
sis of student needs, and inservice training of teachers and administrators.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a K-1 reading program for students from low-income families in rural
areas and as an inservice program for teachers and administrators. MARC also serves

grade 2 students, remedial readers, learning-disabled students, special education students, and students in urban
settings, but no evidence of fectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project MARC trains teachers to use a systematic approach in teaching reading. It combines
instruction ma,enials, multisensory techniques, and teacher training in a practical, effective

program. Students are grouped for instructional purposes based upon continuous diagnosis, and are taught through
a combination of activities designed to use all the learning modalities. Kindergarten materials and techniques
focus on developing knowledge of letters and sounds as well as concepts. Children are taught letters and Sounds
through a unique technique called The Linkages, which integrates auditory, visual, and kinestheticmodalities to
enable children to learn through the avenue most appropriate to their needs. Materials for this level include
alphabet booklets, wall cards, an alphabet sound pack, readiness skill sheets and a poetry book. language master
alphabet cards, and an alphabet drill pack. Fir-St-grade materials emphasize linguistic word families, decoding
and word attack skills, and vocabulary and comprehension skills. During initial reading instruction, the teacher
uses blending techniques that feature multisensory learning. slow pacing, and reinforcement of the processes in-volved in decoding. Each lesson focuses on one linguistic or phonetic feature, and workbooks and supplementary
materials supply reinforcement activities. As students progress, instruction and reading become more complex, so
that once children complete the series it is easy for then t^ make the transition to commercial basal reading
materials. Reading materials include storybooks, reinforcement exercises, tapes and worksheets, diagnostic instru-
ments, and 16 readerS, workbooks, and manuals. The teacher training program is described in a guide with accom-
panying cassette tapes. The guide covers materials, philosophy, multisensory techniques, teaching reading, diag-
nosis, ClaSSrOCci games, learning centers, and conducting a training session.

Contact the project about available training and other servicr..

contact Annie Ruth Perryman, Director, Project MARC, P.O. Box 98. Crawfordville, FL 32327.
(904) 926-7909.

Developmental Funding: uSOE (SEA Title IV-C

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 79 -1 Approved' 3/16/79

PROJECT MATTESON FOUR-DIMENSIONAL READING PROGRAM

A multitext, individualized, comprehensive reading skills-developmenoal reading program for
grades 4-8.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities. grades 4.8.

description The program's goal is that students reach a level in the reading-skills sequence commensurate
with their reading'expectancy level. P.2 four dimensions are developing basic Skills that

students need in order to read critically, purposefully, and appreciatively, teaching students to use reading
as a tool for learning, fostering an appreciation of literature, and developing permanent interests in reading
for enjoyment. Students progress through a series of individualized learning packages covering 108 behavioral
objectives, omitting the skills they have already mastered. Activities noted in the learning packages direct
the student to selections in various reading texts appropriate to his/her independent reading level. Activities
are varied and increase in level of readability and complexity following Bloom's taxonomy. Criterion-referenced
tests include a placement test. pretest, posttests, and sub-skills tests for all 108 objectives. A management
system consisting of class record sheets ofd individual pupil-progress charts shows the student'S growth in
reading. This skills-development portion of the program is expected to take from 40-60 percent of the total
reading time. The remainder of the Om: Is devoted to application of skills through a variety of reading-language
activities to provide a well-integrated reading program.

Adopters are trained in the use of cloze procedure, readability formulas, application of behavioral objectives,
writing of learning packages. diagnosis and placement of Students, and program operation. (The Matteson Program
is intended to be a basic skills-development reading program. It is not a supplement to a basal reader series.)

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Allan Dornseif, Matteson School District 162, 21244 Illinois St., MatteSon, IL 60443.
(312) 748-0100.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA title III

Compiled Sumner 1981
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PROJECT McCORMICK COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP)

Comprehensive education and intellectual dere' went, emphasizing math, for economically
deprived children in grades K-3.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1 and 3.

description The McCormick County Follow Through program is based on the University of Georgia Mathemagenic
Activities Program, which emphasizes m.t!'mmatics in the context of classroom environments

that stimulate cognitive growth through concrete acti ales and intellectual challenge for the children.

The desired classroom envIroment evolves from tese principles and processes. Learning activities must be
based on what children already know and at the same time stretch and challenge then, the teacher must assess
each child's developmental level. Intellect 41 growth occurs only through active involvement, so manipelation
of objects Is called for. Independent activity is necessary for learning, so children must exercise choice, and
to experience such self-regulation, children %sled activities and work independently. In addition, many struc-
tured and small-group lessons involve the teacher or aides.

A variety of guides prepared by the University of Georgia is used by the teachers. Regular inservice training
on teaching techniques and Piagetian assessment is conducted with guidance from the university sponsor.

Medical and dental health, nutrition, psychological and social Services, and parent involvement are other
essential elements of the University of Georgia model.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Mildred Knight, Director, McCormick County Follow Through Project. McCormick County Public
Schools, R.O. Box 687, McCormick, SC 29835. (803) 465-2898.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Copplled Summer 1901

JDRP No. 80-51c Approved: 2/2/8,

PROJECT METRICS MADE EASY

A systematic "hands-on" approach to metrication that includes field-tested techniques,
activities, an assessment system, and staff development materials.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1-8.

description metrics Made Easy has developed strategies and materials for instruction in the International
System of Units (SI Metric Measurement System) at the elementary school level. The program

encompasses mathematics, science, social science, and consu=mer education, and provides inservice education for
teachers and parents. It improves student skills in. measuring in metric units, defining metric terms used in
common measurement problems, and solv,ng problems in metric format. The measurement curriculum includes three
broad goals, 26 objectives, and more than 100 suggested activities. The program has developed and packageu three
components. The first is formal preservice/inservice for teachers. The second is a metric instructional model
-structured by level (K-3, 4-6, 7-8) which includes a Teacher Resource Guide containing activities and instruc-
tional sequences, materials for hands-on measurement experiences, and an assessment program (S1S each). This
guide also includes a training format for paraprofessionals and/or teacher trainers and 25-30 weekly 40-minute
lessons. Each lesson includes hands-on measuring activities and individual student follow-up worksheets. The
third component consists of classroom assistance in the implementation year from a trained metric paraprofessional.
A unique project-developed system couples student ano teacher inservice and awareness. Following training,
metric paraprofessionals disseminate Information and conduct demonstration lessons. Teachers learn along with
their students. Under another option, teachers with metric background and adequate metric measurement tools can
purchase the Teacher Resource Guide separately. dowever, pre/posttest data are required by the project.

Contact the project abvut available training and other services.

contact Karan Spane, Project Director, Metrics Made Easy, Ocean View School District, 16940 "B" St.,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647. (714) 846-7013.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA Title 1+/-C an.;
Metric Education Program
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PROJECT NEW HAVEN FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT

Ccoprehensive services for low-income families and Children with preschool experience.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description The goal.of this program is to help children become confident. inventive, responsive, and
productive people. To achieve this goal. it uses a multidimensional learning process for

adults and Children that features assessment of each child J.,4 an individualized program based on consultations
Prong the entire teaching team. This team consist. of :lassroca teacher, teaching assistant, staff
developer, psychologist, social worker, paren.s, sp,ach therapist, community worker, and Bank Street
'College of Education advisor. Social studies, em,nasizing the children's environment and the ,eople in it,
supplies the framework for the curriculum. Children ask questions and find their own answers through first-hand
experiences on field trips and by conducting interviews. Recording information and ideas helps children practice
language and math skills. Classroom life and discussions help to develop problem-solving skills. Instruction
in reading follows the language experience approach and is supplemented by basal readers and trade bOoks. Math
concepts and logical thinking Are taught by means of manipulative materials, charts, graphs. COoputattOn, and
problem-solving stories.

Parents are actively involved in their children's school life in a variety of ways. They volunteer in the class-
room. they are members of the policy advisory committee. whiCh gives them an active voice in schnO1 program pOliCy
decisions: and they participate in activities that develop their own interests. skills. and careers and in
activities that help them understand how their Children grow and learn.

ri::,,.:,
Audrey P. Hani, Director. New Haven Follow Through Project. c/o Roger Sherman School, 765 Elm
St.. New Haven. CT 06511. (203) 787-6456.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Developmental funding: USOE Follow Through

Compfl.d Sumner 1581

JDRP No. 77-1561 Approved: 4/24/81

PROJECT NIC1OLS AVENUE FOLLOW THROUGH. A Oirect Instruction Model

Basic reading, arithmetic. and language for low-income, nonwhite. inner-City children in
grades K-3 and a prOgraa for their parents.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 1-3. Approved grade levels are based on Claims for children
in the program for four full years.

description To increase the skills that partiCipating children have acquired in their preschool programs
so they can Compete with more fortunate peers, the Nichols Avenue Follow Through program re-

lies on highly structured DISTAR materials in reading, arithmetiC, and language. which carefully sequence tasks
to ensure skill mastery. The content of each three-level sequence is as follows Reading I and II. decoding and
comprehension, Reading III. reading for and making use of new information, Arithmetic 1, basic addition and sub-
traction. Arithmetic II, multiplication, fractions, column addition and subtraction, and measurement, Arithmetic

column multiplication. long disision. subtraction with regrouping, and story problems. Language I and
comprehension, Language ill, reasoning and rules of grammar and structure. Physical education, art, and science
are taught by district resource teachers. Lessons are presented to the children in small groups of six to ten for
30 to 35 minutes a day in each content area. Criterion-referenced tests cover the content of each nine weeks of
instruction, results are used to pace pupils In the proper group. A competency-based curriculum resource teacher
operates a reading and mathematics skill center. conducts demonstrations of competency-based curricala, and
offers special programs for students needing reinforcement. A fall range of support services, preservice and
xegular inserviCe for teachers, and a parent advisory committee are other parts of the program.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact doruthy Rice, 1;reCtor, lichols Avenue Follow Through, 2427 lartin Luther pony Ave.. S.C.,
Washington, OC LUt)10. (202).407.40J.

Developmental ,und,ng JSA follow Through
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PROJECT PEGASUS Personalized Educational Growth and Achievement with Selective Utilization of Staff

A management program in reading personalized to meet students' needs.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 2-9. This program has been used in Other settings with
grades 10-12. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by

the Panel.

description The PEGASUS curriculum structure consists of performance objectives and corresponding diagnostic
instruments on 17 sequential reading levels at all ability levels in grades K-8. Students in

grades 9-12 use PEGASUS as a specialized /ram. After diagnosis, students are grouped and subgrouped according
to Identified needs. A chart is used to track each student's progress. A resource fit( of learning materials
for fast. average. and slower-achieving students is coded to PEGASUS objectives. Additional learning activities
are developed. coded, and shared by PEGASUS adopters ia inservice sessions. Instruction is personalized, motiva-
tion techniques are emphasized, and a variety of approaches to teaching reading skills is used. No single teaching
approach is ether recommended or required. Teachers continue to use any methods that they have found to be
successful. PEGASUS utilizes materials found in adopters' classrooms.

The program is Offered for diagnosing Student needs. selecting appropriate materials to meet those needs, and
assessing student gains. PEGASUS aids classroom teachers in organizing instruction fOr reading and Other subject
areas.

PEGASUS is an adoption site of PEGASUS -PACE, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

Contact the project about available training and other services,

contact Cheryl Hendress, Project Coordinator. Bureau County Educational Service Region, Courthouse.
Princeton, IL 61356. (815) 875-1529 or 872-4181.

Developmental Funding USOE ESEA Titles III and tV -C

Compiled Samoa 1981

JDRP No. I Approved: t/9/79

PROJECT PERSONALIZE° INSTRUCTION -A Classroom Team Approach

A classroom team approach to improving language arts skills.

target audience Approved by JDRP for pupils in grades 1-5 Scoring in lowest quartile in reading achieve-
ment. This program has been used in other settings with grades 64, but no evidence of

effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The Personalized Instruction program is designed to provide an instructional model that will
be successful In helping pupils improve their language arts skills. The program includes

reading and CCmuniCatiOn skills, language development, creative writing, and recreational reading.

SpeCialists, working in a team relationship with cooperating classroom teachers an,' aides. devise and implement
instructional activities that relate the pupils' characteristics and learning stfes to the classroom teachers'
existing curriculum. Pupils selected for the program are in the lowest quarti% 4n reading achievement. They
are cross-age grouped in regular ClaSsroomS, with 24 Title I pupils served f r a 60-30 minute language arts
period. Each class fs divided into three or four subgroups of six to eight pupils. curing the period. each
subgrou: receives 20 minutes Of regular reading instruction fron the part,cipating classroom teacher. 20 minutes
of supplementary instruction from the Title ! teacher. and 20 minutes of rtinforCeme it activities from the
aide. (In the case of an 80-minute period, the class regroups for 20 mimtes of in,truCtion in written CCrnuni.
cations). In addition to the regular el essroom program. a resource class-oom may oe provided. Offering Supervised
activities in recreational reading an: creative writing. These activiti 5 Ore ,heduled durfrg the afternoon.
when classroom regroupings are not feasible.

Contact the drojeCt about available training and other services.

contact Sally Jo Ease, Coordiinatar. or Eleanor Pennington, Developer. 7200 Lowell Blvd., 4estminster,
CO 80030. (303) 428-3511, ext. 268.

Developmental Funding um ESEA Title

CowpIled Susoer 1901

te2

JDRP ho. 74.122 Approved. 12/16/74



PROJECT PHILADELPHIA FOLLOW THROUGH BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS RESOOR:E CENTER (BARC)

A training center for administrators. teachers. ParaProfessivnals, and parents. with a full-
time commithent to demonstrating the entire Philadelphia Behavior Analysis program.

target authence Approved by JORP for grades K-3.

7
description The Philadelphia Behavior Analysis program consists of a wide array of systematic techulques,

capable of creating an educational environment to accelerate the social and acadelic develo*
rent of young.chtldren. Training for implementation, lasting two to five days. an be tailored to meet specifit
site requirements. Areas of concentration include. understanding human beh,tior. reinforcement strategies.
learning styles, curriculum development. instructional strategies. room .rangement, and aide and parent in-
volvement. Each Behavior Analysis classroom contains one teacher and at least one aide or parent. but ideally
one aide and one parent. The aide and/Or parent reinforce the teacher's instructional program by providing assis-
tance in a program utilizing small-group strategies. Academic instructional time (the earn period) focuses on
the basic skills -- reading, mathematics, spelling, and handwriting. Weekly targets are set for each child.
Motivation and positive reinforcement permeate the classroom. A tangible motivational system, such as a token
economy, tally System, or contAicting. is used. The children are encouraged to engage in their learning tasks by
'back -ups' -- games and activities -- based on their interests and needs. Points earned or contracts negotiated
are exchanged for the back-ups (spend time) at intervals throughout the day. once a day. or at a delayed time.
Punishment is de-emphasized. Curriculum materials have entry placement and diagnostic tests, are self-checking.
require frequent response from the student, can be individualized. present skills in small steps, and enable child
progress to be monitored and measured. Each child in the program is targeted for a year-end goal of at least
grade-level achievement in reading, math, and spelling. Grade-level achievement is correlated to book and page
placements in the materials.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Leontine D. Scott, Director, or Roger Huyett, Coordinator, Follow Through i'rograms. Room 510.

Administration 31dg., School ITTstrIct of Philadelphia. 21st and Parkway, Philadelphia. PA 19103.
(215) 299-7659 or 567-4161 or -2920.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Caviled Smarr 19111

'HAP H0- 77, 3 Approved' 9/1/77

PROJECT PICKENS COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP)

Comprehensive education and intellectual development. emphasizing math, for economically and
educationally deprived children in grades 1-3.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 1 and 3.

description The Pickens County Follow Through program is based on the University of ueorgia Mathemagenic
Activities Program, which emphasizes mathematics in the context of classroom environhents,that

Stimulate co;nmi,e growth and the acquisition of basic academic skills through concrete activities and intellec-
tual challenge for the children.

The desired classroom environment evolves from these principles and processes. Learning activities must be based
on what children already know and at the Same time stretch and challenge them, the teacher must assess each child's
develogmeetal level. Intellectual growth occurs only through active involvehenf, so manipulation of objectS is
called for. Independent activity is necessary for learning, so children must exercise choice, and to experience
such se(f-rgulation, children select activities and work independently. ImIddition, many structured and
small-group ,ssoss involve the teacher or aides. A variety of guides prepared by the University of Georgia is
used by the teathers, together with district-approved materials. A.spesially trained resource teacher provides
regular inservice training, visits classrooms each day, and gives two demonstration lessons every month.

Medical and dental health, nutrition, psychological and social services, and parent involvement are other
' essential elements of the University of Georgia model.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

I---

COMM Kathy Cowart, Director, Pickens County Follow Through Project, 419 College Ave.. Jasper, GA 30143.
(404) 692-5222 or -5703.

Developmental Funding: USK Follow Through JORP No. 80 -51b Approved: 2/2/81

Copp1led Sumer 1981,

9-55 '" 16.



PROJECT PLATTSBURGH FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM

Reading, math, and language for children from low-income
r as.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description The goals of the Plattsburgh Follow Through program are to prevent economically disadvantaged
children from failing in reading and math and to promote deyInitial

and ongoing assessment, weekly meetings of the entire staff, periodic r views of each chiles reading
t lopment of their language skill.

and math programs, and staff development in Bank Street College of Education theories and practices are the
means used to attain the program's goals.

Rather than being directed by their teacher, the children help shape their own activities. They work indepen-
dently. in small groups, or singly with the teacher or aide on such projects as land and block construction, art
activities, cooking. dictation, journal writing. measurement. and science experiments. The classroom setting is
tightly organized. giving children the opportunity to express themselves in words and actions and to work with
each other.

Home visits, trips for parents and children, and participation by parents in th classroom are fundamental to the
program. In addition, parents are offered a variety of practical and academic courses aol workshops with
coommity agencies.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

comma Robert Garrow, Director. Plattsburgh Follow Through Program, Monty Street School, Monty St..
Plattsburg, NY 12901. (518) 563-1140.

Developmental Funding: USCE Follos'Through

Complied Summer 1901

JDRP No. 77-156h Approved: 4/24/81

PROJECT POCATELLO FOLLOW THROUGH: Mathes genic Activities Program (MAP)

Comprehensive education and intellectual development, emphasizing math, for economically
deprived children in grades 1-3.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1 and 3.

description The Pocatello F-'4O:Through,program is based on the University of Georgia Mathemagenic
Activities Progfaw which emphasizes mathematics in the context of classroom vvironments

that stimulate intellectual gr h through concrete activities and Intellectual challenge for the children.

The desired classroom enviror, nt evolves from these principles and processes. Learning activities must b. based
On whit children alrt y kn and at the same time'stretch and challenge them, the teacher must assess each
child's developmental .evelv Intellectual growth occurs only through active involvement, so manipulation of
objects is called for. Inlependent activity is necessary for learning, so children must exercise choice, and to
experience such self-reguPtion, children select activities and work independently. In addition, many structured
and small-group lessons hvolve the teacher or aides.

Teachers use a variety f guides prepared by the Universit, of Georgia. Regular jnservice training on teaching
techniques and Piageti n assessment is conducted with guidance from the universit9 sponsor.

Medical and dental h alth, nutrition. Psychological and social services, and parent involvement are other essen-
tial elements of the University of Georgia model..

Contact the,project about available training and other services.

contact Petrea Goold, Director Pocatello Follow Through ProjeCt, Pocatello School District No. 25,
3115 Poleline Rd., P.O. Box 1390, Pocatello, ID 83201. (208) 23?-3563, ext. 269.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Simmer 190.

9-56 1 GA

JDRP No. 80-51a Approved: 2/2/81



PROJECT PROJECT PRIDE Professional Reading Instruction with Desirable Effects

A pull-out remedial reading program utilizing modality assessment and careful diagnosis of
each learner's reading deficiecies in an eclectic approach to instruction.

target audience Approved by JORPvfor educationally disadvantaged pupils, grades 2-5.

description., The Project PRIDE diagnostic reading program has been designed to be compatible with existing
commercial reading programs. Regular classroom teachers` and Title I reading instructors use

con diagnostic data to plan instruction skill sequences for deficien. readers. Participants must be one year
or more below grade level in reading. Standardized individual oral diagnostic reading tests are administered on
a pre/post basis to all students selected for participation. Pretest information is used to determine each par-
tictpant'S weaknesses and proficiencies. Pupils with similar skill deficiencies are grouped together for reading
instruction. Sroups of five or fewer attend 25-minute reading sessions conducted by certified reading specialists
flee days pe- week. Indioidualized instruction can be provided to pupils with severe reading deficiencies. Title
I teachers develop and maintain reading profiles for earl program participant. These Profiles identify weaknesses
and strengths and help teachers to plan a program of remediation for students. Skills in need of remediation are
equenced. Modality assessment is conducted to identify each student's most effective.mode of learning. Proce-

dures for mediation of reading skill deficiencies are determined by each pupil's most receptive mode of learning.
'eacher-directed instruction provides activities geared to the needs of each group. Individualized instruction
provides appropriate ',dependent assigmoents for every participant. An attempt is made to increase motivation by
identifying each learner's interests and by providing learning experiences compatible with those interests when-
ever PoSsible.

Conta2t the project about available training and other sereiceS.

contact Horace F Smith, Title I Director, William Penn School District, Bell Avenue Administration
Building, Bell Ave. and MacDade Blvd.. Yeadon, PA 19050. (215) 623-2180.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA title I

Coeptled Smarr 1982

JDRP No. 79-20 Approved: 9/12/79

PROJECT PRIOR PReschool and Improvement Of Reading

A coordinated approach to school experience through readiness in preschool and reading
improvement in elementlry school.

targetdWience
in reading.

Approved by JDRP for pre-kindergarten children with developmental delays, grade 1 pupils

needing further readiness, and elementary students achieving in the lower three stanines

description PRIOR consists of two projects Preschool offers early educational experiences necessary to
later success in school and Reading Improvement provides remedial reading services to elemen-

tary students. PRIOR offers a management process for organizing and operating a Title I program as an integral
part of a sChool system. Building principals are responsible for the day-to-day operation of both the Preschool
and the Reading Improvement programs. Both projects are headquartered in a Central Resource Center which provides
office space, materials centers, and facilities for staff inService and parent activities. Strong emphasis is
Placed on parent involvement. Nome-school liaison in both projects is accomplished by part-time Parent Coordina-
tors and a Preschool Ooze Educator. One teacher in each project is designated Head Teacher (part-time) to coordi-
nate staff and program activities with the Title 1 Director. This organization results in close cooperation and
articulation between the two projects. although either one can exist singly if necessary. project-developed
handbooks prencriptivo and diagnostic instruction, but teachers have appreciable autonomy in selection of
materials and techniques. Development of language concepts is recognized as being essential at all levels of
instruction. Regulir insereice for staff enhances competencies and encourages involvement in planning, implemen-
tation, and program evaluation. A comprehensive yearly program evaluation is carried out with the assistance of
,.side agencies. PR1)R takes advantage of many district and community i-eSournes to provide support services to
students. Children attend three hours per day for 160 days each year. the Reading Project operates as a pull-out
program wish each child participating 30 per day. Instruction emphasizes application of reading skills
rather than isolated drill.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Melba ?reaster, dead Teacher, or Buford PlermonS. Director of Federal Projects, PRIOR, Poudre
Scholl District RI, 2407 La Porte Ave., Fort Collins, CO 805/1. (303) 484-3462 or 482-7420.

Developmental Funding LISOf ISLA Title : JDRP No. 79-24

Cowylled Sumner 1181

9-57 165

Approved- 5/30/79



PROJECT '

PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING

An individualized, one-to-one tutoring program for slow learners or potential reading failures,
regardless of economic or demographic background.

Nutlet audience Approved by JDRP for first-grade students in the lowest quartile who need help learning
to read. This program has been used in other settings with grades 2-4, but no evidence

of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR) supplements but does not substitute for Conventional classroom
teaching. PTR uses specially trained, carefully supervised paraprofessional tutors who imple-

ment its highly structured content and operational programs. The teaching strategy, built on established learning
principles, uses many elements of programmed instruction -- frequent and immediate feedback, specified format,

and individualized pace -- but, unlike programed instruction that uses the fading process, proceeding from many
Initial cues to the minimum needed for success. PTR uses the brightening process, in which minimal cues are
followed by increased prompting until complete mastery of the reading task is achieved.

Children receive a tightly organized 15-minute daily tutoring session, during which they read from classrool
basal readers supplemented with special texts dealing with comprehension and word coding and decoding. Tutors are
trained to follow, verbatim, the content and operational programs contained in the Tutor's Guide. These specify
in detail what, when, and how to teach the content material and also limit tutors' decisions about children's
responses: Integral and essential to the PTR methodology are its special recording procedures, which not only
indicate children's progress but also prescribe exactly which separate items must oe reviewed until mastery is
achieved. Constant reinforcement or praise is also an essential part of the instructional technique. while overt
attention to errors is minimized.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Susan Ward, Director; Programed Tutorial Reading, Davis School District, 45 E. State St.,
Farmington, UT 84025. (801) 451-2291. Phillip Harris, Director, Programed Teaching Research and
Development Center, Indiana University, 2805 East 1Dth St., Bloomington, IN 47405. (812) 337-6756.

Developmental Funding: OSOE ESEA Title 1

Compiled Summer 2982

JDRP No. 74-17 Approved: 3/18/74

PROJECT PROVISO READING MODEL

A program of structured sequential activities for language arts, mathematics, ard science
Courses to remedy serious reading problems among students in grades 9-12.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 9-12.

description The Proviso Reading Model is a four-year program. Ninth-grade students identified as disabled
readers enroll in the program's Level I courses in English, general science, and math funda-

mentals. In tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades, students who have not yet developed the skills required to enter
one of the district's nonremedial English curricular sequences are enrolled in program courses for Levels II,
III, and td. The Proviso Reading Model is based on four convictions. that poor readers can improve, even in
high school If reading is a major thrust of the total curriculum, that a sound high school reading program must
be based on a definition of reading as a thinking skill, that the skills that lake up what is generally defined
as reading (linear reading) may better be learned through carefully devised visual literacy (media reading),
calposition, oral communication, mathematical computation, language, and listening activities within courses in
English, science, and mathematics than in pull -o.. tutorial or remedial activities not part of the regular Cur-
ricular offerings, and that materials and strategies attractive enough to make reluctant students excited about
learning do exist. The organization of Level I allows for a variety of teaching strategies. Activities can be
directed by a single teacher with a general background in language, composition, and reading. If there are
eno.igh students, the course can be taught by a team of three teachers, each of whom directs the activities of
one specific area -- reading. media, or composition. Math and science are taught by regular classroom teachers
using materials devised by district reading specialists. In Levels II, III. and IV, students continue to develop
linear and visual reading skills while applying these to the development of skills in composition, speech, and
media. A Curriculum guide, with single copies of al instructional materials, is available for each level.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Dale Crawford, Proviso Township High Schools, District No. 209, 807 S. First Ave., Maywood, IL
60153. (312) 344-7000, ext. 200.

Oeveloorental Funding USW' iSeA MILE D-C

(,,wpitwd isomer 1981

JDRP No. 80-9 Approved: 6/17/80



PROJECT PSYCHOMOTOR tEARNINLS FOR ACADEMIC YIELDS (Project PLAY)

Perceptual-motor and/or cognitive activities conducted by teachers and parents to increase
children's reading readiness.

target audience
Approved by JDRP for pre-kindergarten through grade' 1.

description This program is based on the assumption that psychomotor deficiencies (wbich may be due to
poor socioeconomic backgrounds) will interfere with learning, especially beginning reading.

and must be either prevented or corrected. Pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, and grade 1 Children participate in
teacher-directed perceptual-motor and cognitive activities based on a project-developed diagnostic/prescriptive
curriculum guide. Gross and fine motor activities combined with cognitive learnings such as shapes. colors. and
letter and word recognition help the child transfer sensory experiences to conceptual meanings. Teachers are
trained in diagnostic procedures, methods of combining perceptual-motor and cognitive instruction, and prepara-
tion of learning environments that encompass gross and fine motor and cognitive-related learnings. In addition,
parents are given a training handbook and special activity packets intended to help the understand some basic
principles of child development. These packets describe techniques that parents can use to teach their ownctilldren. Involvement of the local community is an important aspect of the program. Community agencies (the
mental health department, the swimming staff at the YMCA, groups of elderly people, the local library, and a
speech and hearing clinic) would be helpful at any adopting site. Project students have included special educa-
tion children (15 percent) and children designated as low-achievement. high-riok, or as having motor problems
(70 percent). with the remainder coming from the regular school population. The project has a similar program
for preschoolers. Three- and four-year-olds spend two hours weekly on perceptual-motor/cognitive activities
that are conducted in a mobile van. These activities are reinforced at he by parental instruction.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Evelyn Murray. Bristol Virginia Schools, 222 Oak St., Bristol. VA 24201. f,703) 669-8181.

Developmental Funding: USOE (SEA Title IV-C

Complied Summer 1981

JDRP No. 7g-35 Approved: 4/22/80

PROJECT PUBLIC SCHOOL 33 MANHATTAN FOLLOW THROUGH PROJECT. A Child Development Approach

A developmental reading and language arts program for children from a variety of ethnic
backgrounds whose first language may not be English.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description With the goals of increasing children's language competence and laying a foundation in read-
ing, this Follow Through project bases instruction on a combination of traditional and

open-classroom, experiential learning techniques that take the children's development and language levels into
consideration. language Experience in Reading and the Structural Reading Program arw the basic textbook series.
which are supplemented by other commercial texts and by teacher- and pupil-made materials. Classrooms areOrganized into science, math. cooking, art, writing, reading, and listening renters and are equipped with tape
recorders and typewriters for the children to use.

Continuous regrouping and peer teaching are important aspects of the program. Each classroom is staffed by ateacher and ar aide who receive workshop training in a Resource Workshop Center at the school. This training is
also available to parents. Parent volunteers are encouraged to participate in many ways in the classroon. ParentRoon, and community.

Contact the project about availably training and other services.

contact Jean Burlingham, Coordinator, Public School 33 Manhattan Follow Through Program. Community School
District 2. 281 Ninth Ave., New York, NY 10001. (212) 564-3733.

Developmental Funding* USOE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1981

9-59

167

JDRP No. 80 -48 App roved. 2/4/81



PROJECT PUBLIC SCHOOL 92 MANHATTAN FOLLOW THROUGH

A cognitively oriented program for improving the reading and oral and written communication
abilities of inner-city children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description The program approach integrates elements of traditional academic education with cognitively
oriented methods, which facilitat s active learning through teacher- and child-initiated

activities that are open-ended, individualized, and carried out in small groups. Derived from the High/Scope
Educational Research Foundation approach, the principal goals of this Follow Through program are improvement of
reading and development of skills in oral and written communication. Mathematics and other Subjects are also
included to instruction. Teaching teams consisting of a teacher and a paraprofessional plan and conduct instruc-
tional activities. Children develop and apply basic skills as they plan and evaluate their own projects. Each
classroom is organized into learning centers, where child-Inittated activities are conducted daily. Child-

Initiated activities follow a four-step process. planning, work, representation, and evaluation. In planning,

children dictate or write what they propose to do for the day. In the work step, the carry out their plans.
In the representation step they write a story or draw a picture to show what they have done, and in evaluation,
they assess the day's activity and share in small groups.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Margaret Butler, Director, Pubic School 92 Manhattan Follow Through, Comounity School District 5.
222 W. 134th Street, New York, NY 10030. (212) 283-3800 or -3801.

Developmental Funding: uSOE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 77-123b Approved: 2/4/81

PROJECT PUBLIC SCHOOL 137 BROOKLYN FOLLOW THROUGH. A Direct Instruction Model

Reading. writing, arithmetic, and language for economically disadvantaged children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3.

description This goal of this Follow Through project is to provide economically disadvantaged children
with sufficient basic skills in reading, arithoetic, and language o compete with their more

fortunate peers for vocational and academic opportunities. To attain this goal, DIS' R materials are used for
reading, language, and arithmetic. The regular school subjects of handwriting, spel mg, science, social studies,
and health are also taught. All three OISTAB reading levels encompass decoding and ,:caprehension, they are
supplemented by a linguistic reading series with comprehension questions in grades .-3 and by a basal reading
series in grades 2 and 3. Arithmetic covers addition. subtraction, multiplication, division, and measurement
and Includes any story problems. The three oral and written language sequences nclude logical operation.

gravoutical analysis, and questioning strategies. In small-group lessons of 35-e minutes, the teacher and

aides use the DISTAR techniques of positive reinforcement. group and individual response, appropriate correction
procedures, and teaching to mastery. Student progress is monitored for both qu,rtity and quality of instruction.
Criterion-referenced tests that are administered periodically are the basis for regrouping and staff training.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

1:0111tact Joan Gutkin, Director, P.S. 137 Brooklyn Follow Thr qh, 121 Saratoga Ave., rirooklyn, NY 11233.

(212) 455-7302.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

Compiled Sumer 1981

-LC

JDRP No. 80-50h Approved: 2/13/81



PROJECT RANDOLPH COUNTY FOLLOW TaRODGH PROGRAM

A reading and math program based on the Primary Education Project and Individually Prescribed
Instruction for children from economically and educationally deprived settings.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 1-3.

description The goal of Randolph County Follow Through is for children to progress academically at their
own rate. That rate is expected to increase by use of manipulatives in math an' by use of

a variety of instructional methods prescribed by the University of Pittsburgh's Primary Education Program (PEP)
and Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) in reading and math. PEP is used to teach classification, communi-
cation, quantification, and perceptual skills and for explOratory learning. IPI Reading, which progresses from
readiness through comprehension, uses Sullivan Programmed Reading to teach children howto read, McGraw Hill
storybooks and tapes, an IPI skills program to teach children what to do when reading, and locally developed
materials. IPI Math covers the basic math conceots that elementary school children need and uses a variety of
consumables, It Includes a math maintenance program. Both PEP and IPI prescribe five elements for the classroom.
a structured curriculum defined by behavioral objectives, criterion-referenced tests related to the objectives,
classroom management conducive to individualizing instruction, use of PEP and IPI materials, and a system for
tracking each child's progress. Children also receive instruction in the basic concepts of good nutrition.

Parents act as volunteers and classroom aides.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Jacqueline Bright, Director, Randolph County Follow Through Program, 40 Eleventh St.e P.O.
Box 1579, Elkins, WV 26241. (304) 636-0830.

Developmental Funding: USOE Follow Through

compyled Summer 1981

JORP No. 77-149b Approved: 3/2/81

PROJECT PROJECT READING IMPROVEMENT

A laboratory and tutorial project attacking the problem of reading deficiencies of children
in grades 1-8.

target audience
by the Panel.

Approved by JDRP for grades 2-8. This program has been used in other settings with
grades 1 and 9-12, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved

description One -to -one instruction is provided by 13 tutors for first graders who are having the most
difficulty. Reading improvement laboratory experiences are provided for eligible children,

grades 2-8. Each of the 16 reading laboratories is staffed by a specially trained reading teacher and a para-
professional assistant. Only children whose standardized reading test scores are well below norms established
for their age levels are selected as participants. Children are drawn from the regular classroom for 45 minutes
of laboratory instruction each day. . aboratory periods are scheduled so they do not conflict with the child's
reading instruction in the regular classroom. Each lab consists of small groups of 10 or fewer so that much
individual instruction can be given. The standard reading lab is divided into throe parts the first is usually
for small-group work in word analysis, the second is for reading specific material listed on a Student's folder,
while the third is for individual work designed to meet individual needs. Children's reading skills in 227
separate areas are diagnosed, and prescriptive instruction is provided to correct deficiencies. Standardized
diagnostic tests and informal reading inventories are administered to each child at intervals throughout the
year. Primary emphasis is on comprehension, but vocabulary, speed, and accuracy are also stressed. Efforts are
made to use instructional techniques that differ from those of conventional classrooms, in Order to capture and
maintain the participants' interest and to increase motivation. Project staff have learned that a principal
cause of reading problems is lack of desire to learn to read. A variety or learning activities is provided to
correct problems arising frOm lack Of Interest.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact W. Diaamore, ESEA Title I Director, or Thelma D. McDuffie, Dissemination Coordinator, P.O.
Roc 1239. Burqaw, 14 23425. (919) 69.787.

Developmental Funding' USOi tSEA Title I

omrtled Sunrer 1 481
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JDRP No. 74-102
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PROJECT READ:16 1401/10UALIZED REMEDIAL LABORATORIES
MATh INgIVIDUALILED REMEDIATION

A project designed to provide continuous diagnosis of student needs and daily prescriptions
for learning improvement.

target audience Approved by MP as a reading program for children ages 4-18. This program has been
used in other settings as a mathematics program, but no evidence of effectiveness has

been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The reading laboratories have been developed for high concentration on the improvement of
basic reading skills. A reading laboratory staffed by one special reading teacher and a

paraprofessional accommodates 3d -120 students daily fur the entire school year. Each student's daily prescription
secludes two or more activities designed to meet his /her needs. Students' prescriptions include programmed and
self-instructional materials purchased from a variety of vendors or developed by both consultants and project
teachers. Ciohasis is placed on inservice education, focusing on cognitive reading skills and on the management
and use of individualized instruction in the classroom. lnservice education is provided through workshops,
cOnsultant classroom visits, and local supervisory services and support. The mathematics program provides
systematic remedial instruction in areas of individual student weaknesses. A teacher and a paraprofessional
work with 80-121 students daily in a specially equipped classroom. The mathematics laboratories are characterized
by a focus on carefully selected essential concepts, skills, and applications with number ideas and computation,

an ,ndividualized approach to the instruction, a meaningful approach to the learning of content, careful monitoring
of student achievement, and teacher guidance in a supportive atmosphere. The program is based or project-developed
materials, reinforced by a variety of supplementary resources and activities. Daily work is guided by individual
presci iptions ronsisting of two or three types of activities. lnservice education receives a strong emphasis
through workshops, consultant visits, and local supervisory services and support. There is an ongoing evaluation
of project content, materials, instructional procedures, and overall achievement pattern of students.'

Contact the Project about available training and other services.

contact Virginia Morgan, heading Laboratories. Dougherty County School System. P.O. Box 1470,
Albany. GA 31702. (912) 436-6544.

Developmental Funding' USOf LSEA Title I

Complied Sumer 1981

JDRP No. 74.107 Approved: 10/18/74

PROJECT REA0146 INSTRUCTION AND PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES (RIPPS)

A team-approach program to improve reading achievement and self-concept of reading-disabled
students.

target audience Approved by JORP for pupils grades 1-4 reading below grade level. In-is program has
been used in other settings with pupils in grades K and 5-10, but no evidence of

effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The RIPPS project is a team approach involving classroom teachers, reading specialists,

guidance personnel, special services, and parents to improve reading achievement and self-
concelit of disadvantaged students. The thrust of the program is to identify the child in need of service,
diagnose the child's problems, develop an individualized educational program to alleviate the problems, and
continually evaluate the chill and the progra.i. Through a team effort. the total child is made to function
more effectively. The project's main cmponent is a reading services program that serves students directly
through individual and small-group remedial instruction and indirectly through a consultant service to their
classroom teachers and parents. Cach program participant is evaluated by a guidance/social worker team with
output to remedial reading and classroom teachers. in cases where initial evaluation finds that an in-depth
evaluation is necessary, services of a consulting psychological/psychiatric team are employed.

Another important component is L gal parent involvement, Including regularly scheduled parent-teacher confer-
ences. formalized 10-week parent study groups, and parent counseling. The project attempts to identify educa-
tionally disadvantaged students as early as possible by providing, together with the school department, an
early - identification program tha' involves health and developmental screening of pre-kindergarten students.
Parent infommtion sessions. aid a special readiness prograli once the child enters kindergarten. The highly
successful secondary program emphasizes the teaching of reading through the content areas, with the reading
specialist providing 'for the most part) consultant services to teachers of identified students.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Michael 4. Mello, Director of Grant Programs, Office of urant Programs, Portsmouth School
Department, Portsmouth, RI 02871. (401) 683-1450.

Developmental Funding IS H tSLA Title :

fuefq1od Sumer 1981
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PROJECT PROJECT READ-WRITE

A program in reading and related language arts that uses writing techniques and prescriptions
to improve reading comprehension and vocabulary.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 4-6.
This program has also been used in grades 2-3 and

7-12 and in special education. ESL, and content-area
classes,, but no evidence of effec-

tiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel,

description Project Read-Write is designed tote consistently applied
by the classroom teacher to augment

the basic reading program in order to develop vocabulary
and promote total comprehension. Theprogram involves the application of prescriptions

-- specially developed strategies designed to teach one major
skill and several ancillary skills simultaneously.

La-h prescriptiOn involves the use of one or more language-manipulation techniques.
The prescriptions are structured writing and/or oral activities that can be used withmaterials already available in the classroom.

The prescriptions encourage students to react holistically
to a reading selection and to incorporate within the

activities their ownipeas. experiences. perceptions, and feelings. The prescri, ions cover a wide range ofreading objectives. mom phonics and structural analysis to inferential, critical
and creative, as well as literalcomprehension. The prescriptions are arranged within the Project Read-Write Resource and Instructional Manual

according to major objective and level of difficulty.

The program also offers a checklist that can be used
in conjunction with formal and informal diagnoses to list

and establish a priority ranking of pupil needs on a class, group, and individual basis. This checklist becomesan ongoing record of pupil achievement and accompanies the
student as he or she proceeds through the grades.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Ethel Uries, Director, mawkinS Street School, 8 Hawkins Street, Newark, NJ 07105. (201) 733-8216.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles III and ,P-C

Complied Summer 1981

JDRP No. 80.30 Approved' 11/25/80

THE RESPONSIVE EARLY CHILDHODO EDUCATION PROGRAM (RECEP)

A program of language. mathematics, and problem
solving for children in grades E-3.

target audience Approved by JIM, for 'grades r,-3.

description By means of instruction based on the belief that success builds success, this program proposes
to teach children language. math, and problem solving, to stimulate in children a good attitude

toward learning, and to foster in children acceptance of other cultures. Teaching is based on the children's
strengths and weaknesses, concepts and skills derived from real-life

experience, and the inquiry method, whereappropriate. rhildren are encouraged to select their own challenge; and to be self-directing. Evaluation is acentral feature Individual student needs are assessed, and standardized
test scores are regularly compared withthose of children elsownere in the country.

Staff development features interpretation and use of test scoreinformation.

Trained classroom volunteers and a Parent-Chld Learning
Center library, where parents can obtain materials toAP With their children at hone, are features of this program.

Parents, teachers, con unity members, and evenchildre,, have donated materials to the library. In adlition, parents are frequently involved in organizingactiviti > for the center.

Onto' the ,rojoC. about available training and other Services.

contact due, h144, OirciciOr, the tespons1,0 14,1y Thulihvvi AuCiti0O Jrugran,
,011SDOrU City Schools.Son ,ildsborn. NC /PAO. ( )19)

Developmental Funding J5 h r Mow 'trough

' 15.53

JDAP NO. 7;-15Ih Approved: 2/4/81
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PROJECT SAN DIEGO CITY SCHOOLS FOLLOW 'TROUGH A Direct Instruction Model

Reading. mathematics. and oral and written language for econonically disadvantaged children in
grades K-3.

target audience Approve] by JDRP for grades K-1.

description DISTAR instructional materials are used as the vehicle for attaining this program's goal of
piing economically disadvantaged Children a firn foundation in reading. math, and oral and

written language. In the three-level reading sequences, decoding, comprehension, and reading for new infoniation
are the focus. Arithnetic covers addition, subtraction, multiplication, fractions, regrouping, column addition,
and long division and include, story problems. The language of instruction, logical processes, sentence analysis,

and usage are among the topics of the language sequences. Ahen the children have mastered the OISTAR lessons.
they move into the Ginn reading and Houghton-Mifflin math series. Snail groups spend 30-4J minutes daily on each
subject and additional tixe on social studies, spelling, science, and handwriting. Classrooms are staffed by a

teacher and two aides trained in the JISTAR techniques of positive reinfarce,ent, group and irdididual response,
appropriate correction, and teaching to mastery. Criterion-referenced tests and careful oonicoring are integral

to the prOJram.

Regular staff developoent, support services, and a parent program of special acti,r.ies including school duldnteer
work are othcr features of this program.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Ralph Green, Coordinator. San Diego City Schools follow Through, 3andini enter, 3550 Logan Ave.,

San Diego, CA 92113. (714) 234-3357.

Developmental Funding: g$OE Follow Through

Compiled Summer 1981

JDRP No. 30-50g Approved: 2/13/61

PROJECT SEAPORT. Student Education Ass.ring Positive Organized Reading Techniques

A program applying school-based and home/school liaison approaches to remedial reading
problems.

target audience Approved by the JDRP as a remedial reading program for Students in grades 2-3 and b-12
who are most in need and at least one year below the appropriate grade level. This

program has been used in other settings with grades 1. 4, and 5 and with preschool students in a hone school
liaison program, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project SEAPORT is a remedial reading program that provides Title I students, grades 1-12,
with individualized prescriptive instruction in the clasSrocm setting and in a pull-out

resource learning laboratory. A skilled reading specialist works with students who have been identified as lost

in need of remedial services. The program places a strong emphasis on reading activities within content areas.

Project success is enhanced by cooperation between the reading specialist and classromi teachers. The specialist

provides regular consultant services to teachers. Staff develowent is a najor component of the program. Inser-

vice training is provided for the reading specialist and classroom teachers. Student progress is assessed each

year, usin,., pre- and posttest scores on standardized achievement tests. Juarterly monitoring and annual needs

assessment are integral parts of the annual evaluation.

Project SEAPORT activities enjoy a high level of parent /community involvement. Involvement is enhanced by
frequent parent-teacher conferences. a parent advisory council, frequent dissemination of information on project

attlities to the colmunity. and an annual needs assessment. These activities are coordinated by a hone /school

liaison specialist.

Subsequent to receiving JDRP approval, Project SEAPORT instituted educational interventions for children prior to
entering school. Pre-kindergarten youngsters identified by hole/school liaison staff as having developmental
lags receive instruction and remediation in specific skills.

Contact the project about available training and other sernces.

contact Mary C. Macioci, Project Oirector, Project SLAPORT, Newport School department Administration
Center, Grant Programs Office, Mary Sr.. Newport, RI 02840. (401) 845-4700.

Developmental Funding' USOE ISLA Title i
JDRP No. 29

Complied Summer 1981
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Approved: 4/9/73



PROJECT STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

A continuous-growth program with sequential
program materials that bridges the gap betweenpreschool, kindergarten, and first grade.

target ataliero Approved by JORP for all students ages 4-8.

description The concepts of the project are: a child must have basic
level before terminal objectives.sueh as reading and math

ingfully, because failure to take development issues into account results inlearning. There must be an assessment of .here the child is developmentally
and structural analysis. Once an assessment is made, in educational program
must be outlined in each skill area, and this

program must utilize the child'
that continuous progress is possible.

Processes developed to a certain
can be taught effectively and mean-
failure and/or meaningless rote
in terms of learning processes

based upon the pupil's strengths
s mode and rate of learning so

Based upon these concepts, the project includes the following components: a model including the structural,functional, behavioral. and environmental
components of children as they develop from age 4 to about age 8,chart Of learning objectives as related to the model, a screening manual and a pupil edition, a class recordchart to record each Student's starting point

as indicated by the screening and to nap his or her continuousprogress, a prescription guide, which includes each
educational objective stated on the scope and sequencechart, and a list of activities for each objective
to assist the teacher in providing appropriate learningexperiences for each pupil.

Program objectives are developmentally outlined,
and activities and learning centers are established to enhanceauditory, visual, motor, and verbal language

skills leading to reading, math, and language growth.
Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Robert Schramm, Project Director, 908 W. Main St., Waupun, WI 53963. (414) 324-4461.

Developmental Funding. USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled summmr 1981

BDRP No. 14 -15 Approved: 5/29/74

PROJECT

er.

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION (SAII)

A systematic instructional program in the basic skill areas of reading and mathematics.e

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all abilities, grades 1-6. It has been used in
other settings with grades 7 and 8, but no evidence of

effectiveness has been sub-mitted to or approved by the Panel.

description SAIL has developed criterion-referenced tests
and learning modules for 155 reading skills

(e.g., readiness, phonics. syllabification,
and structural analysis) plus 200 criterion-referenced tests and learning modules for the computational skills of mathematics.

The project has also developed sets of
teacher questions and student worksheets to accompany over 400 paper-back books (e.g., Profiles in Courage. Henry Huggins, Little Red Hen). Each set of questions has been dividedinto lessons, with each lesson having questions on five levels of comprehension recall, inrerpretation,extrapolation, analysis, and evaluation. A set of two handbooks is available to help the teacher manage thecomponent parts. The program can be adapted to the areas of diagnosis

(criterion-referenced tests -- mathand reading) or basic skill development (learning
modules in reading and math or comprehension components ofreading).

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Charles L. Barker, Josept.ne County School
District, 706 N.W. "A" St., Grants Pass, OR 97526.(503) 476-1484.

Developmental Funding. USOE E3EA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981

9-65

JORP No, 15
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PROJECT TEAM ORIENTED CORRECTIVE READING (NCR)

A referral corrective reading program for grades 2-6.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 2-6. This program has been used with grades 1 and 7-8,

but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Wichita's Team Oriented Corrective Reading program is a large-scale supplemental remedial
reading program operating in the city's Title I target public elementary schools and

available to eligible parochial schools. Instruction is diagnostic. individualized within ad hoc groups of

pupils, and correlated with the classroom reading program. Correlation is achieved through use of the Wichita

Management System for Reading (including Behavioral Objectives. Student Reading Record Card, and Class Criterion

Test Record). Long-range program goals are to improve basic reading skills, use of librGry media. and pupil

attitudes and work habits. The six phases of the program (Identification, screening, diagnosis, scheduling.
instruction, and evaluation) and its team-oriented philosophy are delineated in the handbook Team Approach to

Reading Success. The handbook and the Process and Performance Objectives are integral parts of the program,

they describe the roles of the different team members and suggest timetables for program activities. Based on

research results over a number of years. an eclectic approach using multilevel, multimedia materials is empha-

sized. Instructors are specialized teachers certified in reading with the dual responsibility of providing
student instruction and resource services to building staff and parents. Instructional paraprofessionals are

utilized when caseloads exceed 50 pupils. Parent Advisory Councils play an important role in program planning

and operation. The Reading Task Force provides input to administrators, program personnel, and teachers.
Through the Title I Parent Education Aide Program, parents tutor students individually or in small groups.

Reading teachers and parents plan parent workshops on reading skills and reinforcement.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact James G. Howell. Director, 1847 N. Chautauqua, Wichita Public Schools JSO 259, Wichita, KS
67214. (316) 268-7871 or -7764.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title I

Compiled Summer 1982

JDRP No. 28 Approved: 4/4-5/73

PROJECT TITLE I COMPENSATORY MATHEMATICS PPOGRAM

' remedial math program using nanipulatives rather than rote drill.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 2-6.

description The goal of this program is to increase the mathematics achievement of students identified
by mathematics curriculum tests as achiPving at a level lower than expected for children of

their age. Students identified each year as in need of remedial instruction receive 25-30 minutes of daily
supplementary math instruction in the classroom or a resource room. Discovery techniques and dse of manipu-

latives rather than traditional rote drill are basic to the Title I program. use of this method of compensatory
instruction relies on Jean Piaget's research. which found that ^lementary school children unable yet to reason
hypothetically can nevertheless work logically with concrete materials.

The Title I compensatory curriculum consists of behavioral objectives, a hierarchy of skills, and criterion-
referenced tests. Instruction takes place in small groups. The materials -- manipulatives -- are different

from those used for regular math instruction -- the major commercial texts. Most program materials have been

Prepared by Title I teachers. Teaching strategies are described in program publications. Regular inservice

workshops help participating teachers to perfect their skills. Consultation and cooperative weekly planning by

Title I and regular classroom teachers ensure that instruction in both the regular and Title I compensatory
programs is consistent across the different techniques and materials that each teacher uses. Personal contact

with parents is considered important. Title I teachers are released one-half day per week to make hone visits.

hold conferences, and assist parents with materials for use at home.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Kathleen Rullington, Director, Title I Compensatory Mathematics Program, Des Moines Public
Schools, ,800 Grand Ave.. Oes Moines, IA 50307. (515) 255-2105.

Developmental Funding' uSOE ESEA Title I

Compiled Summer 1981

9 7 1

JDRP No. 80.66 Approved: 2/11/81



PROJECT TITLE I COMPENSATORY READING PROGRAM

A small-group remedial program for children
reading below the norm.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 2-6.

description The goal of this program is to increase
the reading achievement of children %No read below thenorm. The program uses a management system

developed by local Title I teachers to complementthe Systematic Approach to Reading Improvement (SARI)
management system developed by Phi Delta Kappan and usedby the district to manage the many reading series used in district schools. The Title I management system providessequential objectives and criterion-referenced

tests of listening- language, vocabulary, word analysis, ccmprehen-Sion, and study skills.
Students are selected for the program according

to the level of achievement in the SARImanagement system.
Individual diagnostic reading tests and supplementary

instruction are provided by the TitleI teacher, using materials that correlate
with the basal materials used by the classroom teacher. Daily instruc-tion in groups no larger than five lasts 25-30

minutes and takes place in the classroom or a resource room.Children dEe released from the program
once they have passed 80 percent of the classroom SARI tests at the levelappropriate for their age and grade.
The required close cooperation and weekly planning by Title I and classroomteachers result In a consistent reading program for

remedial students. Three project-developed publications --one Jith behavioral objectives, pre/posttests, and
basal reader placement tests; one with teaching strategies,and one with a record-keeping system for tracking
individual student progress -- are used in planning students'Individual programs. Regular inservice workshops help participating teacners to perfect their skills. Personalcontrct with Title I parents is an important feature of the program.

Title I teachers are released one-half daya week to conduct hone visits, mike telephone calls,
and hold school conferences and coffees.

Contact the project about available training and other services

contact Marilyn Hiller. Director. Title I Compensatory Reading Program, Des Moines Public Schools, 1800Grand Ave., Des Moines. IA 50301. (515) 255-2105.

Developlental Funding: BSOE ESEA Title I JORP No. B0.56 Approved: 2/11/81
cowoiled Sumer 1911

PROJECT TITLE I READING, GRADES 2-6

A diagnostic/prescriptive approach to the
teaching of remedial reading through the use of alocally developed management system.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students grades 2-6 residing
in Identified Title I attendance

centers and performing at or below the 40th percentile in reading.

description The major goal of the project is to provide
individualized Instruction for target students sothat they may become competent independent readers.

A management system developed by theFort Dodge staff is the core of the program. It is flexible enough to be adapted to any basal series and tothe needs and philosophy of any adopting district. This system has five components. The Hierarchy of Skills isa listing of essential reading skills stated in behavioral
terms, placed in sequential order, and divided intothree levels of difficulty. The three skill strands within the hierarchy

are decoding, language development,and comprehension. There are pre- and posttests for each skill.
The Individual Student Record Form Is a chartlisting all of the skills in the hierarchy

in condensed form. For each skill there Is space for pre- and post-testing dates and teacher's. comments.
These forms become the children's individual educational plans and transferwith them if they leave the attendance center. Because Title 1 has been in existence In Fort Dodge since 1965,there is an abundance of teaching materials in each of the centers. These materials were coded Co correspond toskills in the hierarchy and described on file

cards, which were placed in a Resource File. Suggestions forteaching specific skills and examples of student
activities were also coded and placed in the file. Provisionshave been made for staff members to continue to expand their own files with workable resources. The ParentReport Form, From School House to Your House.' is
a nonthreatening progress report form to be used when con-ferences are not held. The Parent Handbook was developed as an idea book

of activities for parents to use athole in everyday situations to build reading skills. It Is distributed at Title I parent conferences.

Contact the project about available training and other services.,

contact Carol Johannsen. Title I Coordinator, or Earl O. Berge,
Superintendent of Schools, 330 FirstAvenue North, Fort Dodge. IA 50501. T515) 516-116;.

Developmental Funding opp (SEA Title
I

Complied Sunmer 1981
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PROJECT PROJECT UNDERSTAND' Arliigton's Title I Program

A program to help strengthen reading. language, and math skills in children in grades K-6 who

need a Supplementary learning experience.

target audience Approved by JORP as a K-6 program for students scoring at or below the 40th percentile

in reading and language arts for whom a supplementary learning experience best meets

their academic needs. This program has been used in other settings to include 7-8 math skill development as
well, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description A fundamental aim of this program is to help strengthen reading, language, and math skill
development in K-6 target children. A weighted student checklist is used to identify those

Students who will participate in the program. Participating students came to a center for 150 minutes of instruc-

tion per week. Students are seen on a one-to-one basis if their need require it, but the majority are seen in

Small groups (up to five) to encourage collaborative learning and interaction. Although the evaluation design

for the project is tightly structured, the staff .s humanistic in its approach, working from students' Strengths

rather than we-knesses. Centers appear informal and are run on a workshop Oasis enabling individual progress and

small-group activity tc flourish simultaneously. Staff are allowed great latitude in the decision-making process,
not only when writing the project, but also when ordering instructional materials for the individualized needs

of their students and schools. A two-week planning and brainstorming Session precedes each regular school -year

program. Regular staff meetingS (where staff exchange instructional strategies) and inService sessions are held
two afternoons per month, when all Students are released early. The program works to increase parental involve -

ment, thus fostering collaboratiun and understanding between school and home life. The district-wide Parent

Advisory Council received training in organizational development and communications skills which resulted in the
development of an Action Plan for the mplementati,n of Parent Advisory Councils at each school. These local

Parent Advisory Councils now meet with the Title I staff on a monthly basis and are actively invr.lved in their

children's learning process. A strong parent-involvement foundation has been laid and built upon by a part-time

Parent coordinator.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Raymond A. Brodeur, Jr Title I Director, Arlington Public Schools, 23 Maple St., Arlington,
MA 02174, (617) 64F-1000, ext. 359.

Developmental Funding: USOE E:fA Title I

Compiled Susror 1982

JORP N0. 74-121 Approveo: 12/10/74

PROJECT
UPSTAIRS SCHOJL

A program intended to improve the reading, math, and English ability of educationally dis-

advantaged students.

target audience Approved by JJRP as a reading program fro,- students, grades 9-11, two or more years

below grade level. This program has been r.sei in other Settings with high school stu-

dents two or more years below grade level in math and basic English skills, but no evidence of effectiveness
has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The ipstairs School is designed to take the student fran "where he /she is" to grade level in
reading-comprehension, vocabulary, and basic math sKills. Improving student self - concept and

Self-confidence is another Important goal. The philoSophy of the program is that students would learn if they

could and if teachers were wi.ling to connit themselves to providing the necessary Structure and love. An

atmosphere of work, trust. concern, and loving care IS unique to the program. All students are working. All

are enrolled for one hU-minute period in the area of their needs. Students enter, leave, and return as necessary.

Reading s tapjht in an open-soce classrurri divided into four teaching stations plus a central lounge area for

imiividualized-Interest reading. Reading students study phonics, letter formation, creative writing, dictatior
if phrases, vocabulary, and oral reading, they .aster lists of words from stories, they learn to read for info,-

mat.on trough one-,indte reading exercises followed by IU-question tests. Math class emphasizes the basic

skills of addition, , rbtraction, iultiplication, and division, using timed drills and worksheets. Teaching as
IncLde calculators, digitors. and "thinking" exercises. Topics covered include decimals, fractions, percents,

averages, MI algebra. The 'nglish basic skills lab corers Such skills as listening, following directions,
clicunary nage, writirg. library and map skills, Spelling. and gramiar -- sane of the 19 basic competencies
that s' dens ,IS' -eat berre enrollnent in a regular English class. Individual records keep the student con-

stantly awi,e etencles net. The Justairs School is a highly structured "School within a school" and an

air,narive st.hool rn evcy sense.

ontac' the pr-Jject abou. available training Ind other services.

I---

contact .e,,,, ,. ,,[ati. Pro,ect lrrecrfr. oral i. .entral, Portland. 3R 97203. (:03) 286-1160.

Orvelowental funding ;Sic iSCA rtti.

compiled Sumner Hol
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PROJECT UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH A Direct Instruction Model

Language, math. reading, and spelling for disadvantaged children
and children requiring

structured instruction.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades K-3. The program is now used only in grades 1-3.

description This Direct Instruction program strives to teach essential skills and problem-solving
strategies to disadvantaged students so that at the end of three years they can functionat or near the level of their more fortunate peers. The program also accommodates children who already posses!many lan uage skills. because its built-in mastery

tests and skipping schedules allow these children to ooveahead as soon as they are able. A classroom teacher and a paraprofessional teach with the Oirect Instructionmaterials, which include DISTAR language. reading. math. and spelling mastery Skills. Children are placed in.homogeneous groups of five to ten. where they are paced
in accordance with ability and reinforced for theirsuccesses. The small-group setting enables teacher and aide to monitor individual needs and use systematICreinforcement and management principles to ensure success for each child. Children who need extra help are 'tutored by adults and peers.

Criterion-referenced progreiV tests are administered to Children every two weeksby a trained tester. To ensure quality teaching, local supervisors
conduct classroom Observations and provideinservice throughout the year. A parent coordinator promotes an active parent involvement program.

Since approximately 70 percent of the children in
Uvalde public schools awe Hispanic. OISTAR materials are 'Supplemented In grades I and with the Spanish version of LISIAR language and in grade 3 with the McGraw-HillSteps to English. The bilingual portion of the program is designed

to help studentS to functiOn successful)y inEnglish as soon as possible.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

C4)iltiNa Kathy Knippa, Director, Uvalde Follow Through. P.O. Box 1909, Uvalde. TX 28801. (512) 228 -6812.

Developmental Funding: UkCiE follow Through

Compiled Summer 2981

JDRP No. 80-501 Approved: 2113/81

PROJECT WILLIAMSBURG'COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH. A Direct Instruction Model

Basis reading, arithmetic. and oral and vraten language for economically disauvantaged ruralChildren.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades K-3.
Approved grade levels are based on Claims for Childrenin the program for four full years.

description This Follow Through project has set itself the goal Of providing rural Williamsburg County's
economically disadvantaged children with skills in

reading. arithmetic. and oral and writtenlanguage. The principal means of attaining this goal is
the three-level programmed DISTAR Instructional Systemin reading. language. and arithmetic.

The full curriculum also includes science, social
studies. spelling, art.and health education. The three reading levels teach word attack.

Comprehension. inference. fluency. and accu-racy. In grade 3. the school- selected reading curriculum is
introduced. The arithmetic sequence begins withbasic addition and subtraction concepts and continues

through subtraction with regrouping, column aultiplication,and long division. There are many story problems throughout the sequence. School language. vocabulary. andlogical processes are taught in the first levels of the language program. Level III language expands vocabularydevelopment and logical processeS and teaches grammar. punctuation. and creative writing. Two special featuresof this program are daily individual reading
rate and accuracy practice and a goal projection system by whichteachers assign and evaluate monthly progress and mastery goals for each child. Children spend 35 minutes dailyin each instructional area. One teacher and one aide in each classroom

instruct children in small groups of fveto twelve. Teaching to mastery, systematic CorrectiOn
procedures, group response, individual turns. and positivereinforcement ar prescribed teaching techniques. Children are given criterion-referenced tests every six weeksin reading, arithmetic, and language. Based on the results. children are accelerated, given remedial practice,or regrouped. Inservice training includes weekly classroom observation

and comment, modeling, and role playing.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Eddie Allen Woods. Sr.. Director, Williamsburg County Schools. all School S., Kingstree.SC 29556. (803) 354 -9926.

Developmental Funding. USOE Follow Through
JORP No. 80.500 Approved: 12/29/80

Compiled Sumner 2981
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SECTION 10

SPECIAL EDUCATION /LEARNING DISABILITIES

NDN-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

ACTIVE: All Children Totally InVolved Exercising - New Jersey
10-3

A diagliostiC/prescrTptive pEYsical education program that provides teachers with the
skills, strategies, and attitudes necessary to initiate a physical activity program for
handicapped and normal individuals.

DEVELOPING MODELS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION (DMSE) - Florida pi 10-4
A comprehensive management system for identification of and intervention with exceptional
students.

ELSMERE PROJECT - New Jersey
10-5

A basic skills vocational program for trainable mentally retarded. ages 5-21, that serves as
a model for distriCts implementing special education programs in compliance with P.L. 94-142.

project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network - Massachusetts
10-6

A competency - based training program for teachers, coordinators, and oarents in codification
of environment and adult intervention to assist young children with special needs in regular
and special education settings.

MODIFICATION Of CHILDREN'S ORAL LANGUAGE - California
10-7

A special program for training staff to work with students having ,nguage disabilities.

OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE DEMONSTRATION CENTER FOR SECONDARY ID STUDENTS - Oklahoma 10-8
An individualized diagnostic/prescriptive teaching intervention system that has proven
highly successful with learning-disabled adolescents.

PRECISION TEACHING PROJECT - Montana
10-9

A precision teaching model designed to remedlate and build basic tool skills through'
five components: screening. identification. remediation, continuous measurement,
and data-based decisions.

the RUTLAND CENTER -- OEYELOPMENTAL THERAPY MODEL FOR MATING EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN - Georgia

10-r.
A community-based psychoeducational facility that offers a develop.kental curriculum to
Severely emotionally disturbed or autistic children from birth to 16 years, their
parents, and teachers.

project SKIA111 - Utah
10-11

A statewide program providing identification and language facilitation through home manage-
ment for hearing-handicapped children birth to age 6.

SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES (SUMS) - Minnesota 10-12
A program using management strategies and a structured, sequenced curriculum to help
teachers plan appropriate instructional programs for disabled readers.

the TEACHING RESEARCH INFANT AND CHILD CENTER CLASSROOM FOR MODERATELY AND SEVERELY
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - Oregon

10-13
An individualized skills instruction program for moderately 'o severely handicapped
children.

TIER MAP-APPROVED PROJECTS

the COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP (CMS) - New Jersey
10-14

An alternative reading program fur adolescents with learning disaoilities, including a
classroom management and monitoring system.

DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION BIRTH THROUGH TWO (Project DEBT) Texas 10-14
A home-based identification and intervention program for parents of handicapped chilo-en
aged 0-2.

ENGINEERED CLASSROOM FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE BOTH EDUCABLY MENTALLY HA/NICAPPED AND BEHAVIORI,LLY
MALADJUSTED - Nebraska

10-*
A diagnostic teaching program that provides individualized instruction and engineering
of time and behavior for handicapped students.

G000 SAMARITAN DIAGNOS':'/PRESCRIPTIVE CLASSROOM FOR RANDICAPPED PRESCHOOL CHILDREN - Oregs 13-6
A multidisciplinary term approach to the education of handicapped preschool children.
including treatment.

I CAN INSTRUCTIONAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION SYSTEW- Michigan
13-6

Physical eduCation for trainable mentally impaired children and Louth ages 5-25.

'See Sectional Cross-Reference Index. p. 14-10. and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14 16. for related programs.

10-1
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!NTERACTIVE'CURRICULAR EXPERIENCE - Florida 10-15 ,

A process approach to developing individualized programs for the.handicapped student
using homeoschool..and Community resources.-

4,
MACOP 0-3 REGIONAL PROJECT: A Rural Child/Parent Service - Illinois 10-16

A project that provides hone-based remedial and educational services to handicapped
children and their parents in rural areas.

MAPPS: Multi-Agency Project for Pre-Schoolers Utah 10-16
Ankintervention program for handicapped children and their parents in remote areas.

NORTHWEST SPECIAL-EDUCATION (NiiSE) North Dakota 10-17'

A systematic way of training classroom teachers to focus on specific learning disability

(SLD) students.

PEECH: Precise Early Education for Children with Handicaps - Illinois
, An individualized educational program designed to enhance the development of preschool

handicapped while involving family members in the educational process.

PEORIA 0-3 PROJECT -- Replication of an Interdisciplinary Approach to the Early Education of
Handicapped Children Ages-0-3 - Illinois

A'oedIcal/edutational model based on a developmental task analysis approach to individual-
ized prescriptive teaching, delivered in-the home by parents with assistance from profes-

' stonals.

a OGPAM FOR EARLY EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS Texas
A home intervention program involving parents in the teaching.of their handicapped
children'.

PE-ED SCHOOL OF KENTUCKY - Kentucky
A.shortrterm plan for the re-education Of emotionally disturbed/behaviorally disordered
children.

10-17

10-18

10-18-

10-19

SCORE: Success Controlled Optical Reading Experience --California 10-19

i

A sequential phonics program for learning-disabled students whd. read below the fourth-
-grade,level. s

.1 . - .

project Wit: Sharing High Yield Accountability with Resource Educators - Minnesota 10-20
An inst..,,i.sw,! pr.---. for remodiatioc of basic skills in learning-disabled students

I

,inetainstrean education.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PRESCHOOL PROGRAM - Minnesota 10-20
1 kprograii serving coderately, severely', and profoundly hearing-impaired preschoolers

(rges 0.5), a mixed population of coderately.and severely handicapped preschoolers
5) with other handicapping conditions, and their,famllies.

project SUCCESS FOR THE SLD CHILD - Nebraska 10-21
....A prescriptive 'program and classroon delivery system for pupils in grades 1-4 with

specific language disabilities.

iliojecf SUCCESS: Handicapped - Washington
Low-cost academic and self-managecent programs for handicapped elementary school students.

1 79. 10-2
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PROJECT ACTIVE: All Children Totally InVolved Exercising
*

A diagnostic/prescriptive physical education program that provides teachers with the skills,
strategies, and attitudes necessary to initiate a physical activity, progr'am for handicapped
and normal individuals.

target audience Approved by JURP for handicapped, ages 6-60, nonhandicapped, grades K-9, physical

education teachers,_special education-teachers, recreation teachers, and"parapro-
--fessionals:--It-has-beilliTiedirintirer settings with pre-K and grades 10-12, but no evidence of effectiveness

has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Project ACTIVE has been developed to serve handicapped individuals, but is equally applicable
to slow learners and normal and gifted children. ACTIVE offers a training program to provide

teachers with those skill; /strategies necessary to implement an adapted physical education program, diagnostic/
prescriptive curriculum manuals and materials addressed to the entire gamut of handicapped conditions, and
consultant services to assist implementers during the installation phase. Program strengths include extreme
flexibility for adoption/adaptation, a total curriculum package that can be implemented immediately at minimal
cost, compliance with the federal mandate requiring 'written education

programs for the handicapped population,'
unlimited support.services at no cost to enhance successful

implementation, and accountability features to
enhance'administrator/connunity support. Student instruction is based on instruction format (i.e., the program
is structured to ensure that trainees acquire the skills, knowledge, and attitudes stressed), with emphasis cm
trainee exposbre,tOehandicapPed individuals in a field setting. Participants are trained to diagnose and
assess serengths'and deficiencies and to prescribe motor, perceptual-motor, physical fitness, posture,
nutrition, and diaphragmatic breathing tasks accordingly. ACTIVE has developed low motor ability, low physical
vitality. postural abnormality, nutritional deficiency, and breathing problem components for mentally retarded,
learning disabled, and emotionally disturbed student populations.

No special facilities are required. ComOehensive programs can be initiated in limited space.- A 30' x 60' area
removed from other teaching stations is ideal. If P.E. equipment is available, cost per school varies between
$50 and $300. Disti:Ict commitment includes implementation of at least one aspect of the ACTIVE program in three
or more classes that meet for a minimum of three 20-minute periods per week for

one year,-allocation of time
for the trainee to train at least one staff member, and transmiition of pre /posts data and end-of-year evaluation
report to project.

evidence of effectiveness Testing,of 80 teachers trained in 1973-74 on the Teacher-Cognitive-
- Psychomotor Test showed 80% mastery on 25 competencies. Pre-'and post-

testing of matched experimental and control groups at a six-month interval in 1973-74 on the Township of Ocean
Motor Ability Test showed experimental groups' performance comparable to normal groups' performance and minimal
gains for control group.

implementation requirements Program may be implemented in a single class, a school, or an
entire district. Five discrete curriculum components enable the

district/agency to adapt the program to students with varying abilities in grades pre-K through 12. Training
programs are adapted to mply with needs of. the teachers and schools. Existing pejsonnel can be used to
obviate the need for additional staff (e.g., by inclusion of the ACTIVE program in the special education curric-
ulum or by use of the team teaching approach). Instructional facilities may vary from 30' x 30: to 30' x 60'. -

Implementation schedule for each trainee must be submitted to project prior to training.

financial requirements Complete training model kit (12 manuals and three packets of,spirit masters),
$64.50. (Kit manuals provide guidelines for planning an individualized-

': personalized physical education program for students with any type of handicap. Other supplementary materials
'are available. Unit orders are available and must be prepaid.) Installation costs are minimal. Personnel
can be reassigned. Regular P.E. equipment can be used.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site two days per month between October and May and at additional demonstration

sites'In home state and out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings
mast be Trainin3 is conducted at project site during the last two wens of each month

"iron October to May (adopter pays only its own costs plus cost of texts). Training is also available at adopter
site (all expenses must be paid, including cost of texts for trainees). Implementation and follow-up services
are available to adopters (all expenses must-he paid).

contact Thomas M. Vodola, Director, Project ACTIVE. Township of C.,ean Schocl District, Administration
Building; 163 Monmouth Rd.; Oakhurst, 14.1 07755. (201) 531-6600, ext. 365.

Developmental Funding: uspt ESEA Title 111

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT° DEVELOPING MOOLLS [OR SPECIAL EDUCATION (OMSE)

A comprehensive management system for identification of and intervention with exceptional
students.

target audience Approved by JORP for students in grades (-2 with mild emotional disturbance, specific
learning disabilities, and educable mental retardation. This program has been used

with the same kinds of students in grades 3 -12. but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved
by the Panel.

description The CMSE project is the result of a six-ye'ar eftort to develop and implement an exemplary
management system. The key elements of the DMSE model are: early identification of excep-

tional children. referral of families to appropriate community service agencies and monitoring of the service
delivery, development and monitoring of Individual Educational Programs (IEPs), and training of regular and
exceptional-child teachers and parents of exceptional children.

The project offers training to an interdisciplinary team of district=level perionnel designated to carry out DMSE
proceduresin adopting school districts. The team is composed of the exceptional-student education coordinator,
school psychologists, school social workers, and consulting teachers. Training defines responsibilities for
individual members of the team to eliminate duplication of services. School psychologists are trained as turnkey
trainers to present the Identification Workshop, which trains general educators in the characteristics of excep-
tional children and fosters more appropriate referral: Consulting teachers are trained as turnkey trainers to
present the 1EP Workshop, which provides training in writing Individual Educational Programs using the validated
DHSS model, which conforms to P.L. 94-142. The workshop addresses P.L. 94-142, curriculum selection, and the
writing of behavior objectives.

A Total Program Manual, which outlives identification and intervention procedures and includes reproducible
sample forms, is used in training. Monitoring and technical assistance is available following training and
Implementation of procedures.

evidence of effectiveness Sixty-two children living in two rural, low socioeconomic-level counties

.1

were evaluated in the classroom on the basis of the number of criterion-
referenced short-term !EP objectives that were mastered directly following instruction. At least 80% of the
students mastered 80% of the prescribed/instructed objectives.

implementation requirements The 54SE identification and intervention procedures are available
for adoption/adaptation as a total management system. A school

system can implement the procedures immediately following one to three days of training, which can be arranged
either at tne demonstration site or the adopter site. Implementation of the procedures requires the purchase of
a Total Program Manual.

financial requirements The cost for adoption/adaptation varies according to school system size,
degree of implentation, and existing personnel. Program materials

required: Total Program Manual, $30.

services available Awareness materials are available at nu cost. Visitors are wlcOme at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to he negotiated). Training is conducted at project Site (all expenses im be paid.
including cost of training materials). Training is also available at adopter, site (all expenses mus. be paid,
Including cost of training materials). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (all
expenses must be (mid).

contact Project Director, DMSL Project, P.O. Box 499; Monticello. FL 32344. (904) 997-3781.

Developmental Funding: USD( ESEA title IV-C

Corpard Summor 1981
/
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PROJECT ELSMERE YROJECT
_

A basic skills vocational program for trainable mentally retarded, ages 5-21, that serves as a
model for districts implementing special education programs in compliance with P.1.1 94-142.

target audience-- Approved by JORP forstudents ages 5-21 classified by child study teams as trainable
Mentally handicapped (11411).

description The Elsmere Project meets the individual needs of 111ill students by providing indtidualized
instruction in five essential areas:

a:ademics, socialization, independent living, prevo-
cation, and vocatinn. For each area, the curricultra has a double orientatApn. First, the program emphasizei
the acquisition of self-sufficiency to the bighest degree possible. The project prepares students to functione9 in the community, to.work.-travel, shop, enjoy leisure time, and relate to others. Second. vocational skills
are presented through these learning areas. Thus, skills and attitudes necessary for engaging in work areemphasized in all learning areas.

Each student is exposed to a simulated work atmosphere, punching a time clock and so on. Students are involved
in rudimentary training and work activities such as assembling, packaging, and collating. More accelerated
students participate in a formalized vocational training

program which reflects community manpower needs. On-the-
job training is provided for students in the final stages of the training program. Each student's level of func-
tioning is determined by the Glassboro Trainable Assessment Profile (G-TAP),

a project-develo*ed instrument also
used to measure student growth over time.

1

Because area business leaders are potential employers of
CNN citizens, community involvement is an integral partof the project. On-the-job training and student job placcrlat occur th,ough community involvement. ;Advisory

groups and service organizations assist the project by providing information on the skills necessary to prevarestudents for particular jobs.

Parent interest and pirticipation is another component in the success of the Elsmere Project. Pareats-are pro-
vided the background required to perform activities at home that reinforce vocational skills taught at school.

evidence of effectiveness Data collected three years after project implementation at the Glassboro
site indicate that project students score significantly higher in indepen-

dent living, socialization, and prevocational skills than a matched control group. in addition, 67% of Elsmere
graduates have jobs in sheltered or competitive settings.

implementation requirements The Elsmere Project is best adopted at the school level. but
smaller units (one, two, or three classrooms) car make partial

adoptions. A three-day training workshop must be attended by teachers and participating administrator(s).
Adopter agrees to use project-designed student evaluation scale and to furnish data for comparison. Strong
administrati-. suppok belps to'ensure successful adoption.

financial requirements Start-up costs for training and cumoulum materials: approximately 5122 per
teacher. Costs for vocationally related equipment and supplies vary depending

on resources available. Maintenance costs are minimal.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any tire by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs).
Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid. including trainer's fee). Implemertation
and follow-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem must be paid).

contact Pat DeMaris, Project Diredor. Elsmere School. Ellis St., Glassboro. Mi 08028. (6091 881-5669.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles III arm IV-u

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT PROJECT ERIN:. Early Recognition Intervention Network

A competency-based training program for teachers, coordinators, and parents in modification
of environment and adult intervention to assist young children with special needs in regular and
special education settings.

target audience Approved by JORP for children ages 3-7 with mild to severe handicaps in mainstream or
special settings, competency-based training programs for regular and special teachers,

program coordinators, and parents.

description The ERIN System is being utilized for children ages 2-7 and their parents both in special pre-
school classroom /home programs serving children with moderate to severe special needs and in

regular marly childhood (nursery, Head Start, daycare) and primary (K-1) programs serving mainstreamed mild to
-- moderate ,pecial-needs-childrert-integrated-with their-peers.

Personnel involvement/training requires each teacher to implement a sequenced program of observation and curriculum
modification weekly for two or more children with special needs. The sequence of units fits into the progression
of the school year. The order of units can be changed to meet a system's individual needs. A local coordinator
is trained to take over local training and monitoring of the program. The ERIN training program for adults
(special or regular teachers and coordinators) provides the equivalent of three to six college credits through
attendance at a week-long Institute, plus on-site consultation by ERIN staff. A coordinated parent program for
both special and mainstream children is optional.

The child's Individual Education Program is implemented in large and small groups and individually. The teaching
adult organizes his/her own learning environment to facilitate participation (social-emotional-affective), body
awareness and control, visual-perceptual-motor, and language skills. Depending on the age of the child, these
are organized into self-help, developmental concept, and academic readiness content areas. initially, the curric-
ulum approach focuses on general classroom /home modifications of the physical space and daily time units, learning

materials and their organization into learning sequences, the grouping of children, and teacher cueing/monitoring.
This is followed by the teaching of specific skills to subgroups and/or individual children by the teacher,
parent, or volunteer, with such greater intensity in specialized programs.

evidence of effectiveness Specialized programs: preschool children (moderate to severe special
needs) gained five extra months' development during a six-month period

(McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities). Mainstream programs. K-1 children (mild to moderate special needs)
showed greater gains than control children on McCarthy Scales, Metropolitan Readiness Test, and Preschool Screen-
ing System.

implementation requirements Initial five-day Institute for teacher/coordinators plus classroom
follow-up by local coordinator, with on-site visit(s) by ERIN con-

sultant during the first year. Strong administrative support and a multiyear involvement of geometrically de-
creasing ERIN support is necessary for implementation of a range of regular and special classroom and home teach-
ing components.

financial requirements Costs '.s _f program replication include Institutedees; cost of teacher packets
and a coordinator's training kit; cost of staff training; and travel and per

diem for ERIN stiff member providing follow-up monitoring. Maintenance involves no appreciable increase in most

districts!_current_operating..exPenses. Materials required for program_oplementation, other than those stated
above, are already found inmost early childhood classrooms. All financial arrangements must be negotiated with

an ERIN staff edber.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and out

of state. Project staff are adilable to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (all expenses dust be paid, including workshop fees). Training is also

available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid, including workshop fees). Implementation and follow-up
services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

[contact Trudy A. Schrandt,,Project Facilitator, Project ERIN; 376 Bridge St.; Oedham, MA 02026.

(617) 329-5529.

Developmental. Funding: USK BEN

Complied Sumner 1981
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PROJECT. MODIFICATION CF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANGUAGE

'A special program for training staff to work with students having language disabilities.

target audience, Approved by JDR? for language - handicapped students, preschool to adult.

description This project is based on materials and instructional methods of the Monterey Language Program.
These language-teaching programs combine modern linguistic theory with advanced behavioral

technology applied to teaching. The programs are universal: designed for any individual with a language
problem, regardless'of the reason for that language-learning disability. The-curriculum and-individual-program
design include a screening procedure, individual placement. automatic branching, and continuous data collection
for'evaluation. With the Monterey Language Program, it is possible to obtain accurate pre- and posttest measures
of a student's progress in syntactical and overall expression. The program also helps language - deficient
indiViduals acquire language skills in a short period of time. it is completely individualized and performance-
based instruction. In addition to providing materials, an objective of the project is to provide teachers with
an Instructional strategy and to assist them in becoming proficient in techniques for using the materials.
Implementation of the program include? training, on-site supervision, refresher conferences, and data monitoring.
Language remediation services may be expanded without increasing staff by using aidls, parents, or other
volunteers.

The language program is effective with children and adults defined as language delayed, deaf, hard-of-hearing,
mentally retarded, or physically handicapped, and with the non-English-speaking or English-as-second-language
individual. It Is particularly valuable in early childhood education centers, classes for the educable and
trainably mentally retarded, and speech-correction centers.

N

evidence of effectiveness Evaluation of significant' anguage behavior in students was done through
the Programmed Conditioning for Language Test. In 1913. mean pretest

score for group was 13.2%; posttest, 98.6%. Other standardized tests were also used to demonstrate gains, e.g.,
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Northwestern Syntax Screening Test. and the Boehm. Data were collected
over a two-year period. Students had varying language disabilities.

a

implementation requirements An initial four- to five-day training workshop is required. FolloWl
up on-site visits are required at scheduled intervals. From two to

four instructors should be selected for additional training, so they in turn can become trailers of new people in
.the district. Unit for training ranges from 10-20.

financial requirements Monterey Language Program Starter Kits: $105 for each project participant.
Area most contract with Monterey Learning Systems for training aspects of

project. The'only other start-up cost is development of a reinforcement menu.

services (mailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcore by appointment
at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and out of state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is
conducted opix at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Follow-up services,are available to adopters (costs to
be negotiatedj.

contacts Betty H. !gel, Monterey Learning Systems, 900 Welch Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304. (415) 324-8980.

DeveloViental Funding: USOE ESCA title III

'45,mgirted Sumner 1981
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0 PROJECT OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE DEMONSTRATION CENTER FOR SECONDARY LD STUDENTS

An individualized diagnostic/prescriptive teaching intervention system that has proven highly
successful with,learning-disabled adolescents.

target -audience Approved by JDRP for learning-disabled students in grades 7-12.

description The major goal of this project is to provide each identified learning-disabled student of
secondary school age within the target population with a specific prescriptive learning program

enabling that student to develop skills and knowledge at a rate commensurate with his/her ability level. The
model is basically vftliagnostic/prescriptive-intervention system. Components-include. a professionally staffed
learning lab, a prescriptive diagnostician who has particular ability in developing educational intervention
programs for individual students, and a media library for use by the learning disabilities teacher to implement
intervention strategies.

Students placed are those who were noted in a psychoeducational evaluation to have a specific learning disability
of a perceptual, conceptual, or integrative nature.

The curriculum provided within this diagnostic/prescriptive project follows the curriculdm offered in the regular
classroom where possible. A student with a reading disability might spend two periods daily in the learning lab
during English and social studies periods. Another student with a math disability might spend only one period
each day in the learning lab during regular math class time. At other times. LD students are integrated into
the regular curriculum. This arrangement, the least restrictive alternative, does not necessitate that curriculum
content be similar in the regular and learning lab classrooms. The content for the learning lab is determined
by a prescription from the prescriptive teacher aimed at helping the student remediate or compensate for his/her
learning disability.

evidence of effectiveness A three-year evaluation design showed a significant increase in verbal
1.0. (Wechsler Intelligence Scale) and reading achievement (DRAT and

_Durrell Reading Test) as compared to control group (actual gain in reading achievement 2741 of.expected gain)
and a reliable increase in areas of personal and social self-esteem (Piers-Harris Self Concept Scale). One in
five students in the program (18%) is successfully mainstreamed after one year in the program.

implementation requirements A classroom to use as a learning lab. A certified LO teacher to
staff the learning lab and a prescriptive diagnostician to write

prescriptions and provide follow-up. A three-day training workshop from the Oklahoma Child Service Demonstra-
tion Center. Equipment and materials appropriate for LD adolescents. A commitment to the model and its use by
the adopting school district. Expenses of a staff member from the developer project for a one-day follod-up
consulting visit to adopter site. Pre/post Wide Range Achievement Test scorms of all students in program must
be provided to developer project. Adaptations are possible.

financial requirements Start-up costs (excluding salaries) vary from $50042,500 per learning lab
to provide for equipment and materials. A variety of high-interest,

low-vocabulary connercial materials is recommended. Equipment required (tape recorders, language masters.
filmstrip viewers, calculators) is commonly found in learning labs. Other costs. travel. lodging. and meals
for two trainers during three-day training and one or two follow-up visits.

services auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and out

of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (travel and per diem must paid).
Training .t proje.t site is conducted only as scheduled in November - January (all expenses must be paid).

Training is ilso available at adopter site (all expenses must be paid, including cost of Training Manual).
Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses must be paid).

c on toe t Celia Kinzie or Susan Parker, Co-Directors, Oklaham Child 'Jervird Demonstration Center. Hillside

School; Rt. 3; Cushing, OK 74023. (918) 225-4711 or -1882.

Developmental Funding: USOE TIEH Title g'-'3

compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT PRECISION TEACHING PROJECT

A precision teaching model designed to remediate and build basic tool skills through five
components; screening, identification, remediation, continuous measurement. and data-based
decisions.

target audience Approved by JORP for all students. grades K-4. It has been used in other settings
with grades 5-8, but no evidence of effectiveness nas been submitted to or approved

by the Panel.

description The overall intent of the PreCision Teaching Project has been to develop a model for the
delivery of educational services to elementary students who have been identified as experi-

encing learning deficits. Precision teaching procedures have been used not only in identifying these students..
but also asrerediation tactics. (Precision teaching is a set of measurement procedures based on direct, .

daily assessment.) A resource room is provided for students with more severe learning deficits. while the
regular classroom deals with basic skills and minimal problems. One-minute practice sheets are used extensively
as a meant of building basic tool skills to a level where students are capable.of competing within the regular
classroom. Direct and daily measurement procedures are employed, using both the manager and the student in
recording and-charting. Curricular decisions are based on available data.

Resource teachers as well as regular classroom teachers use the precision teaching procedures. which include
curriculum materials developed within the project. Instructional methods include one-minute practice sheets
from the Precision Teaching materials bank and data-based decisions made from the standard behavior chart.

evidence of ellectioettas Of the 19 experimental /control group comparisons analyzed in 1973 using
standardized achievement tests and one-minute probes, 15 variables

measured showed the experimental group to be superior on the posttest. In 1926. a follow-up study of the
students identified and rerediated in 1913 showed the ex,.rimental group still superior in 79% of variables as
measured by the California Achievement Test, Wide Range At ieverent Test, and one-minute probes.

implementation requirements An adoption commitment can be made by any unit -- district (urban/
rural), single school. or classroom. For on-site training, ,.nits

should be limited to 15, and for off-site training, to LO. Adopting units shou!d include building or program
administrator. support personnel (e.g., psychologist), and regular education and/or special education teachers.
Initial training requires three days and is available at project or adopter site, and additional follow-up
training (three days maximtn) is provided at adopter site. Equipment costs are minimal. In most cases existing
facilities can be used. Adopting units agree to Implement all five components..

financial requirements Training Manual, S5 (one per trainee). chart paper, S35 per real (two sheets
per child); NaterialS Directory, S3 (one per school); practice sheets, 5t per

sheet (minimum of 500 sheets). Optional. One-minute timer, stopwatch. or timing tape (one per trainee),
Implementation Handbook, S5 (one per school)..Hathematics Notebook. S35 (one por school, includes 500 practice
Sheets), language Arts Notebooks I and II, $35 each (one per school, include 500 practice sheets each), Can-Do
Notebook. $39 (one per school. ora: activities for grades K-3); and various chart papers.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites In home state and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training
is conducted at project site between October and April (all expenses must be paid, including cost of training
materials). Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up
services are available to adeoters (costs to be negotiated).

contact

Ray Beck. Project Director, Precision Teaching Project, 3300 Third Street Northeast, Great Falls,
Hi 59404. (406) 791-2220.

Developmental Funding: IJSOE ESEA Titles III and IV-C

Cwrpiled Surror 1Q01
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PROJECT THE RUTLAND CENTER DEVELOPMENTAL THERAPY MODEL FOR TREATING EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
CHILDREN

A ccrimumity-based psychoeducational facility that offers a developmental curricu.un to ,
severely emotionally disturbed or autistic Children from birth to 15 years. their parents.
and teachers.

target audience Approved by JORP for severely emotionally disturbed or autistic Children from birth to
age B. their families, and teachers. This program has been used in other settings with

children to age 16, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The Rutland Center Developmental Therapy Model Is the result of eight years of intensive
rffort by the Rutland Centen3staff. Developmental Therapy is a therapeutic curriculum for

social and emotional growth used in a classroom setting with groups of four to eight individbals. On the
assumption that disturbed or autistic children go through the same stages of development that normal youngsters
do but at a different pace, the curriculum guides treatment and measures progress by focusing on the normal
developmental milestones that all children must master. Developmental Therapy has thus established itself as
a 'growth model' rather than a 'deficit model." The model is composed of four curriculum areas (behartor,
communication, socialization. and preacadenfts) arranged in five developmental stages, earn requiring different
emphases and techniques. Special services to parents are an integral part of the approach. Developmental
Therapy also emphasizes concurrent placement with nonhandicapped children. This mainstreaming aspect of the
model requires that regular school experiences mesh smoothly with inte)sive Developmental Therapy experiences.

In response to P.L. 94-142, two resources are available that emphasize how to plan, implerent, and evaluate an
Individualized Education Program (IEP) using the developmental approaCh. The National Technical Assistance
Office offers four types of technical assistance in the treatment of severely emotionally disturbed preschool
children. This assistance, which includes information dissemination. progrm planning and design, training,
and program evaluation, is provided through site visits and exchange of av ovisual materials. The Developmental
Therapy Institute provides on-site, y.wr-long assistance to individuals, schools, and agencies concerned with
training personnel to serve school-age severer emotionally disturbed and autistic children. Institute staff
provide assessment of training needs, lesign an inservice instructional sequence. and triple-lent the training
program at the agency site with periosic visits.

evidence of effectiveness The motel assumes five distinct stages. Progress through stages is mea-
sured by the Developmental Therapy Objectives, 171 statements outlining a

sequence of developmental milestones. Mastering these objectives makes normal jrowth possible. Eech .hild's
treatment focuses on appropriate objectives, and children are grouped by similar major objectives. Data col-
lected clearly show sequential mastery and steady progress by children.

implementation requirements Agencies interested in adopting the Rutland Center Developmental
Therapy model must: use the Developmental Therapy curriculum,

imluding concurrent placement in a normal :etting whenever possible. provide referral, intake, and diagnostic
services, prorlde a minimum of one supervisor, two teachers, and two support personnel, provide release time for
training, and include parents and regular teachers in the treatment process. Since travel expenses depend on
the number of visits required, the number of individuals involved, and distances traveled, they are negotiated
Separately.

financial requirements The cost of the program is approximately $1.000 per Child. Th.s figure
includes diagnostics:\ seri :es to parents and children, teachers. and program

evaluation. Cost figure is based on operating the 24 centers ,upported totally by state funds (Georgia Psycho-
educationaI Center Network).

services auailable Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors arc welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional sites in home state and out of state.

Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is
conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be
negOtlated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

r
Icontact Karen R. Davis. Project Director, National Technical Assistance afice, 125 Minor St., Athens, GA

30606. (404) 642-6076 0, 549-3030. Mary M. Wood. Director, Developmental Therapy Institute;
College of Education, 570 Aderhold Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602. (404) 542.1o85,
ext. 50 or 70.

Developmental Funding:

Compiled Summar 1981

USOE DEH
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PROJECT PROJECT SKI4H1

A statewide program providing identification and language facilitation through !ems management
for hearing-handicapped children birth to age 6.

target audience Approved by AMP for hearing-impaired infants and young children birth to age 6 and
their families.

description SKI111 is a comprehensive program that provides screening, audiological, diagnostic, and
assessment services and a complete home intervention curriculum for hearing-impaired children

(birth to age 6) and their families.

The progrma is-designed'to-provide-services to a state -wide population or to a-large population area. All

hospitals are screened for babies with hearing loss. A diagnostic, assessment, and entry process ensures
efficient, expeditious entry of children.

A complete home intervention curricula is provided. It includes a home hearing aid program, a home conmuni-
cation program, a home auditory program, a hole total communication program, and a home language program.
Psychological, emotional, and child-development support are provided for parents in the home. Weekly, monthly,
and comprehensive quarterly assessment of child and family !s performed. Part-time parent advisers living
in the area visit homes weekly to deliver the curriculum. A form! for home visits is provided.

A support system of ongoing audiological services, a hearing aid evaluation and loaner system, video units and
tapes for total communication, hearing aid molds, psychological services, parent group.kervices, and a compre-
hensive evaluation system are provided.

evidence of effectiveness The Discrepancy Evaluation Model is used. REEL, the SKI4111 Receptive
Language Test, the UM' Language Development Scale, and observational

checklists are used. Pre/post measures showed a gain of 16 months in language after II months of treatment,
significant differences in treatment and comparison groups were seen. Early-treatment group showed higher gains
than late-treatment group.

implementation requirements One full -time professional to make home visits is the minimum
requirement. This person must have basic training in delivery

of a home language program for hearing-impaired infants. Travel is necessary. For maximum effect, a hearing
aid bank, hearing screening, and audiological, psychological, and child development services should be provided.
Earmolds, library books, video playback units, and total communication tapes should be provided. In larger
programs, supervision and administration are necessary.

financial requirements .Cco.plete services for 11 months (including all direct and supportive services)
cost $1,450 per child. Start-up costs are minimal.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state,and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site during the sumaer (costs to be negotiated). Training is also available
at adopter sites (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopte.s
(costs to be negotiated).

contact Thomas C. Clark, Director, Project SK1.111, Department of Communicative Disorders, Utah State
University; Logan, UT 84322. (801) 750-1382.

Developmental Funding:

Compiled Summer 1981

USOE TiEN
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PROJECT SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONAL MANAaMENT STRATEGIES (SIMS)

A program using management strategies and a structured, sequenced curriculum to help teachers
plan appropriate instructional programs for disabled readers.

t.

target audience Approved by JDRP for disabled readers grades 1-12 needing basic coding skills, and
for learning disabilities teacherS serving that population. This program has been

used in other settings with special education groups, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or
approved by the Panel.

description A discrepancy model for solving performance problems provides the framework for the SIMS
curriculum. The SIMS curriculum consists of a hierarchical sequence of 53 objectives needed

to acquire the basic coding skills of reading and spelling.

The curriculum contains word and sentence lists for each of the 53 objectives to monitor the accuracy of skill
acquisition for each individual child. Additional word lists for each objective are designed to monitor the
proficiency with which a student decodes words of a particular pattern. There are four Stories for each ofthe 53 objectives.

Written language worksheets with controlled reading levels matching the word list level
provide activities simultaneously developing the student's writing skills. Comprehension Questions and work-
sheets for Scanning Stories are used to 4evelop independent study skills. SIMS teachers arc trained to use
data decision rules to plan appropriate instructional interventions.

evidence of effectiveness Scores from the Wide Range Achievement Test administered to students

grades 1-12, 1976-77, were compared for groups with and without SIMS
treatment. Analysis of covariants (with pretest score and grade as covariants) confirmed that SIMS students_
performed significantly better than non-SIMS students (positive 4 .001 level).

implementation requirements SIMS can be adopted as a comprehensive program of materials and

procedures or partially, as instructional management strategies to
be used with commercially available materials. A two-day teacher training workshop must precede adoption.
Adoption sitemust provide a liaison person. Pre- and posttest data must be supplied by adopter.

financial requirements If existing rooms are used for n ource centers,serving 15 students a day,
per-pupil cost for the installation year is $817, and for subsequent years,

$803. Excluding teacher salaries, installation costs total $37 per pupil, and maintenance is $3.50. SIMS
Concept Assessment Test, SIMS Readi,ng and Spelling Program, Comprehension Questions and Scanning Stories, and
SIMS Written Language orogram, 565 for total package.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site
any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own
costs). Training is also available at adooter site (trainer travel and per diem must be paid). Implementation
and follow-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem must be paid).

contact Marie Blackburn, SIMS Project Coordinator, Division of Special Education, Minneapolis Public
Schools; 2501 W. 56th St.; Minneapolis, MN 55410. (612) 926-1693.

Developmental funding? USDE BED Title VI-G
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PROJECT THE TEACHING RESEARCH IliFkIT AND CHILD CENTER CLASSROOM FOR MODERATELY AND SEVERELY
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

An individualized skills instruction program for moderately to severely handicapped
children.

target audience Approved by JORP for moderately to severely handicapped children ages 1-8.
including mentally retarded, cerebral palsied, autistic, emotionally disturbed.

deaf/blind, and hearing impaired.

description Children are pretested on skills selected from the Teaching Research Curriculum for Moderately
and Severely Handicapped. Pretest results are used to determine which skills will he taught.

The deficit skills are prioritized by the parent and educational staff. After priorities are established,
the child Is placed In one or more of the four curricular areas -- self=help, motor, language, and cognitive.

Individual instructional programs are prepared for each child. A program prescribes the skill to be taught, the
way in which the materials are to be presented, and the feedback to be given to the child. Trlined volunteers
play an important role in this model. They are taught how to deliver cues and feedback and how to record the
child's appropriate and inappropriate responses to instruction. Maintenance of volunteer skills is objectively
monitored by the teacher. Volunteers implement the instructional programs with each child and record child
performance data in a specified manner. If the volunteer indicates (through recorded data or verbally during
classroom instruction) that the child is having difficulty learning a particular program, the teacher provides
instruction for the child. The teacher uses the daily data to make teaching decisions concerning individual pro-
gram: for the following day and to ascertain whether sequencing, tue presentation, or feedback need to be altered.

When group instruction occurs, the teacher interacts with each child according to his/her individual instructional
program. In this model, group instruction is provided only by the teacher or aide. Some instructional programs
are selected by parent and teacher to be taught in the home, and these are coordinated with programs in the
school. Teaching periods in the home vary from 10 to 30 minutes. Approximately 85 percent of the parents of
project children participate in home instruction. All parents participate in the program planning conferences
for their children.

O

evidence of effectiveness Using a multiple baseline approach, it was demonstrated that within the
Teaching Research Infant and Child Center a mean of 7.9 skills per month

was acquired by a child without instruction, while 64.4 skills per month were acquired with. instruction.
Replication-site children acquired a mean of 9.1 skills without instruction and 90.1 skills with instruction.

implementation requirements The model can be used by an individual clalsroon. Inservice'training
of teacher and aide is required.

financial requirements Adoption of the Data-Based Classroom Model requires no special staffing ratios
or unusual curricular materials. Therefore, standard operating costs for a

special education classroom would apply. Costs incurred in training include. tuition, $310, travel to Monmouth,
OR, and travel to trainees' work site for follow-up technical assistance.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project
site any time by appointment. Project staff are apilable to attend out-of-state

awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated).
Training is also available at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). Follow-up services are available to
adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact lorry Piazza Templeman, Teaching Pesearch, Western Oregon State College. Todd Hall, Monmouth, OR
97361. (603) 838-1220, ext. 401.

Developmental Funding: USOE BEH
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PROJECT THE COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP (CWS)

An alternative reading program for adolescents with learning disabilities. including a class-
room management and monitoring system.

target audience Approved by JORP for learning-disabled readers, grades 7-12, with remedial reeling needs.
This program has been used in other settings for resource rooms and in classrooms for

perceptually and neurologically impaired students and has been adapted to improve the organization of supplemental
Instruction, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Five essential elements support the Communications Workshop model: a personal, humanistic
philosophy; an activities monitoring system; a program monitoring system; student motivation

strategies; and intervention strategies. The humanistic philosophy is based upon respect for the student as an
individual and on the teacher's role as a facilitator of learning in a family-like atmosphere that fosters pride
and a positive response to the academic setting. Student responsibility for his or her own academic program
nurtures self-motivation and self-discipline. The student activities monitoring system relies on systematic
observations to yield data on time spent in over 100 possible classroom actiVities, patterns of time usage.
materials used. instructional grouping, and sequences of activity selection. The program monitoring system per-
mits rapid collection and succinct posting of a wide range of data on each student's prosram, providing informa-
tion on quantity and level of work completed. The system signals the need for teacher intervention and permits
early detection and correction of imbalances in students' individualized programs. The student motivation stra-
tegies enable the team to create and sustain student interest and are used to modify negative or inconsistent
behavior through personally planned interactions. The intervention strategies enable the team to encourage
active student involvement to personal academic programs and to discourage unproductive nonacademic" activities
by fostering more positive, personal teacher-Student relationships. These strategies may be used to restructure
the classroom environment to achieve desired acadicic results and provide for teacher-student accountability.
The program makes possible significant gains in vocabulary, reading comprehension, attitude toward school, and
self-concept. N.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact John E. Cowen. or Joseph A. 8ukovec, Communications Workshop (C8S), Teaneck School System.
1 W. Forest Ave.; Teaneck. NJ 07666. (201) 837-2232.

Developmental Fundihg: USOE ESEA Titles III and 18-C

Co.pitee ieetwr 1981

ARP No. 78-191 Approved: 6/5/78

PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION BIRTH THROUGH TWO (Project DEBT)

A home-based identification and intervention program for parents of handicapped 'Children aged
0-2.

target'audiethue Approved by JDRP for handicapped children from birth through age 2.

description The program has three main objectives. to improve the development of handicapped infants, to
increase parental interest and involvement. and to integrate the project into the community'S

human service delivery network. Several assumptions underlie the program. early identification and intervention
is critial to handicapped children, parents are potentially :the child's best teachers, a warm and nurturing
hone creates the best atmosphere for learning, and parents of handicapped children need help to locate community
agencies that serve handicapped children.

Referrals are sought through
a,

col awareness campaign. An intial home visit is made to explain the
program. collect developmental and medical history, and administer developmental tests. If it appears that a
referred child will be eligible. further assessment is cenjutted, and a program teacher begins informal home
visits. Sixty-seven percent of all referrals are enrolled in the program. An individualized educational program
(IEP) for each child is developed based on the Koontz Child Developmental Program, which provides training activi-
ties in gross and fine motor skids, social skills, and receptive and expressive language development. Program
teachers visit each hone weekly and work directly with the parent and child. A water and gym play arogram provides
educational and recreational experiences for parents and children. Other direct services to the children include
physical. occupational, and speech ' ,erapy, as needed. The project also presents workshops for medical personnel,
social workers, and university and nigh school students.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Gldria aley, COordindtor, Project 0E0T, Lubbock Independent School District, 1623 19th St.,
Lubbock. TX 79401. (616) 747 -2641, ext. 455.

DeOlopmental Funding: USOE OEM

Coppiled Surrer 1982
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C.

PROJECT

te.

ENGINEERED CLASSROCH FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE BOTH EDUCABLY WALLA HANDICAUE0 ANDAHAVIORAW
MALADJUSTED

A diagnostic teaching program that provides individualized instruction and engineering of
t"-c and behavior for handicapped students.

target Audience c

Approved by JDRP for mildly handicapped (tducable mentally handicapped. learning-
disabled, emotionally disturbed) students grades 1-6. This program has been used in

other settings at the secondary level, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the
Panes.

description The Learn' , Center Instructor. through-daily prescriptions or lesson plans. provides each
student with a highly structured program in the cognitive and affective (Widths. Behavioral

;management skills are emphasized as well as academic growth. The design of the program requires a basic commit-
ment to a least-restrictive alternative program for handicapped students. The design provides direct service to
both student and teacher; it is flexible and adaptable, enabling estaffing team to plag,a program to meet each
student's educational needs. Project results dvAsonstrate narked laprovement,-and teacher'. stuuent, and parent
attitudes are positive. As a result of the project, the degree of integration of the special education students
into the regular classroom is so high that it is difficult to tell Ahe handicapped from the non-special education
students. One of the concepts making the program unique is the degree of input the regular classroom teacher has
in the program. The teacher is involved, in every phase Of referral and staffing. He or she continues to be the
youngster's homeroom teacher, even though the youngster spends time in the Learning Center. For each child in
the program there is a two-way responsibility. Learning Center twschers and regular classroom teachers must
ccimunicate. Regular teachers are responsible for meeting eacm student's educational needs, and if the student
is staffed in the Learning Center, the Learning Center teacher has a responsibility to monitor the student's
total program. Parental communication is guaranteed by four required home contacts during the year. Through
their role in the program, the regular classroom teachers have become more knowledgeable about handicapping
characteristics and more competent in working with handicapped students.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Robert H. Ostdiek, Federal Programs Coordinator, Papillion-LaVista Public Schools, 420 S.
Washington St.: Papillion, NE 68046. (402) 339-3411.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA MT; Ill

Complied Summer 1981

JDRP No. 74-84 Approved: 6/6/74

PROJECT INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXPERIENCE

A process approach to deveToping individualized programs for the handictpped student using
home, school, and community resources.

',
target audience Approved by JDRP for the trainable mentally handicapped, ages 3-21. The program has

been used in other settings with hearing-impaired, physically impaired, learning -
disabled. emotionally disturbed, and Title i students, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or
approved by the Panel.

description Home, school, and community resources are tapped in developing the ndividuahled educational
program for each student. Teachers spe:ially trained in curriculum, behavior management,

family involvement, community interaction, and process management train families in instructional acid behavior
management techniques, help parents understand what their children can be expected to achieve, maintain liaison
between schoolland home, coordinate hone and school instruction, help parents in using community resources,
and train school aides and volunteers.

Each student's objectives focus on the acquisition of skills necessary for functioning in the community. For
example, the student completes an application form (for a Social Security card, a job, a driver's license, etc.).
Students receive 15 -15 minutes of instruction per week on selected objectives in school and an average of 10
minutes per week at home on the same objectives.

Parents and community members take part in the processes of setting student goals and of adapting existing
curricular materials to assist students in reaching these independence goals. Community members are also
oriented toward involvement in the school advisory committee, student job placement. fund raising, and volunteer
activities.

¶ Contact the project about available training and other \services.

Organ Susan C. Goodall. Project Director. Margaret X. Lewis Center, 1527 Lincoln Avenue, Panama City,
FL 32405. (904) 785.7608 or 763-0036.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles III and 1V-C JDRP No. 80 -3
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PROJECT. MACOMB 0-3 REGIONAL PROJECT: A Rural Child/Parent Service

A project that provides' home-based remedial and educational services to handicapped children
and their parents in rural areas.

7

I

tInd Ilatatt Approved by JDRP for children from birth to age 3 and their parents.

(description The program has twosmin goals: to provide an effective educational and remedial program for
the optimal development of handicapped infants and children in rural areas, and to help parents

' who live in rural areas acquire skills-and knowledge that will make them more effective in dealing with their
handicapped children. The assumption on which develops-lent of the project was based is that parental involvement
and cooperation, and enthusiasm and coordination among the persons who work with the child and family are all
essential. The project uses a number of materials and services to attain its goals, including referrals, screen-

1

ing, diagnosis, and assessment;,hose visits; sharing centers for parents and children, and a simple-to-use core
curriculum that proVides appropriate,developmental goals in cognitive. language, self-help. gross motor, social,
and sensory, areas. Staff include full-time Child-Development Specialists (COSs), who act as case managers and
-perform other functions. A COS works closely with children and parents and is trained to recognize the need for

, specialists, such as speech therapists and physicians, and to obtain their services. ,roject staff also work to
make the best use of the limited medical and support services-available in rural areas. By participating in

' interagency community councils, providing service to community groups, and working closely4with public school
personnel, they help to foster'cooperation among agencies. Parents are involved in a variety of ways. During
weekly project visits to-the homes of project children,-2the COS and the parent work as a team with the child.

f Parents also participate in the planning and conducting of biweekly meetings at sharing centers, which are
located in community buildings or homes and which function much like cooperative nursery schools, providing a
transition between home and center-based activities.

Contact Zhe,prodect about available training'and other services.
,

contact Patricia Hutinger, Director; Macomb D...3 Regional Project; Room 27, Horrabin Hall, Western Illinois
University; Macomb, IL' 61455. (309) 298-1634.

Developmental, Funding:

, ComplIod :Ammer 1981

USCE BEN JDRP No, mp.m Approved: 6/17/80

PROJECT MAPPS: Multi-Agency Project for Pre-Scnoolers

An intervention piograd for handicapped children and their parents in remote areas.

target audieixe Approved by JDRP for handicapped children birth to age 5.

description Th Multi-Agenc Project for-Pre-Schoolers is a home- and community-based intervention program
for handicapped chill-en in rural and remote areas, where professionals trained to work with

handicapped children are often lac
for their own handicapped children

lam, training them in its use, and
makes the use of existing preschoo
and training for parents and teach

The heart of the program isthe Cu
receptive language, expressive tan
ment. The system includes five se
use by persons of various backgroe

ing. The program makes It possible for parents to act as intervention agents
from birth to age 3 by providing parents with a detailed and specific curricu-
providing weekly monitoring. For handicapped children ages 3-5, the program
and community day care services practical by providing curriculum materials

rS. a

riculum and Monitoring System (CAMS), which covers five curriculum areas: -
sage, motor development, self-help development, and social-emotional develop-
uenced curriculum programs with detailed teaching instructions appropriate for
s, a manual providing an overview of the CAMS model and explaining the proce-

dures for use of the curriculum prpgrams.,tests to determine where each child should be placed in eachprogram,
and an introductory slide-tape pre entatinh. Behavioral principles, particularly those related to programmed in-
Istruction, were the basis for the esign and development of these materials.

Contact tae project )bout available training and other services.

contact Glendon Casto. University Affiliated Exceptional Child Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT
84322. (NI) 750-2000.

Developmental Funding:

Cov1Ied Sumo: 1981

USDE BEN
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PROJECT NORTHWEST SPECIAL EDUCATION (NWSE)

'A systematic way of training classroom teachers to focus on specific learning disability
(SIB) students.

I

I

I

target- audime Approved by,JORP for students with specific learning disibilitlei. grades 1-8.
This program has been used in other settings with grades;K and 9: but no evidence of

effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description, Northwest Special Education is designed to offer classroom teachers away to focus on individ-
ual students who have specific learning disabilities. Teachers are provided with new ways

*---of observing children, interacting with students, parents. specialists. and each,other. This project is effec-
tive for use as-inservice for classroom teachers to comply with the 'Bill of Rights for the Handicapped." P.L.
94-142. The central emphasis of the experience is on team planning in order to develop individualized educa-
tional programs. Specialized learning disabilities personnel are required to serve as team coordinatorsand
in consultive and resource capacities for this special service. Regular staffings and Monitoring of the
teacher during the initiation of this clinical teaching approach are required. Project NSE provides a frame-
work for personalizing instruction. The critical elements are.assessment. progr'amming.fand evaluation. The
skills learned by the teacher are informal individualized testing. observation. planning objectives."developing
curriculum. reporting, evaluating. and teaming. The teacher approaches the child in'a systematic way to determine
how to teach him/her effectively. The requirement of specificity in planning. reporting, and evaluating enables
the teacher tetietrained while providing services to the student. The teaching effort, culminates in the develop-
ment of a unique:instructional material and method whichOs named for the student. An SLO student's success or
/allure in school is a function of the interaction between the student's strengths, weaknesses. and limitations
and the specific classroom situational factors that the student encounters. The project format enables'the
learning specialist to help teachers develop the abilitylto conceptualize a child's problem.

I

Contact the project abodi available training and other4ervicel.

contact Joan Bonsness, Project Director; Northwest:Special Education; Box 585; Lignite. ND 58752.
(701) 933-2532.

Developmental Funding: ,USOE ESEA Title 111

Compiled Summer 1981

1

JDRP No. Approved: 1/15/75

PROJECT PEECH: Precise Early Education for Children with Handicaps.

An individualized educational programtdesigned to enhance the development of preschool handl"-,
capped children while involving family MO:kers in the educational process.

target audience Approved by JDRP for handicap* children ages 3-6 and their families.

description The PEECH Project serves handicapped children ages 3-6 functioning in a wide intellectual
range with a multiplicity of coghltive, language. speech. social, emotional, and/or motor

problems. The majority of children are identified through community-based screenings for all young children.
Children identified as high-risk receive an in-depth psychoeducational assessment to determine eligibility.
Also integrated into the program are children who haveino special educational needs. These children serve as
models for language, cognitive, motor, and social skills. Children are enrolled in a classroom program for a
half-day five days a week. Educational needs are determined by systematic observations. This procedure provides
information on each child's level of functioning in the fine motor, gross motor, language. math, social. and
self-help areas. Program features include a low student/teacher ratio, a positive approach to behavior management,
extensive training and involvement of paraprofessionals as teachers. a carefully structured learning envirorment,
and precise planning and evaluation of daily individualized teaching sessions. Families are involved through an
extensive individualized program. Parent conferences.Olome visits, group meetings. classroom observation, and
other activities are employed to help family members. A resource room serves as,a lending library for parents
and their children. One staff member should be assigned the responsibility (and time) for coordinating screening,
child assessment. classroom programming. staff, training. tind evaluation. and for acting as liaison with the
PEECH demonstration site. Optimal staffing consists of one head teacher and one paraprofessional, with ancillary
service from a speech and language therapist, psychologist, social worker, and occupational therapist, but a
basic program can be implemented by a trained teacher and paraprofessional only.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Merle 8. Karnes, Director; PEECI(1 institute for Child Behavior and Development. University of
Illinois; Colonel Wolfe School; 1403 East?Healoy; Champaign, IL 61820. (211) 333-4890.

Developmental Funding: USOE BEN

Compiled Summer 1991
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tion of an Interdisciplinary Approach to the Early Education-of
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1

A medical/educational model based on a developmental task analysis approach to individualized
prescriptive teaching, delivered in the hone by parents with assistance from professionals.

-target antihero Approved by JDRP for handicapped infants ages 0-3 and persons dealing with this popula-
Lion (occupational/physical/speech therapists, parents, he trainers, teachers,.social

workers, psychologists/administrators, and volunteers).

I .
description The ongoing direct service program serves children ages 0-3 at risk, mentally retarded and/or

orthopedically handicapped. The service program includes a diagnostic and evaluation service,
Individual Educational ProgramilEP),planning, direct service home -based programming (including occupational,
physical, and speech therapy when appropriate), parent support systems, and a class for 18- to 36-month-old
handicapped infants. Based on results of the Functional Profile, a project-designed tool'aisessing a child's
functioning levels in six basic areas, the child's developmental program is designed by the parent and an inter-
cqscipl inary team composed of a social worker, a child development specialist, and occupational, physical, and
speech therapists. ThiS plan is reviewed weekly. Each discipline contributes activities, called targets, 'to
the he program plan. The child development specialist takes weekly target lessons into the home, presents the
lesson to the child, modelsit for the parent, records the child's baseline performance, and explains procedures
for recording the child's response (man activity chart. Continuous monitoring of the activity Chart, coupled
with information from parents, permits appropriate changes in instructional strategies. ,Since many children in
the program are multiply and/or physically involved, ongoing medical supervision-is provided, and outpatient
physical and occupational therapy services, are available. Individual parent counseling sessions are available,
And ongoing parent discussion groups are maintained. Modeled on the direct service program, the training program
assists agencies serving children ages-0-3 to develop or upgrade services to handicapped'infants and toddlers.

levidually designed to meet the needs of the local agency or community, training involves an intensive two- or
t ree-day initial workshop and four to six days of follow-up training at adopter site.

. Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Shirley Strode, Project Coordinator, Peoria 0-3 Project, United Cerebral Palsy and Peoria Associa-
tion for Retarded Citizens; 320 E. Armstrong; Peoria, IL 61603. (309) 672-6358.

41tvelopmental Funding: USOE BEH JDRP No. ,79.1 Approved: 2/15/79

Compiled Smeller 1981

PROJECT A PROGRAM FOR EARLY EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS

A home intervention program involving.parents In the teaching of their handicapped children.

target audience Approved by JDRP for handicapped children the months to six years of age.

description The Region IX Education Service Center serves 40 rural, sparsely populated public school dis-
tricts in 12 north central Texas counties. This program, a home Intervention model, is based

on the premise that parents can be actively involved on a daily basis in teaching their handicapped children and
that through the teaching experience, by observing and recording changes in Lehavior, they can discover the areas
in which their children need help. The program's ultimate goal is for thn parent to assume chief teaching respon-
sibilities until the child can attend school.

Home teachers make weekly he visits of approximately one and one-half hours to. show parents how to use behavior
modification techniques -- when to reward, what to reward, and how to chart behavior. By observing this modeling
process, parents hecone equipped to continue the work for a week, progressively achieving the short- and long-term
goals for their cnildren.

Training emphasizes administrative guidance and teacher training in the areas of assessment, behavior management,
precision teaching, individualized educational programs, and parent training.

-

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Lois A. Cadman or Delton Stilley, Region IX Education Service Center, 301 Loop II, Wichita Falls,
'TX 16305. (811) 322-6928.

DevelopmentalFunding: USOE BEH

Compiled Summer 1981
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PROJECT RE-ED SCHOOL Of KENTUCKY

A short-teim plan for the re-education of emotionally disturbed/behaviorally disordered
children.

target audience Approved by JORP for pupils in grades 1-8, of average or above-average academic/
intellectual pOtential, exhibiting characteristics of emotionally disturbed/

behaviorally disordered children as defined by federal and state guidelines, particularly age-inappropriate
behavior.

description RE-ED School is a regional program intended to provide short-term treatment classes for

emotionally disturbed/behaviorally disordered children unable to function in regular classrooms.
Its objectii,,is to help such children achieve enough reorganization to allow them a higher probability of success
than failure in a regular classrOom. The emphasis is on unlearning negative behavior patterns and learning posi-
tive ones. tieet:ngs with parents are designed to,encourage.positive parental behaviors and management.

Individualized academic arm behavior-change programs, based on problem identification and education pretesting.
are employed. Goal-oriented records are'kept for each child by a team composed of a liaison teacher /counselor,
day teacher, children's program specialist, educational specialist, and'others.

RE-ED is significant for having taken a mental health concept into an educational setting, it has successfully
convinced the State Department of Mental Health and state and local departMents of education to unite for the
good of emotionally disturbed/behaviorally,disordered'children. Children are referred through the local schools.
with parental permission. The program includes an individual educational plan. These plans begin and end with
parental participation, group dynamics, and grois motor activities. Monthly written reports on the child's
behavioral and acadeifc achievement are sent to,the referring teacher. Parents are involved in child-management
programs. Visits to RE-ED by the referring school's counselor, principal; and teachers are geared to keep parents
and school secure in the belief that the child belongs to thermand that RE-ED is the least restrictive placement.

Contact the pioject about available training and other services.

contact Donald Alwes, Director, Project RE-ED. 1804 Bluegrasi Ave.: Louisville, KY 40215. (502) 368-2591
or -2592.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Comp/1.4 Sumer 1981

JDRP No. 39 Approved: 4/9/73

PROJECT SCORE: Success Controlled Optical Reading Experience

A sequential phonics program for learning-disabled students who read below the fourth-grade
level.

,

target audience Approved by JDRP for learning-disabled students of any age. The program has been used
in other settings with bilingual students, disadvantaged students, and regular students

in grades 1-12 who are reading below the fourth-grade level, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted
to or approved by the Panel.

description SCORE uses a mastery teaching model that arranges skills in a hierarchical sequence of well-
outlined learning units. This supplementary tutorial reading program uses six student books.

which are divided into 51 teaching units. Each unit contains a Challenge Page, Teaching Pages. and a Review/Re-
cycle Page. The student reads aloud to the tutor for 15 'minutes a day. The Challenge Page tests elements to be
taught in the unit. If the student reads all Challenge Page words correctly, the student skips to the next unit.
Each Teaching Page presents between three and eight new elements or words. arranged in five 20-word lists. The
tutor models the correct pronunciation from the first list. and the student practices with the remaining four
lists. As soon as the student reads one list at 100 percent accuracy, the student proceeds to the next page.
The Review/Recycle Page provides for long-term review and testing of words mastered on a short-tenn basis. If a
student falls below 100 percent mastery here, the student recycles back through the unit. The SCORE Record Book
Contains all lesson pages, continuous tutor instructions, and forms for recording students' progress and the
tutor's adherence to procedure. To provide reinforcecent, the tutor clicks a tally counter to Indicate a correct
response and.point earned. Points may be exchanged for rewards. A timer controls the length of the tutoring
session and keeps track of the daily reading rate. The program Is cross-referenced to 60 primary phonics readers.
After mastering a given SCORE unit. students branch into the corresponding reader. Diagnostic criterion-refer-
enced tests determine students' need for SCORE and phonetic elements mastered as a result of using the program.
A daily report card informs each student's parents of the number of words read correctly and of the effort demon-
strated.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact John Cradler. Coordinator of Special Projects and Research. Sw.th San Francisco Unified School
District, Administration Bldg.; 398 B St., South San Francisco, CA 94080. (415) 588-7455.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title 1V-C

Corbi1od Sumer 1981

JDRP Ho. 80.42 Approved:,12/22/80
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PROJECT.
M instructional proiess for remediation of basic skillsin learning-disabled students il

I .

PROJECT SHARE: SharinOligh Yield Accountability with Resource Educators

i

mainstream education.

target audience I

Approved by JDRP for administrators, teachers, and tutors responsible for education
of students with specific or multiple learning disabilities in grades K-8.

description Project SHARE is a process. Its special-education systems design meets needS for individu-
alized instruction, mainstreaming, and accountability. The basic format for serving students

in reading, spelling, and math is behavioral._ Diagnosis, prescription, monitoring, and evaluation employe
precision teaching techniques. Project-designed.task ladder guides pinpoint a student's instructional starting
point. A student's best learning mode and most handicapping learning code are quickly identified. Skill!

efficiency and accuracy are determined-- a Vey Project SHARE difference. One-to-one tutoring is used pri-
marily: Each session is highly structured, but the tutor operates freely within the planned structure.

Field-determined minimum basic skill rates have been established. Daily, performance measures by the teacher or
student provide an ongoing diagnostic/prescriptive profess. The SHARE process speeds remediation of basic skill
learning and produces data on cost-effectiveness. Computerized evaluation is available.

Contact_the project about available training and other services.

/ f I

contact Marvin Hammarback, Director, or Fay Hamcarback, Coordinator; Project SHARE; R. R. 1, Hend'um. HO
56550. (218) 784-4826; I

I L

Developmental Funding:

Compllods Summer 1981

USOE ESEA Title III JDRP No. 75.31 Approved: 5/12/751

PROJECT ISPECIAL EDUCATION PrESCHOOL PROGRAM

A program serving moderately, severely, and profoundly hearing-impaired preschoolers, (t.:I.S
0-5), a mixed population of moderately and severely handicapped preschoolers (ages Cana 5)
with other handicapping conditions, and their families.

target audience Approved by JDRP fOr preschool children with developmental and communication;
disorders-- including all types of handicapping conditions except autism and

severe/profound physical Impairment -- and their parents.

description This project now operateS solely as a Minneapolis Public SChOoiS special education program
funded through the combined, resources of local, State, and P.L. 94-142 monies. The program

is family-oriented and noncategorical, assuming individually prescriptive programs for children and families.
Child assessment by a multidisciplinary team offers a developmental profile of communication, psychomotor,icogni-
tive, and social/adaptive behaviors. Program options change as the needs of the population Served change:,

Counseling, education, and guidance of pirents ensure active family participation in the program. lervice
options-for families include individual parent guidance and parent-teaching sessions, weekly parent meetings.
monthly parent meetings, single-parent-groups, and *topical* meetings.

Contact the Project about available,training and other services.
1

I I

contact Nancy Shaner, Coordinator; Special Education Preschool Program; 3017 E. 31st St; lit neapolls,
MN 55406. (612) 721-5007. I_

Developmental Funding:: USOE BEN Title VI-C

Complied Sumer 1981

JDRP No. 75 -65
i I

Approved: 9/3/75



PROJECT PROJECT SUCCESS FOR THE SLD CHILD

i

A prescriptive program and classroom delivery system for pupils in grades 1-4 with specific
Ilanguage disabilities.
1

1

target , authence
Approved by JDRP for pupils grades 1-4 with specific language disabilities. This program/
has been used in other settings with grades K and 5-9, but no evidence of efectiveness1 '

has been submitted to or approved by the Panel: T

I 1

I

deicription -. ,
Project Success for the SLD,Child provides a prescripti-e program and classroom de ivery
system operating in the areas:; Estructural linguistic language program with a aUltisensorY

apprOach integrates all aspects of language --!rtading:,writing, speaking, and listening; motor perception train-
ing and,adaptive physical education emphasize the rela+an of movement to learning in areas of muscular strength',
dynamic balamce, body awareness, spatial awareness., and temporal awareness to develop the capacity to 'make
efficient and effective use of the body; and techniquelmodification in other curriculum areas allows SID students
to capitalize on strong rodalities. This individualized learning program keeps the child functioning in an
adequate manner within the educational mainstream.

1

Contactthe,project about available training and other services.

contact., Richard
375-2230.
d Metteer, Director; Project Success; Wayne Middle School;-312 Douglas; Wayne, NE 68797.

"

.DevelOpmental Funding: USOE,ESEA Title III

Complied Su/mm.1991

A

JDRP No. 14 Ap2roved: 4/9/73

Low-cost academic and self-mana'ement programs for.hrrdicapped elementary school students.

1 °

1

I : 1
I

PROJECT .

1

PROJECT SUCCESS: ,MandicapPed
,

target audience Approved by JDRP for children with reading, th, handwriting, and self-management

i ! I

difficulties, grades K-6.

1 ,

(1,1010110111)11 Project Success: instructional service to handicapped students within' a
fully integrated ed catior'l program. /4 learning specialist works as a staff-memben,in each

Of the home district's four elementary chools, assisting regular program staff in identifying and serving handi-
capped students. Assistance is provided to students identified through continuous (weekly) progress chucks In
basic academic, social, and self management skill areas. Handicapped students are then given instructional
and /or motivational assistance by teachers, peers, high school tutors, aides, or parents using instructional
packets designed for this purpose. Upon master ng the skill, studeI nts are tracked to assure continued success.

The intensive use of nonprofessional personnel or assessment'ard service delivery requires a systematic
A

approach
to training. Each volunteer participant just d nstrate competency in assessment techniques and use of assis-
tance program training packets. Direct instruc Jon training procedures in:lude modeling for these personnel
during training and direct ubiervation in the c assroom.

I

Contact the project a out available training and other services.

1 I

contact Ronald Smith, Director of Specie Services; North Kitsap School District No. 400; 150 High
School Road South; Poulsbo, WA 8370. (206) 77913971.

r

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Compiled Sur 1911
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SECTION 1)

ARTS/COMMUNICATTON/tECHNOLOGY

NON- FUNDED DEVELOPER/OEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

- 1

MEDIA NOW - Iowa 11-3
A course of study in the mass media.

URBAN ARTS PROGRAM - Minnesota

A program used to improve instruction in all the arts and to expand school use of clomunity
art facilities.

OTHER JORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

0

COMMUNICATION ARTS MD SCIENCE TRAINING (Project CAST) - New J rsey
A two-year program combining EnglishAnstruction with television production.

11-4

11 -s

5ee Sectional Cross-Reference Index. p. 14-10. and ERIC descriptor Index. p. 14-16, for related programs.
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PROJECT MEDIA NOW

A course of study in the mass media.

target audience Approved by JDRP as a high school course, grades 10-12.
It has been used in other

settings by elementaryand junior high schools, specialized college and university
programs, and with gifted students, but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approve: by thePanel.

description The mass persuaders of film, radio, and television
constitute the major emphasis of the course.

which may be used either as a semester or full-Year course. Any of the seven individual modules
may be euployed in en existing course.

.

Built around the concepts of individllanzed instruction, performance
objectives, and learning by doing, Media

Now includes 50 learning activity packages (LAPs) organized into seven modules: media hardware, production,
genre, evaluation, Interpretation, aesthetics, and presentation. When students see how a ..cssage is produced.
they begin to evaluate, interpret, analyze, and appreciate media forms and learn how to communicate through them.

i
Media Now has four major objectives: to improve students' knowledge of mass media terminology and techniques,
to increase their production abilities, to decrease their susceptibility

to persuasion by -the mass media, and
to increase their positive attitudes toward media. .

The Media Now course has 623 tasks organized into a performance hierarchy of four levels. They are, in descend-ing order: course objectives. module objectives, LAP objectives, and student involvements (or activities).
Student involvements are presented in the student guide (SLAG), the tAPs, and a resource manual (SLAB). Research
shows that Media Now provides students with knowledge and skills required for informed mediaconsumption and
skilled media production; it also indicates that an individualized

approach is effective for presenting course
material in the study of mass media.

evidence of effectiveness Research spanning two school years (1972-74) employed a pre- and posttest
control group design and involved five schools and 331 students in inner -

city, suburban, large rural, and small rural districts.
Significant gains were scored by Media Now student:, for

all to' objectives listed above. More specific evaluation data are available on request.

implementation requirements Adopters of Media Now must purchase one Media Now Course of Study.
/ which includes 50 LAPs and appropriate manuals. The program can

be adopted by an individual teacher or/may be used in a team-training approach. At leait two staff members
from adopting school must be trained In a two-day workshop. Media Now can be used in a normal classroom setting
where minor furniture movement is possible. Darkroom facilities are helpful but. not mandatory.

financial 'requirements Media Now Couie of Study, $860; Stddent Learning Activity Guide (SLAG), $6
(one per student recommended); Student Learning Activity Book (SLAB), $6

. (one for every two students recommended); Teacher Activity Book (TAB). Sg.

*services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state andout of state. Project staff are available to attend but -of -state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated.)

Training is conducted at project site (all expenses must be paid). Training is also available at adopter site
(all expenses must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses mustbe paid).

contact Ron Curtis. Project Director; experience education; 401 Reed St.; Red Oak, IA 51566.
(712) 673-4913 or (800) 831-5886.

Developmental Funding: °WOE (SEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1981
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JDRP No. 75.34 Approved: 5/13/75
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1

PROJECT URBAN ARTS PROGRAM

A program used to improve instruction In all the arts and to expand school use of community

art facilities.

target audience Approved by JDRP for grades 7-12. This program has been used in grades K-6, but no
evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Since IBM, Minneapolis Schools' Urban Arts program has enabled students to learn from artists

and arts organizations. RespondiOg to two basic needs -- for better use of the arts in educa-
tion and better use offa community's arts resources.-- Urban Arts provides working artists from the community -to
supplement regular school instruction. Five strategies are used: -moving students into workshops with artists

at artists' 'work spaces, placing artists in classrooms with students and teachers, activating teachers' arts
talents and skills to, develop an arts collaborative. connetting arts events and exhibitions to curriculum, and
joining the community in arts celebrations.

The program's goal is to, give all students the opportunity to learn with artists and the arts while developing

their own aesthetic judgements. Undsrstandinig of the arts is acquired by training, practice, and experience

threugh an instructional manner that is direct, immediate. and personal. Basic to the program is the idea that
the commnItY is an appropriate place to learn the arts. Workshops with students and teachers are held where the

arts are created, housed; and performed. Existing, arts facilities in the.connunity musenns, galleries, work-

shops. concert halls, theaters, and studios -- are used extensively.

Adoption requires three to six days of training workshops for teachers and community arts persons to adopt the
five basic strategies and to set up a management group. local artists supplement teachtrs, and teachers with

special talents often work as artists for the program. Three workshops are provided for adopters (a minimum of
eight and a maximum of 60 persons per training session) at the adopter site, with a visit to the original site

optional. The program can be replicated in districts of any size, including those imrural areas.

k- .-
evidence of effectiveness An interjudge strategy of evaluation has yielded a reliable and consistent

success rating for program goals and objectives. Fifty randomly selected

students kept daily journals, which were analyzed and categorized as Personal Reports -of Subjective Experience,
an evaluation procedure copyrighted by Creative Humanistics, Inc. 4

.

'

implementation requirements The Manual for Adopting Orban Arts provides guidance for planning
and implementing a custom-made program for each school that employs,

variations of the five program strategies. Implementation results from plans made during training for use of
available-resources in the school and community.

financial requirements Annual maintenance has ranged between 56.000 and $36.000, depending on school

0 size and program complexity.

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site

any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted only at adopter site (costs to be negotiated).
Implementation and follow-up services are available to_adoptersTedsts to be negotiated).

contact Aallace Kennedy, Project Trainer, Urban Arts-Developer/Demonstrator Project. University of
Minnesota Teacher Center Annex. 1411 University Avenue Southeast. Minneapolis, KM 55455.

(612) 376-8234.

Developmental Funding: USK ESEA Title III

Compiled Summer 1991

JDRP No. 75-27 Approved: 5/7/75



PROCTCOMMINICATION ARTS AND SCIENCE TRAINING (Project CAST)

A two-year program combining English.Anstruction with television production.
.&umww

'target awkence Approved by JORP for students in grades 9-12.

description A comprehensive interdisciplinary program that gives high school students an opportunity to
learn skills in television communication and production, this

two-year elective program offersformal classroom instruction in language arts and practical
television studio experiences for two periods,,per day.

The commutate:Mien arts-portion of the course is devoted to formal
instruction in English that has been designed

to develop and reinforce language arts skills utilized in telecommunications.
Student activities, which include

script researching and writing techniques for spacial interest, news documentary. and commercial programs, relate
language arts instruction to television production.

The communication science portion of the course provides
studenti with &minimum of-180 hours of hands-on activities in a television studio and control room. Studentactivities cover television programming; production operations; operation

of the studio camera and production
switcherS and special effects; such audio console operations

as recording, patching, and editing; lighting grids
and controls; videotape recording and editing; and multiplex operations.

The teacher's implementation guide contains lesson plans, worksheets, activity sheets, acid written,and performance
tests with answer keys for 22 combined arts and sciences units in the

first-year course and for 19 units in thesecond-year course. There is a sepaiite slide-tape media package for each instructional unit. The televisionproductioniguide describes 20 telecomaunications projects. A student hendboOk and student workbooks reinforce
instruction with technical and arts reference articles.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Robert M. Petracco, Director; Project CAST; Union Township Board of Edvation; 2369 Norris Ave.;Union. N3 07083. 1(201) 688-1200.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles III and IV-C

Compiled Summer 1,11
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JDAP No.. 80-34
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SECTION 12

GIFTED AND TALENTED/HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/SPECIAL INTERESTS

NON-FUNDED DEVELOPER/DEMONSTRATOR PROJECTS

CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND THINKING SKILLS (CATS) - Utah
12-3A program offering students a sound. systematic, and practical way of making more rational

decisions, constructively criticizing positions taker by others, and identifying and
solving problems,

CURRICULUM FOR MEETING MODERN PROBLEMS (The New Model Me) - Ohio
12.4A curriculum t- hOm students understand the causes and

consequences of behavior.

EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Edpcation - Georgia
12.S

An individualized movement education program providing mainstreaming andssuccess
experiences for all children regardless of physical cr mental ability.

INSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE EDUCATION - New Jersey
12-6A iequentiall.! ordered curriculum that teaches a creative problem-solving process using -tasks linked-.o + wide variety of subject areas.

the ME/ME DRUG PREVEN'ION EDUCATION PROGRAM - Wisconsin
12-7A drug prevention education program aimed at improving self-concepts.

OMBUDSMAN - North Carolina
12-8A school-based semester-long drug education/primary prevention program.

PEOPEL: Physical Education Opportunity Program for Exceptional Handicapped
Learners - Arizona

12-9A specially designed, successToriented physical education program for-high school students
with-unique needs utilizing 'supervised peer tutors (student,aides) to emphasize Individual-
ized learning and instruction.

-

POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES TO STUDENT SUSPENSIONS - (PASS): A Validated Pupil personnel Services
Deionstration Project - Florida - p

12-10A program that provides intervention strategies designed to prevent or minimize non-
s

productive social-behavior in secondary students.

SCHOOL HEALTH CURRICULUM PROJECT (Sher)) - California
12-11A comprehensive health education program designed to foster student competencies .o

make decisions enhancing their health and Hies.

SEQUENTIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION REFORM: The M-5 Project - Worth Carolina
12.12

A logical, sequential, self-directed program in physical education that fosters knowledge
'about physical education and positive attitudes toward becoming and staying physically fit.

TALENTS UNLIMITED - Alabama

A structured attempt to apply a multiple-talent theory approach to the regular classroom
situation.

0

OTHER JORP-APPROVED PROJECTS

12-13

CHILD STUDY CENTER (CSC): A Validtted Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration
Project - Florida

12.14A pupil services delivery system to assist children with learning problems to achieve
gains in intellectual performance, basic skill acquisition, and personal/social
functioning.

COMPUIEROHICS: Gifted Child Project - Florida
12.14A 35- to 40-hour course in programming, problem solving, and computer literacy.

ETHICAL ISSUES IN DECISION'MAKING - New York
12-15A program that uses Kohlberg's theory of cognitive Moral development to promote the moral

growth of high school students.

'HAVE A NEALTHY,HEART - Washington
12-15A heart health curriculum and aerobic fitness program for regular classroom, physical

education, and health teachers and their,students.

LEARNING FOR LIFE - Massachusetts
12-16motivational. inventive nutritiozgitnass curricula, with original materials for class-

room. health.,and physical education teachers.

Set Sectional Cross-Reference Index, p. 14.10; and ERIC Descriptor Index, p. 14-16. for related programs.
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PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY AND CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PECK) - West Virginia 12-16

A program teething the effects orproper exercise on the total functional capacity of

the human organism. .

PRIMARY GRADES HEALTH CURRICULUM PROJECT (PGHCP) - California 12-17

A comprehensive health education program to teach children in grades N-3 about their
senses, their bodies, and good health habits.

proJect'SCAT: Skills for Consumers Applied Today -""^,'!ua '12-17

A consUmer education program in health and money management for high school students.

4

0

204
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PROJECT CRITICAL ANALYSIS AhO THINKING SKILLS (CATS)

A program offering students a soundoystematic, and practical way of making more rational
decisions, constructively criticizing positions take' by others, and identifying and solving
Problems.

target audience Approved by JORP as a high IhOol program for students of average abilities. This
tatt trident,

'

program has been used in other settings for junior high and 81ementary grades, but no'evidence of-effectiveness'havbeen submitted to or approved by the Panel.

1

'

description'
/ dititinted and haphazard. The CATS' program provides students with systematic ways of making
,--Very-oftets-a-sto4estls-approach-te-artalytinybotirpatilte-tsonts-and--eeTSOnti-prObleMS- is 4

-rational deck ons aS well as ways of solving problems on a rational basis. The materials and procedures of theCATS program e constructed around four rules for goOd critical thinking. These rules are addressed to youngdecision make. : flake sure that the information you hseto
make a decision is relevant both to the issue and to. . 'Tat. Make s 0 pat the information represents

a wide range of points of view. Make sure that the informationis credible /Make sure that you can accept
the implications of your decision, both in terms of actions andprinciples iih'ese rules are incorporated into a procedure for making rational decisions and testing the ...once-tfon of th se decisions. Students use worksheets to learn the procedures. Instructions for cbmpleting,tach

iorkshett are efesented in a straightforward how-to manner. In'the classroom. teichers act as facilitators,
manitori g discussions. p-oviding answers to questions, and so forth. Students work in groups of four to six.CATS p eepres and materials have been integrated into the following programs: hist,:ry, civics_(current prob-
lems). .conomics, psychology, sociology, debate, homeieconomics,

Speech, gifted and talented, environmental educa-tion. ealih (drug. alcohol) education, career educat on, reading, and literature.

The-keyno e of the CATS program is thinking and analysis,, Students
are not passive receivers of Isolated piecesof information that often appear to be unrelated.

ily are actively involved in the processing -of information,
putting it into a framework tci,make sense of it.

The program provides students with a sound way of making deci-sions and plying problems that-they can always fall back on, no matter what the circumstances. The CATS programprovideN the basic tools for analytic and critical thinking. it develops the ability to understand and interpretwritten /c' unfcations.
It applies critical and anal tic thinking skills to actual issues and problems. ItpremoteS epth of understanding by,putting pieces of nformation into a framework that reveals_their interrela-, Lions.] t_relles on active processing rather-tharppassive

reception.

$

evidence of effectiveness Afield test conducted in 1974-75 In urban - suburban areas of Salt Lake
City, Utah used a pre/post, control -group design. Program students made

tlgnificant gains on a measure of critical thinking ability; controls did not. Alp, program students wererated significantly higher on inclass research papers, as judged by independent experts.

implementation requirements Adopiers s gn an adoption agreeiment, implement program's essential
elements ( ncluding evaluation) for one semester (approximately 20

-weeks), designate one liaison person to monitor and evaluate implementation, and purchase CATS instructionalpackage, Making Rational Decisions. No special equipment or facilities requirqi. Teachers receive training ata two= to three-day workshop (15 to 20 contact hours). A one- to-two-daylfoll -up visit is also required.

--financial requirements 'Start-up costs: training, (two to three days at $200 per day) plus travel,
meals, lodging, and ltraining materials (instructional package), S30 perparticipant. Continuation costs: follow -up, one or tlio days at $200 per day, plus travel, meals, and lodging;

74aterialS; reprinting of student woriisheets,rd tests,

services available Awareness materials are av liable at no cost., Visitors are welcome at project
Site any time by appointmeht. Project staff, are available to attend out-of-state

awprenessmeetingt (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted only it,adopter site (except in rareinstances; costs to be negotiated).
Implementation and fellow-up services are ava lable to adopters (costs tobe negotiated).

, .

I

contqct Terry P. Applegate, 21,U. Keith evens-
6
49

(801) 227-7395 or 581-9272.

O
Kalani Drive', Salt Late City, UT 84117.

Developmental- Funding: USOE ESEA Title III

Caviled Satyr 1911)
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PROJECT
CURRICULUM FOR MEETING MODERN PROBLEMS (The New Model Me)

A curriculum to help students understand the causes and consequences of behavior.

target audience Approved by JORP for students of all ability levels in grades 9-12. This promraM has

been used as a course in itself,_to supplement existing courses, and with units selected

ii'Minicourses.,but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description The New)iodel Me is designed to help high school students deal with available alternative

actions-for-solving personal problems and the short- and long-range consequences of those

alternatives.. It is a positive, preventive approach to the study of human behavior and aggression. The

curriculum is flexible, appropriate for all students, and adaptable to student needs in a variety of school

settings. It incorporates the 'causal' approach to understanding human behavior, which requires that a person

look beyond the surface manifestationi of an event to consider its possible cause. Affective materials and

activities constitute a substantial part of the program.

The curriculum includes a wide variety of activities and seeks to promote much student/teacher interaction. A

reasonably nonjudgmental and flexible teacher who maintains en attitude of acceptance of young peoples' ideas
and .a willingness to listen to their opinions will be mtst effective with the curriculum.

The New Model Me basic texts are: a student book and a teacher manual that incorporates the student book. Units

in the books ere: Human Behavior, Controls, Real Self. Values, Response, and thange. The bibliography in the

teacher manual suggests appropriate supplementary audiovisual materials and books.

Xey Elements: a non - judgmental, experiential classroom for discussing topics in the affective domain; incorpora-

tion of the causal approach to human behavior in the classroom, attainment of curriculum goals, and the following

minimal instruction: initial in-depth instruction in "nit 1, subsequent instruction in portions of Units 2-6,

45 classroom sessions per year (35-45 minutes per session).

O

evidence of effectiveness Evaluation data obtained in 1972-73 from experimental and control classrooms

in a variety of socioeconomic settings, showed student growth at the-05

level of significance on a project-dcelopedcognitive test and on an attitude measure (Pe-sonal Orientation

inventory). Teacher groyth was shown with the Minnesota Teacher Attitude inventory. Analyses of student-teacher

feedback forms indicated strong support of curriculum.

implemintation requirements The program can be implemented by one or more teachers and/or

counselors in a school. However, it is recommendee that a corps

of personnel (teachers, counselors, administrative decision makers) be involved in Initial awareness, two-day

training workshops, and follow-up activities. A typical classroom in which chairs can be moved for various

activities is adequate. No special equipment4is needed beyond that usually available in a secondary school.

financial ,lequirements Cost per pupil the first year Is approximately 58, based on,a student popula-

tion of 300. This includes the cost of texts and inservicetraining.

Continuation costs are minimal if student texts are reused.

services available Awareness materials are.a.,&lable at no cost. Visitors are welCome,any time by

appointment at project site ind additional demonstration sites but of state.

Prcklect staff are available f attend out-of-state awareness,oeetings (travel and per diemmust be paid).

Training is conducted at pro.) site (adopter pays only its own costs;. Training is also available at adopter

site (trainer trayet.ana per diem most be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters

(travel and per den must be paid). o

contact John R. Rowe, Project Director; Lakewood Board of Education, 1470 Warren Rd., Lakewood, OH 44107.

(216) 529-4267.

Developmental Funding: USOE,ESEA Tivle 1111

Compiled Summ.r 1952

Approved: 5/29/74



PROJECT EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Education

An individualized movement education program providing mainstreaming and success experiences
for all children regardless of physical or mental ability.

target audience )kpproved by JUR? forstudents grades

1

ut

description The program design provides developmental movement experiences
for children centered on themes

of space awareness, body awareness, quality of body movement, and relationships. These
themes are-taught through creative games, creative dance, and educational gymnastics. Competition is found inthe program only when child-designed. The project slogan, "Every ChildA Winner," finds'expression through
the discovery learning approach to teaching movement.

Students are encouraged to reach their personal potential,
and 'winning' occurs as each child does his or her best.

Every Child A Winner -- Lesson Plans includes"31 behaviorally
stated objectives, with lesshn plans written toenable teachers to meet these objectives.

Training is designed to.help classroom teacher!, and physical educa-tors implement the lesions. The lessons are designed to enhance the child's self - concept,; to improve academic
skills, and to cultivate physical fitness and motor skills. .

Phase 1 Training (thrie days) includes an accountability model
for program implementat on, teaching techniques

for Every Child A Winner movement lessons, and sessions
on public relations related 7xo successful implementationof the program. Phase 11 Training (two-day continuation) provides detailed infbrmation

on refining students'
movement skills and assistance in implementation in the upper grades.

The program should be implemented first in K-3, with a plan for expanding to K-6.

evidence of effectiveness Evaluation was conducted on students grades 1-6 over a three-year
period; Pre- and posttesting on a random sample included the Washington

State Fitness Test, AAHPER Fitness Test, Minnesota Motor Skills
Test, California Inventory of Personality, andthe SRA Math and Reading Test. The data showed improvement in all areas, physical fitness and motor skill

levels being elevated significantly (p, t. .05).
A

implementation requirements Program can be conducted by classrcom teachers and/or physical
educators: Pupil-teacher ratio 1:30. Five-day training is essen-

tial, with a plan for additional inservice at the adopter site.
Facilities needed are a multipurpose room or

indoorarea large enough for participation, as well-as outdoor space to conduct movement lessons. Schedule of30 minutes per day, five days per week. Equipment for each child beginning at kindergarten or K-3 from list
supplied by project. Training materials and resource books are required. A signed agreement between the
project director and adopter,js required.

financial requirements Training materials: one copy per training participant. Every Child A
Winner...A Practical Approach to Movement Education, S7 eacn. Resource

book list and equipment list supplied by project. Costs vary depending on number of students involved.

services available Awareness materials are available at shared cost. Visitors:aremwelcome any time
by appointment. at project site and additional demonstration sites in home stateand out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costxto be negoti-

ated); Training is conducted at project site (costs to be negotiated). Training Is also available at adoptersite (Costs to be negWatedl. Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to benegotiated).

contact Martha F. Owens; Every Chid A Winner. Irwin County Schools; Box 141; Ocilla, GA 31774.
(912) 468-7098.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title III
h
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PROJECT INSTITUTE FOR CRER/IVE EDUCATION

A, sequentially ordered curriculum that teaches a creative problem-solving process using

tasks linked to a wide variety of subject areas.

target audience Approved by JORP for'heterogenoously grouped, whole classroom use, grades 4-5.

description Institute for Creative Education activity is based on the belief. that creative problem solving

is essential to a quality learning experience. The project...developed curriculum teaches a

process that helps students develop abilities to solve current and future problems. Creativity is considered

a thinking activity that results in an original solution to a problem or situation. The project's goal has

been to develop students' abilities to respond creatively to problems or tasks with fluent, flexible, original,

and elaborate answers.

Unique to this program are the sequentially ordered activities or lessons that teach the process of creative
problem solving in an order clearly understandable by students and teachers. The'students become decision

makers and the teacher facilitates their thinking:

Another feature' f this program is a two-day teacher training component. During,this training (for an estimated

audience of 30). Leachers learn the format of the curriculum and the basic elements contributing to reinforcement,
consciousness raising, and productive thinking (actual tasks to be performed). Following training, teachers are

given the curriculum and asked.to use the program lessons or activities once a week. Teachers are directed to

use the lessons in sequence so that students.wIll easily understand the process,,ultimately reaching the higher-

level activit s in which problems or tasks are more complicated. These higher-)evel activities are linked to

academie pri toles and require that studemtS create new or unique solutions that work, a finished product is also

a requtrene tof higher-level activities.

The Inst ute for Creative Education has prepared several manuals to help adopters. These include a lesson

development workshop manual to help adoptersidevise new lessons specifically for their owp district and an '
administrative manual with the necessary information for smooth implementation and project management. The

Institute staff are available for consultationsiand follow-up activities. Costs can be negotiated.

evidence of effectiveness Similar treatment and control groups were pre- and postteste4 with the
TorrancelTest of Creative Thinking, figural forms A and B. The creative

thinking abilities of project students In grades 4-5 improved significantly above the .05 level. A full report

ix available from the project. '

I

implementation requirements 1

The Institute curriculum can be implemented in schools of any size
and composition provided that teachers are trained in Institute

concepts. It can be used by whole classrodms or cross-grade groupings and in large- and,small-group settings.

A group-of 30 teachers is ideal for trainingi(two days). The entire adopting staff should attend a one and

one-half hour awareness session before training. An administrator or project coordinator should be trained with

the teachers so that proper follow-up activities can be carried out. The only materials required (for curric-

ulum and project administration) are supplied at cost, approximately $50 pellteacher.
.

. ,

'financial requirements Teacher training is the main expense. Two Institute staff members are required

for a two-day training. If done on release time. the cost of substitutes

must be met by the adopter. No additional staff or equipment are needed. Minichlm upkeep (involving only such

consumables as paper, pencils, draft materials, wood. etc.) is needed after initial implementation.
..c

,e`

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by

appointment-at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and

out Of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (all expenses must be paid, including consultation fee, to be negotiated;

cost' of materials, $50-$55 per teacher, plus trainer stipend). Training is also available at adopter site Op

expenses must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem

must be paid).

contact Verne Kelly, Director, Institute for Creative Education, Educational Improvement Center -- South,

Box 209; Route 4, Delsea Di.; Sewell, NJ 08080. (609) 228-6000.

Developmental Funding: UWE ESEA Title IV-C

Corpited Sumer 1901
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THE NE/ME DRUG PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGR*

A drug prevention education program aimed at improving self-concepts.

target audience Approved by JOpP for publicorrid nonpublic elementary school personnel (teachers,
counselors, and abalnistritors) who work with children in grades 2-6. This program

has been adapted for use with children in grades K-1, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted -o or
approved by the Panel.

description The PE/ME Program provides elementary-level teachers,with classroom strategies that encourage
open communIcation.between students and teacher. The program approaches drug prevention

through enhancing self- concept and developing problem-solving and decision-making
skills. Poor self-Images

and an inability to make decision: are crxxson to most young people who abuse drugs.

Drug information is a ;mull part of the program and is taught in conjunctionwith children's learning about
themselves and about how to make decisions.

The manuals contain both classroom activities and activities designated for individual completion by students.
The materials are student - oriented and are compatible with all areas of the curriculum.

Training consists of a one-day training session conducted by project staff or designated trainers. Training
not only provides teachers with the skills necessary to implement the program but also makes them aware oftheir own attitudes.

evidence of -effectiveness Project evaluation completed June, 1975. Pre- and posttest* were admin.
-istered to students In experimental and control groups that mad similar

socioeconomic and geographic backgrounds and ability levels. Project has proven it increases students' feelings
of.self-worth, decision-making ability, and factual knowledge about drug use, and improves their attitudes
toward proper use of drugs.

implementation requirements Adopters must participate In training. use program activities weekly.
agree to monitoring of activities by project site, and administer

the evaluation necessary to measure the impact of the program on children. Administrators must allow teachers
time in their daily schedules for program activities. Although individual teachers can adopt the program, it is
reconnended that all 1-6 grade-level teachers-trod the adopting school do so, if possible (participation by
kindergarten teachers.is optional).

financial requirements Cost of materials for adopters is 525;:535 to the general public.

services available Awarenes's materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointment at project site and additional dem'onstration sites in home state and 'out of state. -Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).

Training is conducted only at adopter site (all'expenses must be paid., including travel, lodging, meals, and
material costs). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to be negotiated).

contact Artie Kearney, Executive Director; ME /HE Inc.; 400 5. Linwood Ave; Appleton, WI 54911.
(414) 736-0114.

v.:Developmental funding:"' USE ESEA Title III

Compiled Surwr 1981

I
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PROJECT OMBUDSMAN

A school-based semester-long drug education/primary prevention program.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades 5.6. This program has been

used in. other settings with grades 7-10, but no evidence of effectiveness has been

submitted to or approved by the Panel.

description Ombudsman is a structured course designed to reduce certain psychological and attitudinal

states closely related to drug use. Ombudsman does not emphatize information about per

se. although some drug-topics are included for discussion as part of specific exercises.

The course has three major phases. The first phase focuses on self-awareness, and includes a series of e erases

permitting students to gain a wider understanding and appreciation of their values as autonomous individu Is.
The second phase teaches group skills and provides Students with.an opportunity to develop communication,

and problem-solving-techniques that can be applied in the immediate class situation as IT as

in other important group contents such as with family and peers. The third, active phase is in many way the

most important: the class uses the Insights and skills gained during the first two phases to plan and arty' out

a project within the community or school system. During this phase, students have an opportunity to ex erience
the'excitement and satisfaction of reaching out to others'in a creative and constructive way.

The Program must be presented to a given classroom of students for-a minlmum,of_two hours per week for a full
semester.

-

Offence of effectiveness Pre- and posttesting of experimental and control groups (1977) illustrated
Cebudtmen's impact on a series of high-risk states related to drug use.

Longitudinal comparisons of Ombudsman graduates and oonOnbudsman students (1971) have demonstrated that program
graduates are more likely to give up drug use.

implementation riquirementir. The program can be conducted by classroom teachers or other pro-
fessional or school personnel.. A two and one half- to three-day

training session for at least eight professionals is required prior to implementation. Two professionals must

teach at least one Ombudsman progran per semester. Training takes place at the adoption site or the project

site. Eight to BO participants fros one or more school districts can be trained simultaneously.

financial requirements- One Ombudsman teacher's manual must be Archased for each trainee. A supple-
mental package of related books and filmstrips can be purchased'for each

school implementing Ombudsman. The cost of this material is approximately 1120 per school. Equipment required

includes a filmstrip projector, a.movie projector, and Other normal

-
4

service) cpailOble Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site

any time by'appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (tr. fel and per diem must be paid). Training is conducted at project site'(all expenses must be

paid,dncluding cot of training materials). Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be

paid, including cos. of training materials). follow-up services are available to adopters (all expenses must be

paid).
ti

contact Bob Dissemination Coordinator, Charlotte Drug.Educition tenter 1416 E. Morehead. Charlotte,

NC 28204. (700'374-3211. 0

1

JDRPDevelopmental funding: MEW: National Institute on, Drug Abuse,
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PROJECT Opportunity

[
1 i/PEOPEL: Physical Education Oppo Program for Exceptional Handicapped Learners

, /

! A spe1 cialli deiigned. success-oriented physical education program forigh school students
with unique needs utilizing supervised peer tutors (student aides) individualized

and instruction.
1

target ougUrnie ApprOved by JORP for handicapped students and nonhandicapped peerletors.Aradis 9-i2.
This program has been adapted for use in middle and elementary schools. but-no!'

.evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the Panel.

/
description , Project PEOPEL was developed to help schools meet the.needs of both handicapped (exceptional)

and nonhandicapped students through peer tutoring in a success-oriented physical' educationexperience. PEOPEL is designed for students who because some physical, mental.! social.',,or emotional condition
will benefit more from an individualized program than from general physical educatlon. ThroughAndividualized
learning in phisical'education, students develop mental, social, emotional, and physical abilities at their
own pace. The emphasis on:the individualized learning of a variety of physical activities is made possible by
utilizing peers tutors, called PEOPEL Student Aides, who have completed a special ,training/orientation class
and are under the direct superVision of the physical education teacher. This provides a one-to-one:instruction
ratio inta coeducational setting'with up to 30 students, per class (15 exceptional learners and 15 student
aides)._; ach student experiences fun and daily success in a variety of individual, dual; or team activities.
The organization of PEOPEL classes is similar to that of generaliphysical education classes. In'addition.
students are pretested to determine entry skill level based on performance objectives within the Unit of.
Instruction: The PEOPELgeacher's Guide has 35 separate Units of Instruction which were'developed with task-
analyzed pirformance objectives. Unit of Instruction Performance Objectives are inCluded for history, basic
rules.fitlquette.terminolocy, safety, and skill progressions. Other PEOPEL materials are the Administrative
Guide and,Student Aide Training Manual.

PEOPEL inservice training is designed to assist physical education teachers acid staff in-implementing the peer
teaching:components of PEOPEL within their school. Training encompasses bothiadministrative' and instructional
considerations, as well as short- and long-term planning. Staff training participantsfshould include an
administrator, counselOr, special educator, physical educator, and school nurse from each adopting,school. One
day of'Staff training is required for three or fewer adopting schools; one and one-half to twedays of training
for four or more schools.

1 z,
elidence of effectiveness Evaluation of high school students was conducted Over a three-year period,

1 by pre- and posttesting on ,a four-1 em composite Physical fitness Battery
and the Wear's Phyiical Education Attitude' Scale. The data showed signi scant gains in fitness and attitudes of
PEOPEL students (p'C ,05) with minimal or 'no gains In control group ("ad pted P.E.' with no student aides).

..,

i/mplementation requirements Program implementation is flexible according to the needs of stu-
,

I . dents. a cleft, afschool, or a district: Instructional procedures
?enable a'school/district to implement PEOPEL with student aides and exceptional students with varying abilities
in grades 9-12. No special equipment or facilities are required. In ervice trait:Inuits designed to meet the

-' needs of the pa4icipating teachers. progcoms, and schools. With tra ning, existing teaching persopnel who have
/ a sincere interest can implement the program.

f

t

financial requirements Training materials (PEOPEL guide . manual, and assessment charts). $5 per
I participant. Training materials/provide administrative and instructional

guideline considerations for programming in physical education with trained student aiies. Other materials and
costs avallable,upon request. Implementation costs based on teach r's salary at 30:1 student-to-teacher ratio.
General physical education equipment used.

/.... .

murices 41647'1661e Awareness materials are available ac no cost. 'Visitors are welcome at project site
any-time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state a are-

' tress meetingi (costs to be negotiated). Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own
costs). training is_also available at adopter site (all expensds must be paid). follow-up services are
available/to adopter:

contack Ed Long; Director, Project PEOPEL; Phoenix Unify High School Sy,stem, 2526 W. Osborn Rd.,
Phoenix, AZ 85017, (602) 257-3034.

Developmental funding: USOE'ESEA Titles III and if -C

ColiOled Summe 1981
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PROJECT POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES TO STUDENT- SUSPENSIONS (PASS): A Validated Pupil Personne Services

Demonstration Project

A program that provides intervention strategies designed to prevent or minimize nonproductive
social behavior in secondary students.

.

target. audience Approved by JDRP for students and personnel in secondary schools. Since many of the
intervention,strategies have a preventive focus, a cross section of students and

target

per-

sonnel in orojectsecordary schools are rget participants.
1

4 1

4nakit

description Major activities of the PASS program include'individual and group consultat ons that asslg,
school faculties In dereloplpg techniques for dealing ettectirely with teen ge students,144

affective education and personal development programs for studenti and teachern'time-out rooms managed We
teacher or paraprofessional where students talk out problems and complete academic assignments, individuaVand
group counseling for studentslexperiencing serious interpersonal confrontations, and counseling for parents.

'Staff Development for a Humanistic School' and 'Humanistic Activities !n the Regalar Classroom" help students
and teachers get to know and appreciate each other. 'A Student's School Survival Course' and 'Home Survival.,

Course' help students with problems learn how to interact more effectively within their school and home environ
cents.

evidence of ellectiuentss Student suspensions in project schools decreased by about 30%, while In

Comparison schools they increased 10%. As a result of the success of the '

PASS program in pilot schools, it was expanded to all 12'high schools in the district. During the 1972-73 school
year, student suspensions in Pinellas County declined while suspensions in many other districts increased. Data

collected through 1975-76 show a similar trend.

implementation' requirethents The psychologist, social worker, or counselor providing leadership
needs an appropriate master's degree and must. be proficient in

planning and hrplemrhting staff development programsas well as in providing direct services for students. He/

she must be a,sktIled group leader able to learn how to conduct humanistic activities, survival courses, and
.encounter oroupS. The leader also prov des training and consultation for the time-out room workers, who need at
least,c,8.A. in one of the applied beha torsi sciences and related experience or recent training in establish-
Ing-iiilping relationships with youth. .

financial nqufrements Since use of additional equipment and materials is minimal, per-learner
--. start-up cost for a three-year program is about 40g. Operational costs

include salaries for e school psychologist and social worker for every five schools and a time-out room worker

for school. Per-learner monthly operational cost varies between $1.20 and $2, depending on whether a para.

profe sional is us al in the time-out room.

services-, available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome at project site

any time by appointment. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state aware-

ness meetings (travel and per diem must be paid). Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its

own costs). Training is also,avallable at adopter site (trainer travel and per Mei must be paid). Implementa-

tion and follow-up services are available to adopters (travel and per diem must be paid).

... ,

contact John C. Kackley, Supervisor /Consultant; Project PASS; Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration

Project; Euclid Center; 1015 Tentli Avenue North; St. Petersburg, FL 33705. (813) 822-0158 or

-0230.

'Developmental Funding: tiSOE ESEA Title III

COmpthod Summer 1481:,
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PROJECT scoot HEALTH C RICULUM PROJECT (SHOP)

A comprehensive health education program designed to foster student competencies to make sled-
storm enhancing theirlhealth and lives.

I target. authence. Appro ed by 11 ORP for Students of all abilitlei; grades 5-7.

description The SHOP includes a planned sequential curriculum, a variety of teaching methods, a teacher
training program, and strategies for eliciting community support Tor school health education.

It involves students, teachers, educatioaal administrators, other school staff, community health personnel
and the families of participating students. Through group and individual activities, children learn about them-
selves by learning about their bodies. there is one 10-week unit for each grade level. Grade 5 studie;ithe
respiratory system, grade 6 the circulatory system, and grade 7 the nervous system. Every univemphaspes the
relationships between one's own behivior'and the functioning of the system being studied. Access WA variety
of stimulating learning resources, Tincluding audiovisuals, models, community health workers, arld reading
materials, is abundantly provided. The curriculum Is designed to integrate with the lives andiperionality
development of children by providing situations In which they mcy assume responsibility, resea h ideas,
share knowledge,, discuss values, make decisions, and create activities to:illustrate their c rehension and
internalization of concepts, attitUdos, and feelings, The curriculum has been developed to e ante other
school subjects such as reading, writing, arithmetic, physical educatIon, science, and the crr, Aire arts. As
teachers become familiar with theisubject matter during training, they simultaneously learn/ aching methods.
Instead of the traditional classroom approach, the teacher uses a learning center approach, ich allows chil-
dren'to move about the room. explore resources, and work together in groups. During triinin teachers are
given packets of materials that help them develop and ezplain,health-related concepts to stu All of the
classroom work is described in the packets, and supplemental ideas are included for variety. The SHCP requires
that adopting schools send a full team to one of the various SHCP regional training centers o receive training.
This team should consist of two classroom teachers from the level for which the unit is bet adopted, the
principal, and one or two other school support personnel. Training is offered on condition that the par1,1c-
'pants provide a training workshop for others. By teaching the unit and carefully follow) the highly
structured plan of the curriculuM, teachers gain theiexperience necessary to present a work hop. The team is
then able to train othtr classroom teachnrs in their own school and in other schools tous the SHCP effectively.

evidence of effectiveness Twonty-four separate studies were completed between)' 1964 Ind 1978 to ascer-
tain the effectiveness of the curriculum, A recen ' review and synthesis

of these, studies indicates thit fifth-, sixth-, and seventh-grade units were effective i increasing health-
related knowledge and providing positive health-related attitudes.

implementation requirements _Implementation of the SHCP requires a scho
classroom teachers, the principal, and one

port persons to: receive training in the,grade level being adopted, utilize SHCP acts
weeks dosing the school year; utilize SHP teaching materials; involve school administ
sentatives of coemmesity health organizations in the project, and offer a PCP trainin
the first year.

financial requirements

team comprised of two
or more curriculum sup-
ities r a minimum of 10
ators, parents, and repre-
workshop for opers.aftm

Teacher training costs, totaling approximately $2 500.-can be shared by is
many as eight teams (32 members. including 16 tea hers). Nonconsumable

instructional materials cyst about $3,500 per district per grade level. Consumable instructional materials cost
about $500 per district per eade level.

,

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visit. Ls are welcome any time
by appointment at project site and additional demons ration sites in hone state

and out of-state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness etings (all expenses must be
paid), training is conducted at project site (all expenses must be paid) Trai rg is also available at
adopter site (all expenses must be paid). Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters
(costs to bo negotiated).

contact R_bert F1. Guthnann, Jr., Director of Information Ai Resources, tional Center for Health Educa-
tion; School Health Education Project; 901.Sneath Ln., Suite 215 San Bruno, CA 54066. (415)
952.7922 or (800) 221-6934.

Developmental funding': HEW: U.S. Public Health Service

Compiled Sumps. 2442F

o. 19 -14 Approved: 5/8/79
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PROJECT
SFOLENTIAL PNYSICAL EDUCATION REFORM: The N-6 Project

A logical, sequential. sslf- directed program in physical education that fosters knowledge
about physical education and positive attitudes toward becoming and staying physically fit.

target audience Approved by JDRP for students of all abilities, grades K-6.

description The project's mission is to give students and their teachers knowledge about physical education
and positive attitudes toward becoming and staying physically fit. Activities are_built around

major skill areas through the use of a variety of techniques that include specially designed learning/centers
and individualized learning activities.

The program endeavors to enable each child to develop physically. emotionally. socially. avd mentally through

the medium of physical activity. At the beginning of each schoo: year. students are requested to complete a
health appraisal form which aids teachers in recommending individual programs. As soon as the faros are returned,

physical fitness testing begins. with each child being tested on the following skills bench push-ups. curl-ups,

squat-jumps. standing broad-jurp, and the 30-yard dash. After testing, skill level needs are determined and the

M-6 program begins.

All students visit six movement activity centers two days a veek for approximately five minutes. The centers
are designed to develop fitness and movement skills through sequential,activities from lower to higher levels.
as skills are developed, students progress to the next higher skill level, which allows students to gain the
foundations needed, in a logical and sequential rmnner. One day a week is spent .n self-testing to determine
improvement, the remaining two days in movement motivators: bean-bag activities, grqup,and creative gates,

gymnastics, hoop activities, parachute activities, and yarn-ball activities. In additton, students are encour-
aged to be self-directive and to develop interest and proficiency in worthwhile recreatipnat activities. 't is

expected that through this effort students will develop physically.emotionally, socially, and mentally a they

engage daily in physical education.

evidence of effectiveness Students were pre/posttested on the five-item Kirchner Fitness Test Or
Elementary School Children. Results of analysis of third-year pre/post

data on project children revealed that over 91% achieved gains that were significant at the .01 lave.. Evalu-
atIon.reports and JDRP application are available upon request.

0

implenientation requirements Obtiiing-Novement Activity Center Curriculum Card File, providing
Inservice staff development tire for instructional workshop for

classroom teachers and physical education staff, obtaining materials and equipment necessary for physi-Al educa-

tion activities. Beyond this point, only mutually agreeable aspects of adoption are involved, the extent of

which must be determined by adopters.

financial requirements The start -up costs for an average-size elementary school (500-600 students)
are approximately $2,120 if everything on the equipment list and material

list is puechased. These costs Include $1,090 for materials and $850 for equipment. Potential adopters should
examine the materials and equipmepfAlsts very carefully, since many of the items may already be available in the
schools

4

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors are welcome any time by
appointrenfat project site and additional demonstration sites in home State and

out of state. Project staff are available to attend out-of-state-awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
Training is conducted at project site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter

site (costs to be negotiated). Implementation and follow -up services are available to adopters (costs to be

ntrotiated). r .

contact Carolyn M. Norphy, Director. McBee Institute of'Creative Education, Inc.. P.Q. Box 1315, Marlon,
NC 28752. (704) 756-4871.

Developmental Funding: USOE,ESCA Title IV-C JDRP No, T8.172 Approved: 5/3(/78°

Compiled Summ'e'r :^8I

12-12
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PROJECT TALENTS UNLIMITED

A structured attempt to apply a multiple-talent theory approach to the regular classroom
situation.

target audience Approved by JORP for grades 1 -6.

description Talents Unlimited is designed to help teachers recognize and nurture multiple talents in chil-
dren of varying ability levels'. including talents in the areas of productive thinking.

communicrtIon, forecasting, decision making, and plannkng, as well as in the academic areas. The program is a
structured attempt to implement and evaluate at the elementary classroom level the multiple-talent theory as
defined-by Or. Calvin Taylor, it is based on sound educational and psychological research in learning. Repli-
cable models for teacher training, student instruction, and evaluation have been developed. The program can
operate within any organizational pattern.

The Talents'Unlidited process model focuses on regular classroom Instructional programs, not on gifted programs
per se.

evidence of effectiveness Experimental groups outperformed control groups at;the .001 level of signif-
icance on Talents UnlImitpd Criterion Reference Tests and Torrance Tes's

of Creative Thinking. Also evident were a trend of Increased achievement performance and a major impact on posi-
tive self-concept as measured by pre- and posttesting with 11e ooper-Smith Self-Esteem Test. Evaluation was
conducted in 1974.

implementation requirements
evaluation.t

financial requirements

,

services available Awareness materials are available at no cost. Visitors ire welccne at project,
site on the first Monday and Tuesday of every month. Project staff are available

to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (travel and per diem must be paid). Training is conducted at project
site (adopter pays only its own costs). Training is also available at adopter site (all expenses must be

cold). Implementatipn and follow-up services are available to adopters (all expensesimust be paid).

Adopting Schools are given permission to replicate Ahe three
program models:. teacher training, student instruction, and

1%

Per-pupil start-up cost is approximately 55.98. Per-pupil maintenance cost
is approximatelyS4.20.

contact Sam Italdrop, Talents Unlimited. 1107 Arlington St., Mobile. AL 36605: (205) 690-8860.

, I

Developmental Funding:

Complied Sumer 1901

USOE (SEA Title ill

,

12;13

JORP No.T 74-82

. 215.
,

Approved: 6/16/74



PROJECT CHILD STUDY CENTER (CSC): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project

A pupil services delivery system to assist children with learning problems to achieve gains
in intellectual performance, basic skill. acquisition, and personal/social functioning.

target audience Approved by JDRP for children from kindergarten through middle school who exhibit
multiple symptoms associated with learning and/or social behavior problems.

description Learning problems are often caused by a complex of factors. The CSC concept presumes that
the Solution'to such problems lies in an interdisciplinary team approach that focuses on

the whole child in a single referral setting. Such troubled children need to receive comprehensive; in-depth
diagnostic and remedial service's to become more effective and efficient learners. CSC embraces the disciplines
of education, psychology, social work, and speech pathology and consults with,medical and other community
professions. The purpose is to,provide the diagnostie, prescriptive, and consultative intervention necessary
for these children to experience success. The diagnostic study encompasses intellectual, physical, social.
familial; emotional, and communication factors affecting learning. The key ingredients for implementing this
program are the exchange of lnfOrmation and the active cooperation among Center, school, homeyand community,
resources.

Major activities of the Center include conducting an in-depth study of each child and developing composite
diagnoses and prescriptions for)remediation. The interdisciplinary Child Study Team has served as a model for
staffing teams who develop Indiiidualized Educational Plans (1E14 for students with special needs.

Contactithe project about available training and other services.

contact Ralph E. Bailey, Birector, Pupil Personnel Services-Demonstration Project; Euclid Center, 1015
Tenth Avenue North; St. Petersburg, FL 33705. (813) 822-0158 or 442-1171.-

1

Developmental Funding: ' USOESSEA Title III

Compiled Summar 1981

JDRP No. 74-116 Approved: 12/b/74

PROJECT COMPUTER04ICS: Sifted Child Project

A 35- to 40-6oull course In programming, problem solving, and computer literacy.

target audience Approved by JDRP for gifted and high-achieving students in grades 6 and 7. This program
has been used In other settings with gifted and high-achieving students in grades 5 and

8 and with students of a wide range of abilities in grades 5.8, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submit-
ted to or approved by the Panel.

description Computer education is now considered a priority in education for all students, especially for
the.2.5 million gifted and taunted Students in the U.S. TO increasing availability of

computers -- particularly mIccbeomputers -- In hones and schools is encouraging educators to maximize computer
use In many classrooms.

,

Computeronics provides students,with a perspective about computers. Students learn a simple programilng language,
use computers to solve problems, and see ways that compeers are used in the lives. The course consists of
two units. 'Comiters in Society' conveys information about the history of computers, their present and future
uses, and computer-related careers. The text, In a magezine format, includes articles, photos, ads, and a glos-
sary. 'Problem Solving with Computers' teaches students to program uting the BASIC computer language. Students
use the computer to apply their programming skills in solving word prongems. Students spend as much as 80 percent
of Opir time reading, completing activities, and writing computer programs at their desks or at typewriters; the
remlinfng time is spent at the computer. The course allows as many as 10 students to work with a single computer.
No spp6ific make of computer is required.

Computeronics uses a mastery learning approach. Each objective must be mastered before a student moves on to the
next. The mBnagement system included in student lesson books and activities allows students to work at their
Own pace. Teachers can be fabilltative, directive, or both.

'tt Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Pristen Bird, Director, Gifted Child Project, 7757 a. PensacolaSt.; Tallahassee, FL 32304.
(904) 487-1520.

Developmentarfunding; USOE L. A Title 111.0

Coapiled.Summor 1941

JDRP Ho. 80-30 Approved: 12/23/80



PROJECT ETHICAL ISSUES IN DECISION:Sr:4G

A program that uses Kohlberg's theory of-cognitive moral development to promote the coral
growth of high school students.

target audiata Approved by JDRP for students in grades 10-12.

description This project has used Kohlberg's theory of cognitive moral development to design a high school
Ethical Issues course and a governance model for alternative high schools. Kohlberg's theory

identifies six stages of moral development, which are defined and measured by an individual's ability to reason
about moral issues in conflict. Designed as a traditional semester elective, the Ethical Issues course can fit
into any high school schedule. Cognitive moral development theory provides the structure land some content of
the curriculUm. Each unit centers on a set of moral issues. Each activity requires class discussion of a moral
dilemma involving conflicting rights-and duties in a given situation. To expose students to increasingly higher
states of coral reasoning, units present increasingly complex dilemmas. Students read plays, novels, short
stories, essays, and legal Ipinions; writing skills are emphasized. Kohlberg's theory is also the basis of the
Just Community model for alternative Schools. which uses a weekly community meeting to promote cognitive moral
divelopment. At these meetings, community and individual issues are discussed, their moral components:are
explored, rules are voted, and agreements are made on issues of fairness that affect the whole community. Leader-
ship rotates through the community. Decisions of the community meeting ire processed and issues are clarified
at small-group advisee meetings. The fairness Committee im another important structure of the model. Any teacher
or student can bring someone before the committee to settle a grievance or solve the issues of fairness that
inevitably arise in a high school. The committee identifies areas and issues within the school where teachers
and students can mediate solutions to problems together, and it teaches skills necessary for that process.

Contact. the projeCt about available training and other services.

contact Judy B. Codding, Scarsdale Public Schools, 45 wayside tn., Scarsdale, HY 10533. (914) 723-5500,
ext. 144 or 147. .1=-1

Developmentil funding: USOE ESEA Title 111-C and Local

Camal.d Summar 1981'

JDRP No. 80,31 Approved: 11,25/80

PROJECT HAKE A HEALTHY HEART

A heart health curriculum and aerobic fitness program for regular classroom, physical educa-
tion, and health teachers and their students.

target audience Approved by JORP for students in grades 4-6. Evidence of effectiveness for this program
in grades 7-8 has been subm,tted to but not approved by the Panel.

description There is evidence to suggest that several factors associated with heart disease are related
to habits acquired in childhood. The developers of this three-month program assume that

educating children about such relationships and teaching them health-promoting habits have great potential for
seducing the impact of heart disease. Conducted either within the regular classroom or as part of a physical
education or health period, this supplemental health course consists of separate fitness and life-style units,
each with Its own set of student materials. Developed in cooperation with sports medicine physicians and members
of the American Heart Association's Heart, Health, 4nd the Young Committee. the Fitness Book (third-grade read-
ability level) contains information on smtting up and maintaining a personal aerobic fitness program. Developed
in =petition with cardiologists, biomedical researchers, and dieticians, the Life -Style Booklet (fourth-grade
readability level) conveys information on the effects of smoking, overweight, stress, heredity, exercise, chore-s-
terol, and hypertension on heart disease. Skill -pales containing mazes, puzzles, word scrambles, quizzes, and

other activities reinforce concep,s taught in the two student booklets. Student materials are used in the class-
roam for approximately 30 minutes two or three times a week. Students also participate in an aerobic fitness
program. (Ho medical release was required for participating students at the project site. Local physicians

determined that students healthy enough to take part In school physical education program activities could partic-
ipate without risk,) They perform aerobic exercise at-their target rate for approximately 20 minutes three times
a week. Teachers supervise and participate in all student activities. Project-developed teacher materialS
include a teacher's manual, a fitness program kit, foul- videotapes, and resosrce/enrichment packets.

Contact the project abouf available training and other services.

contact Sherry Avena; Have a Healthy Heart; 4095 179rd Place, S.E..,Bellevue. YA 98008. (206) 746-0331.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title IY-C

Cospibird Sammr 198J

.12-1.5

JDRP Ho, 60738 Approved: 12/9/80
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rPROTECT LEARNING FOR LIFE 3

Motivational. inventive nutrition /fitness curricula, with original materials for classroom.
health, and physical education teachers.

target audience' Approved by JORP for students in grades 2 and 5:

4
description Concern about the relatioiships between eating, exercise. smoking, and stresscoping petternt

and such physical conditions as heart disease, hypertension. emphysema, and certain cancers 'ison the increase. On the assumption that early acquisition of health knowledge helps to foster positive health
attitudes and behaviors that can last a lifetime, project staff developed this program, which uses imaginatlie and
challenging materials to encourage ehildren Lemke wise decisions on ISsues of nutrition and physical fitness.
The program consists of two ciiiises. Both can be used in 'a health. science..physical,odwoetion. or integrated
curriculum. On the rationale that health patterns of second -graC4--Students are,still_tvolvIng but that such
students already possess basic learning skillsAhat can be applied:to new knoeedge: the first course is targeted
to students in grade 2. Because fifth-grade students are old enough to make any of their own life-style choices
but still young enough to be receptive to the influence of responsive adults, the second course was designed for
itudents in grade S. The same nutrition and fitness concepts luiderlie both curricula, and the two courses were
designed to complement each other without duplication. The secondsghade curriculum, 'The Doofus Stories,' is a
10 -week daily classroom program. Its core is -a story read to the class by the teacher. Supplementary activities
take place in class, at home. In the community, and in physical 'education classes. The fifth-grade curriculum,
'From the Inside Out,' is a 16-week daily classroom program with supplementary activities at home, in the commun-
ity. and in the gym. Project-developed curriculum materials include student books. teacher's guide and'resource
manual for both courses, student worksheets. vocabulary cards, and posters. AltistUdent materials are generously
illustrated.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

eantQCt Ann Buxbaum, Director; Learning for Life/ASH; 141 Tremont St.; Boston, MA 02111, (617) 482- 9450.-

Developmental Funding: YSOE (SEA Title IV-C

compiled Summer 1911

JORP No. 80-43 Approved: 12/23/80

PROJECT PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY AN3 CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PECPE)

A program. teaching the effects of proper exercise on the total functional capacity of the
human organism.

target audience
Panel.

Approved by MR? for grade 7. This program has been used in other settings with grades
5.6 and 8-12, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by the

description The philosophy underlying PECPE is that a scientifically planned program 1$ more likely to °
improve physical health and conditioning than less-structured, traditional physical education

programs. PECPE seeks to add to-an otherwise comprehensive physical education program components that will meet__
three important:objectives: increased physiCal strength; an expanded range of motion for arms. legs, and hips;
and improved:cardlorespiritory efficiency. All children. including mainstreamed special education students, are
involved, Duritig the initial orientation period. individual strength and endurance are assessed. Prescription
are made to permit every'student to perform at the optimal level. Students spend-three one-hour periods a week
in exercises prescribed to feet program objectives. Each-period begins with -15 stretching exerciSeS, which aid
in increasing the Notion rose of body joints and result in total muscle warm-up prior to performance of physical
activity. Second, neuromuscular integration activities, which reveal the physical nature of Students with re-
spect to dynamic energy, flexibility, balance, and general body control:-develop a high level of general motor
educahility. Next, to promote the simultaneous development of muscular strength and'endurance. students complite
an 11-station circuit on a multistation weight machine. Last, activities enhancing cardiovascular efficiency
(running. jumping rope, rowing) are engaged in,for five one-minute periods. with 30 seconds of rest between
periods. Each student strives for a pulse rate of 180 beats per minute, considered optimal for the age group.
Anlindividual reIrd card showing daily progress on these activities Is maintained for each student.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

contact Marvin R. Rearoad, Project Director; Jackson Junior Nigh School; 34th St.,. Vienna. WY 261054,
(304) 295.4555.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Titles III-and IV-C JORPMo. 19-37 Approvid: 9/26/79

Complied Suamer'1981



PROECT PRIMARY GRADES HEALTH CURRICULUM PROJECT (PGHCP)

A comprehensive health education program to teach children in grades K-1,about their senses.
their bodies, and good health habits.

target aiitliefecit, ApproVed by JDRP for students in grades K-3.

deRriPtkOn Like the School Health Curriculum Project, its companion prograwfor students 16 iredes 4-7.
.the PGHCP has been designed to assist children to :sake informed decisions about personal

health prattices. In the kindergarten unit, 'Happiness Is Being Healthy.' children are introduced to their five-
senses. feelingsi.caricg for their health, and general health habits. The first-grade unit, 'Super Me,' expands
on the senses of taste, touch, and smell and their roles in communicating information about personal and.environ -
mental health; and explores self-concept" development and indtviduality'as well. The second-grade unit, 'Sights
and Sounds,' emphasizes thekemmations,and methods of communication with regard to the senses of Sight and hearing.
In the third-grade unit. 'The Body, Its Framework and Movement.' students study the skeletal and muscular systems
while exploring how the senses provide information about bodily functions and the waysin which health is influ-
enced by the environment. The PGHCP program has seven components. The health content represents the body as a
network of senses and feelings that interact with other body systems and require cultivation and care. TeacWing/
learning methods emphasize small-group learning centers and peer teaching, exploration of ideas through experien-
tialactIvities. andAhe use of'a wide variety of media aids and community health personnel and resources. The
training-program involves teachers, administrators, and other school personnel in active, participatory workshops.
Community development activities Involve,school personnel, parents, health proftssionals, and the community.
Other subject,areas end skills, incluaing reading, writing, arithmetic, art, and drama, are integrated into health7
centerellearning activities. A series"of evaluation procedures and instruments measures the effectiveness of the
program at each grade level...

Contact-the project about available training and other services.

thilfga Robert F. Guthmann, Jr.. Director of Information and Resources; National Center-for Health Educa-
tion; School Health.Education Project; 901 Sneath 1.n., Suite 215; San Bruno, CA 94066. (415)
052-7922 or (800) 227.6934.

Developmental Funding: HEW: Bureau of Health Education

summit 1981
(US. Public Health Service)

JDRP No. 80-6 Approved: 5/23/80

PROJECT PROJECT SCAT: Skills for Consumers Applied Today

A consumer education program in health and money management for high school students.

hired audience Approved by JDRP for students in grades 9-12. Portions of the, program have beep used in
other settings with adult students, but no evidence'of effectiveness has been submitted

to or approved by the Panel.

Each of the two one-semester courses developed by this project is designed to acquaint students
with basic elements of our economic system and to help them to acquire the skills, concepts,

and knowledge required to function as informed and wise consumers. Each ccmrse,addresses six topics. 'Health
and the Conumme deals with balanced diet, food additives, food shopping, medical care, personal grooming, and
-product safety; 'Money Hanagemene and the Consumer.' with basic economic skills, budgeting, banking, credit,
insurance, and taxes. Each topic is treated In a separate student Packaged Activities for Learning (PAL) booklet.
Each student booklet is accompanied by a teacher PAL. Instructional materials for the 12 units include student
booklets, teacher guides, and classroom aids. Student PALs, illustrated with project-developed cartoon-type
characters, follow a uniform format, which consists of an introduction, vocabulary, content, and subjective and
objective review questions. f!echer PALs contain content outlines; behavioral objectives; activities and sug-
gested resources; instructional aids, including tests, activity sheets, film guides, and transparency masters;
and answer keys. The project has also developed student competency tests for both courses, unit tests, transpar-
ency sets, and a teicher training manual that outlines course purposes and implerentltion possibilities. The
reproduelble project-developed materials can be used in separate one-semester elective courses or integrated into
existing health and economics courses. A variety of student populations and teaching styles are appropriate.
Adaptation of course materials to local needs is a feature of training for adopters.

Contact the project about available training and other services.

Contact Si, M. Ausherman, Olrector; Project SCAT; Osceola County School District; P.O. Box 1948;
304 N. Bidumont Ave.;,X1ssimmee, FL 32741. (305) 847.3147.

Developmental Funding: USOE ESEA Title IV'C

compihrd summer 19i1

JDRP No. 80.45

12-17

21 9_

Approved: 12/23/80
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JOIIT DISSEMINATION REVIEW PANEL APPROVED PROJECTS WITH LIMITED AVAILABILITY

The projects listed below were approved by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. They have perfomed exemplary
work in improving educational opportunities, but their availability is now limited. They haze either ceased
,operations at their original site or are able to handle requests for information only on an id hoc basis.

I. Demonstration sites in operation; limited services may be available.

CRAM: Compensatory Reading And Mathematics

0.09Yan
Oqinchester, Virginia
JORP Approval: 5/23/79
JDRP Number: 79-16'

Demonstration site may be visited, selected
materials are available; contact: Esther
Morrison; Frederick County School Board
'Annex; 3050-Valley Ave.; Winchester, VA
22601. (703) 667-952.

FEED: Facilitative Environment Encouraging
Development

Bloomington, Indiana
JDRP Approval: 7/11/8D
JDRP Number: 80-12

For available services contact: Susan Eklund,
Institute for Child Study; Indiana University;
Bloomington, IN 47405. (812) 337 -1732.

Homd Start
Waterloo, Iowa
JDRP'Approval: 1/21/75
JDRP Number: 75-9

Tolleson. Arizona demonstration site may be
visited, but no outreach services are
available; contact: Virginia Hence. Director
of Migrant Programs; P.O. Box 278; Tolleson,
AZ 85353. (602) 257-3573

project Idea (A Program for Hearing-Impaired Infants)
Campbell, California
JDRP Approval: 6/3/75
JDRP Number: 74-44

Demonstration site may be visited, but no outreach
services are available, contact. Marsha Haines,
Coventry School; 1125 W. Campbell Ave., Campbell,
CA 95008. (408) 379-2580.

project SMART (Success in Mathematics Through Aural
Reading Techniques)

Daytona Beach, Florida
JDRP Approval: 2/6/74
JDRP Number: 74.90

Demonstration site may be visited, but no outreach
services are available;contact: Frank Sganga,
Director, Project SMART, P.O. Box 1910, Daytona
Beach, FL 32015. (904) 255-6475.

II. Demonstration sites no longer in operation.sselected materials are available.

Dale Avenue Early Childhood Education Project
Cape May, New Jersey
JORP Approval: 4/16/73;
JDRP Number: 13

Contact: Helen D. Hanson, 319 Washington
Street Mall; Cape May, NJ 08204.
(609) 884-2092.

Directory of Representative Work Education
Programs, 1972-73

Washington. D.C.
JDRP Approval: 6/11/73
JDRPAunber: 49 '

Write: OHEW Publication 0E001701;
Superintendent of Documents; Washington.
D.C. 20402. 52.95.

Elementary Metric Project
Bismarck, North Dakota
JORP Approval: 3/16/78
JDRP Numher: 78.162

Contact: Project Director; Elementary Metric
Project; 400 Avenue E. East; 81Smarck, ND
58501. (701) 255-1987.

FAST: Functional Analysis Systems Training
Essexville. Michigan
JORP Approval: 1/45/75
JORP Number: 75.4

For FAST training booklets, contact: Herb
Escott; Essexville-Hampton Public Schools;
303 Pine St.; Essexville, MI 48732.
(517) 892-1527.

for FAST Solution Oriented Seminar Kits, contact:
Sonja Tweedie; Region 6 Supplemental Center; Bay-
Arenac Intermediate School District; 4228 Two Mile
Rd.; Bay City, MI 49105. (511) 686.4410.

13.3

Flagstaff Rmiedial Reading Project (Title 1)
'Flagstaff,

JDRPApprova :. 4/4-5/73
JDRP Number: 31

Contact: Lorraine Curry, Director of Elementary
Curriculum; Flagstaff Public Schools; 701 N.
Kendrick;Iflagstaff, AZ 86001. (602) 774-8781,
ext. 75.

...

PA: Project.Advocate -- Northwestern Illinois
Association

DeKalb,

JDRP Approval: 7/24/75
JDRP Number: "75-61

Contact: Project Director, Project Advocate;
Northwestern Illinois Association; 145 Fish
Ave.; OeKalb, IL 60185. , (815) 758-0636.

Predict I': Pre-kindergarten Education for the
Disadvantaged Child -- Title

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

JDRP Approval: 10/18/76
JDRP Number; 76-101

Contact: Arlene Thompson; Cedar Rapids Community
Schools; 346 Second Avenue Southwest; Cedar
Rapids, IA 52404. (319) 398-2111.
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5

S 111. Demonstration sites no longer in operation; inquiries handled as time permits.

the Fail Save Continuum of Services for Learning
Disabled Students

Albuquerque. New Mexico
JORP Approval: 4/18/78,
JDRP,Number: 78-171

Contact: Daphne Rowden; Albuquerque Public
Schools; North Area Office; 120 Woodland
N.W.;'Albuquerque. tel 87107. (505) 345-8531.

project Learning Disabilities: Early
Identification and Intervention

New Orleans, LoUisiana
JDRP Approval: 4/19/73
JDRP Number: 9

Contact: Ruth Arnaud; Lafayette School; 2424
Carrollton St.; New Orleans, LA 70118,
(504) 865 -1937.

Lincoln County Exemplary Project in4tareer Eaktion
Hamlin, West Virginia.
JORP Approval: 12/13/73
JDRP Number: 73-2

Contact: Tom Miller, Program Director;

Lincoln County Vocational-Technical Center;
Box 437; Hamlin, WV 25523. (304) 824-5449.

o c.4

Math Laboratories forDisadvantaged Students
Honea Path, South Carolina
JDRP Approval: 7/13/76
JDRP Number: 76-88

Contact: David Johnson,; Assistant Super-

Intendant; Anderson County School District
No. Two; P.O. Box R; Honer. Path, SC 29654.
(803) 369-7364..

National Migrant Interstate Project
Little Rock, Arkansas
JDRP Approval: 4/9/73
JDRP Number: 24

Contact: Louie Counts, Supervisor Migrant
Education; Department of Education; National
Migrant Interstate Project; Arch'Ford Educa-
tion Building; Little Rock, AR 72201.
(501) 271-1853.

PAL:7. 'Pupils Advancing in Learning

Denver, Coloiado
JDRP Approval: 4/4-5/73
JORI Number:
Contact: Cathy Wilsey, Title I Consultant;
Adams County School District /12; 10290 N. Huron.
Denver, CO 90221; (303) 451;8889.

Reading Iiiirovement Program - ,'Secondary Schools
Reading Laboratory

sParkersburg. West Virginia
JDRP Approval: 7/1/76
JDRP Number: 76.84

Contact: Darel K. Custer, Director; Wood County
Schools; 1210'Thirteenth St.; Parkersburg, WV
26101. (304) 422-8411.

Right to Read: Wilson Junior High School
San Diego, California
JDRP Approval: 3/25/74
JORP Number: 74-21 '

Contact: Valerie G. Musso, Program Coordinator;
Woodrow Wilson JuniorUlight 3838 Orange Ave.;
San Diego, CA 92105. '(714) 280-1661. ext. 22.

A/

IV. Demonstration sites no longer in operation; no inquiries can be handled.

Aprendenos En Dos idiomas: Title VII Bilingual
Program

Corpus Christi, Texas
JORP Approval: 6/27/75
JDRP Number: 75-56

Contract Learnhig for Educable Mentally
Retarded'Stmlents

Grand Rapids, Michigan
JDRP Approval: 1/21/75
JDRP Number: 75-11

(This program has been merged with other
district programs.)

project Emerge: The.ShOp
-.Dayton, Ohio
JDRP Approval': 9/22/75
JDRP Number: 75-1

the First Calculating and Reading Quest
Oglala, South Dakota

J . JDRP Approval: 4/4-5/73
JDRP Number: 27

I

' >sfl'''' .1'

Florida Migratory Child Compensatory Program.-
' Language Arts Tutorial Program

Tallahassee, Florida
JDRP Approval: .4/9/73
JDRP Number: 21

Hawaii Basic Skills Remediation Project
Hilo, Hawaii
JDRP Approval: 10/18/74
JDRP Humber: 74.108

13.4

,Hawaii English Program (HEP)
Honolulu, Hawaii
JDRP Approval: 4/29/74
JDRP. Number: 74-28

HP/Project ALOHA (Allowing Learners
Optimum Human Attainment) A Mainland
Demonstration of the Hawaii English
Program

San Jose, California
JORP Approval: 4/29/74
JDRP Number: 74-29

Model,Learning Disabilities Systems (MLOS) I
Uniiersity Park, Pennsylvania
JDRP Approval: 3/23/77
JDRP Number: 77-110

Pre-Kindergarten Prescriptive leachingrOgram for
Learning Disabled Children

Fargo, North Dakota
JORP Approval: 2/25/75
JDRP Number: 75-12

Project for the Severely ITanclicapped Child
Miami, Florida
JDRP Approval: 12/4/79
JDRP Number: 79.29

(This project has been adopted by the local
school system, but no demonstration site is
currently available.)

project READ
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
JDRP Approval: 4/29/74
JDRP.Number 74-30

'



IV. Demonstration sites no longer in operItion; no inquiries can.behandled. (continued)

SCR: Systems Directed Reading
Richardson,, Texas

JDRP Approval: 6/6/74
JDRP Number: 74-83

project Talent Development
Miami, Florida

JDRP Approval:. 9/22/75 .4
JDRP Number: 75-70

South Douglas County Early Childhood Education Title I Remedial Reading Program
. Project Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Myrtle Creek, Oregon JORPiApproval: 8/21/74
JDRP Approval: 4/29/75 JDRP Number: 74-89

. JDRP Number: 74-113

St. John Valley 811ingual'Education Program
Midawaska, Maine
JDRP Approval: 6/24/75
JDRP Number: 75-54

0 t.

project Success Environment: A Contingency
Management Approach to Classroom Improvement

Atlanta, Georgia
JDRP Approval: 4/4-5/73
JDRP Number:- 3

(Information and technical assistance will
again be available when new training sites
are operating.)

1

13-$

Topeka Outdoor-Environmental Education Project
Topeka, Kansas
JDRP Approval: 5/6/75
JDRP Number: 75 -15
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EXEMPLARY PROJECTS' APPROVED SINCE FALL 1980EDITICN

This list identifies projects that have,been approved by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel since the fall
1980 edition of this catalog was compiled. The first three projects received approval, too late for descriptions
to be included in this edition.

Good Samaritan Wegnostic/Prescriptive Classroom for Handicapped Preschool Children, Pohland, Oregon; JDRP No.
81-12; approved 6/11/81:

A multidisciplinary team approach to the education of handicapped preschool children, including treatment
Contact: David N. Grove, Director of Children's Programs; Good Samaritan Hospital and Medical Center;
2215 NW Northrup St.; Portland, DR 9721D. "(503) 229-7220. -

I CAN Instructional Physical Education System, East Lansing, Michigan; JORP No. 81-13; approved 6/11/81:
Physical education for trainable mentally impaired children and yduth ages 5,25.
Contact Janet A. Wessel, Professo -; Field Servfce Unit; 134 IMS-Circle Bldg.; Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824. (517)-355 -4740.

Training for Turnabout Volunteers, Miami, Florida; JDRP No. 81-11; approved 6/2/81:
A program for training students in,grades 7-9 to tutor studentrin grades 1-6 in reading and math.
Contact Johanna Bullock, Coordinator, or Gina Craig, Supervisor; Traiaing for Turnabout Volunteers;
1410,NE Second Ave.; Miami; 33132:--(305) 371 -2491.

APEC: . America's Possible Energy ChoiCes, 6-13
Boulder Valley Public Schools Follow through Program, 9-34
Cambridge Follow Through Project, 9-35
'Cashflow Forecasting System, 7-5
Cherokee follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, 9 -35
project COAST: Cognitively Oriented tpproach to §kills Teaching. 9-37
Ccmeminication Arts and Science Training (Project CAST), 1.1-5
Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through, 9-38
Computerized Pupil` Attendance Accounting/Census System, 7-6

Computeronics: Gifted Child Project, 12-14
DeKalb County Follow Through: A DirectInstruction Model, 9 -4D
Developmental Education Birth Through Two (Project DEBT). 1D -14
Duval Consumer.Education Curriculum, 6-14
East Las,Vegas Follow Through: A Direct InstructiOn Model, 9 -41

Elmira Follow.Through Project, 9-42
Ethical Issues In Oetision,Making, 12-15
Facing History and Ourselves: Holocaust and Human Behavior, 6-14
FEED. 13=3,
Flipp-in Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model."9-44
Follow Through Nongraded Learning Model: New York City/Hampton Institute, 5-19
Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching, 6-15
Freestyle, 4-15
GUlfport Follow Through: Msthemagenic Activities Program (MAP), 9-46
'Have a Healthy Heart, 12-15

Hawaii Follow Through Project, 9 -45
Law Education Goals And Learnings (LEGAL), 6-15
Learning for life, 12.16

Lee County Follow Through: MathemageniC Activities Program (MAP); 9-50
Macomb 0-3 Regional Project: A Rural Child/Parent Service, 10-16
MAPPS: Multi-Agency Project for Pre-Schoolers, 1D -16
McCormick Follow,Through: Mathes/genic Activities Program (MAP), 9-52
Medical Insurance: A Procedure for Instituting a-Cost-Effective Program, 7-7
New Haven Follow Through Project, 9-53
Nichols Avenue Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, 9-53
Opening the Doors, 4-16.
Pickens County Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities Program'(MAP), 9-55
Plattsburgh Follow Through Program, 9-56
Pocatello Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP), 9-56 ____

Proviso Reading Model, 9-58
Public School 33 Manhattan Follow.Through-Projecf: A:Child Development Approach, 9.59
Public SchOol -92-Manhattan-Follow Through, 9-60
Public-SChool 137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, 9-60

"Pupil Transportation: A,Procedure for Cooperative Purchase pi Special, Education Servic s. 7-8
Randolph County Follow Through Program, 9-61 .
project Read Write, 9-63 .,
the Responsive Early Childhood Education Program (RECEP). 9-63
San Diego City Schools Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, 9-64
project SCAT: kSkills for Con'sumers Applied Today. 12-17

SCORE: Success' Controlled Optimal Reading Experience, 1D -19
Title I Compensatory Mathematics Program, 9-66
Title I Compensatory Reading Program, 9-67 .

Uvalde Follow Through: \A Direct Instructioil Model, 9-69
Williamsburg County Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, 9-69
WWAS: Women in World Area Studies, 6-16



The following list of exeoplary pro
der loped with Titled funds. Eac

ALABAMA

'Baptist Hill Kindergarten, 5.13
Imvovement of Basic Reading Ski
Title 1 ESE& PreschOol, 5-26

ARIZONA

Catch Up - Keep Up, 9-35

Flagstaff Remedial Reading Pro

ARKANSAS

r 7

ESEA TITLE`( EXEMPLARY PROJECTS

ects is provided for the,convenience of those who are looking for projects
project is'deicribed on the catalog page indicated,

'

(Michigan cont,)

HIT: High Intensity Tutoring, 9 -47
NOHAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant
Advancement and Development.. 3-8

NEBRASKA

Is. 9.48

ect (Title I), 13-?

Migrant Student Record Trans ter System
(MSRTS).,3-7

National Migrant Interstate' Project,. 13-4

'CALIFORNIA

California Migrant Teache Assistant Corps:
California Mini- Corps,. /8.3

project Catch -Up, 9-8

COLOLAG2 =

PAL: Pup,li Advancing n Learning, 13 -4
Personalized Instruction: A Classroom,Tean
Approach; 9-54

PRIOR: PReu.hool and. improvement Of Reading, 9-57

CONNECTICUT
. '

IRIT: Intensive Rea lng Instructional Teami.;9-49

FLORIDA

FlorideMilratory C fld Compensatory PrOgram --
Language Arts Tutorial Program.113-4'

Title I Remedial Reading Program, 13-51

Reading English Rotation Project; 9 -24
Reading -- Individualized Remedial Laboratories/
Math -- Indiv dualized_Remedlationi 9-62

HAWAII

GEORGIA

liawW Basic Skills Remedfation Project.' 13-4

ILLINOIS -

-611d-Parent Centers Activity (CPC), 5 {14
project Conq

Early Preve9tion of School` Failure Hi rant
Program (for Spanish and English-S aking
Children 3-4

IOWA

PREDICT-I, Pre-kindergarten Education for the
Disadvantaged Child Title I. 13-3

Title I Reading, Grades 2=6. 9-67

KANSAS

Team Oliented Corrective Reading (TOCR), 0-66

LOUISIANA

Every/Student Every Day, 9-43 t

I
MASACHUSETTS

I

project Understand: Arlington'i- Title!! Program, 9-68

MICHIGAN
....

klhance for Every Ciiild. 9-361

I

covery Through Reading, 9-10

i(grant education'projects

ACE: Administrative Cooperative in Education, 7.4

NEW HAMPSHIRE .

Basic Skills in Reading (BASK), 9-34

NEW JERSEY

Criterion Reading Instruction Project (CR1710-39

NEW YORK

project CHILD: Compreheesive Help for
-Individual Learning Differences. 3-3

Diagnostic Prescriptive Arithmetic (DPA), 9-12
Title I Children's Program: Learning to Fir
Through the Arts. Division of Curriculum and
Instruction, New York City Board of 9-31

NORTH CAROLINA

project Reading IMprovement, 9-61

OHIO

Early Childhood Education -- All Day 5-19

OREGON

Upstairs School, 9-68

PENNSYLVANIA

project PRIDE: Professional Reading Instruction
with Desirable EffectS, 9-57

RHODE ISLAND

Reading Instruction and.Pupil-Personnel

Services-(RIPPS): 9-62
SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive Organized
Reading Techniques, 9-64

UTAH

leproving Achievement (Reading) Through Use of
Teachers and Teacher Aidei, 9-48

Programed Tutorial Reading,-9.58
(A second site for this project Is located in
Bloomington. Indiana,)

VIRGINIA

Computer- Assisted - Diagnostic - Prescriptive Program
In Reading and Mathematics (CADPP), 9-10 ,.

CRAM: Compensatory Reading And,Mathematics Program, 13-3

WASHINGTON

HOSTS: Help One Student To Succeed, 9-14

Individualized Bilingual Instruction (I81). 3-5
Secondary Credit Exchange Program, 3-8

WEST VIRGINIA

Reading Improvement Program -- Secondary Schools
Reading Laboratory, 13-4

41

WISCONSIN

Kenosha Model: Academic Improvement Through
Language Experience, 9-17

13-7
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FOLI,W THROUGH PROJECTS

These Follow Through Projects hive been approved by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel and may bedesignated

as Follow Through Resource Centers by the Department of Education's Division of Follow Through. All Follow

Through Resource Centers respond to inquiries, receive visitors, have descriptive materials, and offer training.

Each program ii-describbi on the catalog page indicated.

ARKANSAS ''''

FlIppin follow Through: A Direct Instruction

Model. 9-44

CALIFORNIA 4

Oakland Unified Scilool District Follow Through

Program: Learning Through Literature, 5.23
San Diego City Schools Follow Through: A Direct

Instruction Model, 9-64
Tulare Follow Through, 5-27

COLORADO

Boulder Valley Public Schools follow Through_
?Program, 9.34

CONNECTICUT

New Haven Follow Through Project, 9-53

FLORIDA . .

project COAST: Cognitively Oriented Approach

to Skills TeacEing, 9-37

DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA

Nichols Avenue

.

Follow Through: A Direct
Instruction Model, 9-53

GEORGIA

'Gates Children Play...' -- Atlanta Follow
Through/Interdependent Learning Model, 9.44

Pickens County Follow Through: Mathemagenic
Activities Program (MAP), 9.55

HAWAII

Hawaii Follow Through Project, 9-46

IDAHO

Pocatello Follow Through: Hathemagenic
Activities Program (MAP), 9.56

ILLINOIS

East St. Louis Direct Instruction Follow
Through, 548

Waukegan Follow Through Demonstration Resource
Center, 5.28

INDIANA

Indianapolis Follow Though Project, 5-21

IOWA

Waterloo Follow Through: Individualized

Early Learning Program, 5.28

13-8.

MASSACHUSETTS

Cambridge Follow Through'Project, 9-35

MICHIGAN

Flint'Follow Through Direct Instruction Resource
Center, 9-43

*MINNESOTA

BASIC: Basic Adaptible Skills for Lheindividual
Child, 9-33

MISSISSIPPI

!Gulfport Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities
' Program.(MAP),i9-46
LeFlore County (Mississippi) Follow Through
Resource Center, 9-50

MISSOURI

Kansas City Follow ThroughlInject: --Resource
Center, 5.21 ----

MONTANA

Northern Cheyenne Follow Through Project, 5-22

NEW HAMPSHIRE

project REAL, 5.25

NEW JERSEY

Trenton Follow Through: Behavior Analysis
Approach, 5-27

NEW MEXICO

Ea' as Vegas Follow Through: A Direct
Instruction Model, 9-41

NEW YORK

Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through, 9-38
Comtunity School 77 Bronx Behavior Analysis

Follow Through Resurze Center, 5-16
Elmira Follow Through Project, 9-42
Follow Through Nongraeed Learning Model: New

York MP/Hampton Institute, 5-19
Plattsburgh Follow Thrpugh Program, 9.56
Public School 33 Manhattan Follow Through

Project. A Child Development Approach, 9-59!
Public School 92 Manhattan Follow Through, 9-60
Public, School 137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A

Direct Instruction Model, 9-60
the Weeksville School/Bank Street College
Follow Through Proves, 5-29

(Follow Through Resoirce Centers cont.)
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Cherokee Follow Through: A Direct Instruction
;Model, 9-36

the Responilve'Early Childhood Education Program
(RECEP).9.63

/
...,

DOIO

Akron Follow Through: Project,SELF (Selected

.

.

,

, Educational-Learning Fundamentals). S.12

i(

Dayton/Hemet Instruction Follow Through
Resource Center. 9.39-

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia Follow Through Behavior AnalySis
Resource Center1BARC). 9.55

z
- SOUTH CAROLINA

McConlick Follow Through: Mathemigenic
ActtvitieiProgram (OAP), 942

,..7_.1-^1iilliarsburg`County Followthrough: A Direct
Instruction Model. 9-69

TENNESSEE

Deltalb County Follow ThrOugh: A Direct,
Instruction Model.,9.40

TEXAS \

Corpus Christi Followahrdugh Bilingual'Project. 3-6
Uvalde Follow Throughl 3irect Instruction

Model.

VIRGINIA

Lee County Follow Through: Matheagenic
Activities Program (MAP). 9 -SO

Richmond (Virginia) Follow Through
Resource Center,.S.25

'WEST-VIRGINIA

Randolph County follow Through Program. 9-61

e



OSE HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S EARLY EDUCATION OUTREACH PROGRAMS

The following progrins'are supported as Early Education Outreach Programs by the Department of Education's
Office of Special Education. Further information may be found on the catalog pages indicated.

FLORIDA

Good Samaritan Diagnostic/Prescriptive Classroom fon.Handicapped Preschool Children. 13.6

GEORGIA

the Rutland Center -- Developmental Therapy Model for Treating Emotionally Disturbed Children. 10.10

ILLINOIS

Maccnb 0-3 Regional Project: A Rural Child/Parent Service. 10-16
PEECH: Precise Early Education.for Children with Handicaps. 10-17
Peoria 0-3 Project -- Replication of an Interdisciplinary Approach to,the Early Education of Handicapped
Children Ages 0-3. 10-18

' MASSACHUSETTS

project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network. 10 -6

MICHIGAN

Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum. 5-15

OREGON

the leaching Research Infant and Child Center Classroom for Moderately and Severely Handicapped Lhildred, 10-13

TEXAS
,

a'Program for Early Education of WIdren with Handicaps. 10-18
Developmental Education Birth Through Two (Project DEBT). 10.14

UTAH

MAPPS: Multi-Agency Project for Pre-Schoolers. 10-16
project SKIM!. 10.11

WASHINGTON

Ccnonicition Programs. 5.16
Programs for Children with Down Syndrome, 5.24

WISCONSIN

Comprehensive Training Program for Infant and Young Cerebral Palsied Children (L.P. Project). 5-17

the Portage Project: A Home Approach to the Early Education of Handicapped Children. 5.11

228

13.10
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EXEMPLARY PROJECTS,
-- By State

ALABAMA
Baptist Hill Kindergarten, Greenville 5-13
Improvement of Basic Reading Skills. Sylacauga 9-48
PEGASUS-PACE: Continuous Progress Reading Program' Personalized Educational Growth And Selective

Utilization of Staff -7- Personalized Approach to Continuous Education, Tuscaloosa 9-21
Talents Unlimited, Mobile 12-13
Title I ESEA Preschool, Bessemer 5-26

ARIZONA
Arizona Consortium for Individuilized,Learning (ACIL), Mesa 7-4
Catch Up Keep Up, Tucson 9-35
Flagstaff Remedial Reading Project (Title I), Flagstaff 13-3
PEOPEL: Physical Education Opportunity Program for Exceptional Handicapped Learners, Phoenix 12-9
Pima County DeVelopmehtal Career Guidance Project, Tucson 4-11

ARKANSAS
project CAP: Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative'sCareer Awareness Program, Greenland 4-3
Flippin Follow Through: s Direct Instruction Mode I.,Flippin 9-44
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS), Little Rock 3-7
National Migrant Interstile Project, Little Rock 13-1

CALIFORNIA i
Alphaphonics: Beginni4Beading Program, South San Frenciscii 9-7
California Migrant Teacher Assistant Corps: California Mini-Corps, Sacramento 8-3
Career Education Responsive to Every Student (CERES), Ceres 4-5
project Catch -UpMewport Beach 9-8
the Child Development Center, Huntington Beach 5 -14

.prolect CLASS (Competency-based Live-Ability Ski IIS), Clovis 1-4
Experience -Based Career Education (EBCE) [Far West Laboratory (FWL)J. San Francisco 2-6

'Freestyle. Downey .

-HEFYProject ALOHA (Allowing Learners Optiinum Human Attainment)A Mainland Demonstration of the HaWaiiEnglish Prograin, San Jose 13:4,
project Idea (A PrOgram for Hearing-Impaired Infants), Campbell 13-3
Learning to Read by Reeding. Jamestown 9-49
Matching Attitudes and Talents to Career Horizons (MATCH),Ontario 4-9
Metrics Made Easy, Huntington BeaCh
Modification of Children's Oral Langoige; Palo Alto 10-7
Oakland Unified School District Follow Through Program: LearningThrough Literature, Oakland 5-23
Primary Grades Health Curriculum Project (PGHCP), San'Bruno 12-17
the Process of Teaching Basic Reading Skills In ,Eecondory Schools, Mountain View 8-9
project R-3: Readiness, Relevancy and ReinforCement, San Jose 9-23
Right To Read: Wilson Junior.High School, San Diego 13-4 -
San Diego City Schools Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model. San Diego 9-64
School Health Curriculum PrOject (SHCP), San Bruno 12-11
SCORE: success Controlled Optimal Reading Experience, South San Francisco 10-19
SIGMA: System for Individually Guiding Mastery Attainment, San Diego 8-10
TUlare Follow Through, Tulare 5-27
UCLA Allied Health Professions Publications, Los Angeles 4-17

COLORADO
Added Dimensions to Parrot and Preschool Education, Lakewobd 5-12
Boulder Valley Public Schriols Follow Through Program, Boulder 9-34
a Commuhity Approach to YearRourvi Education (Project CA.Y.R.E.), Aurora 2-5
PAL: Pupils Advancing in Learning. Denver 13-4
Personalized Instruction: A Classroom Team Approach, Westminster 9-54
PRIOR: PReschool and Improvement Of Reading, Fort Collins 9-57
STAMM: Systematic Teaching And Measuring Mathematics, Lakewood 9-26

2 3- 0



CONNECTICUT
Higher Horizons 100. Hartford 9-47
IRIT: Intensive Reading Instruchohal Teams, Hartford 9-49
MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving. Meriden 5-22
New Haven Follow Through Project. New Haven 9-53

lic Schools of Choice: High School in the Community (HSC), New Haven 2-7

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP). Washington 4-12
Director), of Representative Woik Education Programs, 1972-73, Washington 13-3
Nichols Avenue Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, Washington 9-53

. .

FLORIDA
Child Study Center (CSC): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project, St. Petersburg-12-14
project COAST: Cognitively Oriented Approach to Skills Teaching, Fort Walton Beach 9 -37
Computeronics: Gifted Child Project. Tallahassee 12-14

,Curriculum Modification Through Envireomental Studies: Environmental Studies Center. Jensen Beach 6213

Developing Mode Isfor Special Education (7, MSE), Monticello 10-4
Developmental Play (DP): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project, St. Petersburg 5-6
Duval Consumer Education CerriculurmJackionville 6-14
Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum (ECPC), Miami 9-41
Florida MIgraloiKbild Corripensatory Program Language A:t3 Tutorial Program. Tallahassee 13-4
Interactive Curricular Experience, Panama City 10-15
ISIS: Individualized Science Instructional System Disaemination Project. Tallahassee 6-8
Law Education Goals And Learnings (LEGAL), Miami 6-15'
MARC: Multisensory Approach to Reading and Reading Readiness Curriculum. Crawfordville 9-51
New Adventure: Success Strategies for Reading and Language (NAIL), Tallahassee 9-19
Positive Alternatives to Student Suspensions (PASS): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services DemonstrationProject,

St. Petersburg 12-10
Project for the Severely Handicapped Child. Miami 13-4
project SCAT: Skills for Consumers Applied Today, Kissimmee 12L17
School Volunteer Development Project, Miami 9-25
project SMART (Success in Mathematics Through Aural Reading Techniques), Daytona Beach 13-3
project Talent Development, Miami 13-5
Title I Remedial Reading Program. Fort Lauderifele-T3=5
Training forTurnabout Volunteers. Miami 13-6

GEORGIA
EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Education, Ocilla 12-5
"Games Children Play..." Atlanta Follow Through/Interdependent Learning Model, Atlanta 9-44
Occupational and Career Development, Marietta' 4-16
Pickens County Follow Through: ktathemagenic Activities Program (e4AP), Jasper 9-55
Reading English Rotation Project. Thomson 9-24
Reading Individualized Remedial Laboratories/Math Individualized Remediation, Albany 9-62

the Rutland Center Developmental Therapy Model for Treating Emotionally Disturbed Children. Athens 10-10
project Success Environment: A Contingency Management Approach to Classroom Improvement, Atlanta 13-5

HAWAII
Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching, Honolulu 6-15
Hawaii Basic Skills Remediation Project, Hilo 13-4
Hawaii English Program (HEP), Honolulu 13-4
Hawaii Follow Through Project, Honolulu 9-46

. IDAHO,
Pocatello Follow Through: Mathemageriic Activities Program (MAP), Pocatello 9-56

ILLINOIS
APEC: America's Possible Energy Choices. Rockford 6-13
Child-Parent Centers Activity (CPC). Chicago- 5-14
project Conquest. East St. Louis 9-38
project CREATION: Concern Regarding the Environment And Technology In Our Nation/Neighborhood,

LaSalle 6-4
Early Prevention of School Failure. Peotone 5-7
Early Prevention of School Failure Migrant Program (For Spanish and English-Speaking Children), Peotone 3-4

East St. Louis Direct Instruction Follow Through. East St. Louis 5-18
Intensive Reading Improvement Program (IRIP). Chicago 8-8

14



Macomb 0-3 Regional Project:A Rural Child/Parent Service, Macomb 10-16
Matteson FourDirnensiorial Readir4 Program, Matteson 9-51
PA: Project Advocate Nonhwe'itern Ilpois Association; DeKalb 13-3
'PEECH: Precise Early Educatiort'lar Childrenwith Handicaps. Champaign 10-17
PEGASUS: Personalized Ediicitional Growth and Achievement With Selective Utilization of Staff. Princeton 9-54Peoria 0-3 Project Repli(tion of an Interdisciplinary Approach to the Early Education of HandicappedChildrenAges 0-3, Peoria 10-18
Positive Attitude Toward Learning (PATL),I3ethalto 8-7
Pre-Algebra Development Centers, Chicago 9-22
Proviso Reading Model, Maywood 9-58
TALK: Teaching Activities frit Language Knowledge, Rockford 9-29
Waukegan Follow Through Demonstration Resource Center, Waukegan 5-28

INDIANA
FEED, Bloomington 43-3
Indianapolis Follow Through Project, Indianapolis 5721..
Programed Tutorial Reading. Bloomington 9-58

IOWA
project Discovery. Red Oak 4-6
Horne Start, Waterloo 13-3

_Media Now, Rid Oak 11-3
Pilot Project Utilizing Supportive Personnel UsingBehavior Modification Techniques with Articulatory nisorderedChildren. Eliplington 8-9
PREDICT-I: Prekindergarten Education for the Disadvantaged Child = Title I, Cedar Rapids 13-3
Title I Compensatory Mathematics Program, Des Moines 9-66
Title I Compensatory Reading Program, Des Moines 9-67
Title I Reading, Grades 2-6. F Ort Dodge. 9-67
Waterloo Follow Through: Inenfidualized Early Learning Program,Vaterloo '5-28

KANSAS -
Diversified Educational Experiences Program tDEEP), Wichita 2-3
Team.Oriented Corrective Reading (TOCR). Wichita 9-66
Topeka OutdoorEnvironmental Education Project, Topeka 13-5

KENTUCKY
Cashflow Forecasting System, Louisville 7-5
Computerized Pupil Attendance Accounting/Census System, Ashland 7-6
RE-ED School of Kentucky. Louisville 10-19

LOUISIANA
Every Student Every Day, Morgan City 9-43
project Learning Disabilities: Early Identification and Intervention. New Orleans 13-4

MAINE
St. John Valley Bilingual Education Program, Madawaska 13-5

MARYLAND
Student Team Learning: Intergroup Relations, Baltimore 9-27
Student Teams - Achievement Divisions (STAD): Language Arts, Baltimore 9-28
Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT). Baltimore 9-30

MASSACHUSETTS
project Adventure. Hamilton 6-3
AIRS: Andover's Individualized Reading System, Andover 9-33
Cambridge Follow Through Project, Cambridge 9-35
project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network. Dedham 10-6
Facing History and Ourselves: Holocat st and Human` Behavior, Brookline 6-14"' Learning for Life. Boston.12-16
project Understand: Arlington's Title I Program;Arlington 9-68

MICHIGAN
project CDCC: Career Development Centered Curriculum, Coloma 4-13- a Chance for Every Child. Warren 9-36
Cognitively Oriented 9reschool Curriculum, Ypsilanti 5-15

14-5
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Oinifict Learning for Educable Mentally Retarded Students. GrandRapids 13 -4

Discovery, Through Readirtg,Olarkston '9-40
FAST:; Functional Analnis-Systems Training, Essexville 13-3
FilntFolkne Through-Direct Insituction Resource Center, Flint 9-43,-J:=',.

,HIT: High Intensity TutorinQrHigMand Parle9-47
CAN Instructional Physidal Educatkin System. East Lansing 13-6

NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant Advancement and Development, Lawrence 3-8

Parent Readiness Edtkation Projedt(PREP), Redford 5-9

MINNESOTA, 1,

-BASIC: Best Adaptable Skills for.the Individual Child. Montevideo 9-33
Demonstration Evaluation Center (CAM), Hopkins 7-8

-Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity (Seton Hall Program), St. CIdud 5-19

FoeusDissemination Project. Hastings 2 -4
Religion In Human Culture (RIK), Minneapolis 6-12

-project SHARE:-Sharing High,YieidAccountability with Resource Educators, Hendrurri 10-20

SP-kW Eckietibn Preschool Progtam.-Minneapolis
St. Paul Open School, St. Paul 2-8
Systematic Instructional Management Strategies (SIMS), Minneapolis 10-12

,Urban Arts Program. Minneapolis -11-,4 -

VRP: Reading Power in the Content Areas (Vocational Reading Power). Minneapolis 9-32,
WWAS:Women in World Area Studies. St. Louis Park 6=16

MISSISSIPPI ,

Gulfport Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities Program (NAP), Gulfport 9-46

Lenore County (Mississippi) Follow,Through Resource Center, Greenwood 9-50

MISSOURI
Central Institute for tne Deaf Early Education Project, St. Louis 5-13
Comprehensive Schaal Mathematics Program (CSMP). St. Louis 9-9
Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Prograre(COMP), Columbia 9-11

Follow Through -- Podageville,Unit, Portageville 5-20
Kansas City Follow Through Project: Resource Center, Kainai City 5-21
Parent-Child Early Education Program (Saturday School), Ferguson 5-23

"MONTANA
Northern Cheyenne Follow Through Project; Lame Deer 5-22
Precision Teaching Project. Great Falls 10-9 -

NEBRASKA
ACE: Administrative Cooperative in Education, Columbus 7-4
Engineered Classroom for. Students Who Are Both Educably Mentally Handicapped and Behaviorally Maladjusted,

Papillion 10-15
project Success for the SLD Child, Wayne 40-21

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Bask Skills in Reading1BASK), Manchester 9-34
project REAL, Lebanon 5-25

NEW JERSEY
ACTIVE: All Children Tptally InVolyelExercising, Oakhurst 10-13
Communication Arts and Science Training (Project CAST), Union, 11-5

the Crinimunications Workshop (CWS), Teaneck 10-14
Criterion Reading InstitictIon Project (CRIP), Linden 9-39
Dale Avenue Early CI.41dhooil Education Project, Cape May 13-.3
Educational Serviceelor Schoolage Parents (ESSP). New Brunswick 2-8

ELSMERE Project, Glassboro 10-5
the Glassboro Bight-ToRead Project. Gly.-"oro 9-45
HEAR: Human Educational Awareness lit?; ;urce (A Career Education Program to Reduce Effects of Sex Role

Stereotyping), 1.5;inCeton 4-8
Individualized Language Arts: Dla9nosis. Prescription, andEvaluation. Weehawken c9-15

Institute for Creative Education, Sewell 12-6
Institute for Political tid Legal Education (IPLE), Sewell 6-7

Ceaincycle: Responsive Teaching. Teaneck -8
LEM: Learning Experience Module (Educational Management Design), Hackensack 7-7

Medical Insurance: A Prncedure for Instituting a Cost-Effective Program, Piscataway 7-7



the New Jersey Writing Project, Monmouth Junction 9-20 -
Opening the Doors. Princeton'4-16
Perception+, Union 5-10 -
Pollution Control Education Center Priority One: Environment, Union 6-11
Project Maiiagement Basic Principles and Techniques, Pine Hill 8-10
Pupil Transportation: A Procedure for Cooperative Purchase of Special Education Services, Piscataway 7-8
project Read-Write, Newark 9-63
Senior Elective program. Rumson 2-8
Trenton Follow Throughi: Behavior' Analysis Approach, Trenton 5-27

4 NEW MEXICO -
East Las Vegas Follow Through: A'Oirect Instruction Model, LisVegas 9-41
the'Fail Save Continuum of Services for Learning Disabled StUdents, Albuquerque 13-4

NEW YORK
project CHILD: Comprehensive Help for Individual Learning Differences, Geneseo 3-3
Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through, Bronx 9-38
Community School 77 Bronx Behavior Analysis Follow-Through Resource Center.-Bronx 5-16
Diagnostic Prescriptive Arithmetic (DPA). Staten Island 9-12
ECOS Training Institute (Ell), Yorktown Heights-8-4
the Electric Company, New York 9-42
Elmira Follow Through' Project. Elmira 9-42
Ethical Issues in Decision Making, Scarsdale 12-15
Follow Through Nongraded Learning Model: New York CitylHampton Institute, New York 5-19
MCHPNIP: MotherChildHome Program of the Verbal jnteraction Project, Freeport 5-8
New York State External High School Diploma Prograiff(EDP). Syracuse .1-5
Plattsburgh Follow Through Program,'Plattsburgh 9-56
Pre ntion of Learning Disabilities: An InterdisciplinaryModel, New York 5-24
Pubhc.School 33 Manhattan Follow Through Project: A Child Development Approach, New York 9-59PubliC School 92 Manhattan Follow Through.,NewYork 9-60
Public\School 137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, Brooklyn 9-60/ Title t Children's Orogram: Learning to Read Through the Arts. Division of Curriculum and Instruction. New YorkCity'Board of Education. Biboklyn 9-31
the Weaksville School/Bank Street College Follow Through Program, Brooklyn 5-29

NORTH,
'Cherokee follow,Through: A Direct Instruction Model, Cherokee 9-36
Ombudsman. Charlotte ,124
project Reading Impioveinent, Burgaw 9-61
the Responsive Early Childhood Education Program (RECEP), Goldsboro 9-63

- 'Sequential Physical Education Reform: The M-5 Project, Marion -12 -12

NORTH DAKOTA
a Comprehensive Program for Handicapped Preschool Children and Their Families in Rural and NonUrban Areas,Fargo 5-17

. ',Elementary Metric Project, Bismarck 13-3
,Northwest Special Education (NWSE), Lignite 10-17

PrKindeigarten Prescriptive Teaching Program for Learning DisablaChildren, Fargo 13-4

OHIO

Akron,Follow Through: Project SELF (Selected Educational Learning Fundamentals), Akron 5-12
Career Development Programs, Akron 4-4
Career Planning Support System, Columbus 4-13
Curriculum for Meeting Modern Problems (TheNew Model Me), Lakewood 12-4
Dayton Dirict Instruction Follow Through Resource Center, Dayton 9-39
Early Childhood Education All Day Kindergarten, Cincinnati 5-18
project Emerge: The Shop, Dayton 13-4
project Instruct, Upper Arlington 9-16

OKLAHOMA 4"

"Go Metric": A Supplemental Low-Cost Metric Curriculum, Tulsa 9-45
Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center for Secondary LD students, Cushing 10-8
project STAY: School To Aid Youth, Moore 5-26

OREGON
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) [Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory). Portland 2-7
Good Samaritan Diagnostic/Prescriptive Classroom for Handicapped Preschool Children, Portland 13-6
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InService Training in the Teaching Research Data Based Classroom for Severely Handicapped School=Age

Children, Monmouth, 8-8
South Douglas County Early Childhood Education Project, Myrtle Creek 13-5
a Systems Approach to Individualized Instruction (SAW, Grants Pass 9-65
the Teaching Research Infant and Child Center Classroom for Moderately and Severely Handicapped Children.

Monmouth -10-13
Upstairs School. Portland 9=68

PENNSYLVANIA
Career,lntern Program, Philadelphia 4-12
COPE: Cognitively Oriented Pre-Primary Experience. Philadelphia 5-5
ExperienceBased Career Education (EBCE) [Research for Better Schools. Inc. (R85)), Philadelphia 4-15
project KARE (Knowledgeable Action to Restore our Environment), Erdenheim 6-9
Model Learning Disabilities Systems (MLDS). University Park 13-4 I

Philadelphia Follow Through Behavior Analysis Resource Center (E3ARC), Philadelphia 9-55!
project PRIDE; Professional Reading Instruction with Desirable Effects, Yeadon 9 -57
project READ. Pittsburgh 13,7

' Alternate Leaining Project (ALP). PrOvidence 2-5 I /
13 -4

RHODE ISLAND

Reading Instruction and Pupil Personnel Services (RIPPS), Portsmouth 9-62
SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive Organized Reading Techniques. Newport 9-64

I

SOUTH CAROLINA
Math Laboratories for Disadvantaged Students. Honea Path 13-4
McCormick Follow Through: MathemageniC Activities Program (MAP). McCormick 9-52

'Williamsburg County Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model, Kingstree 9-69

SOUTH DAKOTA
the First Calculating and Reading Guest, Oglala 13-4

TENNESSEE
ClinchPowell Educational Cooperative. HomeBased Early Childhood Education Prot -3M, Tazewell 5-15
DeKalb County Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model. Smithville 9-40

TEXAS
/Adult Performance Level Project (APL), Austin 1:-3
Aprendembs en Dos Idiomas: Title VII Bilingual Program, Corpus Christi 13-4
Computer-Based Planning Resources: Project SimuSchool. Dallas 7-5
Confluence of Cultures for an Affluent Tomorrow. Alice 3-6
Corpus Christi Follow Through Bilingual Project. Corpus Christi 3-6
Developmental Education Birth Through Two (Project DEBT). Lubbock 10-14

t.. Houston Iridependent School District Bilingual Programs. Houston 3-7
Law in a Changing Society (LCS). Dallas 6-101 -
a Program. f or Early Education of Children with Handicaps. Wichita Falls 10-18
SDR: Systems Directed Reading. Richardson 13-5
Uvalde FolloW Through:A Direct Instruction Model. Uvalde 9-69

UTAH
.1

Critical Analysis and Thinking Skills (CATS), Salt Lake City 12-3
Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (ECM). Salt Lake City 8 -5
GEMS: Goalbased Educational Management System, Sandy 9-13
Improving Achievement (Reading) Through Use of Teachers and Teacher Aides. Logan 9748

MAPPS: MultiAgency Project for Pre-Schoolers. Logan 10-16
Programed Tutorial Reading. Farmington 9-58
project SKIHI, Logan 10-11
USAIL: Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning. Salt Lake City 7-3

VIRGINIA
Computer Assisted-Diagnostic-Prescriptive Program in Reading and Mathematics (CADPP), Dillwyn 9-10

CRAM: Compensatory Reading And Mathematics Program. Winchester 13-3
FIIT: Functional Literacy, Alexandria 1-5

Lee County Follow Through: Mathemagenic ACtivities Prog ram (MAP), Jonesville 9-50
Psychomotor Learnings for Academic Yieldi (Project PLAY). Bristol 9-59
Richmond (Virginia) Follow Through Resource Center, Richmond 5-25

art



WASHINGTON
Classroom Intervention: individualized Basic Skill Reading Program, Seattle 9-37
Communication Programs, Seattle 5-16
project ECOLogy (Environmental Career-Oriented Liiining):Seattle -6-5
project Equality, Seattle 4=7'
Have a Healthy Heart: Bellevue 12-15
project Home Base, Yakima 5-20
HOSTS: Help One Student To Succeed, Vancotrver 9-14
Individualized Bilingual Instruction (IBI), Pasco 3-5
Model Classrooms: Classroom Management, Bellevue 9-18
Occupational Wrsatility;(034, Seattle, 4-10
Programs for Children with Down Syndrome, Statile 5-24
Secondary Crack Exchinge Program:Sunnyside -3-8
project Success: Handit,apOed:Poulsbo-10-21

1

WEST VIRGINIA
ExrierienceBased Career Education (Ef3CE)[Appalachia EducationalLaboratory (AEL)), Charleston A-14

i Lincoln County Exemplary Project in Career Education, Hamlin 13-4
- I Physical Efficiency and Corrective Physical Education (PECPE), Vienna 12-16

Randolph County Follow Through Program, Elkins 9-61
Reading Improvement Program Secondary Schools Reading Laboratory, Parkersburg 13-4

WISCONSIN
C.Cmprehensive Training Program for'infant and Young Cerebral PalsiedChildren (C.R Project), Wauwatosa 5-17
Eiperience-Based Career Education (EBCE) Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, Fond du, Lac 4-14
project I-CE (InstriictionCurriculuth-Environment), Green Bay 6-6
Kenosha Model: Academic Improvement Through Linguage Experience, Kenosha 9-17
the ME/ME Drug Prevention Education Program, Appleton 12-7
the Portage ,Project: A Home Approach to the Early Education of Handicapped Children, Portage 5-11
Strategiesin Early Childhood Education, Waupum 9-65
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SECTIONAL CROSS-REFERENCE INDEX.

Each program in this catalog has been placed in one of twelve
programs do span several content categories.- This sectional
appropriate headings.-

ADULT EDUCATION
Adult Performance Level Project (APL) 1-3
Alternate Learning Project (ALP) 2-5
project CLASS (Competency-based Live-Ability Ski IIS)

1-4
Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (ECRI) 8-5

- FLIT: Functional Literacy 1-5 e

Learning to Read by Rriading 9-49
New York State External High School Diplcima

Program (EDP) 1-5
NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant

-Advancement and Development 3-8 -

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS/PROGRAMS
Adult Performance Level Project (APL) 1-3
project Adventuret6 -3
Alternate Leaming*Prolect (ALP) 2-5
Career Intern Program 4-12
project CLASS (Competency-based Live-Ability Ski IIS)

1-4
the Conimunications Workshop (CWS) 1014
a Community Approach to Year-Round Education

(Project C.AY.R.E.) 2-5
Diversified Educational Experiences Program (DEEP)
- 2-3 .
Educational Services for Schoolage Parents (ESSP)

2-6
Experience43ased Careertducation (EBCE)

(Appalachia Educatiorial Laboratory (AEA] 4-14
Experience-13ased Career Education (EBCE) (Far

West Laboratory (FWL)] 2-6
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE)

(Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory] 2-7
Focus Dissemination Project 2-4

'New York State External High School Diploma
Program (EDP) 1-5

Public Schools of Choice: High School in the
Community (MSC) 2-7

Secondary Credit Exchange Program 3-8
Senior Elective"Prodram 2-8
St. Paul Open School 2-8

- Urban Arts Program 11-4

BILINGUAUMIGRANT EDUCATION
California Migrant Teacher Assistant Corps: California

Mini-Corps 8-3
project Catch-Up 9-8
project CHILD: Comprehensive. Help for Individual

Learning Differences 3-3
Confluence of Cultures for an Affluent Tomorrow 3-6
Corpus Christi Follow Through Bilingual Project 3-6
Early Prevention of School Failure 5-7
Early Prevention of School Failure Migrant Program

(For Spanish and English-Speaking Children) 3-4
Houston IndependentSchool District Bilingual

Programs 3-7
-Individualized Bilingual instruction (1131) 3-5
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS)

3-7
Modification of Children's Oral Language 10-7
NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant

Advancement and Development 3-8

14-

sections, as determined by content However, some
cross-reference index lists all programs under all

Secondary Credit Exchange Program 3-8

CAREERNOCAT3ONAL EDUCATION
project CAP: Boston Mountains Educational

Cooperative's Career Awareness Program 4-3
Career Development Programs 4-4
Career Education Resource Center Program (CERCP)

4-12 --
Career Education Responsive to Every Student'

(CERES) 4-5
Career Intein Program 4-12
Career Planning Support System 4-13
project CDCC: Career Development Centered

Curriculum 4-13
project Discovery 4-6
prole-et ECOLogy (Environmental Career-Oriented

Limning) 6-5
ECOS*Trainino institute (ETI)
project Equality 4-7
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE)

(Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL)) 4-14
Experience-Besedtareer Education (EBCE) (Far

West Laboratory (FWL)] 2-6
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) Fond

du Lac, Wisconsin 4-14 ^^
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE)

(Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory] 2-7
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE)

(Research for Better .Schools. Inc. (FIBS)) 4-15
FLIT: functional Literacy 1-5
Freestyle 4-15
HEAR: Hurnan Educational Awareness Resource (A

Career Education Program to Reduce Effects of
Sex Role Stereotyping) 4-8

Matching Attitudes'and Talents to Career Horizons
(MATCH) 4-9

NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant
Advancement and Development 3-8

Occupational and Career Development 4-16
Occupational Versatility (O.V.) 4-10
Opening the Doors 4-16
Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project

4-11
Public Schools of Choice: High Schoolin the

Community (HSC) 2-7
project R3: Readiness, Relevancy and Reinforcement

9-23
UCLA Allied Health Professions Publications 4-17
VRP: Reading Power in the Content Areas

(Vocational Reading Power) 9-32

EARLY CHILDHOOD/PARENT INVOLVEMENT
Added Dimensions to Parent and Preschool Education

5-12
Akron Follow Through: Project SELF (Selected

Educational Learning Fundamentals) 5-12
AlphaphonicS: Beginning Reeding Program 9 -7
Baptist Hill Kindergarten 5-13
Boulder Valley Public Schools Follow Through

Program 9-34
Cambridge Follow Through Project 9-35
Central Institute for the Deaf Early Education Project

5 -13,



O
Cherokee Fo IlOw Through: A Direct Instruction Model

9-36
the Child Developinent Center 5-14
Child-Parent Centers Activity (CPC) 5-14
Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative: Home:Based

Early Childhood Education Program 5-15
Project.COAST: Cognitively Oriented Approach to

Skills Teaching 9;-37
Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum 5-15
Communications Programs 5-16
Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through 9-38
Cominunitil Schoo1.77 Bronx' Behavior,Analysis Follow 4'

Thicitigh Resource Center 5=16
a Corriprehensive Program for Handicapped

Preschool Children and Their Families in Rural and
Non-Urban Are4 5-17

Comprehensive Training Program for Infant and
Young Cerebral Palsied Children (OP. Project) 5-17

COPE: Cognitively Oriented Pre-Primary Experience
5 -5

Dayton Direct InstruCtion Follow Through Resource
Center 9-39

DeKalb County Follow ThrougWA Direct Instruction
Model 9-40

DevelopiOntal Education Birth- Through Two (Project
DEGTI) 10-14

Developmental Play (DP); A Validated Pupil Personnel
Services Demonstration pzoject 5-6,

Early Childhod Education All Day Kindergarten
5-18

Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum (ECPC) 97411
Early Prevention of School Fallure"5-7 'l. I
East Las Vegas Follow Through: &Direct Instruction'

Model 9-41
East St. Louis Direct Instruction Foil& Through 5 -18
Elmira Follow Through Project 9-42
project ERIN: Early,ReCognition Intervention Netvork

EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Eduiation
16
12-5

-Every Student Every Day 9-43
Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity (Seton

Hall Program) 5-19
Flint Follow Through Direct Instruction Resource

Center 9-43
Flippin Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model

9-44

ll

Follow Through Nongraded Learning Model: New
York City /Hampton Institute 5-19

Follow Through Portageville Unit 5-20
"Games Children Play " Atlanta Fol ow

Through/Interdependent Learning Model 9-44.
GEMS: Gbal-based Educational Management System

9-13
Gulfport Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities

Program (MAP) 9-46
Hawaii Follow Through Project 9-46
project Home Base 5-20
Indianapolis Follow Through Project 5-21
Individualized Bilingual instruction (IBI)13-5
Project Instruct 9-16
Kansas City Follow Through Project: Resource Center

5-21
Lee County Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities

Program (MAP) 9-50
LeFlore County (Mississippi) Follow Trough Resource
+2 Center 9-50

MARC: MultIsensory-Approgh to Reiding and
Reading Reidiness Curriculum 9-51

MCCormick Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities
Program (MAP) 9-52

MCHPNIP: Mother-Child Home Program of the Verbal
/ Interaction Project 5-8

MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving 5-22
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS) 3-7
Modification of Children's Oral Language 10-7
New Adventure: Success Strategies for Reading and

Language (NAIL) 9-19
New Haven Follow Through Project 9=53
Nichols Avenue Follow Through: A Direct Instruction

,Model 9-53
Northern - Cheyenne Follow Through project 5-22
Oakland Unified School District Follow Through,

Program: Learning Through Literature 5-23
Parent-Child Early Education Program (Saturday

SChool) 5-23
Parent Readiness Education Project (PREP) 5-9
PEECH: Precise Early Education for Children with

,Handicaps 10-17
Peoria 0-3 Project Replication 61 an Inter-

!disciplinary Approach to the Eaily Education of
J Handicapped Children Ages 0-3 10-18
perception + 5-10
Philadelphia Follow Through Behavior Analysis

Resource Center (BARC) 9-55
;Pickens County Follow Through: Mathemagenic
/ --Activities Program (MAP) 9-55

Pimatounty Developmental Career Guidance Project
/ 4-11 t

, /Plattsburgh Follow Through Program 9-56
Pocatello Follow Through: Mathemagenic. Activities

Program (MAP) 9-58
the Portage Project: A Home Approach to the Early

Education of Handidapped Children 5-11
Prevention of Learning Disabilities: An Inter-

disciplinary Model 5-24
PRIOR: PReschool and Improvement Of Reading 9-57
a Programfor Early Education of Children with

Handicaps 10-18
Pon rams for Children with Down Syndrome 5-24
PsyelorrJtor Learnings for Academic Yields (Project

PLAY) 9-59
Public School 33 Manhattan Follow Through Project:

A Child DevelopmenrApproach 9-59
Public School 92 Manhattan Follow Through 9-60
Public School 137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A Direct

instruction Model 9-60
Randolph County Follow Through Program 9-61
project REAL 5-25
the Responsive :lady Childhood Education Program

(RECEP) 9-63
Richmond (Virginia) Follow Through Resource Center

5-25
San Diego City Schools Follow Through: A Direct

Instruction Model 9-64
SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive

Organized leading Techniques 9-64
project SklFll 10-11
project STAY: School To Aid Youth 5-26
Strategies in Early Childhood Education 9-65
TALK: Teaching Activities for Language Knowledge

9-29
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!Cis for Moderately nd Severely
the Tea ill Research Infant and Child Center

) Han icapped Children 10-13
Team rie led Corrective Reading (TOCR) 9-66
Title liES Preschool 5-26
Trent6n F low Through: Behavior Analysis Approach

5-
Tula e F ow Through 5-27
proj t U derstand: Arlington's Title I Program 9-68

; Uva Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model
9-69 I -

r Waterloo Follow Through: hidividualized Early
I Lear mg Program 5-28 .

Wauk an Follow Through Demonstration Resource
Cell r 5-28

the W Icsville School/Bank Street College Follow
Thr ugh Progrim 5-29

Willis sburg County Follow Through: A Direct
Ini ruction Model 9-69

ENV RONMENTAL EDUCATION/SCIENCE/
S SCIENCE
proj t Adventure 6-3
A- C: America's Possible Energy Choices 6-13

ect CREATION: Concern Regarding the
nvironment And Technology In Our Nation/
eighborhood 6-4

itical Analysis and Thinking Skills (CATS) 12-3
rriculdm for Meeting Modem Problems (The New
Model.Me) 12-4

urriculum Modification Through Environmental
Studies: Environmental Studies Center 6-13

uval Consuiner Education Curriculum 6-14
. project ECOLogy (Environmental Career-Oriented

Lea rning)6-5
ECOS Training Institute (ETI) 8-4
Facing History and Ourselves: Holocaust and Human.

Behavior 6-14
Foundational Approaches in Science Teaching 6-15
project I-C-E (Instruction-Curriculum-Environment) 6-6
Institute for Political and Legal Educatith(IPLE) 6-7
ISIS: Individualized Science Instructional System

s Dissemination Project 6-8
-

project ;BARE (Knowledgeable Action to Restore our
Environment) 6-9

Law Education Goals And Learnings (LEGAL) 6-15
Law in a Changing Society (LCS) 6-10
Media Now 11-3

r Metrics Made Eisy 9-52
Pollution Control Education Center Priority One:

Environment 6-11 -
project R-3: Readiness, Relevancy and Reinforcement

9-23
Religion In Human Culture (RIHC) 6-12
WWAS: Women in World Area Studies 6-16

ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS/
ADMINISTRATION
ACE: Administrative Cooperative in Education 7-4
Alternate Learning Project (ALP) 2-5
Arizona Consortium for Individualized Learning (ACIL)

`7-4
Casliflovi Forecasting System 7-5
a Community Approach to year-Round Education

(Project CA.Y.R.E.) 2-5
Computer-Based Planning Resources: Project Simu-

School 7-5

14-12

Computerized Pupil Attendance Accountini/Census
System 7-6

Demonstration Evaluation Center (CAM) 7-6
Diversified Educational Experiences Program (DEEP)

2-3
GEMS: Goal-based Educational Management System

9-13
HIT: High Intensity Tutoring 9-47
HOSTS: Help One Student To Succead 9-14
Improving Achievement (Reading) Through Use of

Teachers and Teicher Aides 9-48
LEM: Learning Experience Module (Educational

Management Design) 7-7
Medical Insurance: A Procedure for Instituting a Cost-

Effective Program 7-7
PEGASUS: Personalized Educational Growth and

Achievement with Selective Utilization of Staff

PEGASUS-PACE: Continuous Progress Reading
Program: Personalized Educational Growth And
Selective Utilization of Staff Personalized
Approach to Continuous Education 9-21

Programed Tutorial Reading 9-58
Public Schools of Choice: High School In the

Community (HSC) 2-7
Pupil Transportation: A Procedure for Cooperative

Purchase of Special Education-Services 7-8
the Rutland Center Developmental Therapy Model

for Treating Emotionally Disturbed Children 10-10
School Volunteer Development Project 9-25
Senior Elective Program 2-8 I

Student Team Learning: Intergroup Relations 9-27
Urban Arts Program 11-4
U-SAIL: Utah System Approach to Individualized

Learning 7-3

PRESERViC E/INSE RVICE TRAINING
ACTIVE: All Children Totally InVolved Exercising 10-3
APEC: America's Possible Energy Choices 6-13
Arizona Consortium for Individualized Learning (ACIL)

7-4
California Migrant Teacher Assistant Corps: California

Mini -Corps 8-3's
Developmental Play,(DP): A Validated Pupil Personnel

Services Demonstration Project 5-6
ECOS Training Institute (ETI) 8-4
project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network

10-6
Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (EC I) 8-5
Focus Dissemination Project 2-4
Individualized Bilingual Instruction (181) 3-5
Inservice,Training In the TeaChing Researchrbata

Based Classroom for Severely Handica
School-Age Children 8-8

Intensive Reading Improvement Program (TRIP) 8-8
Learncycle: Responsive Teaching 8-6
the New Jersey Writing Project 9-20
Northwest Special Education (NWSE) 1 7
Pilot Project Utilizing Supportive Personnel Using

Behavior Modification Techniques with Articulatory
Disordered Children 8z9

Pima County Developmental Career Guidance Project
4-11

Positive Alternatives to Stuoent Suspensions (PASS):
A Validated Pupil Personnel Services
Demonstration Project 12-10

Positive Attitude Toward Learning (PATL) 8-7
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the Process of Teaching Basic Reading Skills in
Secondary Schools 8-9

Project Management Basic Principles and
Thchniques,8-10

Project SHARE: Sharing High Yield Accountability
with Resource Educators,10-20'

SIGMA: System for Indivickially GUiding Mastery
Attainment 8-10

!MP: Reading Pciwer in the Content Areas (Vocational
Reading Power) 9-32

READINOILANGUAGtARTSIMATHEMATICS!
WRITING,
ACE: Administrative Cooperatiye in Education 7-4
AIRS: Andover's Individualized Reading System 9-33
Akron Follow Through: Project SELF (Selected

Educitional Learning Fundamentals) 5-12
AiphaphOnics: Beginning Reading Program 9-7
Arizonatoniortium for Individualized Learning (ACIL)

7-4
BASIC:

f
Basic Adaptable Ski Iii'for the Individual Child

9-33
'Basic,Skills in Reading (BASK) 9-34
Boulder Valley Public SchoOls Follow Through

Program 9-34
Cambridge Follow Through Project 9-35
project Catch-Up 9-8
Catch Up Keep Up 9-35
a Chance for Every Child 9-36
Cheiokee Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model

9-36
Ctiild-Paren1Centers Activity (CPC) 5-14
Classroom Intervention: Individualized Basic Skill

Reading Program 9-37
project COAST: Cognitively Oriented Approach to

Skills Teaching 9-37
the Communications Workshop (CWS) 10-14
Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through 9-38

/Community School 77 Bronx Behavior Analysis
Follow Through Resource Center 5-16

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP)
9-9-

Computer-Atsisted-Diagnostic-Prescriptive Program
in Reading and Mathematics (CADPP) 9-10

Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program (COMP)
9-11

Confluence of Cultures for an Affluent Tomorrow 3-6
pioject Conquest 9-38
Corpus Christi Follow,Through Bilingual Project 3-6
Criterion Reading InstrUction Project (CRIP) 9 -39
Dayton Direct Instruction Fullow Through Resource

Center 9-39-
DeKalb Countyirollow Through: A Direct Instruction

Model 9740
DemonstrationiEvaluation Center (CAM) 7-6
Diagnostic Prescriptive Arithmetic (DPA) 9-12
DiscoVery Through Reading 9-40
Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum (ECPC) 9-41
East Las Vegas Follow Through: A Direct Instruction

Model 9-41
East St. Louii Direct Instruction Follow Through 5-18
the Electric Company 9-42
Elmira Follow Through Project 9-42
Every Stildebt Every Day 9-43
Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (ECRI) 8-5
Flint Follovi Through Direct Instruction Resource
----Center 9-43

I
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Flippin Follow Through: A Direct InstruCtion Model
9-44

FLIT: Functional Literacy 1-5
Follow Through Nongraded Learning Model: New

York City/Hampton Institute 5-19
Follow Through, Portageville Unit 5-20
"Games Children Play Atlanta Follow

Throughllnterdependent Learning Model 9-44
GEMS: Goal-based Educational Management System

9 -13
the Glassboro RightTo-Read Project 9-45
"Go Metric": A Supplemental Low-Cost Metric

Curricukini 9-45
Gulfport F011ow Through: Mathemagenic Activities

Program (MAP) 9-46
Hawaii F011ow Through Project 9-46
Higher Horizons 100 9-47
HIT: High Intensity Tutoring 9-47 '
HOSTS: Help One Student: To Succeed 9-14
Improvement 01 Basic Reading Skills 9-48
Improving Achievement (Reading) Through Use of

Teachers and Teacher Aides 9-48
Individualized Language Arts: Diagnosis. Prescription.

and Evaluation 9-15
project Instruct 9-16
Intensive Reading Improvement Program (1RIP) 8-8
IRIT: Intensive Reading Instructional Teams 9-49
Kansas City Follow Through Project: Resource Center

5-21
Kenosha Model: Academic Improvement Through

Language Experience 9-17
leaining,to Read by Reading 9-49
Lee'County Follow Through, Mathemagenic Activities

Progiam (MAP) 9-50
LeFlore County (Mississippi) Follow Through Resource
-Center 9-50

LEM: Learning Experience Module (Educational
Management Design) 7 -7

MARC: Multisensory Approach to Reading and
Reading Readiness Curribultim 9-51

Matteson FourDimensional Reading Program 9-51
McCormick Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities

Program (MAP) 9-52
Metrics Made Easy 9-52
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS)

3-7
Model Classrooms: Classroom Management 9-18
New Adventure: Success Strategies for Reading and

Language (NAIL) 9-19
New Haven Follow Through Project 9-53
the New Jersey Writing Project 9-20
Nichols Avenue Follow Through: A Direct Instruction

Model 9-53
northern Cheyenne Folllw Through Project 5-22
Oakland Unified School District FolloviThrough,

Program: Learniqg Through Literature 5-23
Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center fix

Secondary LD Students 10-8
PEGASUS: Personalized Educational Growth and

Achievement with Selective Utilization' f Staff
9-54

PEGASUSPACE: Continuous Progress Reading
Program: Personalized Educational Growth And
Selective Utilization of Staff Personalized
Approach to Continuous Education 9-21

Personalized Instruction: A Classroom Team
Approach 9-54



Philadelphia Follow' rough Behavior Analysis
Resource Center (BARC) 9-55

Pickens County Follow Through: Mathemagenic
Activities Program (MAP) 9-55 ,

Plattsburgh Follow Through Program 9-58
Pocatello Follow Through: Mathemagenic AOtivities

Program (MAP) 9-56
Pre-Algebra Development Centers 9-22
Precision Teaching Project 10-9
project PRIDE:Professional Reading InstrUction with

Desirable Effects 9-57
PRIOR: PReschool and Improvement Of Reading 9-57
the Process of Teaching Bail° Reading Skills in

Secohdary Schools 8-9
Programed Tutorial Reading 9-58
Proviso Reading Model 9-58
Psychomotor Leamings for Acidemic Yields (Project

PLAY) 9-59
Public School 33 Manhattan Follow Through Project:

A Child Development Approach 9-59
Public School 92 Manhattan Follow Through,9-60
Public Schoo1137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A

Direct Instruction Model 9-60
project R-3: Readiness, Relevancy and Reinforcement

(9-23 rr

Randolph County Follow Through PrOgram 9-61
Reading English Rotation Project 9724
project Reading Improveinent 9-61'
Reading Individualized Remedial Laboratories/

Math Individualized Remechation 9-62
,Readinglnitruction and Pupil Personnel Services

(RIPPS) 9-62
project Read-Write 9-63'
project REAL 5-25
the Responsive Early Childhood Education Program

(RECEP) 9-63 I
'San Diego City Schools Follow Through: A Direct

Instruction Model 9-64 I I
School Volunteer Developinent Project 9-25
SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive

Organized Reading Techniques 9-64 1

project SHARE: Sharing High1Yield Accountability
with Resource Educators 10-20

project SKIH110-11 I
STAMM: Systematic Teaching And Measuring

Mathematics 9-26 I
project STAY: School To Aid Youtt5-26 I

Strategies in Early Childhooq Education 9-65
Student Team Learning: Intergroup Relations 9--a.
Student Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD): ,

Language Arts'9-28 I .

project Success?Handicapped 10-21
Systematic Instructional Management Strategies

(SIMS) 10-12 I 1

/

a System:. Approach to Individualized In truction
(SAII) 9-65

TALK: Teaching Activities for Languagei nowledge
9-29 , I

Team Oriented Corrective Reading (TOCR) 9-66
Teams-Games-Tournament (TGT) 9-301
Title I Children's Program: Learning to Read Through

the Arts, DiYision of Curriculuni and Instruction,
NeW Ydrk City Board of Education 1)-31

Title I Compensatory Mathematics Program 9-66
Title I Compensato:ypeading Program 9-67

Training for TurnaboUt
Title I Reading, Grades 2.6 9-67 .

Volunteers

I

,

Trenton Follow Through: Behavior Analysis Approach
5-27 I

Tulare Follow Through 5-27
project Understand: Arlington's Title I Program 9-68
Upstairs School 9-68:
U-SAIL: Utah System Approach to Individualized

Learning 7-3
Uvalde Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model

9-69
VRP: Reading Power in the Content Areas (Vocational

Reading Power) 9-32
Waterloo Follovi Through; Individualized Early

Learning Program 5-28
Waukegan Follow Through Demonstration Resource

Center 5-28
the Weeksvllle School/Bank Street College Follow

Through Program 5-29
Williamsburg County Follow Through: A Direct

Instruction Model 9-69

SPECIAL EDUCATION/LEARNING DISABILITIES
ACTIVE: All Children Totally InVolved Exercising 10-3
project Catch-Up 9-8
Central institute for the Deaf Early Education Project

5-13
the Child Development Center 5-14
Child Study Center (CSC): A Validated Pupil Personnel

Services Demonstration Project 12-14 -

Classroom Intervention: Individualized Basic Skill
.Reading Program 9-37

Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculuni 5-15
Communication Programs 5-16
the Communications Workshop (CWS) 10-14
a Comprehensive Program for-Handicapped

Preschool Children and Their Families in Rural and
Non-Urban Areas 5 -17"

Comprehensive Training Program for Infant and
Young Cerebral Palsied Children (C.P. Project) 5-17

Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program (COMP)
9-11

COPE: Cognitively Oriented Pre-Primary Experience
5-5

Developing Models foi,Special Education (DMSE)
10-4

Developmental Education Birth Through Two (Project
,DEBT) 10-14

Developmental Play (DP): A Validated Pupil Personnel
Services Demonstration Project 5-6

Diagnostic Prescriptive Arithmetic (DPA) 9-12
Diversified Educational Experiences Program (DEEP)

2-3
Early Childhood Preventive Curriculum (ECPC) 9-41
Early Prevention of Schoc! Failure 5-7
ELSMERE Project 10-5
Engineered Classroom for Students Who Are Both

Educably Mentally Handicapped and Behaviorally
Maladjusted 10-15

project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network
10-6

EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Education
12-5

Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity (Seton
Hall Program) 5-19

Focus Dissemination Project 2 -4
Good Samaritan Diagnostic/Prescriptive Classroom

for Handicapped Preschool Children13-6
project Home Base 5-20

,
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I CAN Instructional Physical Education System 13-6
inservice Training in the Teaching Research Data
' Based Classroom, for Severely Handicapped

School -Age OW <ken 8-8
project Instruct P-16
Interactive Curikular Experience 10-15
Kansas C;./ Fci,low Through Project: Resource

Center 5-2±,'
Learncycle:Respontive Teachirg
Learning Oead by Reading'9-,49

4.14.1rrit 0-3 Rig lona! Project:kilt:al Child/Parent
Service 10-16, ,

MAPPS: Multi-Agency Project for Pfe-Schoolers-
. 10-1e

MARC: Multisensory Approach to Reading and
Reading Readiness Curriculum 9-51

MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving 5-22
.Modification of Children's Oral Language 10-7
New AdVenture: Success Strategies for Reading and

Language (NAIL) 9-19
Northwest Special Education (NWSE) 10-17
Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center for

Secondary LO Students 10-8
Parent-Child Early Education Program (Saturday

School) 5,23
Parent Readiness Education Project (PREPS 5-9
PEECH: Precise'Early Education for Children with

Handicaps 10-17
PEOPEL: Physical Education Opportunity Program for

Exceptional Handicapped Learners 12-9
'Peoria 0-3 Project` -- Replication of an Inter-

disciplinary Approach to the Early Education of
Handicapped Children Ages 0-3 10-18

PerceptiOn+ 5-10
Pilot Project Utilizing Supportive Personnel Using

Behavior Modification Techniques with Articulatory
Disordered Children 8-9

the Portage Project: A Home Approach to the Early
Education of Handicapped Children 5-11

Positive Alternatives to Student Suspensions (PASS):
A Validated Pupil Personnel Services

'Demonstration Project 12-10
Positive Attitude Toward Learning (PAIL) 8-7
Precision.Teaching Project 10-9
Prevention of Learning Disabilities: An Inter-

disciplinary Model 5-24. .
a Program for Early Education of Children with

Handicaps 10-18
Programs for Children with Down Syndrome 5-24
RE-ED School of Kentucky 10-19 -
the Rutland Center Developmental Therapy Mode

for Treating Emotionally Disturbed Children 10-10
School Volunteer Development Project 9-25
SCORE: Success Controlled Optimal Roading

Experience 10-19
project SHARE: Sharing High Yield Accountability

with Resource Educators 10-20
project SKIHI 10-11
Special Education Preschool Prograin 10-20
project STAY: School To Aid Youth 5-26
Strategies'in,Early Childhood Education 9-65
project Success for the SLD Child 10-21
project Success: Handicapped 10721
Systematic Instructional Manage:bent Strategies

(SIMS)'10-12

r ,14-15

the Teaching Research Infant and Child Center
Classroom for Moderately and-Severely
Handicapped Children 10-13

ARTS/COMMUNICATION/TECHNOLOGY
Communication Arts and Science Training (Project

CAS7)11-5
"Go Metric": A Supplemental Low-Post Metric

Curriculum 9-45
Institute for Creative Education 12-6 ,
Media Now 11-3
the New Jersey Vajting Project 9-20
Occupational Versatility (O.V.) 4-10
TALK: Teaching Activities for Language Knowledge

9-29
Title I Children's Program: Learning to Read Through

the Arts, Division of Curriculum and Instruction,
New York City Board of Education 9-31

`Urban Arts Program 11-4

GIFTED AND TALENTED/HEALTH/
PHYSICAL EDUCATIONISPECIAL INTERESTS
ACTIVE: All Children Totally InVolved Exercising

10-3
project Adventure 6-3 -

Child Study Center (CSC): A Validated Pupil Personnel
-Services Demonstration Project 12-14

Computeronics: Gifted Child'Projec1 12-14
Critical Analysis and Thinking Skilis(CATS) 12-3,
Curriculum for Meeting Modern ProbleMs (The Ne;/,

Model Me) 12-4
project Equality 4-7
Ethical Issues in Decision Making 12-15
EVERY CHILD A WINNER With Movement Eckication

12-5 .

Have a Healthy Heart 12-15
HEAR: Human Educitional Awareness Resource (A

Career Education Program to Reduce Effects of
Sex Role Stereotyping) 4-8

Institute for Creative Educatlomi 2-6
ISIS: Individualized Science Instructional System

Dissemination Project 6-8
Learning for Life 12-16
the MEIME Drug Prevention Education Program 12-7
Ombudsman 12-8
PEOPEL: Physical Education Opportunity Program for

Exceptional Handicapped Learners 12-9
Physical Efficiency and Corrective Physical Education

(PECPE) 12-16
Positive Alternatives to Student Suspensions (PASS):

A Validated Pupil Personnel Services
Demonstration Project 12-10

Positive Attitude Toward Learning (PATL) 8-7
Primary Grades Health Curriculum Project 1PGHCP)

12-17
Religion in Human Culture (RIHC) 6-12
project SCAT: Skills for Consumers Applied Today

12-17
School Health Curriculum Project (SHCP) 12,11
Sequential Physical Education Reform: The M-5

Project 12-12
Talents Unlimited 12-13
WWAS: Women in World Area Studies 6-16
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ERIC DESCRIPTOR INDEX*

-
To help readers locate NON programs for a given content or problem area, selected ERIC' descriptors have been
assigned to all active iprograms, described in the catalog, To make the index easy to use, only basic program
features and special target audiences have been included.

ADMINISTRATION
COMPuTER BASED (SIMU SCHOOL)7.5
COMPUTERIZE_ D PUPIL ATTENDANCE 7-6

See Also:
Financial Services I
Health Insurance,
Program Administration
School Districts
Student Transportatio9

ADULT EDUCATION
ACTIVE 10.3 /
ADULT PERFORM LEVEL (APL) 1.3
CHILD 3-3

----CLASS 1-4-
FLIT 1.5
INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXP 10.15
LEARNING TO READ BY READING 9-49
MODIF CHILDREN S ORAL LANG 10-7
NEW YORK STATE EXTERNAL HS DIPLOMA 1.5
NOMAD 3-15 I

AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR
CURRIC MEETING MOD PROBS 12'4
POS ALT STDNT SUSPENS (PASS) 12.10
POS ATT TOriD LEARNING (PATL)

ALTERNATIVES
See Nontrai:htional Education

. AMERICAN INDIANS
CHILD 3-3/
NORTHERN CHEYENNE FOL TH 5.22

ARITHMETIC
ARIZONA CONSORT1L4M,(ACIL) 7.4
COMP SCHOOL MATH (CSMP)9-9
CONCEPT ORIENTED MATH (COMP) 9.11
DAYTON FOLLOW THROUGH 9-39
DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIP ARITH 91-2
FLiNTIFOLLOW THROUGH 9.43

-FOLLOW THROUGHPORTAGEVILLE 5-20
KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROI IGH 5.21
STAMM 9-26 "

SYSTEMS APPR TO IND INSTR (SAII) 9.65'
TITEA COMPENSATORY MATH 9-68
TRENTON FOLLOW THROUGH 5.27

ART
CbaNIT'ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5.15
TITLE I CHILDREN'S PROGRAM 9-31
URBAN ARTS PROGRAM 11.4

ATTITUDES
/See Affective Eihavk. Values

/AURALLY HANDICAPPED
See Hearing Impairments

AUTISM
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
INSERV TRAIN TEACH RESEARCr18-8
RUTLAND CENTER 10-10

1 BASIC SKILLS.
ALTERNATE LEARNING PROJECT 2.5
CAP 4.3
CAREER ED RESPONSIVE (CERES) 4.5
CHILD STUDY CENTER 12-14
CURRIC MOD ENVIRON STUDIES 6-13
TEAMSGAMESTOURNAMENT 9.30

Sea Also: '
Arithmetic

0

Commimication St its
Tunctiopat Literacy
Language Arts
Mathematics
Reading

.

ReMedial Mathematics
Remedial Reading

" Writing (Composition)
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS .

CHILD STUDY CENTER 12-14 ,
DEVELOPMENTAL' PLAY 5-6
DIVERSIFIED ED EXPER (DEEP) 2-3
POS ALT STDNT SCJSPENS (PASS) 12-10
RE-ED SCHOOL OF. KENTUCKY 10-19

BICULTURALISM 1.
CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-36
TULARE FOLLOW TIIROUGH 5-27

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ALPHAPHONICS 9-7 '.
CALIF MIGRANT MINrCORPS 8.3
CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH 9.36
CHILD 33 t, t

BILINGUAL EDUCATION
CONFLUENCE OF CUL URES 3.6
CORPUS CHRISTI FOL H 3 -6
EARLY PREVEN SCH F ILMIGRANT3-4
EARLY PREVEN SCHOO FAILURE 5.7
EAST LAS VEGAS FOL AH 9-41
HOUST0ii BILINGUAL V/
INDIV BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION 3.5
MODIF CHILDREN S ORAL LANG 10-7
PS 33 MANHATTAN FOL TH 9.59
TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5.27
UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-69

CAREER EDUCATION
ALTERNATE LEARNING PROJECT 2.5
CAP 4.3
CAREER DEVEL PROGRAMS 4.4
CAREER ED RESOURCE CENTER 4.12
CAREER ED RESPONSIVE (tERES) 4.5
CAREER INTERN PROGRAM 4.12
CAREER PLAN SUPPORT SYSTEM 4.13
COCC: CAREER DEV CENT CURRIC 4.13
CHILD 3-3
DISCOVERY 4.6
ECOLOGY 6-5
ECOS TRAINING 8.4
EQUALITY 4.7
EXP BASED CAREER to (APPALACHIA) 4.14
EXP BASED CAREER ED (FOND DU LAC) 4.14
EXP BASED CAREER ED (FWL) 2.6 -

EXP BASED CAREER ED (NORTHWEST) 2.7
EXP BASED CAREER ED (RBS) 4.15
FREESTYLE 4.15
HEAR 4.13
MATCHING ATTITUDES (MATCH) 4.9
OCCUP AND CAREER DEVELOP 4.16
OCCUPATIONAL WAS/MI.1JY 440
OPENING THE DOOR; 4.16
PIMA COUNTY CAREER GUIDANCE 4.11

3 9.23 -
UCLA ALLIED HEALTH PROFESS 4.17

CEREBRAL PALSY
COMP TRAIN CEREBRAL PALSIED 5.17
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
INSERV.TRAIN TEACH RESEARCH 843

'ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) is the principal document collection for education

14g14.7
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MACOMB 0-3 10-16
MASTS 10-16
TEACHING RESEARCH 10-13

CIVICS
See Legal Education

CLASS ORGANIZATION
AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH 5-12
ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 7-4
BASIC 9-33
COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 10-14
DEMONST EVAL CENTER (CAM)- 7-6
DIVERSIFIED ED EVER (DEEP) 2-3
GAMES CHILDREN PLAY 944

'GEMS 9.13,
LEM: ED MANAGEMENT DESIGN 7-7
MODEL CLASSROOMS 9-18
NEW ADVENTURE 9-19
PEGASUS 9-54
PEGASUS-PACE 9.21 <6

TITLE I READING GRADES 2.69 -67
UAIL 7-3
WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH 5-28

.COMMUNICATION SKILLS
BAPTIST HILL KINDERGARTEN 5-13
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 5-16
EX? BASED CAREER ED (RBS) 4.15
FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT 2-4
KENOSHA MODEL 9-17
PERCEPTION+ 5.10
PROVISO READING MODEL 9-58
RUTLAND CENTER 10-10
TALK 9-29

See Also:
Language Arts

COMMUNITY
See School Community Programi

dOMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION
ADULT_PEPrORM LEVEL IAPL) 1.3
ALTERNATI ,LEARNING PROJECT 2-5

_BASIC SKILLS IN READING 9-34
CAREER ED RESOURCE CENTER 4-12
CLASS 1-4
CONCEPT ORIENTFD MATH (COMP) 9-11
CREATION 6-4
DEMONST EVAL CENTER (CAM) 7-13'
ERIN 10-6
EXEMP CENT READING (ECRI) 8-5
EXP BASED CAREER ED (NORTHWEST) 2-7
FLINT FOLLOW THROUGH 9-43
MATTESON READING 9-51
MODIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
NEW YORK STATE EXTERNAL HS DIPLOMA 1.5
PEGASUS 9-54
PEGASUS-PACE 9-21
PHILADELPHIA FOL TH 9-55
POS ATT TOWD LEARNING (PAIL) 8-7
R39-23
ST. PAUL OPEN SCHOOL 2-8

COMPUTER MANAGED INSTRUCTION
COMPUTER ASSIST READING/MATH 9-10
DEMONST EW4L CENTER (CAM) 743

COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION
COMPUTERONICS 12-14

CONSUMER EDUCATION
DUVAL CONSUMER ED 6-14
SCAT (SKILLS FDR CONSUMERS) 12-17

CONTINUOUS PROGRESS PLAN
CATCH UP 9-8
CONCEPT ORIENTED MATH (COMP) 9.11
DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIP ARITH 9-12
FOLLOW THROUGHNONGRADED 5-19

I-
PtGASUSPACE 9-21
R.3 9-23
STAMM 9-28
STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILD ED 9-65
SUCCESS. HANDICAPPED 10-21 T
SYSTEMS APPR TO IND INSTR (SAII) 9-65

CREATIVE THINKING-
INSTITUTE FDR CREATIVE ED 12-13

CRITICAL THINKING
CRITICAL ANALYSIS 12-3
FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES 6-14
TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5-27

CROSS AGE TEACHING
HIT 9-47
LEM: ED MANAGEMENT, DESIGN 7-7 -
SUCCESS: HANDICAPPED.10-21
TRAINING TURNABOUT VOLUNTEERS 13-6

DAILY LIVING SKILLS
ADULT PERFORM LEVEL (APL) 1-3
CLASS i-4
ELSMERE 10-5
EXP BASED CAREER ED (FOND DU LAC) 4-14
SCAT (SKILLS FDR CONSUMERS) 12-17

DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING
AIRS 9-33
ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 7-4
BASIC SKILLS IN READING 9-34
CATCH UP 9-6
CATCH UP-KEEP UP 9-35
CHANCE FOR EVERY, CHILD 9-36
CHILD STUDY CENTER 12-14
COMPUTER ASSIST READIKMATH 9-10
CONQUEST 9-38
DC 01 APGEN5-0 s5

TIC PRESCRIP ARITH 9-12
DISCOVERY THROUGH READING 9-40
EARLY CHILD PREVEN CURRIC 9-41
EVERY STUDENT EVERY DAY 9-43
GEMS 9-13
GLASSBORO RIGHT TO READ 9-45
HOSTS 9.14

NEW ADVENTURE 9-19
OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE 10-8
PEGASUS 9-54
PEGASUS-PACE 9-21
R-3 9-23
SHARE 10-20
STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILD ED 9-6$,
TEAM ORIENTED CORR READING (TOCR) 9-66
U-SAIL 7-3
WEEKSVILLE/BANK STREET FOL TH 5-29

DOWNS SYNDROME
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14

' MACOMB 0-3 10-16
MAPPS 10-16
PROGRAMS FOR DOWN SYNDROME 5-24

DROPOUT PREVENTION
CAREER INTERN PROGRAM 442
DIVERSIFIED ED EXPERIDEEP) 2-3
ED SERV SCHOOLAGE PARENTS 2-6
FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT 2-4
SECONDARY CREDIT EXCHANGE 3-8
STAY 5.28

DRUG EDUCATION
ME/ME DRUG PREi/ENTION 12-7
OMBUDSMAN 1243

DRUG PREVENTION EDUCATION
See Drug Education 4

EDUCABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
Sae Manta! Retardatbn
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EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES
SorNontrackanal Education

EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCES
ACTIVE 10-3
DEVELOPING MODELS SPEC ED 10-4
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
ENGINEERED CLASSROOM 105
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD AVINNER 12.5
LEARNCYCLE 84
MACOMB 0310.16
MAPPS 10-16
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEOPEL124
PROG FOR EARLY EDIHANDICAPS 10-18
RE-ED SCHOOL OF KENTUCKY 10-19
RUTLANDCENTER
SPSC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20

ENERGY
See Enviroltmental FIcation

ENGLISH (SECOND LANGUAGE)
(CALIF MIGRANT MINI CORPS 8.3
HOUSTON BILINGUAL 3-7
INDIV BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION 3-5

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
APEC 6-13,
CREATION 64
CURRIC MOD ENVIRON STUDIES 6-13
ECOLOGY 6-5
ECOS TRAINING 8-4
FOUNDAT APPROACHES IN SCIENCE 6-15
1C-E 6-6
ISIS 6-8
KARE 6-9
POLLUTION CONTROL 6-11

ETHICS
ETHICAL:ISSUES 12-15

FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION
DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY 5-6
ED SERV SCHOOLAGE PARENTS 2.6
FREESTYLE 4-15

, PARENT READINESS ED PROJ (PREP) 5-9

FINANCIALSERVICES
CASHFLOW FORECASTING 7-5
COMPUTER BASED RAN (SIMU SCHOOL) 7.5
MEDICAL INSURANCE 7.7

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY
ADULT PERFORM LEVEL (APL) 1.3
CLASS 14
FLIT 1.5

GIFTED
COMPUTEBONICS 12-14
MEDIA NOW 11.3
NEW ADVENTURE 9-19

See Rao:
Talent DeveloPment*

HANDICAPPED; See:
eurism
Cerebral Palsy
Downs Syndrome
Emotional Disturbances
Hearing Impairments
Language Handicap;
Learning Disabilities
Mainstreaming
Mental Retardation
Multiple Disabilities
Physical Disabilities
Special Education
SPeech Handicaps
Visual Impairments

a

14-

HEALTH EDUCATION
HAVE A HEALTHY HEART 12-15
ISIS 64
LEARNING FOR LIFE 12-16
OAKLAND FOLLOW THROUGH 5-23
PRIMARY GRADES HEALTH 12.17
SCAT (SKILLS FOR CONSUMERS) 12.17
SCHOOL HEALTH CURRICULUM 12-11
STDNT TEAM LEARN INTERGR RELAT 9-27

HEALTH INSURANCE --
MEDICAL INSURANCE 7-7

HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
ACTIVE 10-3
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR DEAF 5-13
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12.5
MACOMB 0-3 10-16
MODIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEOPEL 12-9
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
SKI'HI 10-11
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20

HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PROG:
RAMS
ADULT PERFORM LEVEL (APL) 1.3
CLASS 1-4
NEW YORK STATE EXTERNAL HS DIPLOMA 1.5

HOME INSTRUCTION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR DEAF 5-13
CHILD PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY 5-14
CLINCH-POWELL ED COOP 5.15
COMP PROG HANDICAPPED 5-17
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
HOME BASE 5-20
INSERV TRAIN TEACH RESEARCH 8-8
INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXP 10-15
MAPPS 10-16
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEORIA 0310-18
PORTAGE PROJECT 5-11
PRIOR 9-57
PROG FOR EARLY Eb/HANDICAPS 10-18
RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH 5-25
SKI'HI 10-11
TEACHING RESEARCH 10-13

HUMANITIES
RELIGION IN HUMAN CULTURE 6-12

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
See Class Organization
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
See Was/Iona; Education
INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
See Teacher Education
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTERS
See Learning ResourciVenters
INSURANCE .
See Health lrisurance
INTERGROUP RELATIONS
STDNT TEAM LEARN INTERGR RELAT 9-27
STDNT TEAMS ACHIEV LAM: ARTS 9-28

,LABORATORY PROGRAMS
See Resouice RoPm tirograms
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR DEAF 5-13
CHILD PAhcNT CENTERS ACTIVITY 5-14
CORPUS CHRISTI FOL TH 34
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14



EARL. Y CHILD ALL OAY KINDERGARTEN 5-18
PACHPAIIP 54
SUCCESS FOR SLD CHILD 10-21

LANGUAGE ARTS
AIRS 9-33
BOULDER VALLEY FOL TH 934
CAMBRIDGE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-35
CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-36 ,
COMMUN SCHOOL 6 BRONX FOL TH 9-38
COMMUN SCHOOL 77 BRONX FOL TH 5-16
COMMUNIC ARTSAND SCIENCE (CAST) 11 5
CONFLUENCE OF CULTURES 3-6
CRITERION READING (GRIP) 9-30
DAYTON FOLLOW THROUGH 9-30
DEICAU3 COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9-40
EARLY PREVEN SCH FAILMIGRANT 3-4
EAST LAS VEGAS FOL TH 9-41
EAST ST LOUIS FOLLOW THROUGH 5-18
ELMIRA FOLLOW THROUGH 9-42
EXEMP CENT READING (ECRI) 8-5
FUNT FOLLOW THROUGH 9-43
FLIPPIN FOLLOW THROUGH 9-44
FOLLOW THROUGHNONGRADED 5-19
FOLLOW THROUGHPORTAGEVILLE 5-20
HAWAII FOLLOW THROUGH 9-46
INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THROUGH 5-21
-NON BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION 3-5

'iNDPADUAUZED LANGUAGE ARTS 9-15
INSTRUCT 9-16
IRIT9/9
KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROUGH 5-2i
KENOSHA MODEL 9-17
LEFLORE COUNTY. EOU.OW THROUGH 9-50
MODEL CLASSROOMS 9-18
NEW ADVENTURE 9-19
NEW HAVEN FOLLOW-THROUGH 9-53
NICHOLS AVENUE FDL TH 9-53
OAKLANO.FOLLOW THROUGH 5-23
PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION 9-54
PHILADELPHIA FOL. TH 9.55"
PLATTSBURGH FOLLOW THROUGH 9-56
PS 137 BROOKLYN FOE TH 9-60 .
READING ENGLISH ROTATION 9-24
RESPONSIVE EARLY CHILD ED 9-63
RICOMONO FOLLOW THROUGH 5-25
SSTPNT TEAM LEARN INTERGI) RELAT 9-27

TEAMS ACHIEV LANG 9-28
=ON FOLLOW THROUGH 5-27

FOLLOW THROUGH 5-27
UNDERSTAND: ARLINGTON TITLE 19-68 I
UPSTAIRS SCHOOL 946
UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH 949
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY FC_ TH 9-69

Soo Also:
avn-nunicitpn

LANGUAGE HANDICAPS
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
MACOMB 03 i0-16
MAPPS 10-16
MOOIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7

'LANGUAGES
$11 &lingual Education.
Ss English (Secood Language)
LEARNING' DISABILITIES
ACTIVE 10-3
ALPHAPHONICS 9-7
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 5-16
COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 10-14
COPE S-5
DEVELOP1NG,MODELS SPEC ED 10-4'
DEVELOPMENTAL, ED (DEBT) 10-14
EARLY PREVEN SCHOOL FAILURE 5-7
ENGINEERED CLASSROOM 10-15 I

24
1 1-19

ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHAD A WINNER 12-S
LEARNCYCLE 8-6
MAPPS 10-16
MECCA 5-=
MOOIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7,
NORTHWEST SPECIAL ED 10-17
OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE 10-6
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED1SAT SCH) 5-23
PEECH 10-17
PEOPEL 12-9
PRECISION TEACHING: SACAJAWEA 10-9
PREVENT LEARNING DISABILITIES 5-24
PROG FOR EARLY ED HANDICAPS 10-18
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
SCORE (OPTIMAL READING) 10-19
SHARE 10-20
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20
SUCCESS FOR SLD CHILD 10-21
SUCCESS: HANDICAPPED 10-21
SYST INST MANAGE STRAT (WAS) 10-12

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTERS
ACE 7.4

LEGAL EDUCATION
INSTITUTE POUT LEGAL EDUC 6-7 cl
LAW EDUCATION (LEGAL) 6-15
LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 6-10

MAINSTREAMING
ACTIVE 10-3
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER 5-14
COGNIT - ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMP TRAIN CEREBRAL PALSIED 5-17
COPE 5-5
EARLY'PREVEN SCHOOL FAILURE 5-7
ENGINEERED CLASSROOM 10-15
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12-5
LEARNCYCLE 8-6
MACOMB 0.31016
MAPPS
MECCA 5-22
MODIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
NORTHWES1 SPECIAL ED 10-17
OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE 10-8
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEECH 10-17
PRECISION TEACHING: SACAJAWEA 10-9
PREVENT LEARNING DISABILITIES 5-24
SHARE 10-20
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20
SUCCESS FOR SLD CHILD 10-21
SUCCESS: HANDICAPPED 10-21

c MASS MEDIA
COMMUNIC ARTS AND SCIENCE (CAST) 11.5
ELECTRIC COMPANY 9-42
FREESTYLE 4-15
MEDIA NOW ii.3

MATHEMATICS
AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH 5-12
BASIC 9-33
BOULDER VALLEY FOL TH 0-34
CAMBRIDGE FOLLOWJHROUGH 9.35
CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-36
COMMUN SCHOOL 6 BRONX.FOL TH9-38
COMMUN SCHOOL 77 BRONX FOL TH 5-16
COMP SCHOOL MATH (CSMP) 9-9
CONCEPT ORIENTED MATH (COMP) 9-11
"CONFLUENCE OF CULTURES 3-6
CORPUS CHRISTI FOL TH 3-6
DEKAUT COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9-40
EAST LOS VEGAS FOL TH 9-41
EAST ST LOUIS FOLLOW THROUGH 5-18.
ELMIRA FOLLOW THROUGH 9-42



EXP BASED CAREER ED (RBS) 4-15
FUPPIN FOLLOW THROUGH 9-44
FOLLOW THROUGH-NONGRADED 5-19
GAMES CHILDREN PLAY 9-44,
GULFPORT FOLLOW THROUGH 9-46.
HAWAII FOLLOW THROUI:j-I 9-46
INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THROUGH 5-21
KANSAS CITY FOLLOW-THROUGH 5-2i
LEE COLIMY,FOU.OW;THROUGH 9-50
LEFLORE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9-50
MCCORMICK COUNTY FOL TH 9-52
MODEL CLASSROOMS 9-18
NEW HAVEN FOLLOWIHROUGH 9-53
NICHOLS AVENUE FOL-TH 9-53
NOMAD 34 -
NORTHERN CHEYENNE FOL TH 5-22
PHILADELPHIA FOL,TH 9-55
PICKENS COUNTY FOL TH 9-55
PLATTSBURGH FOLLOWIHROUGH 9-5e
POCATELLO FOLLOW THROUGH 9-56
PRE ALGEBRA DEV CENTERS 9.22
PS 137 BROOKLYN FOL- TH 940

=R-3 9-23
RANDOLPH COUNTY FOL TH 9-61
RESPONSIVE EARLY CHILD ED-9-63
RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH 5-25
SWAM 926
S'IAY 5-26
STONT TEAM LEARN INTERGR REM 9-27
SYSTEMS APPR TO IND INSTR (SAIL) 9-65
TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5-27
U-SAIL' 7-3
UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-69

-WAUKEGAN FOLLOW,THROUGH 5-29
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY FOL TH 9.69

Sio3A180: ,
Arithmetic
Reared*? Mathernaucs

;MEDIA,
sip. Mess Media

MENTAL.REIARDATION
ACTIVE10-3-
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5.15
DEVELOPING MODELS SPEC ED 10-4
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT)10.14
ELSMERE-10.5

.ENGINEERED Ol ASSROOM 10.15
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12.5
I CAN
INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXP 10.15 .
LEARNCYCLE 8-6
MACOMB 0. 310.16
MAPPS 10.16
MOOIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10.7
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SIT SCH) 5-23
PEOPEL 12-9
PEORIA 0- 310.18 -
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10.18
PROGRAMS FOR' 0OWN SYNDROME 5-24
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10.20

METRIC'SYSTEM
CURRIC MOD ENVIRON STUDIES 6-13
GO METRIC 9.45.
METRICS MADE EASY 942

MIGRANT EDUCATION
CALIF MIGRANT MINICORPS 8-3
CHILD 3-3 .
EARLY PREVEN SCH FAIL:MIGRANT 3-4
INDIV BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION 3.5
MIGRANT STUDENT RECORD 3-7
NOMAD 3-8
SECONDARY,CREDIT EXCHANGE 5-8

MOVEMENT EDUCATION
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12-5

MULTIPLE DISABILITIES
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR DEAF 5-13
COMP PROG HANDICAPPED 5-17
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
INSERV TRAIN-TEACH RESEARCH 8-8
MACOMB 0-310.16 ^

MAPPS 10.16
TEACHING RESEARCH 10.13

NATIVE AMERICANS
Sea Ainerican Indians
NONTRADITIONAL
ALTERNATE LEARNIN PROJECT 2-5
CAREER INTERN PROGRAM 4-12
COMMUNITY APPROACH (CAYRE) 2-5
DIVERSIFIED ED EXFER (DEEP) 2-3
ED SERV SCHOOLAGE PARENTS 2-6
EXP.BASED CAREER ED (FWL) 2-6
EXP BASED CAREER ED (NORTHWEST) 2-7 -
FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT 2-4
LEARNING TO READ BY READING 9-49
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE 2.7
SECONDARY CREDIT EXCHANGE 3-8
SENIOR ELECTIVE PROGRAM 2-8
ST. PAUL OPEN SCHOOL 2-6
UPSTAIRS SCHOOL 9-68

ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED
Sea Physical 'Disabilities

OUTDOOR' EDUCATION
ADVENTURE 6-3

PARENT EDUCATION
ADDED DIMENSIONS PRESCHOOL ED 5-12 .
CHILD DEVELOPMENT-CENTER 5-14
CHILD PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY 5.14
CLINCH-POWELL ED CO-OP 5-15
COMP PROG HANDICAPPED .5-17
ERIN 10-6 -
FAM ORIENTED PRESCH (SETON HALL) 5-19
HOME BASE 5-20
MCHPNIP 5-8
NOMAD 3-8 -
PARENT READINESS ED PROJ"(P,REP) 5-9
PORTAGE PROJECT 5-11,
PRIOR 9-57
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10.18
PRQGRAMS FOR DOWN S/NDROME 5-24
READ INSTR PUPIL,SERV.(RIPpS) 9-62
REAL 5-25
RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH 5-25
SPEC, ED PRESCHOOL 10.20
TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5.27-
WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH 5-28
INEEKSVILLE/BANK STREET FOL -TH 5-29

PARENTHOOD EDUCATION
See Family Life Education

'PEER TEACHING
PEOPEL 12-9
STDNT TEAM LEARN INTERGR RELAT 9-27
STDNT TEAMS ACHIEV LANG 'ARTS 9-28
SUCCESS: HANDICAPPED 10.21
TEAMS-GAMES-TOURNAMENT 9-30

PERCEPTUAL. DEVELOPMENT
EARLY "CHILD ALL DAY KINDERGARTEN 5-18

^EARLY CHILD PREVEN CURRIC 9-41 -

PERCEPTION+
SUCCESS FOR SLD CHILD;10-21

PERFORMANCE BASED EDUCATION'
See Competency Based Education
PHYSICAL DISABILITIES 0

ACTIVE 10-3



COGTTT ORIENTED PRESCH
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
ERIN 104-
EVERY, CHILD A WINNER 12.5
MACOMB. 0310.16
MAPPS 10718 -

MODIrCHILDRENS ORAL LANG 107
PARENT, CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 543
PEOPEL 124
PEORIA 0-3 10-18
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL: 1040

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ACTIVE 10-3
ADVENTURE 84

- EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12-5
HOWE A HEALTHY HEART 12-15
I CAN 13-8
LEARNING FOR LIFE 12-16
PEOPEL 12-9
PHYSICAL EFFICIENCY 12-18
SEQUENTIAL PHYS ED M512.12
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
ADDED DIMENSIONS PRESCHOOL ED 5-12'
CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR DEAF 543
CHILD 3-3
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER 5-14
CHILD PATIENT CENTERS ACTIVITY 514
CLINCH-POWELL ED CO-OP 5-15
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 548

-COMP PROG HANDICAPPED 5-17
COMP TRAIN CEREBRAL PALSIED 517
COPE 5.5
CRITERION READING (CRIP) 9-30
DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY 54
EARLY PREVEN SCH FAIL-MIGRANT 3-4
ERIN 104
FAM ORIENTED PRESCH (SETON HALL) 519
GOOD SAMARTIANDIAG/PRESCRIP 13-6
HOME BASE 540
INDIV BILINGUAL INSTRUCTION 3-5

'MACOMB 0-3
MAPPS 10-18
PACHPNIP 54
MODW CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
NOMAD 3-8
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 543
PARENT READINESS ED PROJ (PREP) 54
PEECH 10-17 ".
PEORIA 0- 310.18
PORTAGE PROJECT 5-11
PRIOR 9-57
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
PSYCHOMOTOR LEARNINGS 9-59
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20
STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILDID 9-66

PRESERVICE TEACHER'EDUCATION
CALIF MIGRANT MINI CORPS 9-3
SIGMAS-10

PROBLEM' SOLVING
ADVENTURE 6-3
COGNIT ORIENTED TRESCH CURRIC 5.15
COMP SCHOOL MATH (CSMP) 9-9
COMPUTEROTOCS 12-14
CREATION 8-4
CRITICAL ANALYSIS 12-3
INSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE ED 124 .
LAW EDUCATION (LEGAL) 6-15
ME/ME DRUG PREVENTION 12.7
OMBUDSMAN 124
REAL 5-25

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
CAREER PLAN SUPPORT SYSTEM 4-13

14.21 2 4,8

PROJECT. MANAGEMENT 6-10

READINESS
AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH 5:12
BAPTIST HILL KINDERGARTEN'543
BASIC 9-33
CHILD PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY 5.14-
EARLY CHILD ALL DAY KINDERGARTEN 5-18
PERCEPTION+ 510-
STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILD ED 9-66
TITLE I ESEA PRESCHOOL 548
WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH 548

READING
AIRS 9-33
AKRON FOLLOW THROUGH 5.12
ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 7.4,
BASIC 9-33
BOULDER VALLEY 'FOC TH 934
CAMBRIDGE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-35
CHEROKEE FOLLOW THROUGH 9-36
COAST 947
COMMON SCHOOL 6 BRONX FOL TH 9-36
COMMON SCHOOL 77 BRONX FOL TH 518
CONFLUENCE OF CULTURES
CONOUEST936

`s

CORPUS CHRISTI FOL TH 3-6
DAYTON FOLLOW THROUGH 9-39
DEKALB COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9-40
EARLY CHILD PREVEN CURRIC 9-41
EAST LAS VEGAS FOL TH 9-41
EAST ST LOUIS FOLLOW THROUGH 5.18
ELECTRIC COMPANY 9-42
ELMIRA FOLLOW THROUGH 9-42
EXEMP CENT READING (ECRI) 8-5
FLINT FOLLOW 71-ROUGH 9-43
FLIPPIN FOLLOW-THROUGH 9-44
FOLLOW THROUGH-NONGRACED 5-19
FOLLOW THROUGH-PORTAGEVILLE 5-20
GAMES CHILDREN PLAY 9-44
GEMS 943
GLASSBORO RIGHT TO READ 9-45
HAWAII FOLLOW THROUGH 9-46
INDIANAPOLIS FOLLOW THROUGH 541
INSTRUCT 9-18
INTENSIVE READING IMPROVEMENT
KANSAS CITY FOLLOW THROUGH 5.21
LEFLORE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9-50
MARC 9-51
MATTESON READING 941 -
MODEL CLASSROOMS 9-18
NEW ADVENTURE 9-19

\ NEW HAVEN FOLLOW THROUGH 9-53
NICHOD LS AVENUE FOL TH 9-53

T NOMA 3-8
NORTHERN CHEYENNE FOL TH 542
OAKLAND FOLLOW THROUGH 543

"PEGASUS 9-54
PEGASUS-PACE 9-21
PHILADELPHIA FOL TH 9.5I5
PUTTSBURGH FOLLOW THROUGH 946
PROCESS OF TEACHING READING 6-19
PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING 9-58
PS 137 BROOKLYN FOL TH 940
PS 33 MANHATTAN FOL TH 9-59
PS 92 MANHATTAN FOL TH 940
R-3 9-23
RANDOLPH COUNTY FOL TH 941
READWR1TE 9-63
READING NGLISH ROTATION 9-24
REAL 5-25
RESPONSIVE EARLY CHILD ED 9-63
RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH 5-25
SAN DIEGO FOLLOW THROUGH 9-84
STAY 546
SYSTEMS APPR TO IND INSTR (SAIL) 9-66
TRENTON FOLLOW THROUGH 547



MARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5-V
U-SAIL 7-3
UVALDE FOLLOW THROUGH, 9.60
VRP 9-32
WATERLOO FOLLOW THROUGH 5.2e
WAUKEGAN FOLLOW THROUGH 5-28
WEEKSVILLE/BMW STREET FOL TH549
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY FOL.TH 949

READING READINESS
ALPHAPHON1CS 9-7
CHILD PARENT CENTERS ACTIVITY 514
CRITERION READING (CRIP) 9-39
'EARLY CHILD PREVEN CURRIC 9-41
EARLY PREVEN SCH FAIL-MIGRANT 3-4
MARC 9-51
PRIOR 9-57
PSYCHOMOTOR LEARNINGS 9-59

S419 Also:
Functional Literacy
Reading Readiness
llomedlal Reeding
REUGION
RELIGION IN HUMAN CULTURE 6-12

REMEDIAL MATHEMATICS
CATCH UP 94
COMPUTER ASSIST READING/MATH 9-10
DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIP ARITH 9-12
EVERY STUDENT EVERY DAYS -43
HIT 9-47
PRE ALGEBRA DEV CENTERS 9.22
READING-INDIO) REMEDIAL, LAB 9-82
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
TITLE I COMPENSATORY MATH 946
UNDERSUND:'ARLINGTON TITLE 19-66
UPSTAIRS SCHOOL 9-e6
REMEDIAL READING
BASIC SKILLS IN READING 9-34

. CATCH UP 9-8
CATCH UP-KEEP UP 945
CHANCE FOR EVERY CHILD 9-36
CLASSROOM INTERVENTION 9-37
COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 10-14,
COMPUTER ASSIST, READING/MATH 9-10
DISCOVERY THROUGH READING 9-40

EVERY STUDENT EVERY DAY 9-43
HIGHER HORIZONS 1009-47
HIT 9-47
HOSTS 9-14
IMPROVEMENT BASIC READING 9-44
IMPROVING ACHIEVEMENT READING 9-48
INSTRUCT 9-16
IRIT 9-40

..LEARNING -TO READ BY READING 9-49
. NEW ADVENTURE 9-19

- PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION444
PRIDE 9-57
PRIOR 9-57
PROVISO READING MODEL 9-56
READ.INSTR PUPIL SERV (RIPPS) 9-62
READING IMPROVEMENT 9-61
READINGINDIVID REMEDIAL LAB 942
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
SCORE (OPTIMAL REARING) 10-19
SEAPORT 9-64

' SYST INST MANAGE STRAZ (S114)10-12
TEAM ORIENTED CORR READING (TOCR) 9-88
TITLE I CHILDRENS'PROGRAM 9-31
TITLE I COMPENSATORY READING 9-67
TITLE I READING GRADES 2.69-67
,UNDERSTAND: 'ARLINGTON TITLE 19.68
UPSTAIRS SCHOOL 9-66 -

VRP 9-32

RESOURCE ROOM PROGRAMS
BASIC SKILLS IN READING 9-34

14-22

CATCH UP 9-6
CLASSROOM INTERVENTION 9-37
COMPUTER ASSIST READING/MATH 9-10
CONQUEST 9-38
CRITERION READING (CRIP) 949
DIAGNOSTIC PRESCRIP ARITH 9-12
DISCOVERY-THROUGH READING 9-40
EVERY STUDENT EVERY DAY 9-43
HIT 9-47
HOSTS 9-14
IMPROVEMENT BASIC READING 9-48
IRIT 9-49
KENOSHA MODEL 9-17
PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION 9-54
PRE ALGEBRA DEV CENTERS 9-22
PRIDE 9-57
PRIOR 9-57
READING IMPROVEMENT 9-61

_ READINGINDIVID REMEDIAL LAB 9-62
STAY 5-26
TITLE I COMPENSATORY MATH 9-66
TITLE I COMPENSATORY READING 9-67

'UNDERSTAND. ARLINGTON TITLE 19-68

RURAL SCHOOLS
ACE 7-4
CHILD 3-3
COMP PROS HANDICAPPED'S-17
MACOMB 0-3 10-16
MAPPS 10-16
MARC 9-51
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18

SCHOOL COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
CAREER ED RESOURCE CENTER 4-12
CHILD STUDY CENTER 12.14
ECOS TRAINING 8-4

t ELSMERE 10-5
EXP BASED CAREER ED (APPALACHIA) 4-14
EXP BASED CAREER ED (FOND DU LAC) 4.14
EXP BASED CAREER ED (FWL) 24
EXP BASED CAREER ED (NORTHWEST) 2-7'
EXP BASED CAREER ED (REIS) 4.15
GLASSBORO RIGHT TO READ 9-45
INSTITUTE POLIT LEGAL EDUC 6-7
INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXP 10-15
LAW EDUCATION (LEGAL) 8-15
OCCUP 'AND CAREER DEVELOP 4.16
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF CHOICE 2-7
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
ST, PAUL OPEN SCHOOL 24
TITLE I CHILDREN'S PROGRAM 9-31
URBAN ARTS PROGRAM 11.4

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
CASHFLOW FORECASTING 7-5 ,

COMPUTER BASED PLAN.(SIMU SCHOOL) 7-5
COMPUTERIZED PUPIL ATTENDANCE 743
MEDICAL INSWRANCE 7-7
PURL TRANSPORTATION 7-8

SCIENCE EDUCATION
APEC 6-13
FOUNDAT APPROACHES IN SCIENCE 6-15
ISIS 6-8 /

See Also:
Environmental Education

SCREENING TESTS
ADDED DIMENSIONS PRESCHOOL ED 5-12
COMP PROG HANDICAPPED 5-17
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
EARLY PREVEN SCH FAILIGRANT
EARLY PREVEN SCHOOL FAILURE 5-7

,CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
PEECH 10-17
PREVENT LEARNING DISABILITIES 5-24
SKI1-1,110-11

STAY 5.26



SELF CARE SKILLS
INSERV TRAIN TEACH RESEARCH 8-8
TEACHING RESEARCH 10.13

SELF 'CONCEPT
ADVENTURE 63-

ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 74
CDCC: CAREER DEV CENT CURRIC 4.13
CURRIC MEETING MOD PROBS 12-4
DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY 5-8
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12-5
EXEMP CENT READING (ECRI) 8-5
FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT 24
GAMES CHILDREN PLAY 9-44
HOUSTON BILINGUAL3-7
ME/ME DRUG PREVENTION 12-7
OMBUDSMAN 124
PIMA COUNTY CAREER GUIDANCE 4:11
POS ATT TOWD LEARNING (PAIL) 8-7
READ INSTR PUPIL SERV (RIPPS) 9-62
REAL 5.25
RICHMOND FOLLOW THROUGH 5.25
STONT TEAMS ACHIEV LANG ARTS 9-28
TULARE FOLLOW THROUGH 5.27
UPSTAIRS SCHOOL 9-68

SEX STEREOTYPES
EQUALITY 4.7
FREESTYLE 4.15
HEAR 4-8
OPENING THE' DOOFIS 4-16

SOCIAL STUDIES
ADVENTURE 6-3
APEC 6-13
ETHICAL'ISSUES 12-15
FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES6-14
INSTITUTE POUT LEGAL EDUC 6-7
LAW EDUCATION (LEGAL) 6-15
LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIETY 6-10
REUGION IN HUMAN CULTURE 642
WEEKSVILLE/BANK STREET FOL TH 5.29
MIAS 648
See Nso:
Environmental Education
Ethics
Humanities
Legal Education
Religion

SPECIALEDUCATION
ACTIVE 10-3
CENTRAL INSTITUTEFOR DEAF 5.13
CHILD DEVELOPMENT4CENTER 5-14
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 5.16
COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP 10-14
COMP PROG HANDICAPPED 5-17
COMP TRAIN CEREBRAL PALSIED 5.17
COPE 5-5-
DEVELOPING MODELS SPEC ED 10-4
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
EARLY PREVEN SCHOOL FAILURE 5.7
ELSMERE 10-5
ENGINEERED CLASSROOM 10-15
ERIN 10-8
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12.5
INSERV TRAIN TEACH RESEARCH 8-8
INTERACTIVE CURRICULAR EXP 10-15
LEARNCYCLE 8-6
MACOMB 0. 310.16
MAPPS 10-16
MECCA 5-22
MODIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7

'NORTHWEST SPECIAL ED 10-17

14;23

OKLAHOMA CHILD SERVICE 10-8
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEECH 10-17
PEOPEL 12-9
PEORIA 0-3 10:18
PILOT PROJ ARTIC DIS CHILD 8.9,
PORTAGE PROJECT 5-11
PRECISION TEACHING' SACAJAWEA1
PREVENT LEARNING DISABILITIES 5-24
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
PROGRAMS FOR DOWN SYNDROME 5-24
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION 7-8
RE-ED SCHOOL OF KENTUCKY 10-19

' RUTLAND CENTER 10-10
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
SCORE (OPTIMAL READING) 10-19
SHARE 10-20
SKI-HI 10-11
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10.20
STAY 5-28'
SUCCESS FOR SW CHILD 10-21
SUCCESS' HANDICAPPED 10-21
sssr INST MANAGE STRAT (SIMS) 10-12
TEACHING RESEARCH 10-13

SPEECH HANDICAPS
. ACTIVE 10-3

COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15
COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS 5-16
DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14
EARLY PREVEN SCHOOL FAILURE 5-7
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 12.5-
MACOMB 0-3 10-16
MAPPS 10-16
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEOPEL 12-9
PILOT PROJ ARTIC DIS CHILD 8-9.
PROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10.20

STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION 7-8

SUMMER PROGRAMS
ACE "7-4
NOMAD 3:8
PRE ALGEBRA DEV CENTERS 9-22
URBAN ARTS PROGRAM 11.4

SURVIVAL SKILLS
See Dail'A Living Skiffs

TALENT DEVELOPMENT
TALENTS UNLIMITED 12-13

TEACHER EDUCATION
APEC 6-13
ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 74
CATCH UP:KEEPUP 9-35
DEVELOPING MODELS SPEC ED 10-4
DEVELOPMENTAL PLAY 5-6
ECOS TRAINING 84
ERIN 10-6
EXEMP CENT READING (ECRI) 8-5
GO METRIC 9.45
INSERV TRAIN ,TEACH RESEARCH 8-8
INTENSIVE READING IMPROVEMENT 8;8 `.-
LEARNCYCLE 8-6 -
METRICS MADE EASY 9-52
NEW JERSEY. WRITING PROJECT 9-26
PILOT PROJ ARTIC DIS CHILD 8-9
POS A17 TOWD LEARNING (PAIL) 6.7
PROCESS OF TEACHING READING 8-19
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 8-10 -
U -SAIL 7-3
VRP 9-32

,
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Sa11.Al$0:
Preservice Teacher Education

TEAM TEACHING
CHILD STUDY CENTER 12-14 .
COMMON SCHOOL 8 BRONX FOL TH 948
IRIT 9-48 /
LEFLORE COUNTY FOLLOW THROUGH 9.50
LEM: ED MANAGEMENT DESIGN 7-7
NORTHWEST SPECIAL ED 10-17

.,PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION 9-54
`READING ENGLISH ROTATION 9-24
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20
TEAM ORIENTED CORR READING (TOCR) 946
WAUKEGAN FOLLOW THROUGH 5-28

TRAINABLE MENTAL6' HANDICAPPED
S. Mental Retardation,
TRANSPORWION
s.-Student Transportation

TUTORING
HOSTS 9-14
IMPROVING ACHIEVEMENT READING 9-48
PROGRAMED TUTORfAL READING 9-58
READING IMPROVEMENT 941

See Also:
Cross Age Teaching
Peer Teaching

VALUES
CAREER.DEVEL PROGRAMS 4-4

'CURRIC,MEETING MOD PROBS 12-4
dC-E 6-6 .
LAW EDUCATION (LEGAL) 6-15 ,
POLLUTION CONTROL 6-11 -

VJSUAL IMPAIRMENTS
ACTIVE 10-3
COGNIT ORIENTED PRESCH CURRIC 5-15

/DEVELOPMENTAL ED (DEBT) 10-14'
ERIN 10-6
EVERY CHILD A WINNER 1.2-5
MACOMB 0.310.16
MAPPS 10-16
MODIF CHILDREN'S ORAL LANG 10-7
PARENT CHILD EARLY ED (SAT SCH) 5-23
PEOPEL 12-9'
FROG FOR EARLY ED/HANDICAPS 10-18
SPEC ED PRESCHOOL 10-20-

VOCKIONAL EDUCATION .

ELSMERE'104
OCCUPATIONAL VERSATILITY 4.10
VRP 9-32

VOLUNTEERS ,

GLASSBORO RIGHT TO READ 9-45
HOSTS 9.14
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DEVELOP 9-25
ST PAUL SCHOOL 2-8
SUCCESS: HANDICAPPED 10-21v:,
TEACHING RESEARCH 10-13

WOMENS STUDIES
WWAS15-16

WORK EXPERIENCE' PROGRAMS
ELSMERE 10.5
EXP BASED CAREER ED (APPALACHIA) 4-14
SENIOR ELECTIVE PROGRAM 2-8

WRITING (COMPOSITION)
ARIZONA CONSORTIUM (ACIL) 7-4
INDIVIDUALIZED LANGUAGE ARTS 9-15
NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT 9-20
READ-WRITE 9-63

YEAR ROUND SCHOOLS
COMMUNITY APPROACH (CAYRE)2.5



I

EXEMPLARY PROJECTS
AlphabitIcal

ACE: Administrative Cooperative in Education 7-4
ACTIVE: AU Children Totally InVolved Exercising .10713
Added Dimensions to Parent and Preschool Education 5-12
Adult Performance Level Project (API.) 1-3
project Adventure 6-3
AIRS: Andover's Individualized Reading System 9-.33
Akron Fallow Through: Project SELF (Selected Educational Leaining Fundamentals)
Alphaphonics:Beginning Reading Program 9-7
Alternate Learning Project (ALP) 2-5
,iPEC: America's Possible Energy Choices 6-13
AprendemOs en Dbs Idiomas: Title VII Bilingual Program 13-4
Arizona Consortium for Individualized Learning (ACIL) 7-4

'Baptist Hill Kindergarten 5-13
BASIC: Basic Adaptable Skills for the Individual Child 9-33
Basic Skills in Reading (BASK) 9-34

'Boulder Valley Public-Sc hods Follow Through Program 9-34

California Migrant Teacher Assistant Corps: California Mini-Cbrps 8 -3
Cambridge Follow Through Project 9-35
project CAP: Boston Mountains Educational Cooperative's Career Awareness Program A-3

t Career Development Programs 4-4,
Career. Education Resource Center Program (CERCP) 4-12
Career Education Responsive to Every Student (CERES) 4-5
Career Intern Program 4-12
Career Planning Support System 4-13

Cashflow Forecasting System 7-5
project Catch-Up 9-8
'Catch Up - Keep Up 9-35
project CDCC: Career Cevelopment Centered Curriculum 4-13
Central Institute fOr the Deaf Early Education Project 5-13
a Chance for Every Child 9-36

'Cherokee Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model' 9 -36
project CHILD: Comprehensive Help for Individuarlearning Differences 3-3
the Child Development Center 5-14
Child-Parent Centers Activity (CPC) 5 -14
Child Study Center (CSC): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstram Project 12-14
project CLASS (Cdmpetencybased Live-Ability SkillS) .1-4
Classroom Intervention: Individualized Basic Skill Reading Program 9-37
Clinch-Powelltducational Cooperative: HomeBased Early Childhood Education Program 5-15

project COAST: Cognitively Oriented Approach to Skills Teaching 9 -37 -
Cognitively Oriented Preschool Curriculum 5-15

'Communication Arts and Science Training (Project CAST) 11-5
Communication Programs 5-16
the Communications Workshop (CWS) 10-14
a Community Approach to YearRound Education (Project C.A.Y,R.E.) 2-5

'Community School 6 Bronx Follow Through 9-38
Community School 77 Bronx Behavior Analysis Follow Through Resource Center 5-16
a Comprehensive Program for Handicapped Preschool Children and Their Families in Rural and NonUrban

Areas 5-17
Comprehensive School.Mathematics Program (CSMP), 9-9
Comprehensive Training Program for Infant and Young Cerebral Palsied Childien (C.P. Project) 5,17
Computer AssistedDiagnostic-PrescriptiVe Program in Reading and Mathematics (CADPP) 9-10,
ComputerBased Planning Resources: Project Simu-School 7-5

'Computerized Pupil Attendance Accounting/Census System 7-6
'Computeronics: Gilled Child Project 12714
Conceptually Oriented Mathematics Program (COMP) 9-11
Confluence of Cultures for an Affluent,Tomorrow 3-6
project Conquest 9-38
Contract Learning for Educable Mentally Retarded Students 13-4
COPE: CognitiVely Oriented PrePrimary Experience 5-5
Corpus Christi Follow Through Bilingual Project 3-6
CRAM: Compensatory Reading And Mathematics Program 13-3
project CREATION Concern Regarding the Environment And Technology In Our Nation/Neighborhood 6-4

5-12

4,,
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Criterion Reading Instruction Project (GRIP) 9r39
Critical Analysis and Thinking Skills (CATS) 12 -3
Curric,uWfor Meeting Modern Problem: (The New Model Me) 12-4
CtirriCuliimodification ThrOugh Environmental Studies; Environmental Studies Center, 6-13

. .4.$:
Dale Avenue Early Childhood Education Project 13-3
Dayton CiireCt Instruction Follow Through Resource Center 9-39

De Kalb County Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-40 ,
Demohstration Evaluation Center (CAM) 74 ^,

Developing Modell for SpeCial Education (DMSE) 10-4
Developmental EduCation Birth Through Two (Project DEBT) 10-14
Developmental-)NaY (DP):,A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration Project 5-6
Diagnostic Prescriptive Arithmetic (DPA) 9-12
Directory of Representative' Work Education Programs. 1972-73 13-3 ,.

-.Project'Discoiery 4-6 '
Disco-Very Through Reading .9-40
DtCersilied Educational Experiences Program (DEEP) 2-3

21/uval COnsumer Education-Curriculum 6-14-
, 7 - ,

`Early Childhood Education All Day Kindergarten 5-18
Early Chili:hi led Preventive Curriculum (ECPC) 9-41
Early Pre/Wilton of School Failure 5-7
Early Prevention of School Failure Migrant Program (For Spanish and English-Speaking Children) 3-4

'East Las Vegas FolloW Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-41
' East St. Louis Direct Instruction Follow Through 5-18

project ECOLogy (Environmental CareerOriented Learning) 6-5
EGOS Training Institute (ETI) 8-4
Educational Services for Schoolage Parents (ESSP) 2-6
the Electric ampany 9-42
Elementary Metric Project .13-3

Elmira Follow Through Project 9-42
ELSMERE Project 10-5
project Emerge:gThe Shop 13-4
Engineered Classroom for Students Who Are Both Educabty Mentally Handicapped and Behaviorally

Maladjusted 10-15
project Elia lity 4 -7
project ERIN: Early Recognition Intervention Network 10-6

'Ethical Issues in Decision Making 12-15
'EVERY CHILD A WINNER,With Movement Education 12-5
Every Student Every Day 9-43
Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (ECRI) 8-5
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) (Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEI)) 4-14
Experience-Based Career'Education (EBCE) (Far West Laboratory (FWL)) 2-6
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) Fond du Lac. Wisconsin 4-14
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) (Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory) 2-7

14-26253 ,.

Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) (Research for Better Schools. Inc. (ABS)) 4-15

. 'Facing History and Ourselves: Holocaust and Human Behavior 6-14 ..
the Fail Save Continuum of Services for Learning Disabled Students 13-4
Family Oriented Structured Preschool Activity (Seton Hall Program) 5-19
FAST: Functional Analysis Systems Training 13-3

..

'FEED 13-3
the First Calculating and Reading Quest 13-4
Flagstaff Remedial Reading Project (Title I) 13-3
Flint Follow Through Direct Instruction Resource Center 9-43

-:....,,,, *Flippin Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-44
" FLIT: Functional Literacy. 1-5 .

41.1` Florida Migratory Child Compensatory Program Language Arts Tutorial Program 13-4
Fobus Dissemination Project 2-4 ..

'Follow ;through Nongraded Learning Model: New York CitylHampton Instituto 5-19
- Follow Through Portageville Unit 5-20

Founoltional Approaches in Science Teaching 6-15
tFreestile 4-15

1
"Games Children Play " Atlanta Folow Through/Interdependent Learning Model 9-44
GEMS: Goal-based Educational Management System 9-13
the Glassboro RightTo-Read Project 9-45

//
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"Go Metric": A Supplemental Low-test Metric CurriCulum 9-45
'Good Samaritan DiagnosticiPrescriptive Classroom for Handicapped Preschool Children 13-6
'Gulfport Follow Through: Mathernagenic Activities Program (MAP) 9-46

'Have a Healthy Hearti 2-.15
Hawaii Basic Skills Remediation Project -13 -4
Hawaii English Program (HEP) 13-4

'Hawaii Follow Throtigh Project 9-46
HEAR: hiuman Educational Awareness Resource (A Career Education Program to Reduce Effects of

Sex Role Stereotyping) 4-8
HEP/Project ALOHA (Allowing Learners Optimum Human Attainment)A Mainland Demonstration of the

Hawaii English Program 13=4 .

Higher Horizons 100 9-47
HIT: High Intensity Tutoring 9-47,
project Home Base 5=20
Home Start 13-3
HOSTS: Help One Student To Succeed-9-14

`Houston Independent School District Bilingual Programs 3-7
I CAN Instructional Physical Education System 13-6
project I-C-E (Instruction-Curriculuin-Environment) 6-6
project Idea (A Program for -Hearing-Impaired Infants) 13-3
Improvement of Basic Reading Skills 9-48
Improving Abhievement (Readincl; Through Use of Teachers and Teacher Aides 9-48
Indianapolis Follow Through Project 5-21
Individualized Bilingual Instruction (181) 3-5
IndiVidualized Language Arts: Diagnosis. Prescription, and Evaluation 9-15
Inservice training in the Teaching Research Data Based Classroom for Severely Handicapped

School-Age Children 8 -8
Institute for Creative Education 12-6
Institute for Political and Legal Educaticin (IPLE) 6-7
project Instruct 9-16
Intensive Reading Improvement Program (IRIP) 8-8
Interactive Curricular Experience 10-15
IRIP. Intensive Reading Instructional Teams 9-49
ISIS: Individualized Science Instructional System Diisemination,Project '6-8

Kansas City Follow_Through Project: Resource Center 5-21
project KARE (Knowledgeable Action to Restore our Environment) 6-9
Kenosha Model: Academic improvement Through Language Experience 9-17

Law Education Goals And Learnings (LEGAL) 6-15
Law in a Changing Society (LCS) 6-10
Learncycle; Responsive Teaching 8-6
project Learning Disabilities: Early Identification and Intervention 13-4

Learning,fo_r Life 12-16
Learning-fa Read by Reading 9-49

'Lee County Follow Through: Mithemagenic Activities Program (MAP) 9-50
LeFlore County (Mississippi) Follow Through Resource Center 9-50
LEM: Learning Experience Module (Educational Management Design) 7-7
Lincoln County Exemplary Project in Career Education 13-4

'Macomb 0-3 Regional Project: A Rural Child/Parent Service 10-16
?MAPPS: Multl-Agency Project for Pre-Schoolers 10-16
MARC: MultiSensory Approach to Readirig and Reading ReadinessCurriculum. 9-51
Matching Attitudes and Talents to Career Horizons (MATCH) 4-9
Math Laboratories for Disadvantaged Students 13-4
Matteson FourDimensional Reading Program 9-51 .

McCorthick Follow Through: Mattiemagenic Activities Program (MAP) 9-52
MCHPNIP: Mother-Child Home Program of the Verbal Interaction Project 5 -8
MECCA: Make Every Child Capable of Achieving 5-22
Media Now 11-3

Medical Insurance: A Procedure for Instituting a CostEffictive Program 7-7
the ME/ME Drug Prevention Education Program 12-7
Metrics Made Easy 9-52
Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSFITS) 3-7
Model Classrooms: Classroom Management 9-18
Model Learning Disabilities Systems (MLDS).13-4
Modification of Children's Oral Language, 10-7

./approved by JORP since fall 1980 editron.
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National Migrant Interstate Project 13-4
New Adventure: Success Strategies for Reading and Language (NAIL) 9-19

New Haven Follow Through Project 9-53
/ the New Jersey Writing Project 9-20

New York State Ekternal High School Diploma Program (EDP) 1-5
'Nichols Avenue Follow Through: A Direct Initruction Model 19-53

; NOMAD: Needs and Objectives for Migrant Advancement and Development 3-8
Northern Cheyenne Follow Through Project 5-22

41 Northwest Special Education (NWSE) 10-17
1

,Oakland Unified School District Follow Through Prog am: Learning Through Literature 5-23
Occupational and Career DevelopMent 4-16
,Occupational Versatility (0.V.). 4-10
Oklahoma Child Service Demonstration Center for condary LD Students 10-8
Ombudsman 12-8

'Opening the Doors 4-16

PA: Project Advocate Northwestern Illinois Association 13-3
PAL: Pupils Advancing in Learning ,1341
ParentChild Early Education Program (Saturday School) 5-23
Parent Readiness Education Project (PREP) 5-9
PEECH: Precise Early Education for Children with Handicaps. 10-17
PEGASUS: Personalized Educational Growth and Achievement with Se lenve Utilization of Staff 9-54
PEGASUSPACE: Continuous Progress Reading Program: Personalized Educational Growth And Selective

Utilization of Staff Personalized Approach to Continuous Education 9-21
PEOPEL: Physical Education'Opportunity Program for'Exceptional Handicapped Learners 12-9
Peoria 0-3 Project Replication of an Interdisciplinary Approach to the Early Education of Handicppped

Children Ages 0-3 10-18'
Perception+ 5-10
Personalized Instruction: A Classrdom Team Approach 9-54
Philadelphia Follow Through Behavior Analysis Resource Center (BARC) 9-55
Physical Efficiency and Corrective Physical Education (PECPE) 12-16

es 'Pickens County Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP) 9-55
Pilot.Project Utilizing Supportive Personnel Using Behavior Modification Techniques with Articulatory Disordered

Children 8-9 1

Pima County DevelopmeAtal Career Guidance Project 4-11 .,

PlattsburgNFollow Thrgugh Program 9-56
Pocatello Follow Through: Mathemagenic Activities Program (MAP) 9-56
Pollution Contiol Education Center Priority One: Environment 6-11-
the Portage Project: A Home Approach to the Early Education of Handicapped Children 5-11
PoSitive Alternatives to Student Suspensions (PASS): A Validated Pupil Personnel Services Demonstration

Project 12-10
Positive Attitude Toward Learning (PATL) 8-7
Pre-Algebra Development Centers"9-22
Precision Teaching Project -10-9
PREDICTl: Pre-kindergarten Education for the Disadvantaged Child Title I 13-3/
Pre-Kindergarten Prescriptiie Teaching Program for Learning Disabled Children 13-4
Prevention of Learning Disabilities: An Interdisciplinary Model 5-24
project PRIDE: Professional Reading Instruction with Desirable Effects '9-57
Brimary Grades Health CurilcUlum Project (PGHCP) 12-17
PRIOR: PReschool and Improvement Of Reading 9-57
the Process of Teaching Basic Reading Skills in Secondary Schools 8-9
a Program for Early Education of Children with Handicaps 10-18
Programed Tutorial Reading 9-58
Programs for Children with Down Syndrome 5-24
Project for the Severely Handicapped Child 13-4

:Project Management Basic Principles and Techniques 8-10
'Proviso Reading Model 9-58
Psychomotor Learnings for Academic Yields (Project PLAY) 9-59

Public School 33 Manhattan Follow Through Project: A Child Development Approach 9-59
'Public School 92 Manhattan Follow Through 9-60
'Public School 137 Brooklyn Follow Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-60
Public Schools of Choice: High School in the Community (HSC) 2-7

'Pupil Transportation: A Procedure for Cooperative Purchase of Special Education Services 7-8

project R3: Readiness. Relevancy and Reinforcement 9-23

'Approved by JDRP since fail 1980 edit:on,



Randolph County Follow Through Program -61
project READ 13-41
Reading English Rotation Project 9-24
project Reading Impiovement9-61
Reading Improvement Programt Secondary Schools Reading Laboratory 13-4
Reading 7- Individualized Remedial Laboratories/Math Individualized Remediation 9-62
Reading InstrUction and Pupil P rsonnel Services (RIPPS) 9-62
project Read-Write 9-63 .
project REAL 5-2
RE-ED SChool of entucky 10-19

, ReligiOn In Hums Culture (RIHC) 6112^
the Responsive Ea ly Childhood Education Program (RECEP) 9-63
Richmond (Virgin! Follow ThroughlResource Center 5-25
Right to Read: Wit Julio! High School 13-4
the Rutland Cent Development' I Therapy Model for Treating EmotionallyDisturbed Children 10-10

San Diego Oily Schools Follow Thro h: A Direct Instruction Model 9-64
project SCAT: Skills'for Consumers Applied Today-12-17
School Health Curriculum Project ( HOP) 12-11
School Volunteer Development Project 945

SCORE: Success Controlled Optimal Reading Experience-10-19
SDR:-Systems Directed Reading 13-5
SEAPORT: Student Education Assuring Positive Organized Reading Techniques 9-64
Secondary Credit Erichange Program 3-8
Senior Elective Program 2-8- ,
Sequential Physical Education Reform: The M-5 Project 12-12
project SHARE: Sharing High Yield Accountability with Resource Educators 10-20
SIGMA: System for Individually Guiding Mastery Attainment 8-10
project SKIHI' 10-11
project SMART (Success in Mathematics Through Aural Reading Techniques) 13-3
South Douglas County Early Childhood Education ProjeCt 13-5
Special Education Preschool Program 10-26-
St John Valley Bilingual Education Program 13 =0
St. Paul Open School 2-8
STAMM: Systematic Teaching And Measuring Mathematics 9-26
project STAY: School To Aid Youth, 5-26
Straggles in _Early Childhood Education 9-65
Student Team Learning: Intergroup Relations 9-27

,Student Teams-Achievement Divisions (STAD): LanguageArts 9-28\ project SucCess Environment: A Contingency ManagementApproach to Classroom Improvement 13-5\ project Success or the SLD Child 10-21
. r \ project Success: Handicapped 10-21

/ Systematic Instr ctional Management Strategies (elms) 10-12
a Systems Appr ch to IndividualIzed.Instruction (SAII) 9-65

project Talent Development 13-5
-Talents Unlimited 12-13
TALK: Teaching Activities for Language Knowledge 9-29
the TeaChing Research Infant and Child Center Classroom for.Moclerately and Severely Handicapped

Children 10-1$
;Team,Oriented Corrective Reading (TOCR); 9-66
Teens-Games-Tournament (TGT) 9-30
Title I Children's Program: Lsarnina to Read Through the Arts, Division of Curr, culum and Instruction, New York

City Board of Education 9-31
Title I Compensatory Mathematics Program 9-66

.* jitle I Compensatory Reading Program 9-67
Title I ESEA Preschool 5-26
Title I Reading, Grades 2-6.9-67
Title I Remedial Reading Program 13-5
Topeka Outdoor-Environmental Education Project 13-5

Training for Turnabout Volunteers 13-6
Trenton Follow Through: Behavior Analysis App(oach 5-27
Atari Follow Through 5 -27

UCLA Allied Health Professions Publications 4-17'
project Understand: Arlington's Title I Program 9-68

'Approved by JORP since tan 1980 edition.
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Upstairs School 9-68
Urban Arts Program 11-4 '
U-SAIL: Utah System Approach to Individualized Learning 7-3

o
Uvalde Foitovi Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-69

N

VRP; Reading Power in the Content Areas (Vocational Reading Power) 9-32

Waterloo Follow Through: Individuatized Early Learning Program 5-28
Waukegan Follow Through Demonstration Resource Center 5-28
the Weeksville School/Bank Street College Follow Through Program 5-29

'Williamsburg County Follow-Through: A Direct Instruction Model 9-69
WWAS: Women in World Are Studies:74716

'Approved by JDRP since fall 1980 edition.



The National ridusion Network

The National- -DiffuSion.'Nehvork : is an organization of primarily,
acheol:besi,d,' program*, that hive 'been approved: for, nationwide
dissemination" by the-rfederallJoint, Dissemination Review Paftel: Since
its inception .1974, the NbN.,hailgrown- froM..76 Jo= 316',,peocjrains
that -were developed in large part.bY'.cleSsroOm.,teadhere=With grants
from 26'federal programs and agencies.end4 variety of ',State and local
sources ;who Workable- solutions to local sPrOblems: The NDN-
wiS 'fOrMei:lo .*a9e',edUdatort. in ;other- locations who fade MMilar
:PrOblerris .the. tiMe: and *cense, dql eielopingla Solution :Om. scratch.
NDN has2firexceidediteinitialeipectations.:In 1879-80 alone, almost
10,000 schools. 'adopted- program. As a result, 87,000
teachers received inservice training and 2.7..MiliiOn students- benefited.

NDN programa 'help learner*, with many: different heed, 'disabled
Preschoolers, idieadvantaged,-)thertity 'in primary :grades;
high- achieving'high SchaerstudentS,:and out-of4chool adults, to name
a few. There are NDN'OrograMs:.for many-Content-areas, ranging from
the-basic skills .6t., reading, MathematiCS; and oral- and Written
compainiCation.:to=i1ocational and career educatien,,, consumer eduCa=
tion, and; phYsical education.' Other NDN: programs provides training .fdt
teachers in instructional methods- and '-biassroorn :Management _tech*
citiee. Still others 'help school adniInistratOrs, with 'a, variety- of
,management:prOblems._Adopters range -troM small, single' schools in
remote, rural .areas to large; metropolitan distriots.

For 'information about' the. services of the' National DiffusiOn.Network,
contact the National Diffusion Network Division, ,Room 802, Riviere

Building, 1832 M Withington, DC 20036.
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